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'THE 'dividends·. o£. the ;Ea~t-India Company, -li;I<.e~ . CHAP.
those of. oth~r
;mercantile 'bodies,.
had .been · ac<.lus-. · · -x;n~:
.
- .
tomed to. fluctuate ·acc~rdingly: as: 6ircumstances
were prosperous. or adve.rse. 1~'1766,-,the dividefrd -A.~- 1766.
had· for some ti~e bee~ nu~.de at the rate of six per · ~ ' ·
cent. per a:~mu~. Tl;e news of the acqt1;isition ·of
the dewanny .of }3engal,' ~eh~r, ~ ··and 'ori~§a; iijipressed the proprietors.
with ..'a :belief... ·that. "'more
- ...
might reasonably be e~pe~tedf an4 ~~ .~t~e . ~.arne
general court hi .which the _!lUccess\of, ·Clive's negotiation was anrrou:rtceq, * a motion ~as made 'to·
raise. the dividend t?·'eight per.'ce~t. ;. o~t the C<>urt ·
of Directors having· .;lelivere-d. an unanimous opihiou
that the proposal ~as .prema~u~e, );he u'lotion, in·
deference to. th~ir.·j~dgment, was. withdrawn: .At

.

~

~

.

* Held on the 18th June, 1766.
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the next general court,* howevm·, the subject of
increase of dividend was again brought forward, and
an augmentation of still greater amount was called
for. It was moved that the next dividend should
be made at the rate of ten per cent. per annum.
The Court of Directors, anticipating that a proposal
for increasing the dividend would be made, had
prepared a report, the result of an investigation of
the Company's affairs, with special. regard to the
subject of debate; and their conclusion was, that
the circumstances of the Company were not such as
to warrant any increase. Notwithstanding tpis, the
motion was pressed to a division, a~d was finally determined by a ballot, the resul~ of which. gave a victory to the advocates of the proposed increase. This
was followed t by a proposal to make overtures to
Government for an extension of the duration of the
Company's charter, on consideration of their admitting the State to participate in the advantages of
their recent acquisition.} Those. with whom the
proposal originated, indeed, manifested an exube-

*

Held 24th Sept. 1766.
t 14th Nov. 1766.
t The creation of the new East.:India Company, with which

the old Company was finally incorporated,. was one of the various
expedients resorted to by the embarrassed government of William
the Third, to raise money for the service of the State. The
capital was to be lent to the Crown, and at a stipulated period
after the repayment of the loan the exclus_ive right of trading was
to cease. As the State found it conveni~nt to borrow, and difficult to repay, other loans were subsequently obtained, the bonus
for which was invariably an extension of the period of the continuance of the exclusive trade. The proposal referred to. in the
text, however extravagant in its character, was, therefore, ac-
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ranee of sanguine expectation worthy of the burning clime on whose wealth and fertility it was
based. In consideration of an extension of the
Company's charter for thirty-seven years, they generou~ly proposed to assign to the State all that
should remain of the territorial revenues after the
civil and military expenses of the settlements should
be paid, and after payment of a dividend to the
Company at the rate of fifteen per cent., to be
guaranteed. for ten years. During that period the
profits of the Company's trade were to accumulate
as additional capital. At its expiration, the Company were again to derive their dividends from the
profits of their trade ; but if these should be .insufficient to pay fifteen per cent., the difference was to
be made up from the territorial revenues. High as
were the expectations of the propr~etors, they were
not prepared to entertain this. plan. The proposal
was met by a ·motion for the previous question,
which was carried. This result was followed by a
motion, recommending the Court of Directors to
tl1ke measures for obtaining from parliament further powers for· ·extending· the trade of the Company, and ~ecuring to them the benefits of the grants
and acquisitions r~cently obtai~ed. An amendme~t
upon this was moved, embodying the views of those
who had supported the first motion, but without
specially referring to them-motions of adjournment sine die, and of adjournment to a future day,
cordant with the principles on which accommodation had previously been afforded mutually to the Crown and the Company.
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were made, and, after a protracted debate, the
court broke up, with an understanding that the
subject should be resumed at the quarterly court
which was approaching. But the ~uccessful results
of Clive's policy had attracted the notice of others
as well as of the proprietors of. East-India stoc.k.
Several months before the discussion ]ast noticed,
the Duke of Grafton, then prime minister, had
intimated to the chairman and deputy-chairman
that the affairs of the East-India Company would
probably occupy the attention of parliament in the
approaching session, and that it might be expected
to meet before Christmas.* It had met on the
11th ~.ovember; and on the 25th, a motion was
made in the House of Commons, for a committee to
inquire into the state and condition of the Company.
It was carried, upon a division, by one hundred and
twenty-nine against seventy-six ; and it was. then
further resolved, that the committee should consist
of the'" whole· House;"
On the lOth December, the court received ~rders
to lay before .the ·House of Commons a variety of
papers, includi1;1g copies of all treaties and grants
from any native powers between 1756 and 1766,
both years inclusive ; as well as of all correspondence relating thereto, and an account of the state
of the Company's territorial revenues. At the time
of making these orders, the House also called for a
*This communication was made on the 28th August, 1766, and
at the next general court (24th September) was announced to the
proprietors.
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statement of all expenses incurred by Government CHAP.
VIII.
on account of the East-India Company during the
period to which the order for copies of the treaties
and grants applied. These proceedings of parliament were made known to the general comt held
a few days after the service of the orders, and the
effect was to create a general impi·ession that, under
the circumstances, it was no.t advisable to make any
application to parliament. With reference to the
order for a statement of expenses incurred by Government on behalf of the Company, it was suggested that a counter-statement should be prepared,
of charges thrown upon the Company by the acquisition and preservation of their possessions, the reduction and temporary retention of Manilla, and
other similar causes ; but the Court of Directors, it
was intimated, had ·already anticipated the wish~s of
the proprietors on this point, by giving ·orders for
the· preparation of such a statement. The general
court adjourned till the 31st December, on which A.D. 1766.
day a motion, recommending the Court of Directors
to treat with the ministry and report their proceedings, was carried unanimously.
The Court of Directors entered on the duty com- .
mitted to them, but their progress was slow and
unsatisfactory. The chairman, Mr. Dudley, writing
to Lord Clive, say~ :-" We have been, and still are,
studying the wants of the administration, for they
themselves will not open their mouths to utter one
syllable."* Parliament continued to call for further

*· Quoted by Sir John Malcolm in Memoirs of Clive, val. iii.
page 197.
·
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papers, and general courts continued to assemble to
hear that their executive had made certain proposals,
and that the ministers held their peace.* The stagnancy of discussion was somewhat relieved by the
irrepressible activity of Mr. Sulivan, who, being now
out of the direction, produced a set of counter-proposals, to be submitted to ministers in place of those
of the directors. The question was referred to the
decision of a ballot, and the directors prevailed.
The House of Commons had called for a variety
of papers, but the committee did not proceed to
business till the latter end of March. It sat at
r
intervals through the month of April and part of
May. In the meantime the desire of the proprietors for an increase of their dividend continued,
but the ministers and the Court of Directors were
alike opposed to its gratification. At a general
court; held on the 6th May, the chairman reported
the results of the negotiations between the Court of
Directors and the advisers of the Cr9wn, and apprized the proprietors of the feeling entertained by
the latter against an increase of the dividend. It
was, notwithstanding, moved, that the dividend for
the ensuing half-year should be at the rate of twelveand-a-half per cent. per annum, and the motion was
carried. On the following d~y, the House of Commons called for the proceedings of the court at
which this vote was passed ; and at another general
court, held on the 8th, the Court of Directors re-

* The documentary communications on the part of the ministry
;wer.e confined to a single paper, which, so far from expounding
th~ir views, consisted of nothing but a string of questions.
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commended that it should be rescinded. · After a
debate of great length, a 1:esolution was passed, to
the effect that, in the arrangement with the ministers of the Crown, four hundred thousand pounds
per annum should be secured to the proprietors. This
did not differ substantially from the former resoiution, as that sum would have furnished a dividend
of twelve-and-a-half per cent. On the day on which
this cou~t was held, Mr. Fuller, the chairman of the
committee of the House of Commons, moved for
leave to bring in a bill for regulating the Company's
dividends, and the motion was carried. The bill
was brought in on the 11th, and read a first time.
On the 12th it was read a second time, and ordered
to be committed on the 19th. The object of the
bill was to restrain any increase of dividend beyond
ten per cent. till the next session of parliament.
On the 18th May, the chairman reported. to a
general court then held, that copies of the resolution passed at the preceding court had been delivered to the Duke of Grafton, premier, Mr. Townsend, chancellor of the exchequer; and General
Conway, one of the sem·etaries of state. An interview with the Duke of Grafton had been Sought,
but the answer of that nobleman seemed to offer
little encouragement to the hopes of the proprietors.* The Court of Directors, however, had deemed

* The following is a copy of it :-" The Duke of Grafton presents his compliments to the Chairman and Deputy of the EastIndia Company; his time is always at their command, but he owns
he can see very little effect from any interview on the subject of
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it ~xpedietit to try the effect of a_ pe~sonal CO!lfer~
ence:. the chairman and deputy accordingly availed
theinselv~s of the expres.sed _readiness of the minister
to receive· them; but all that they obtained was a
reference for his vi~ws to his writte:r:t roessage. Under these circumstances, the Court of Directors reci:n~_ended. ~he presentation of- a petition to t_he
House o~·cm;nmons, pressing-the claims of the Com•
pany, but :niodifying them in some degree so as to
meet the views of the· administration. · One of the
-main points in. w~ich mo~ification took place, was
·that of the period during which the proposed agreement between the C!own and the Company should
remain .in fo~ce. The proprietors · had required a
. considerable addition to .the t~rm ~f their charter,
. and t~e expectations expressed as to the extent of
, ·_ su'ch addition had varied from thi~ty-seven to fifty
ye~rs. Ministers would conclude no agreement for
. more than three years, and :the first clause of the
proposed . petition expressed acquiesc~Iice in. this
arrangement. The fourth, fifth~ and sixth clauses
prop_osed tliat the trading profits of the -Company,
and
. ' the· residue of. the territorial
.... revenue, after
deducting the ..expenses of administration, should
form a fund ·out of which the Company should
receive £400,000 per annum as a dividend', and tha~
the resolutions of the general court of Friday last, which, differing so much from-the ideas jointly approved by the directors and
the King's servants, appear more proper for the judgment of par: ·l}ament, whose a~tention to the gn;at affair has been too often
··turned aside by fallacious appearances of accommodation."_
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the surplus should .be equally divided between the CHAP.
·vrn.
Company and the public, the sh~re of the CC!nipany
being appropriated to. the discharge of their debts.
The remaining clauses related to. v~~ious ·.points,
fiscal, military? · and. c.ommerci!l-1;· but : ~f inferior ·
importance with reference to the. existing circumstances of the Company. The debate .of this .day
was fierce and long. At .a late hou~, a in9tion, being ·
made for a petition to the. Hou~e ~f .Commons,
praying that the petitioners might be heard by themselves or their counsel against the bill for regulating
the Company's dividends, .a ballot w~s demanded;
and, as the bill was to go i~to conimi.ttee on the followiilg day, it was suggested, co1itrary to usual practice, that the ballot shoul.d take place·fort4wi.th. · At
nine o'clock in the evening it·was moved and cjtrried,
that the ballot should then commence; anq ~ontinu~
open till eleven. Against this decision several proprietors delivered a· protest. Another protes.t )Vtis
signed. by the Court of Directors, who also ~efused
to appoint any scrutine(}rS.- Scrutineers were accordingly chosen by the proprietors, who reported
that the motion was carried, ~y one hundred ~nd
thirty-eight against two. The deb~te was tlieri
resumed on the petition proposed by the Court of
Directors. It was conducted with no less vehemence than that .which had 'preceded the ballot. It
was finally determined to instruct the Court of D·irectors to alter the petitiqn, by 'suggesting the payment of £400,000 per annum to the publici~ place
of the proposed participation in. the Company's pro~
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fits; and a few minutes before foui· o'clock in the
morning of the 19th May this memorable court adjourned. The petition praying. to be heard'by counsel
against the dividend bill was presented to the House
of Commens on the same day. A motion, to refer
it to the consideration_ of the committee, being opposed, the debate was adjourned till the following
day.*~A motion succeeded for a return of the names
of the proprietors who had balloted on the day before under such extraordinary circumstances, and of
the amount of their stock. · It was opposed ; but, on
a division, carried. The petition originally prepared
by the Court of Directors, and which .submitted the
proposals of the Company for an arrangement with the
State, was presented on the 20th, and referred to the
committee. The adjourned debate on the former
petition was then resumed, and the petition was ultimately rejected. On the 25th, it was ordered, that
it be an instruction to the committee to insert in the
bill a clause regulating the mode of balloting in the
general courts of the East-India Company. On
the 27th, the bill came out of committee ; and on
the 28th, was read a third time and passed. On
that day, it had been determined by a ballot again
to petition parliament against the bill, and praying to be heard by counsel ; but from the fact of the
bill having passed the House of Commons, it was
*There appears, from the Journals of the House of Commons,
to have been another petition of like character from certain proprietors of East-India stock, which was referred to the committee,
• and on the 25th of May the peti~ioners were heard by counseL
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no longer of any avail to petition there. The Company, therefore, addressed their prayer to the House
of Lords ; and, with a view to aid its success by a
pledge of moderation, passed a resolution against
any increase of dividend beyond twelve-and-a-half
per cent. for two years. But they were not more
successful in the upper, than they had been in the
lower House. The bill was passed, though not
without ? protest against it signed by nineteen
peers. Among the most powerful opponents of the
bill was the chief justice of the King's-hench, the
Earl of Mansfield : and his lordship i~ represented
to have condemned the proceeding as an exertion
of arbitrary power of which there was no precedent
-as an attempt to set aside a legal act of private
men, legally empowered to dispose of their own
property, in doing which they had violated neither
the general principles of justice nor the by-laws of
the Company.* There is certainly some force in
the reasons of this distinguished lawyer-the interference of parliament to prevent a commercial
co-pa1·tnery from ruining itself was at least an unusual exercise of authority. But whether such interposition were justifiable or not, it is certain that
it was beneficial, even to those who were restrained
by it. The expectations of the proprietors had been
unduly raised with regard ·to the benefits likely to
accrue to them from the territorial revenues : the
Court of Directors sought in vain to moderate them,

* Hardwick Papers, quoted in Hansard's Parliamentary History, vol. xvi.
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and it was only by force of law tliat the temporary gratification of those extravagant hopes was prevented.
Few, however, will believe that the ministers of
the Crown took a very deep interest in preserving a
trading company from the consequences of an imprudent act. The wealth believed to be involved in
the gift of the dewanny, and the desire to divert
some portion of it into the English exchequer, must
be-looked to as the real motives of their interference.* The question was raised, to whom the newly
acquired territory belonged ; but its discussion was
somewhat premature. The Company had in strictness acquired no territory, but only the right of
administering the finances of Bengal, Behar, and
Orissa ; and after satisfaction of certain claims, of
applying the surplus to their own benefit. It may
be conceded, that neither a British subject, nor a
company of British subjects, can acquire or exercise
territorial sovereignty, but in this case there was no
sovereignty. The Emperor of Delhi was the sovereign, and the Company was his zemindar. It may
be true, that this relation between the parties was a
mere fiction; but similar fictions are common under
all systems of government and law, and there is no
reason why they should command less respect in the
case of the East-India Company than in any other.

*

T~ese feelings were not confined to the ministers, but appear to have pervaded the people. Alderman Beckford, leader of
the popular party in the city of London, is represented to have
expressed, in his place in parliament, a hope that the rich acquisitions. of the Company in the East would be made the means of
relieving the people of England qf some of their burdens.
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Against public clamour and parliamentary influence,
it was, however, vain to contend ; and throughout
the discussion which took place among the proprietors of East-India stock, the admission of the State
to a participation in the profits of the dewanny was
assumed to be a necessary concession. A bill, pi"oviding for the payment for two years of four hundred thousand pounds per annum by the Company
to the Crown, was accordingly brought in, and passed
into a law, without opposition and almost without
notice.*
The operation of the act for limiting the amount
of the Company's di~dends was TestTicted to one
year. Before the expil'ation -of that period, considerable changes had .taken place in the ministry, t

* By another' act, of which the tendency was unquestionably
good, it was sought to diminish the pernicious practice of creating
fictitious votes. The bill was introduced with especial reference to
the East· India Company, but, in its progress through the House
of Commons, its operation was extended to other similar establishments. It provided, that no one should vote in any general
court who had not been possessed of his qualification for six
months.
t This ministry, although the Duke of Grafton was its nominal
head, was formed by the celebrated Earl of Chatham, but at a
time when his health was failing, and after his disposition for
public business had left him. It was from its commencemenf
weak and unstable, possessing neither the favour of the court,
the confidence of the people, nor any principle of conservation
within itself. It was the ministry so finely ridicUled by Burke •
in the following passage of one of his speeches :-"He made an
administration so chequered and speckled ; he put together a
piece of joinery so crossly indented and whimsicany dovetailed ;
a cabinet so variously inlaid; such a piece of diversified mosaic;
such a tesselated pavement without cement, ,here a bit of black
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but no change in the policy maintained towards the
East-India Company. A bill was brought in to
continue for another year the operation of the
former act.· The Company resisted this, as they
had resisted the former act regulating the dividends;
but it passed both Houses by considerable majorities,
although, like its predecessor, it was the subject of
a protest in the Lords.* In the month of August
stone, and there a bit of white ; patriots and courtiers ; king's
friends and republicans; Whigs and Tories; treacherous friends
and open enemies-that it was, indeed, a very curious show, but
utterly unsafe to to~ch and unsure to stand upon. The colleagues
whom he had assorted at the same boards stared at each other,
and were obliged to ask-' Sir, your name ?' ' Sir, you have the
advantage of me.' 'Mr. Such-a-one, I beg a thousand pardons.'
I venture to say it did so happen, that persons had a single
office divided between them who had never spoken to each other
in their lives, until they found themselves, they knew not how,
pigging together, heads and points, in the same truckle bed."Speech on Repeal of the American Tea Duties Bill, Aprill9,

1774.

• * The protest contains six sections, each stating and enforcing
a particular ground of opposition to the bill. The fourth, fifth,
and sixth are the most important, referring, not to the peculiar
circumstances of the Company, but to general principles. They
are as follows: "Fourth. Because it appears to us that to restrain
the subject in the disposition of his own property, without any
other pretence than the mere possibility of abuse (this bill having
been chiefly defended upon that ground), is a principle unheard of
in any free country, and most alarming to all the trading and
monied interests .of this kingdom ; it goes to the subjecting to the
same restraint, on the same loose reasons, every great company,
as well as every public or private stock, which may become of
magnitude sufficient to tempt, in future times, an impoverished
treasury and a rapacious administration, since no degree of innocence C!ln be a security against such suspicion of a possible fraud,
and su~h a suspicion may be. made a ground for continuing an
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following, it was intimated that the King's ministers
were ready to receive proposals from the Company
with respect to the territorial acquisitions and revenues. The proceedings connected with the passing of the bill restricting ·the amount of dividend
have been detailed at some length, because they
relate to the first instance in which parliament
interfered with the property of the Company. It
arbitrary ~estraint, until the subject shall consent to ranso!.ll his
property on such terms as shall be prescribed to him. Fifth.
Because this annual restraint tends to establish a perpetual interposition of parliament, in declaring dividends for this Company,
and, indeed, all companies whatsoever, to the increase of that
most dangerous and infamous part of stock-jobbing which is
carried on by clandestine intelligence, and to the vesting it in
the worst of all hands-those of administration; for a minister
who shall hereafter acquire in parliament (by whatever means)
sufficient influence for the purpose, may, by his power of increasing,
diminishing, or withholding dividends at his pleasure, have all
the stockholders in these companies (a body extremely considerable
for wealth and numbers) entirely at his mercy, and probably at
his disposal, to the infinite increase of the already overgrown and_
almost irresistible influence of the Crown. Sixth. Because we
apprehend that this unprecedented practice of declaring dividends
in parliament may become a more alarming mode of undue influence
on the members t_hemselves, than any of those which have hitherto
so frequently excited the jealousy of the legislature, since it furnishes
a fund for corruption far greater than any hitherto known-a,fund
in its nature inexhaustible, of the greatest facility in the application, and quite out of the reach of all discovery and prosecution.
We think the principle of this bill the first step towards the introduction of such a new system of corruption, and have: therefore,
resisted it, lest the constitution should become totally perverted
from the ends for which it was originally established, and be no
longer venerated by this nation, as giving security to liberty and
property, and protection to- the subject from all violence and
injustice on the part of Government."
'\'\ Of No 8;:
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notwithst~nding· this, :they secretl.fgave to Sir John

Linqsay a .r~yal commissio~: conferring the powers.
.which th~· Conipany had refused.* The political
· inex~edien~y of this act '!"as its .lightest fault. · The
incap·acity of the ministers who-committed it sinks
: irito' insignificance, ·~hen compared witll. the crime
.~(dishoholiring the name of their master by associati~g it witli a miserable and ~scandalous deception.
, Th~· :ecret . history of this • proceeding transpired
after a few years, and it is at once curious and in..
structiVe.
.
••
. If is not~'rious that the education of Oriental
princes does not prepare them, in any degree, for
the stations .~~ich they:,...are destined to occupy.
Ignorant, for the most part, even of the state of
society around them, their ignorance of European
politics, habits, and manners is extreme. They are,
consequently, an easy. prey for artful and unprincipled adventurers, who, traversing the world in quest
of fortune; are not so fastidious as to reject any
means of securing their object, though fraud, falsehood, and treachery, be ·among tluim. Mahomet

.

* The names of the men guilty of this mean, dastardly, and
perfidious conduct ought to be recorded. The principal members of the ministry'were the Duke of Grafton; premier; Lord
North, chancellor.· of the exchequer; Lord Camden, lord. chancellor; Lord Weymouth, Lord,Rochford, and Lord Hil.sborough,
secretaries of state ; Sir Edward Hawke, fir8t lord of the adminilty ; Lord Gower, president of the council; Lord Bristol, lord
privy .seal. The minister immediately concerned in the negotiation with the East-India Company was Lord Weymouth: from
.him Sir John Lindsay received his commission.
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Britain nained · Macpherson, who t~ld him that his .
.
.
.\
.
.
dissatisfaction was just; he did more, :he'. prof~~sed
to be abl.e .to procu~e him. reiief, and.' solic.ited a com-~.
mission from th.e.. Nabo~ e~1powering hi~ to:procee.d .
to England as an accredited ag~ri.t: of· his h!gh~e~s..
. ,,. . •
The objects of this mission· were stated by the,envo~ ·
to be, to raise in the 'breast of. tht: priifle. inifl:ister ~
favourable feeling towards the Nabob-·~~>Ii): ~ef9re ~.
him the distress of the prince, and ·to she~ the advantage which would arise to the British State from
supporting him in what the agent termed the. riglits •
of his alliance.* The required' authority was given,
and Mr. Macp~erso~ proceeded to Europe. He
appears to have relied in a great degre~ for the success of his mission upon the ~arl of Chatham and
the Earl of Shelburne, the former of these noblemen, though only holding the office of lor!! privy
seal, being regarded as the active head of the administration ; but, on Macpherson's arrival in England,
he fouiid that in one of the many ministerial changes
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* See Memorial of Services rendered to the Nabob, printed in
Appendix 1 to Third Report of Select Committee of the House of
Commons, made on 12th June, 1782. When Mr. Macpherson
was questioned in the Council of Madras (of which he was
subsequently a member) as to the authorship of this paper, his
reply was, " that it was impossible for hini to give a precise
answer to the question, the. paper being neither wrote in his hand
nor signed by him, nor does the President inform him that he
has received it from any authority ; it is a paper of considerable
length, and refers to transactions previous to his being in the
Company's service." Such an answer is quite conclusive as to •
the genuineness of the paper.
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which about that time occurred, both the Earl of
Chatham and the Earl of Shelburne had retired from
office. Nothing discouraged, however, he resolved
to proceed with ·his case-and he expresses himself
on this subject with a sense of conscientious obligation truly edifying :-" Whoever," says he; " had
the favour of the sovereign, it was my business to
intere~t him in the support of my employer."*
The
justi?e of the Nabob's complaints, and the interests of
the ambassador's country, were secondary considerations-his duty to his employer was primary, and
nothing could be more fortunate, where conscience
was so scrupulously regarded, than the fact that the
course of duty to which the Nabob's emissary felt
committed was, at the same time, the course most
likely to advance his personal interests. According
to his own report, he also enjoyed another singular
piece of good fortune. The minister to whom he
had to apply was all that he could wish. " Fortunately," he says, " the favourite and minister was·a
p~rsonage~of the first distinction-of the no blest and
Iil.ost steady. principles ; every consideration pointed
· out his grace as the member of the British empi:r;e,
whose friendship and support, next to those of the
Sovereign, were the m9st desirable to the cause of
the Nabob." His grace's virtues were, however, but
subordinate to his position, for the Nabob's advocate
adds, " but above all, the consideration of his being
at the head of affairs, made it necessary to apply to
the Duke of Grafton."f
t Ibid.
* Memorial, ut supra.
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Having determined to whom to apply, the next
consideration was how to secure the miRister's ear.
Macpherson had no acquaintance with the duke, and
he felt that without introduction he had little chance
of approaching him with suecess. The deficient
link in the chain of communication was supplied by
the intervention of the Earl of Warwick, to whom
Macpherson was known; and with a lettei.· frorn the
earl in one hand, and a plan for the administration
of Indian affairs in the other, the representative of
the potentate of Arcot waited on the minister. The
diplomatist was a cautious as well as a persevering:
person. The plan which he presented to the Duke
of Grafton was, he states, intended to sound his grace:
he was not less wary w:ith regard to the nature and
extent of his powers. He says :-." I signified, in
some degree, my commissi~n."* His caution was
not unreasonable, but it was unnecessary. His mission was too agreeable to be slighted. He was
invited to a second interview, and then he became
satisfied that " it was unnecessary to act with
further reserve.'; His grace, he states, ·" spoke so
feelingly of the oppression under which the princes
of India laboured from the usurped a-qthority of the
commercial subjects of the state,"f th~t the. emissary
was convinced that the ground was prepared for the
seed which it was his business to cast upon it. H.e
lost no time in opening his client's case, and, according to his own report, availed himself to the full
extent of an advocate's privilege of colouring. He

* Memorjpl,
..., ut supra.

t

Ibid.
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" expatiated upon the superior merits of the Nabob,
shewed that he was the person to whom Britain owed
the rise of her power in India-that his attachment
and unsullied honour to the English were unparalleled ;" and being thus led to the subject, he
" dwelt," he says, "upon the personal merits" of his
patron as " a statesman and a gentleman." Thence
diverging to the Nabob's wrongs, he sought to fix
and .deepen the already awakened sympathy of the
minister by an exposition of the " indignity and
even tyranny" to which the exemplary prince was
subjected.
To what extent the eloquent expounder of the
Nabob's case illustrated the well-chosen topics of
his speech does not appear. But it may be concluded with safety, that he did :n.ot inform his noble
auditor that the Nabob. had never possessed a military force that was regarded by his allies in any
other light than as an incumbrance-that he had
been kept on the throne solely by the power of the
British arms-that his " merits as a statesman;' con-'
sisted in an almost matchless combination of weakness and petfidy-and that his claim to praise as a
" gentleman" must rest; if it could be sustained, on
his reputation for meanness, falsehood, and cowardice. Such is the report of history, whatever might
be that of Mr. Macpherson.
Having conclude.d his harangue, the advocate
presented his letters in attestation of his authoTity, and produced what he calls the " credential presents." Mahomet Ali was aware that presents are
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an indispensable auxiliary to diplomacy in India,
and he might not unnaturally suppose that the same
practice· prevailed in Europe. But his adviser
ought to have known better. ·He, however, reported to his master that he had tendered the presents, but he did not pretend that they were accepted. The duke, he ·says, declined to receive
them, but accompanied his refusal by a declaration
of his determination to g~ve all his influence as
minister in support of the cause of Mahomet Ali.
The admiration and gratitude of the Nabob's commissioner were unbounded, and he represents the
speech in which the duke's gracious answer was conveyed, as doing " honour to the minister of the best
of kings, and the first of nations."* Indeed the effect
of his grace's benignity was almost more than the
diplomatic functionary could bear. " Overwhelmed,"
says he, " with the nobleness of this answer"-the
connection of the cause and the consequence is not
very clear-" overwhelmed with the nobleness of
this answer, I took up the presents and offered them
in the p.ame of the Nabob to his grace's secretary,
Mr. Bradshaw ;"t but it appears that Mr. Bradshaw
was not less· inexorable than his superior, and refused the offer with equal deCision and more warmth.
Although such a result must have been expected,
Macpherson represents it as embarrassing him.
He feared that his employer would not believe that
men who would refuse his presents could have any
serious intention to serve him, it being an esta-

* Memorial, ut supra.

t Ibid.
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blished principle in the East never to refuse a
present, whether the receiver intend to serve the ,
donor or not. Another fear oppressed the agitated
mind ~f the Nabob's representative. The refusal of
presents would be a thing so new and . strange to
his . illustrious employer, that he apprehended it
would be attributed to his neglect of pressing. At
a subsequent interview, he, with an amjable candovr,
stated his fears. The duke's secretary .put an end
· to them by a pregnant remark. After complimenting the negotiator, by observing that, from the con~dence reposed in him by the Nabob, any representation which he might make must be credited, the
polite secretary added, " But we do not wish him
to judge of things from their representation, but
from their event. If he find his cause espoused
here, and the consequent effects in his situation; you
. will have less difficulty in persuading him that the
. minister can be his friend without receiving his
presents."*
~ 'rhe minister had refused to be bribed; but faith
~ in. t!ie· all-potent influence of money led to a pro- ." posal which it was thought could not fail to be
~greeable at the treasury. It was twofold; and the
minis~er had ~n~ly to choose between the support of
pubJic credit by the purchase of a considerable
amount of stock, and a more immediate and direct
benefit to the exchequer to be derived from a loan
at a very low rate of interest. Under pretence of
a sense of the security of the British funds, as com-
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pared with the precarious .tenure of property in
India, and of the ~abop's desire to make provisi~n
for his younger , tildren, it was proposed on .the
·part of that princ to invest'se:venty lacs of rupe~s*
in any public stock that the minister might name ; .
or, if preferred, to lend that sum, or. even a larg~r,
to the British government at two per cent. Tve
proposal came to nothing; and probably the minister thought that the· chance of realizing it :was not
great. At the time· w4en it' was made, Maho~et
Ali professed to be surrounded by pecuniary difficulties ; and, indeed, such was his situation throughout the greater part of his life. This offer was, ·
notwithstanding, one of the means by which the
favour of the English government was sought. The
Nabob's agent continued to pursue his avocation in
various other modes. He wrote pamphlets, and
letters in the newspapers, proclaiming the royal and
ministerial determination to support the Nabpb;
and to give these publications greater weight, he
dated them from Arlington Street, where the Duk~
of Grafton resided. He caused articles calculated.
to serve or flatter the Nabob to be inserted in books·
published by others, and these articles to be brought
prominently to the notice of the advjs_ers of ~he.
Crown. He laid before ministers a suggestion.for
,
passing an act to restrain the Company's servants
from interfering with the government and succession of Indian pJ"inces ; and this proposal was made
with especial .reference to the situation and wishes

.

* About £700,000.
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of Mahomet Ali. His intrigues fomented differences between the Company and the servants of the
Crown; and he took advantage of 'the agitation, of
which he was a main cause, to push the objects of
his mission. "I availed myself," says he, "of the
disputes which subsisted, or were rather commencing,
between his grace as first lord of the treasury and
the India directors, to enforce the propriety of supporting the Nabob."* His labour was not thrown
away. The ministry resolved to support Mahomet
Ali ; they resolved to diminish the power, authority,
and influence of the East-India Company; but they
were too weak to reckon upon carrying out their
design openly. Still they would not abandon it.
They determined to effe<?t their object by any
means; and as it could not be accomplished openly,
it was to be achieved by stealth, The secret commission of Sir John Lindsay was the result of the
mission of Mr. Macpherson.
Sir John Lindsay, on arriving at Madras, pro. ceeded to assume the exercise of the high powers
with which he was invested. He announced to the
governor and council that he was the bearer of letters
and presents from the C1·own to the Nabob of Arcot,
aud invited them to grace the delivery by giving their
attendance on the plenipotentiary. This was de~
clined, and an angry correspondence commenced,
which was subsequently continued on subjects of
more grave importance. Hyder Ali was attacked
by the Mahrattas, and both the belligerents were

* Memorial, ut supra.
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desirous of the assistance of the English:' The go- ·
vernment of Madras wished to maintain neutrality,
but had they felt at liberty to join either party in the
war, their inclinations would have ·led them towards
Hyder Ali. On the contrary, the Nabob was disposed to favour the Mahrattas; and he succeeded
in enlisting the king's plenipotentiary on his side.
On this discreditable portion of the British history
of India it is unnecessary, and would be uninterest- ·
ing, to dwell. The Court of Directors, on becoming
acquainted with the powers bestowed on Sir John
Lindsay-the first intimation of which was derived
from Madras-remonstrated against the course taken
by the ministry, of which, it may be presumed, the
latter were in some degree ashamed. The powers,
indeed, were not withdrawn, but a change was made
of the person to whom they were entrusted. Sir
Robert Harland was appointed to.succeed Sir John
Lindsay, and the Court were informed that such instructions had been given him as left "no reason of
apprehension to the Company."
In the meantime, the government of Madras had
become involved in hostilities with Tanjore. These
arose out of disputes between the Rajah of that
country and Mahomet Ali. The fortress of Vellum·
· was attacked, and taken ; the city of Tanjore was
besieged, and would probably have fallen, had not a
premature peace been concluded by the son of Mahomet Ali. The conditions agreed to by the Rajah
of Tanjore not being performed within the stipulated time, hostilities recommenced. They termi ...
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nated in the surrender by the Rajah of the fortress of Vellum, and the districts of Coiladdy and
Elangad.
The new plenipotentiary, Sir Robert Harland,
A. D. 1771. had arrived in August, 1771.
Notwithstanding his
alleged instructions were such as to leave "no reason of· apprehension to the Company,"* his conduct
, was even more officious and dangerous than that of
. his predecessor. He entered into negotiations wi~h
the Mahrattas, and involved himself in endless disputes with the governor and council. He finally
departed, in great wrath, having neither offered to
the governor nor received from him the courtesies
usual on such an occasion. On the folly which
sanctioned two rival English authorities in India,
, each thwarting the other, and thus tending to destroy all respect for the nation to which they belonged, it would be yseless to dilate. It is sufficient to observe, that it was one of the weakest
and most reprehensible acts of a ministry, whose
confidence in themselves was equalled only by
the distrust with which they were. universally regarded.
The annoyance which the governor and council
received from the conduct of Sir Robert Harland
was not the only source of disquiet to them. Sir
Robert Fletcher, it will be remembered, had been
concerned in the mutinous proceedings in Bengal,
, and for this offence he had, mider the sentence of a
CHAP.
VIII.

* Letter from Lord Rochford, one of his Majesty's secretaries of state, to the Court of Directors, 20th April, 1771.
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court-martial, been most justly dismissed the service.
The proprietors, however, had thought proper to
restore him-a most ill-judged exercise of lenity.
Sir Robert Fletcher could not plead want of experience in extenuation of his guilt, and that guilt
was greatly aggravated by his rank. It was parti- ·
cularly his duty to set an example of military obe- ·
dience to those whom he commanded. · When that ·
duty was forgotten, and the influence of his rank
given in aid of the cause of mutiny, neither the
crime nor the danger was of ordinary character.*
These obvious truths were, however, forgotten or
cast aside in the zeal of personal friendship. Sir
Robert Fletcher, on his restoration, was appointed
to the chief command, arid to .a seat in council at
Madras. There he soon became involved in violent
disputes with the governor. Being ordered to Trichinopoly, he applied for a passage to England, in
order, as he represented, to attend his duty in parliament, of which body he was a member. He was
[nformed, that when he had set an example of military obedience, any representation from him would

* To give a pretence for the restoration of Sir Robert Fletcher,
the proceedings of the court-martial were referred to General
:..awrence and General Calliaud. · The revision of the sentence
Jf a court-martial by two private officers having no authority
whatever to give an opinion on the subject, was extraordinary,
md the conduct of the revisers was not less so. Unable to find
:easons in the evidence submitted to them to justify the recomnendation which they were expected to give, they extended their
nquiries to that which had never been referred to them ; and in
:egard to Sir Robert Fletcher's former services, recommended
chat he should be restored.
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receive due attention. The lesson which he had
already received was probably not lost upon himhe proceeded to Trichinopoly, and took charge of
the fortress. The council then passed a resolution,
that out of respect and veneration for the House of
Commons and their privileges, no impediment should
be offered to the immediate return of Sir Robert :
·'
Fletcher to the discharge of his duty in that as- 1
sembly.
Before this transaction, the government of Madras
had been engaged in aiding Mahomet Ali to punish
certain Polygars who had offended him. They so011
afterwards gratified him, by making war upon TanJOre. The country was subdued, and the Rajah
made prisoner. Space cannot be afforded for a
minute inquiry into the justice of this war, but it
was at least questionable. Mahomet Ali had long
thirsted for the possession of Tanjore, and the English government at length indulged him by its
conquest. The Dutch had purchased of the Rajah
the town of Nagore and its dependencies; but their
retention of the purchase was alike disagreeable to
the English and the Nabob, and an arrangement
was made for its surrender.
It is now necessary to glance at the affairs of
Bengal subsequently to the departure of Clive. The
government of Mr. Verelst, who succeeded to the .
chair, affords little deserving of notice. He interfered to protect the Emperor and the Vizier from a
menaced invasion by Abdalee Shah, projected au unsuccessful expedition to Nepaul, and concluded a
1
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new treaty with the Vizier. Mr. V erelst was succeeded by Mr. Cartier, the principal events of whose
administration were a dreadful famine, and the death
of the Nabob Syef-al-Dowlah of small-pox. The Nabob was succeeded by his brother, Mobarik-al-Dowlah, a boy about ten years of age. On the departure
of Mr. Cartier, his place was occupied by Warren
Hastings, who had been brought from Madras for
the purpose of succeeding to the chair, of which he
took possession in April, 1772. Among the earliest
acts of his government was one little calculated to
secure, either to himself or his country, the confidence of natives of rank. For this act, however, he
was not responsible ; it was forced upon him by the
orders of his superiors. The Court of Directors
were dissatisfied, and not without cause, with the
financial results of their government in Bengal ; and
they had resolved to discontinue the use of the
machinery through which the office of dewan had
hitherto been exercised-to dispense with the native
agency, which it had been deemed necessary to
maintain at the head of the revenue department,
and to commit to European servants the discharge
of the functions with which the Company had been
invested by the Ewperor. But this was not all.
Reports prejudicial ~o the character of Mahomed
Reza Khan had reached the Court of Directors.
They had travelled through no regular or respectable channel, and originated, it is believed, in the
intrigues of Nuncomar. Unhappily, the Court of
Directors listened to them ; and orders were sent
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out to seize ·Mahomed Reza Khan, his family, partisans, and adherents, and detain them in ·custody
till his accounts should be duly examined. Hastings lost no time in executing tl).ese orde'rs ; . and
among the parties apprehended was the gallant
native Shitabroy, whose service~ to the English
might hav.e saved hi'm from such an indignity. Although the Court of Directors seem to h~ve been
aware·" of the_ character ·of Nuncomar, they relied in
a great degree upon evidence which he was expected
to produce for ·esta?lishing the charges against his
rival. His zeal, indeed, could not be questioned ;
and Hastings enlivened it. by appointing his son,
Goodias, treasurer of the Nabob's household. This
appointment Hastings defended, upon the ground
that the young man thus favoured was ofa character
opposite to that of his father-placid, gentle, and
without disguise; and thatNuncomar had no authority
but that arising from his ascendancy over the mind
of his son. There can be no doubt that the honour
bestowed on the son was virtually bestowed on the
father ; and that the influence of an able, intriguing,
and unscrupulous man like Nuncomar, would be
unbounded over the mind of one in whom the habit
of filial respect had prepared the way for the ready
surrender of his judgment, and who possessed no
share either of the ability or the guile of his parent.
Hastings, however, could be little disposed to trust
Nuncomar, and there is no reason to conclude that
he then entertained any hostile feeling towards ¥ahomed Reza Khan. As far as can be Q.iscovered,·
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he was actuated onl~ by a desire to .carry out the
views of his employers ; and in the means which he
adopted to conciliate Nuncomar, without; as he believed, trusting him, his judgment was probably more
to be blamed than his ·intentions. The inquiry into the
conduct of the deposed Naib _advanced slowly, and
the confinement of himself and his associate Shitabroy, in consequence, was protracted. Hasti?gs al- .
leged the vast influence of the chief prisoner, .and
the necessity of breaking it before any efficient proceedings could be adopted, as the reasons for postponing them. Though tedious, the inquiry was probably fair; for Mahomed Reza Khan was acquitted.
Shitabroy parti9ipated in the acquittal, and was dismissed with.. extraordinary marks of honour. But
these were ineffectual to their intended object of
soothing his wounded spirit. He died shortly afterwards, and his death is attributed to the combined
influence of grief and of the debilitating effects of
the climate of Calcutta.*
The Nabob was a minor, and in the abolition
of previous authorities it became necessary to make
provision for his guardianship. The choice made by ·
Hastings of a' guardian for the ·infant prince was
certainly an extraordinary one. In such a state of
so~iety as that which prevails in India, where women
of rank never emerge from seclusion,' excepting
und~r very· extraordinary circumstances, it could
scarcely have been anticipated that a female would
be selected for an office of state, and still less such

*
VOL. II.

Scott's History of Bengal, page 453.
D
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a female as was chosen for the guardian of the Nabob.
The object of the governor's choice was Munny Begum, a favourite inm~te ofthe harem of~eer Jaffier,
the mother of Noojum-ad.;.Dowlah, but not of the
reigning prince. Hastings defended this step; on
the ground that the only man who could pretend to
the trust was the brother of Meer J affier; and that,
as he had a numerous family, the influence of his
own ambition or that of his sons might be dangerous to the life of the young Nabob. There is undoubtedly force in this objection;. but if a regard to
the safety of the young Nabob rendered it advisable
to seek a guardian from the gentler sex, there seems
to have been ilo reason for excluding from the
trust the prince's ~other, who was yet living, and
against whom no exception appears to have existed.
The character of the person actually chosen was not
such ·as to justify the irregularity of setting aside
the superior claims of the Nabob's mother. Previously to obtaining the favour of MeerJaffier, Munny
Begum had been a public dancing-girl, and in the
exercise of this occupation had attracted the notice
and won the affections of the master of Bengal.
Her reputation, it is not to be presumed, was eithe~·
better or worse than that ordinarily maintained by
the class of persons to which she belonged-and
the character of the dancing-girls of India is too
well k~own to need 'description. It is not smprising that, when the annaJs of the Indian government were afterwards assiduously searched, to :find
matter of accusation against Hastings, this extraJ
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ordinary appointment should have given rise to one
of the charges preferred against him. It has never
been satisfactorily explained, and seems incapable of
reasonable explanation. If honestly made, .it was
most discreditable to Hastings's judgment: in whatever light contemplated, it is a blot upon his administmtion, and it was one of the main sources of the
disquiet of his after-life.
But it was not matter of internal regulation only
that called for the attention of the govm·nor. The
Emperor had repeatedly pressed for the assistance
of the English to enable him to march to Delhi, but
had invariably been refused. In the Mahrattas he
found more complacent allies. By them he was
conducted to the place where his ancestors had indeed been sovereigns, but where, however his situation· might be disguised, he was but the shadow of a
prince. The Mahrattas never work without their
pticJ; and part of the payment of their services to
the Emperor was the transfer to them of the districts which had been assigned for his support in his
arrangement with the British Government. That
government now resumed the districts, a measure
not unjustifiable, as they had been transferred to
their enemies. It was, at the same time, resolved
to discontinue the payment of the annual tribute
to the Emperor. This, ~o~, as a temporary expedient, while the Emperor was leagued with. a power .
dangerous to the British Government, or rather :vas
entirely at the mercy of that power, was a measure
of ordinary precaution. But it was not as a temD
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porary expedient that this measure was adopted.
It was laid down by the governor and council as an
express condition of any future arrangement with
the Company, that the Emperor should be required
to renounce his claim both to the arrears of the
tribute and to all future payments for ever. This,
it was urged, would be only a just recompense for
defending against the Mahrattas his possessions in
Korah and Allahabad, in the event of their being
restored to him. Another reason was assigned for
this proceeding, and, in the opinion of the governor
and council, one of even greater weight than the
former. " We are justified," said they, " by the
stronger plea of absolute necessity, in insisting upon
it, as our revenues are utterly unable to support any
longer so ruinous an expense."* "· Indeed," they
obsei'ved, in addressing the Court of Directors in
answer to some complaints which had reached that
authOTity, " the state of our treasury rendered it
·impracticable to comply with these payments, or
with those which he (the Emperor) would doubtless
have continued to demand in full of his stipend, as
it was then empty of cash ; besides ~hat, the great
amount of om debt at interest required our first
attention to its diminution and the immediate
discharge of the interest upon it, instead of squandering away the wealth of the Company on a
pageant of authority from which you can never

* Instructions to Hastings on his departure to negotiate with
the Vizier.
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derive any teal benefit."* No minute scrutiny into
the motives of the discontinuance of the Company's
stipend will be necessary. That which had dictated
the policy of Vansittart, decided also that of his
successor, Hastings. An empty treasury had led to
the dethronement of Meer J affier, and the sanie
cause deprived Shah Allum of that by which
th~ones are supported. t
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The discontinuance of the Emperor'!> stipend was not a sud~
den thought. It appears to have been long meditated as a ret>ource
under financial embarrassment, and it is painful to find such language as the.following addressed to the· Government of Bengal from
home ; it occurs in the course of some instructions relating to the
withdrawal of a brigade which had been stationed at Allahabad.
After giving orders for this step, the letter proceeds thus:-"The
effects that we look for, from withdrawing the brigade, will be
either that the King will put himself in Shoojah-ad-Dowlah's
power, follow the brigade, or fling himself into the arms of the
Mahrattas, or any other power who wm give him hopes of an
army to conduct him to Delhi, either of which would be far more
eligible than the present jarring system. If he put himself into
Shoojah-ad-Dowlah's power, he, as vizier, will possess himself of
the power of disposing of his revenues and of the royal authority,
and we shall be no longer embarrassed with his machinations to
excite us to a rupture with Shoojah-ad-Dowlah; if he flings himself into the hands of the Mahrattas, or any other power, we are
disengaged from him, and it may open a fair opportunity of
withholding the twenty-six lacs we now pay him; but the most
eligible for us would be to have him follow the brigade into the
Behar province. In 'that case, you must infor"m Shoojah-adDowlah that, by virtue of the treaty of Allaha_bad, we, as guarantees, esteem the K~ng's possessions under our immediate protection, and that we shall repel any attempts that he may make to
possess himself of them. But, though this·language is to be held,
we do not mean that you should engage in a war with Shoojah- ad~
Dowlah, even though he should possess himself of the King's

.
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The Bengal Government had assigned as one reason for depriving the Emperor of his stipend, the
expenses incurred in defending his territorial possessions. They had recorded their opinion, that if
the Emperor should make overtures for renewing
his alliance with the Company, his right to reclaim
the districts formerly assigned to him could not
be disputed. Notwithstanding the avowal of these
views, the territory was disposed of with no greater
ceremony than the stipend. The m·otive which was
the most powerful in leading to the discontinuance
of the latter prompted· also to the transfer of the
possessions ; no interest of the King being of that importance
to us as to plunge us into a war."-Company's Select Letter to
Bengal, llth November, 1768.
·The unfortunate Emperor had evideptly for some time been
regarded as an incumbrance. It was an object to get rid of the
tribute, if possible; but if that could not be accomplished, at least
to secure its expenditure within the British possessions. In a
letter, written more than two years after the former, this part
of the subject is resumed. The Government are directed to
recommend to his Majesty to ·take up his residence within the
British provinces, with a view to his personal safety ; and they are
thus further instructed :-"To this plea must be added the ill
effects of the continual drains of the specie of Beng8l, on account
of his annual tribute, which, when carried beyond our possessions,
must in a great degree be lost to the necessary circulation, and
may prevent that punctuality in our remittances which we have
hitherto maintained, and may in time wholly incapacitate us from
fulfilling the stipulations we are so desirous to preserve invio.
late."-General Letter to Bengal, lOth April, 1771.
The return made to the Emperor for the gift of the dewanny
was certainly not the most gracious. It is true that the favour
only gave the appearance of a legal title to power that was actually
in our }JOssession ; but the imperial fiat was greatly coveted, and
ought to have been duly remembered.
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.former. The Emperor's districts of Korah and Allahabad were ceded to the Vizier in consideration
of fifty lacs of rupees, twenty of which were to be
paid without delay, and the remainder within
two years. In· addition to these payments, better
terms than had previously been obtained were secured for the use of the British troops to be subsequently employed in the service of the Vizier. This
advantage was important to the British Government;
and the service -of a British force was at that time
ardently desired by the Vizier; He entertained designs of ~1wading the Dooab, and attacking the
Rohillas, and was desirous of obtaining the assistance of the English Government in these attempts.
They declined giving him any assistance towards
the former, but were not indisposed to aid him ih
the latter.
The ground of the proposed invasion of the Rohilla territory was the non-fulfilment of certain
pecuniary stipulations entered into by, the Rohilla
chiefs with the Vizier in consideration of his intervention to drive away the Mahrattas. The Rohillas
were backward in completing their arrangements,
and the Vizier had thus a plausible cause for war.*

* How far a just one is uncertain, as different accounts are
given of the transaction out of which the war arose. In Appendix No. 21 to the Fifth Report of the Committee of Secrecy of
1781, there appears the following alleged translation of an agreement on the part of the Rohilla sirdars with the Vizier, professing to be sealed in the presence of Sir Robert Barker, the commander of the English brigade:-" The Vizier of the empire,
Shoojah-ad-Dowlah, shall establish the Rohilla sirdars in their
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•?~A:· ··.:But his_"desigi1s extended beyond .the· mere e~forc~
. :--~·~ ·ment of his. pecuniary demands .upon.•th~ Rohillas:
...
..
"'
... . .
'
· ·.different poss~ssiqns •. obliging t.h,e Mah.ratta~ to r~tire,_ either ~y
~

..

.

~

~

.

. ,peace or· war; ·this to. depend on th~ pleasure. of the Vi2'!ier. lf
' at -this ~ime,' Wj~hoiit either ·war or ,peace, the· 'Mahrattas, on
a~count'of the· rains, shall' cross, and· retire, and' after 'the ex.· pi~atio!l of .the· rainy season t~ey ,shoul( again ·e~ter·· t~~ coU:~try ·
·of~ the. Rohillas, their expulsion is. the .business .of the Vizier .
• The Rohilla sirdars, in 'conseq·uence •of the abov;, • ag~ee tp pay
· ~·~: . forty-lacs of' rupees the. Vizier. in the fol!9wing manner: as the
:.• :· ·. . Mahrattas are now in the coU:ntry oftli;Rohilla sirdars, the Vizier
• • · •• .·. · of the empire shall march'fmm Sliawabad as.fai as·may be neces.• .. . sary to enable the families' of .th~ Rohillas''td leave the jungle and
. ~eturn' to their habit~tiop.s ; t~ri. la~s of rup~e;, in ;pecie, in part of
~ _. the above- sum, s~all thet(b~· paid, and the refu.iining thirty lacs in
,. three'years ~from"th; begiiining;~f the ye~·.ilSO Fussuli."
Thi:s agreemeit~ i-; rep~atedly refe;e~·to~ in the, English official :
>Correspondence. Sir Robert.:-Barker, 'in a letter to the 'seleqt' ·
' com'mittee, dated 24th March, 1'773, says;" Yesterday I had ~
· ~fsit fr~m Hafiz.Reh~ut ~Hi his excell~.ncy the Vizier;, when the
• . , situation· of the affairs' of tli~ Rohillas ;as debated.
The coming in of Hafiz has assuaged his excellency a good deal~ and
upon. c6n_dition of the·Rohillas immediately clearing off the last
year',s_ treaty of forty lacs of rupees, it -ha~ been determined 'to
'afford their .families ·and country protection from the ravages of
the Mahrat.tas, of which theN abob [vizierJ is to pay the Company
.t~·~1:1ty lac.s for the part they will take in their protection ; l?ut,
ih defa¥f• of the fu1Plling of this. agree~~rit by the Rohillas, his
·." excellency agrees. to pay 'the sum of fifty lacs of rupees to the
• " ··~ Company for their ~id in putting him iil. possessi~n of the Rohilla
, districts, commonly known by the 'territories of Hafiz Rehmut."
Tne select committee, by. letter·, dat~d the 15tl'l April following,
!}uthorized Sir Robert Barke~ to.acc;pt the offer of half the forty
lacs .for aiding in protecting the countr)T from the Mahrattas,
but forbade. him to proceed further with regard to the remaining\ part ·of the Vizier's purpose without fuller instructions. ·Sue{! is the Engli;h account'of this· arrangement. In
·a life of Hap; Rehmut Khan, written by·;pis son, an abridged
translation of which has been published by the Orienta:l-Transla-
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he medltate_d_ the .conquest of' the country, .a~d·-its ·cHAP.:.
·VIii.·
am1exation to-his
dominions . In th~s project· .· .. ·own
-

...

tio~ Fund, the transaction is thus_related :~"A seci:md 'deputa>,: ' ' ~·
tion was !Sent: ~hen the -Mahrattas agreed t~ accept. forty lacs . ·-~·: ': .· .
. of rupees, provided that Shoojah-ad-Dowlah"irui.de himselfresponsibie ~or t~e pay~ent. The Nawab [~izier] declined entering.:.
into such an engagement, uruess Hafiz gave him a bond for the. ~ ~<
money; adding .that, he would not have acted as mediator·but
from regard to' Hafiz, who~e country was·now,invaded. • Th~ ..:· .:~. •,,.
whole of the Affghan sirdars entreated ~afiz to consent;·.promisip.g·
, . , ·:
to contribute tlieii: · q~~t.as ·towards_: its: <!_i~c_harge, on which the · .. • •. :':
deed was executed'; -and Shoojah-ad~Dowlah having" made· himself . -·~ -~:- ~
r~sponsible to the'Ma~r~ttas, th~y quitted Ku~heir. . .· • .•.
' ..
When Hafiz Rehmut... arrived at Bareilly, he·:sent from ~~s own
"' ....
treasury five lacs of;rtl.pees to Shoojah-ad--Dowlah, in.part-P!!Y:
.·
' .
ment of his bond, '·but• e~ch or' the ~inlars pleaded' po;erty in
_excuse' for the ~on-fulfilment' of their e'"ug'"agement."-Life of.
H~fiz, pages 99, lOO.~The\ubsequent history of the transaction
· • is thus given:-" .-\t thls !perio'd the v~k"eels-of -Mahajee Scindia.:
and Tookoojee Holkar waited o~ Hafiz Rellmrit"'with a message ..
from their masters, purporti~g that it ~as th;ir intention to attack
Shoojah-ad-Dowlah, and pr9posing that,, in the 'event"of Hafiz •
joining the confederacy, half the country which they might wrest
from'the Nawab [vizierJ should be given to him; or, if he preferred
remaining neuter, they would make over to him Shoojah;.adDowlah's bond .for the forty lacs of rupees, on condition of his -,
not opposing them while crossing •the Ganges, or during .their; · .
match. They, moreover, added, that in the event of his rejedti~g · t .
both these propositions, the ~ahr:tt!!;ls would ·lay waste and plunder
_ .....,. •. ~ ·
•,
his country. Hafiz answered: that· through life he had made it .a
rule never to join the infidels in 'opposing the~faithful ; ·that 'he
would not be allured into a deviation from the· path of duty by ·
their tempting offers, and that lie wa.S ready tq stand by the consequences which might ensue from such a decision: Hafiz Rehmut
made known to Shoojah-ad-Dowlah the propositions of the.Mah, .. rattas, said that he would without delay prepar; his army to
take the field, advised the Nawab [vizierJ to lose :n~ time in
- guarding the Ghauts, and concluded by requesting the return of
·his bond, as the money, for the payment of which Shoojah-ad-Dow:

·. : .,
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the governor of Bengal was desirous of engaging,
although he felt that the question involved very
lah had made himself responsible, had not yet been sent, nor could
it be supposed that the N awab [vizierJ would now consider his engagement binding ; as a necessary consequence of which, his claim
on Hafiz ceased. Shoojah-ad-Dowlah dispatched Syyud Shah
Muddun, as his vakeel, to express how much he felt indebted to
Hafiz for his conduct oil the occasion, to communicate to him the
arrangements which had been made for the assembly of the army,
and to promise the restitution of the bond as soon as the Mahrattas were defeated." Pp.l07, 108 . . "Hafiz Rehmut, with only
two thousand men, marched to Asubpore ; but in the evening he
was joined by Mohiboolla Khan and Moostukeem Khan, with
seven thousand men, and during the night several other sirdars
arrived; so that his force amounted to about twelve thousand
horse and foot. Still the officers were unwilling to engage till a
messenger arrived from Shoojah-ad-Dowlah, to desire an immediate junction with his army, as he proposed·to attack the Mahrattas without delay. The troops were immediately put in motion,
and in the general action which ensued, the Mahrattas were completely routed." Page 109. "On the return of Shoojah-ad-Dowlah to Oude, Hafiz sent Mahomed Khan and Abdoollah Khan to
demand the restitution of his bond. The Nawab [vizie<] denied
· having made any promise to restore it, or having authorized his
vakeel so to do. The agents of Hafiz urged the generosity of their
master's conduct in refusing the tempting offers which had been
made to him by the Mahrattas, and produced the Nawab's [vizier's]
letters, whereby he bound himself to abide by the engagements entered into by his vakeel; they therefore insisted that the vakeel
should be called in, to declare whether or not he had, on the behalf
of the N awab [vizierJ, engaged to restore the bond as soon as the
Mahrattas were defeated. Shah Muddun was accordingly summoned, and declared that he had made the promise by authority
from the Nawab [vizier]. This the Nawab denied; and Shah Muddun, indignant at being charged with falsehood, retorted it on Shoojah-ad-Dowlah. The agents of Hafiz supported the Shah, and expressed freely their opinions ·of the N awab' s [vizier'sJduplicity, and
the parties separated in anger. MahomedKhan an"dAbdoollah Khan
returned to Bareilly, and reported the ill success of their mission;
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heavy responsibility. It appears not,ohowever, that
a regard to the justice of the project at all embarbut Hafiz did not find it convenient to come to an open rupture
with the Nawab [vizier], and was therefore obliged to stifle his
resentment." Pp. llO, lll. "At this time, Shoojah-ad-Dowlah
was engaged in an attempt to expel the Mahrattas from the pergunnahs of Etawah and Shekoabad, to which Hafiz objected,
stating that these pergunnahs had been given to his family by
Ahmed Shah Dooranee ; and although by the chances of war he
had been compelled to relinquish them for a time, yet that he had
by no means given up his claim to them; that even at this
moment he had it in contemplation to send a military force for
the expulsion of the Mahratta aumil ; and that Shoojah-adDowlah's present conduct was highly ungenerous, and inconsistent with the friendship which had so long subsisted
between them. The Nawab [vizier] replied, that the pergunnahs in question having been conquered by the Mahrattas,
the claim of Hafiz, on the plea of a gift from the Shah, had
entirely ceased; that he felt himself as much at liberty to invade
these pergunnahs as any other part of the Mahratta territory, and
that having been successful, he should not relinquish the conquest.
Hafiz again urged the point in stronger terms; when· the Nawab
[vizierJ told him, that he would consider about the restoration of
the pergunnahs, and in the meantime desired that Hafiz would discharge the balance of thirty -five lacs of rupees due on his bond ; but
this was merely to afford him a pretext for invading Kutheir, and for
this purpose he began to assemble his army. As Hafiz Rehmut had,
during the last few years, lost his best officers, and could place
little confidence in those who remained, he was conscious of his
inability to oppose Shoojah-ad-Dowlah, and therefore offered to
pay as much of the forty lacs as the Nawab [vizier] had paid to
the Mahrattas ; but this proposition was rejected, and, with a
British force in addition to his own, Shoojah-ad-Dowlah advanced
to the Ganges. Puhar Sing, the dewan of Hafiz, strongly advised his master not to risk a battle, and offered to :find funds for
the payment of the thirty-five lacs of rupees, if Hafiz would permit
him to wait on Colonel Champion, through whose mediation a
reasonable period for discharging the debt might be fixed; but
Hafiz said, that as he had not the money, and as none of the sirdars
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rassed his consideration of its expediency. This is
no uncharitabie surmise, for his reflections on the
were willing to contribute towards the payment, he would not
borrow, and was prepared to die in defence of his country. Puhar
Sing again offered to procure the money from some Muhajins;
but Hafiz would not consent, observing, that as he must die some
time, he could not fall in a better cause." Pages 112, 113.
The account of the native witness is very circumstantial, but
there is no opportunity of subjecting him to cross-examination.
Some circumstances in his narrative seem improbable, more
especially the presumption of Shah M uddun in affirming that
which his master denied, and, as it would appear, without any
stronger motive than a regard for truth. In some letters from Sir
Robert Barker, written before the conclusion of the treaty above
quoted, reference is made to a project entertained by the Vizier
of acting as a mediator between the Rohillas and the Mahrattas,
his design being to obtain a large sum from the former, and to
give a sma1l one to the latter. In another letter, dated the lOth
May, 1773, Sir Robert Barker says:-" In consequence of the
retreat of the Mahrattas towards the Jumna, the Rohillas are but
little inclined to perform their agreements, and already begin to
hesitate from motives that they deem the defence offered their
country by the English forces .and the Vizier. equally necessary for
, the protection of his Excellency's dominions, and that no terms
of accommodation have been settled with the Mahrattas, by which
only a permanent peace and secufity to their possessions can be
insured to them ;-that the Mahrattas may return to them the
next season, and with equal propriety demand the performance of
their treaty with them for thirty -five h1cs ; will we, in that case, be
answerable to defend their possessions or procure an established
peace between them and the Mahrattas ?" This seems to favour
the native account of the transaction. The case is further embarrassed by a statement of Colonel Champion, made four days
before the battle with the Rohillas, and which, moreover, is at
·variance with the assertion in the native account that Hafiz then
.refused to negotiate. Colonel Champion says:-" Since my
letter of the 17th to the Governor, Hafiz Rehmut has, by letter,
expressed earnest incli~ations to come to an accommodation with
.. ~the Vizier, which has been the cause of my halting here to-day.
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subject are upon record. He thought that the Rohillas were dangerous to the Vizier, "the only useful
ally of the Company ;" that they could not be relied
on to oppose the Mahrattas, but, on the contrary,
were likely to join with that power in attacking.
Oude ; that the acquisition of the Rohilla country
would be very beneficial to the Vizier and the Company, inasmuch as it would strengthen the frontier
of the former, without rendering the country less
accessible to the forces of the latter-would give
the Vizier wealth, of which the Company might
expect to partake, and security, without dangerous
increase of power. Lastly, he thought of forty lacs
of rupees, which the Vizier had promised as tlie
immediate reward of the desired service, and of the
a~vantage of having a large portion of the Company's
army supported at the expense of their ally, which
while thus ceasing to be a charge upon the Company's finances, would be ." employed usefully for
their interests, and conveniently for ke~ping up its .
own discipline and practice in war."*
Still he hesitated : the circumstances of the times
seemed to demand caution. He r!=lminded the Board
The Nabob [vizier] claims no less than two crores of rupees, and
unless he greatly abates his demand, it is not likely that an ~i
cable decision can take place." How the forty lacs had become
swelled to two crores is not explained. On the whole, this may
be regarded as a striking instance of the difficulty of ascertaining •
with exactness the truth of the details of Oriental history.
* See Minute of the President, Select Consultations, 26th
Nov. 1773, published in Fifth Report of Committee of Secrecy,
1782.
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of the public clamour which prevailed at home, .of
the notice which Indian affaiTs obtained in parliament, and of the avidity with which the ministers
of the ·Crown would seize upon any false step . in
the approaching negotiations for the I'e.newal of
the Company's charter. With reference to all
these considerations, it >vas finally determined not
to decline the invitation of the Vizier, but to
give such an answer as would probably induce him
to withdraw it.* The conduct of the Vizier was
nearly as undecided as that of the British Government. For a time he refrained from further calling
on them ; but, after a brief interval, he laid claim to
tfieir assistance. The English brigade, under Colonel
Champion, was accordingly put in motion; and on
the 23rd April, 1774, gave battle to the Rohillas,
and gained a complete victory over an army of
al:iout forty thousand men, commanded by Hafiz
Rehmut Khan.· About two thousand of the enemy
fell on the field ; more than fifty pieces of cannon
were taken, and standards without number. The
Vizier manifested the most dastardly pusillanimity.
The night before the battle, he refused Colonel
Champion the use of some pieces of cannon for
which he applied, and urged him to decline the fight.
Finding the British commander inexorable on the
last point, he promised t.9 support him with all

* There had previously been some personal communication on
the subject between the Vizier and the English governor; but it
had not produced any result, except a slight modification of the
bargain for the sale of the Emperor's territories.
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his· force, and especially with a large body of cavalry,
to act under Colonel Champion's directi~ns. Instead of this, he remained inactive at some distance
from the field, surrounded by his ca':alry, and with
a large train of artillery unemployed, till the news
of the enemy's defeat reached him. His cavalry
then moved with admirable celerity, pushed into the
enemy's camp, and carried off immense plunder, in
treasure, elephants, camels, camp equipage, and other
effects. The Company's troops, justly indignant at
the conduct of those of the Vizier, are said to have
exclaimed-" _We have the honour of the day, and
these banditti the profits."*
The contest was now virtually decided. The obstinate determination of a chief, named Fyzoolla
Khan, occasioned the united armies to make a
movement against him ; but the business was settled
by negotiation, an.d the Vizier was placed in quiet
possession of his new territory. His acquisition
cannot be regarded in any other light than as an
unrighteous conquest, and the English Government
must bear their share of the guilt attending it. In extenuation, it has been urged that the Rohillas formed
but a small portion of the inhabitants of the country,
that their possession of it was not of long standing,
and that it had been acquired by the same means by
which it had been lost. All this is true : the Rohillas
were enterprising Affghan adventurers, who had reduced to subjection a comparatively feeble Hindoo

* Colonel Champion's Letter to Government, 24th April,
1774.
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proposed to send out a superintending commission;
but a parliamentary negative prevented the accomplishment of their purpose. The ministers were
ready to relieve the embarrass~ents of the Company by a loan, but they were not less ready to take
advantage of their position and .that of the Company
by prescribing their own terms. The claim of the
Crown to four hundred thousand pounds per annum
·was to be.~uspended till the loan was .repaid; but, in
other, respects, the Company regarded the proposed
conditions ~,s harsh, and even as inconsistent with their
corporate rights. They resisted, but with the usual
fortune of those. who resis~ a ~inisterial majority.·
ing upon any of our rights, is it not cruel, is it· not ungenerous
in administration to harass it with two committees-with a committee of secrecy, founded on the principles of the Inquisition,
and with a select committee, which is declared 'by one of its friends
to be a mockery of the Company ? A gentleman who generally
votes with the administration finds the bill to be illegal, inexpedient, and alarming, and he finds the secret committee to be
an inquisition, ·too rapid and violent in its motions. Another
friend of the ministry declares the select committee so slow in its
progress as to be a perfect mockery. What is to become of the
Company between both ? I protest I can compare them to nothing
but a jaCk. The select committee is the slow~moving weight,
the secret committee is the .flyer, and what with the slow motion
of the one, and the rapid motion. of the other, the Company is
effectually roasted." Sir :William Meredith, in answer, said:
'' The honourable gentleman compares the two committees to a
jack. He says the secret one is like the :flyer of the jack, and
the · other ·like .the weight. I agree with him in the simile, but
draw a very different conclusion. Sir, between the ponderous
weight at one end, ~d the quick motion of the :flyer, the dish is
. prepared, and rendered fit for digestion."-Debate, 18th December, '1772. · ·
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The minister declared that, though the · Company
should decline the loan, parliament would, never..:
theless, interfere for the regulation of their affairs.*
Parliament did interfere, and most extensively. The
plan for a superintending commission had been rejected; but it was not the intention of the minister to
permit the. government of India .to remain as before
-that which he had refused· the Company the
power to do he meant to do himself.... ··T_lle Company had been· occupied in preparing a plan for
the improvement of the administrati~n . of justice
in Bengal. This task, too, was seized by the ininisO:.
ter. The question_ of territorial right he expressed
himself unwilling to agitate ; but a series of resolutions, proposed in the House of Commons by General Burgoyne, chairman of the select committee,
were carried, the first of whic~ deClared " that all
acquisitions made under the influence of military
force, or by treaty with foreign princes, do of right
belong to the state."t The views of the ministry
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* Speech of Lord North, 17th May, 1773.
t The immediate and professed object of this resolution was
not the determination of the respective claims. of the Company
and the state-it was the·first of three,' based on the report of the·
committee, and intended primarily to apply to ·the· conduct of
Clive and others, who benefited irregularly by their connection
with the government of Bengal. The second and third resolutions
were, " 2nd. That to appropriate acquisitions so made to the private emolument of persons intrusted with any civil or military
power of the state is illegal. 3rd. That very great sums. of
money and other .valuable property have been acquired in Bengal
from princes and others of that country by persons intrusted ~th
the military and civi_l powers of the state, which su.ms. of money
• E
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were finally embodied in a bill presented to· parliament. By this bill the government of Bengal was
to be vested in a governor-general and four council.:.
lors, and to this authority the .other presidencies
were placed in subordination. A supreme court of
judicature was to be established at Calcutta, to consist of a chief justice and three puisne judges, who
were to be nominated by the Crown, but paid by
the Co~pany. The first governor-general and members of council for Bengal were to be named in the
act-they were to hold office for five years, and- during ·that period to be irremovable, except by the
Crown, on representation of the Court of Directors.
Vacancies were to be supplied by the court subject
to the approbation of the Crown. Other provisions
affecting the constitution of the Company and the
rights of proprietors were- introduced. Every proprietor of £500 stock had one vote in all proceedings
of the Company, and no amount ofstock entitled the
holder to more. It was now proposed to raise the
and other valuable property have been appropriated to the private
use of such p~rsons." On a subsequent day, a resolution, declaring that Lord Clive had obtained money to the amount of
£234,000, was moved and carried. It was proposed to follow
this resolution by another of a condemnatory character, but the
previous question was moved and carried; after which, the friends
of Lord Clive succeeded in carrying a resolution, declaring " that
Robert Lord Clive did, at the same time, render great and meritorious services to the country."
Though Clive WaS thus relieved from all apprehension of penal
visitation or pecuniary loss, the excitement of the inquiry, and the
obloquy to which it exposed him, probably affected his mind.
He died by his own hand a few months afterwards.
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qualification for voting to £1,000, and to give to
holders of larger sums a plurality of votes ; £3,000
.was to entitle the possessor to two votes-£6,000
to three-and £10,000 to four.
These proposals were received by the Company
with a storm of indignation. A petition to the
House of Commons, complaining in strong terms of
various provisions in the bill, was submitted to the
proprietors, and, on a ballot, adopted by four hundred and forty votes against fourteen. It denounced
the bill as destructive of every privilege which the
Company enjoyed under the most sacred securities,
and as affording a precedent dangerous to the property of the people at large ; complained of the •
appointment of officers by parliament, vested with
the whole civil and military authority of Bengal,
and with a power of superintending the other presidencies, which officers the Company had no means
of recalling, and over whom they could exercise no
real control, while the territorial possessions were,
notwithstanding, declared to be still vested in the
Company, and prayed the House not to give its
sanction to an act which, under the colour of regulating, would " annihilate at once the powers of the
Company, and virtuallytransfer them to the Crown;"
it represented the bill as destructive of the rights
and interests of the Company in many other respects, and at th~ same. time defective in many of
the purposes for which it was declated to be framed,
and as tending to destroy the liberties of the subject by making an immense addition to the influence
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of the Crown ; deprecated the forfeiture of franchise without proof of delinquency, and prayed to
be heard by counsel against the bill. The corporation of the city of London also petitioned against
the bill, representing.it as of dangerous consequence
to the franchises of every corporate body in the
kingdom-professing to be alarmed by such proceedings, inasmuch as the privileges of the city of
London stood on the same security. as . those of the
East-India Company, and alleging that the bill had
been brought ·into the House with ·a . degree of
secrecy incompatible with the principles of the con-·
stitution in matters of such public concern. Another
petition was presented from the proprietors holding
a less amount of stock than £1,000, and who would
he disfranchised by the bill if it should pass into a
law. They urged the hardship of depriving them of
a valuable right without just cause, and denied that
their disfranchisement would have the effect of suppressing collusive transfers. The Company were
heard by counsel against the bill as they had prayed,
but the eloquence . of the bar seldom shakes the
influence of the Treasury-bench. The bill passed
the Commons .and was sent to the Lords. The
Company agah1 petitioned-were again. heard by
counsel, but with no greater· effect than in the lower
House. T~e bill became law, but the hostile sentiments of a considerable number; of peers were recorded in two protests.
Besides the provisions . already noticed, the act
contained.many others of greater or less impor~ance.
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Among them was one requiring twelve months' possession of stock, instead of six, as a qualification for
voting in general courts. By another, it was enacted that the directors should be elected for four
years in place of one, and that one-fourth part of
the entire number should be renewed annually. It
also provided, that all the Company's correspondence
relating to civil and military· affairs, the government of the country, or the administration of the
revenues, should be laid before one of His Majesty's
~ecretaries .of state. The receipt of ·presents by
servants, either of the Crown or the Company, was
prohibited ; · and the governor-general~ councillors,
and judges, were restrained from entering into trade,
or deriving profit from it.
The changes effected by this act may now .be
judged, with
coolness which .neither .those by
whom it was introduced, nor those by whom it was
opposed, could possess. The prohibition of the receipt of presents was unqUE;stion~bly good, but the
Company were quite as willing as the legislature to
enforce this. Not less beneficial was the provision·
restricting those by whom the government was ex.:.
ercised from engaging in trade ; ·but this, ·too, was
in accordance with the view of the Company. In
reference to the change of circumstances, it was not
unre~sonable .that the political correspondence of
the Company should be ?rought to .the knowledge
of the ministers of the Crown. The Company were
no longer a mere commercial association ; they had
to administer the affairs of a great kingdom. The ho~
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nou_r of the British Crown -~n~ _o(.~h~ B_ii.ti~h.nat~on~vas·;· ·
involVed in their _performance _of this diity;::al).d·they ·
-~ might_properly be c~lled' upb_n:t~·;~h~~.~t~a! i_t w!1s .
well pe1formed .. '.~;he,. chai:tg;~i~it~e-p~ii?(f(oj-_'Yhi9b- .
the directors were. ~hos~Ii :t~~,~-~ei:ye;:~!~;:~~t-~l).s~p
ported by reason. A. tep.~~e ~ffi1~~coi~~~~a.'to _o~ie
year is too brief to 'encourage! th'e~·exercise \)( flrm.
ness, vigour, and indl{pend~_nce: ··Its t~ndency is to ·•
. ...
promote vacillating . C'::nincils~ an_d so short· a term
i
was, moreover, singui~rly· ill adapted to the ·peculiar
circumstances of the-Ea.st:'!:ndia Company. • At the
time under consideration, a year barely sufficed f~r·
'the transmission of a d~spatch to ,or' from Indi~, and
the receipt of an answer. The expedie!lcy of tl;:te
judicial changes is less apparent." Some c]Jange was ·
undoubtedly called for; but it has often been~.doubted
whether the ne:w court of justice ~stablished- by this
act was adapted to the st~te _of ·soGie~y i~ which it
was erected~ Its actual w~rkiiig wilf liei·eafter be
seen. The practice· •of collusive-'trartsfers was ·a
m~nstrous eviJ, calling loudli f;r ~~m-~dy. The
..~ Compal)y were not insensible of this, and the sub~ . · ject had given rise to much. discussion. in their
courts, before the legislature interfered, It would
perhaps be too much to affirm, that the regulations
affecting the right of voting have entirely put an
.. end to the practice ; and it ~p.ay be vain to e~pect
.. that any legislative enactments can effect this desi;able object. If, ho:wev~r, with regard to some
·parts o{ this_ act, do~bts may be entertai_ned, there
no doubt can exist ; it is
is .at least Qlle upon which
-
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that wNch .gave ·to p_arli!linent the power of noini- CHAP•.
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. : n~t!ng·· t~e ~ ~fi3t .k~Y~~m::~general and members of
.. c"ounciL ~:.Qpii~iqJ?.s. 11?-ay~.d~tfer afto the best ~ode
.of !LProhitJ~g" ~u9h·· fu~;tiop~~e"S, .but few persons
wW ·deny tli~t: tlie; ;:in?d.e ·a<!<:Jpt_ed ·in this case was
among....tlilil: woist.'
:i;_f.h~ '~ominatio~ of men to office
.... .
...
.
.
by parliami:mt is an·' e'iercise. of •p'ower without responsibility ..' 'The ~iliisters of the:Crown are respon-·.
·-~
.. ·"
sible for •their acts~fhe East,India 'Company, o~
any* simil~r body exercising political. power, is also
responsible-but the responsibiFty of parli~ment to
itself is. absurd, ~_nd even unintelligible. An ~p
pointmen~ by parliament is an appointment' by the ,
·· maj9rity in parliament; and an·,appointment by the
majority in. parliame~1t i~ virtually an appointment
made by·fhe ministry for the time being, but divested of· that respb!1sibility which, in ('the ordinary
exercise of thei.r patronage, they incur. Whatever
results'follo~~~the mi~isters can neither be punishe_d
nor. censure~~;·
:clioice was not theirs, but that
of parliament; and w&-ile thus enabled. to elude responsibility, they have an opportunity _of cov.ertly
securing an opject which it might neither be safe
to attempt openly, nor practicabl~ to obtain if so
attempted.
With this act begins a new era in the history of
the East-India Company. , The proceedings of the ·,
new government will be. detailed in another chapter. Here it is only necessary_ to observe, that
Warren Hastings, then the actual governor of Bengal, was named as the head of the new government.·
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Mr. Barwell, a civil servant of the Compai1y, and
then in India, was nominated one of the council.
The remaining councillors were, General Clavering,
Colonel Monson, and Mr. Philip Francis, all of them
at the time in England.
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CHAPTER IX.
members of council who had to proceed from
England, as well as the· chief justice and puisne
judges of the Supreme Court of Judicature, arrived
at Calcutta in October, 1774, and on the 21st of
that month the new government was publicly proclaimed. The Court of Directors had framed, for
the guidance of the governor-general and council,
a very long and minute code of instructions, commencing with an injunction to preserve harmony.
But from the moment at which the voyagers set
foot on the shore of Bengal, it was evident that
there was but small ground for hoping that the good
advice of the Court would be followed. The reception given by the governor-general to his new
associates was in their judgment deficient in respect,.
for though they received a salute from the battery;
it consisted of only seventeen guns, whereas they
were of opinion that they were entitled to twentyone. The . minds of all parties were probably well
prepared for hostility. The voice of Hastings had
Iireviously been all-powerful, and he could scarcely
expect to retain in the new council the commanding influence which he had previously enjoyed. He
consequently regarded his new coadjutors with_Iittle
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good-will, while of their capacity for office he formed
no favourable judgment. " He seems, without
doubt," says his biographer, " to have entertained
but an indifferent opinion of the fitness of the individuals selected to work out the new system : he
more than insinuates as much in his confidential
communications with his friends."* On the other
hand, the new members of council were impressed
with a high sense of their own dignity, selected as
they had been by no less an authority than the
voice of parliament to assist in restoring to order
and prosperity the embarrassed affairs of Great Britain in the East. Their minds, too, appear to have
been filled to overflowing with the prevailing impression of universal misgovernment in India, and
the elements of discord were thus abundant. They
soon began to ferment. Mr. Bm·well was in the
interior, and till his arrival th~ public business and
the angry passions of the members of the government alike had rest. The accession of the absent
councillor set both in motion. The govm•nor-general laid before the board a minute, containing a relation of the principal events of his own administration, and an exposition of the existing state of
the Company's affairs. The Rohilla war and the
Company's relations with the Vizier necessarily
formed prominent topics in this paper, and out of
these arose the first explosion of ill-feeling. Hastings
had prevailed upon the Vizier to receive at his court

* Memoirs of the Life of the Right Honourable Warren Hastings, by the Rev. G. R. Gleig, vol. i. page 451.
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a British resident, and a gentleman named Middleton had been appointed to the office. Between the
resident and the governor many communications
had passed, which the latter had not submitted, and
did not intend to submit, to his colleagues. General
Clavering called for this correspondence, as well as
for any of a similar nature between the governor
and Colonel Champion. Hastings answered, that
he would lay before the board extracts of all parts of
the letters, both of the resident and Colonel Cham-'
pion, which. related to public affairs ; but as the letters
might, and he believed did, contain things not proper for public record, he declined submitting them
entire. The general persisted, and was supported
by Colonel Monson and Mr. Francis. Hastings recorded a dissent from the decision of the majorityhis three opponents protested against his dissent,
and within a week after the proclamation of the
new government its members were engaged in bitter
strife and fierce recrimination. The governor-general continued immovable in his determination not
to lay before the board the whole of the correspondence. His opponents no less obstinately adhered
to their demand for its production; but as they had
no means of enforcing the demand against the
will of Hastings, they of necessity were forced to
submit. They had, however, 'an expedient by which
they could annoy the governor-general, if they could
not conquer him. Colonel Monson suggested the recal of Mr. Middleton. General Clavering and Mr.
Francis supported the proposal-Mr. Barwell took
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part with the governor-general, but the forme'r th1;ee
constituting a majority of the board, their views
necessarily prevailed, and a resolution for the recal
of the resident at the court of the Vizier was passed.
Another resolution follow('ld, directing Mr. Middleton
to bring with him the whole of his correspondence
during his residence at the court of Oude, including all that the governor:.general had refused.
The next subject of discussion was the choice of a
successor to Mr. Middleton. Hastings was requested
to nominate some person, but declined. . General
Clavering then proposed that the duties of the resident should be transferred to Colonel Champion, the
officer commanding the brigade on service in Oude.
Mr. Barwell objected to the office of resident being
united with the chief 'military command, and the governor agreed in the objection ; but Colonel Monson
and Mr. Francis supporting General Clavering, his
resolution was carried. Hastings was subjected to
the mortification of being instructed to write to the
Vizier,' apprizing him of the removal of a resident
whom the writer wished to countenance, and of
the appointment of a successor to whom he had objected; but he had the satisfaction of again recording his dissent. The next movement of the oppo...;
sition party in the· council was to propose an immediate demand for the forty lacs which the Vizier had
engaged to pay, and for such furthe:r sums as might
be due from that prince. This demand was to be
made by Colonel Champion, and it was proposed to
ilistruct him, that if all the money could not he had,
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he was to obtain as much as possible, and security
for the remainder ; that if the demand should be
resisted, he was to protest, and within fourteen days
retire into the Company's territory, unless there
were difficulty or danger in such a step ; that in
, any case, after the negotiations should be concluded,
he should withdraw his force within the limits of
the province of Oude, and unless its continuance
should· be required for the defence of the original
dominions of the Vizier, or of Korah and Allahabad,
return with it to cantonments at Dinapore. These
proposals were opposed by the governor-general and
Mr. Barwell, and a war of minutes ensued, consuming
much time and covering a vast mass of paper; but
ending, as it must have been foreseen by all parties
that_ it would end, in the triumph of Hastings's opponents. The combatants now resolved to appeal
to their superiors: On tlie 30th Noyember, only
forty-one days after the landing of the new councillors had been announced, by what they regarded as
the stinted measure of honour conveyed by seventeen discharges of artillery, they laid before the
board a letter which they had prepared for trans..: ·
mission to the Court of Directors. It consisted·· of
no less than seventy-four paragraphs, some of them
of considerable length, and all full charged with
denunciations of the governor-general's policy. This
document was prepared with a view to its being
perused by other parties than those to whom it was
addressed. In a note which accompanied the de.,
livery of the .letter to the board, the framers of it
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observe, "the whole of the papers, as they apprehend, must, in obedience to the act of parliament, be
transmitted by the Court of Directors to one of His
Majesty's principal secretaries of state."
The me~bers of the council of Bengal could not
di:fl3ctly address the ministers of the:: Crown-at
least, they could not officially address·' them ; but
,
there can be little doubt that this letter was intended for the ministry, though ostensibly addressed
to another authority.* The governor-general, like
his adversaries, laid his case before the Court of Directors in a separate commmiication, and the Court
were thus enlightened by three sets of despatches on
the same subject-one from the governor-general
and council in the usual form, another from the
governor-general only, and a third from three ~em
bers of the council. Mr. Barwell, though agreeing
with the governor-general, declined to become a
party to his appeal. Regarding such communications as irregular and improper, he contented himself with recording a minute expressing that opinion,
an,d stating his general concurrence in the views of
the governor-general.
Whatever opinion might be formed of the justice
or policy of the Rohilla war, whatever views might'
be entertained of the disposition -of the Vizier to
fulfil his engagements, the course forced upon the
• ., ,governor-general by the majority
the council was
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parties probably addressed the ministers privately .
certainly did. See a Letter from him to Lord North,
in Gleig's Memoirs, vol. i. page 471.
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obviously unwise. It ~as the dictate, not of a cool and CHAP. IX.
deliberate consideration of the circumstances of the
case-not of a~ honest judgment, sound or unsoundbut of blind passion and headlong wilfulness. Had the
measures ofthe council been acted upon in the temper
in which they were . conceived, and had they been
encountered by the Vizier in a like temper, there
would have been no choice but to abandon so much
of the debt as the Vizier might decline to pay, or
to enforce the demand by the sword. A variety of
circumstances combined to avert such an extremity.
The Vizier had begun to diminish his debt. Mr.
Middleton, on obeying the call for his return, brought
with him fifteen lacs. Eight more were obtained
through other channels ; the remainder of the account was to be settled, not with the Vizier, but
with his successor. The health of Shoojah-ad-Dowlah had for some time been declining, and early in
February, 1775, he died. He was succeeded in the A. D. 1775.
possession of hi~ dominions by his son, Azoff-alDowlah, who also, after much negotiation and with
some difficulty, was ultimately recognized by the
Emperor as his Vizier. This honour, however, was
not attained by the prince till fourteen months after
the death of his father.
Various minor disputes in the council must be
passed over. The death of the Vizier gave occasion
to a quarrel of greater dignity and importanee. The.
majority in the council, General 'Clavering, Colonel· •
Monson, and Mr. Francis, chose to consider a~l the '
VOL. II.
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obligations by which the British Government was
connected with the late Vizier as merely personalconsequently as terminated by the dea~h of the party
with whom they were contracted; and they regarded
that event as affording an opportunity of making a
better bargain with the Vizier's successor. Mr.
Bristow was appointed resident at the court of
Oude, and by him a treaty was concluded, by
which the new Soubahdar agreed to surrender
to the Bi·itish Government Bena1·es and certain
other distl'icts, which the three members of council reported would produce an annual revenue
of twenty-two lacs; and also to pay for the aid of
the English brigade, when stationed with him, fifty
thousand rupees per annum more than his predecessor had undertaken to pay. The framers of this
treaty !winced a tender regard for their successors
in office, by relieving them from any difficulty as to
the duration of the engagement. The obligation of
the English authorities to respect the provisions of
the treaty was expressly limited to the life of Azoffal-Dowlah. This considerate provision is the more
remarkable, as the majority. of the council under
whom the treaty was -concluded do not appear to
have felt any difficulty in relieving themselves from
all regard to the treaty concluded by the government
whichpreceded theirs with the Vizier.
The three councillors were greatly proud of the
achievelllent of tliis treaty. " The measure," said
they,." is strictly and exclusively ours: the original
plan was opposed in every step by the governor-
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general and Mr: Barwell."* Hastings reco:r.ded 'his CHAP.
conviction that it was not honourable to extort
from the prince " concessions inconsistent with our
former treaties, to which the necessity of his situation alone obliged him, however unwilling, to sub. mit," t and the judgment of posterity must confirm
the sentence. Remarkable indeed it is, that the
men who were so keenly alive to the injustice of
the Rohilla war, should themselves conceive and
carry into effect an act of deliberate injustice to an
ally, on the very spot where they had proclaimed
themselves the champions of righteousness, and
while the ink was scarcely dry with which they had
recorded their abhorrence of the crooked policy of
their colleague and president. Such a Circumstance
pours a stream of light upon their pertinacious ,opposition to every act of the governor, and renders it
impossible for the most extended charity to attribute it to any pure or honourable motive:
· Hitherto the differences between the two parties
in the council had reference to matters of public
policy. The rancour of their animosity was now to
be influenced by the investigation of charges affecting the personal integrity of· the governor-general.
His accusers were many, his enemies in the ·council
well disposed to listen to them-but Hastings denied

* Address from General Clavering, Colonel Monson, and Mr.
Francis, to theCourt of Directors, 21st November, 1775. Appendix 157 to the Fifth Report of the Committee of Secrecy, 1782.
t Observations on Minute of General Clavering, Colonel Monson, and Mr. Francis, by Governor~general, in Appendix 157 to
Fifth Report.
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their right to institute such inquiries, and claimed
the privilege of dissolving any meeting of council in
which such qile.stioris were entered upon. This
claim his opponents resisted, and on his quitting the
chair on such occasions, they placed in it one of
their own number, and continued their inquiries .•
Charges were prefeiTed by the Ranee of Burd wan
involving the governor-general, his banyan, and
several other European and native functionaries.
These accusations appear to have been supported by
little or no evidence deserving of credit, and almost
the only ground for attaching any weight to them
was furnished by Mr. Graham, a servant of the Company, and one of the accused parties, who, as a preliminary to inquiry, demanded that the Ranee should
give security for the payment of a penalty in case
she should fail in establishing her charges. From
another quarter, a charge was made of corruption in
the foujdarry of. Hooghly, in which it was alleged
that the governor-general participated. The party
by whom the charge was brought forward was anxious to obtain the office of foujdar for himself, and
offered to undertake it at half the salary then paid.
The foujdar was summoned to answer for his conduct, but either from conscious guilt or personal
scruple, he objected to be examined on oath. The
governor-general defended him ; but this, probably,
only furnished an additional reason for visiting his
contumacy with severity. He was dismissed from
his. office, but his accuser did not benefit, as he had
hoped, by the result. The conduct of Hastings in
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refusing to defend hims€M against these charges, or
to permit them to be inquired into by the board of
which he was the head, has been regarded as affording presumption of his guilt. But it may be sufficiently accounted for upon other motives. It might
arise from an honest conviction that it was inconsistent with the dignity of his office to reply to
charges which he declared founded in fa1sehood and
forgery. It might be attributable to a belief that the
council was not proper tribunal for the investigation
of such charges, or a conviction that from his associates he had little chance of an impartial decision.
It might have its origin in constitutional haughtiness
of temper, of which Hastings had more than an
ordinary share. On the other hand, it is not necessary to suppose that the majority in the council
either suborned or encouraged false evidence, knowing or believing it to be such. Their hatred of the
governor-general led them hastily to listen to any
imputations against him, and to estimate the truth
of the charges by their passions, not their judgment.
They had little or no experience of the native
character-they knew not with what facility false
charges are manufactured in India-with what ingenuity supported-with what pertinacity maintained.
They might know something of the feeling which
leads the worldly wise to woo the smile of new-:born power by-insulting or persecuting those over
whom it has triumphed, for this feeling exists and
operates to a greater or less degree in all countries
and states of society; but they did not know the
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extent to which it prevails in India, nor the fearful
forms in which it is sometimes indulged.. The governor-general was now governor only in name. The
natural influence of his position was destroyed, and
the fact ofhis having a casting vote in an assembly
of five availed nothing, where three systematically
and invariably voted together, and always in opposition to the chair. To the quickness of native
perception this state of things afforded an index
pointing out the path to success. Whoever sought
to recommend himself to the majority in council
attacked the governor-general. Whoever had an
object to gain, which, under other circumstances,
might be regarded as hopeless, saw in the evil passions which distracted the council the means of
gratifying his wishes. Whoever bore enmity to the
governor-general readily discerned that this was the
time to seek revenge.
One of the charges which press most heavily on
the character of 'Hastings, arose out of the extraordinary appointment of Munny Begum to the
guardianship of the infant Nabob. Irt the examination of her receipts and disbursements, a large
sum was discovered to be unaccounted for. .The
Begum was placed under restraint, and an inqu:iry
instituted into the defalcation ; when she stated that
a considerable sum had been paid to the governorgeneral. That something was given ·and received
was not denied, but it was alleged to have been
paid on account of extraordinary expenses incurred
by the governor-general's residence at Moorsheda-
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bad, and to be sanctioned by custom. It had for
some time been clearly the intention of the Court
of Directors that their servants should receive nothing beyond their regular and authorized emoluments, and the ple~ of custom is a poor one when
placed in opposition to duty.* 'l'he transaction
acquires a darker hue from the extraordinary character of the appointment in which it originated.
Opinions may indeed differ as to the extent of
Hastings's culpability, but he must be a warm
partizan indeed who will go the length of declaring
that the hands of the governor-general wer~ altogether clean. If he were entitled to any extra allowance while at Moorshedabad, he should have drawn
such allowance openly, and brought it to account in
the ordinary way; while the sum received from
Munny Begum, if the receipt were proper, should
have been carried to the credit of the Company.
If he had no claim to additional allowances, there is
nothing to discuss, and his conduct is without even
the shadow of excuse.
The charge of taking money from Munny
Begum was originally preferred by the acute and
profligate Nuncomar. On tJ:!e lith March, 1775,
Mr. Francis informed the board that he had that

* Hastings was bound by covenant not to receive presents. Two
of his predecessors had bound themselves by oath. Clive framed
an oath to be taken in the Mayor's Court at Calcutta by the
governor, and took it himself. It was also taken by Mr. Verelst~
It is remarkable that Hastings did not take it ; but it is fair to
state that it was not taken by his immediate predecessor, Mr.
Cartier.
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morning been visited by thJs extraordinary person,·
~ who had ~elivered to . him· a paper, ad~ressed to
. the governor. and • co"unciJ, -and· demanded of him,
· as a ,duty belonging to his offi~e .as a councillor of
the state, to lay it before tl[e bo_ard. Mr. Francis
added, ·that he thought he could ~ot, consistently
• with his •duty, refuse to receive a paper from a
person of Nuncomar's rank, but that he was unacquainted with the c'ontents of it. He had, how~
•
ever, some suspicion as to•its tenour. It accused
the governor-general ~~ receiving bribes to a vast
S-<' ~- amo~n~; among other instances, he was charged with
taking two lacs and a half of rupees from M~nny
Begum, and something more than a lac from Nun¢
•
comar,.himself, as the consideration for the arrangement whi,gh placed his son Goodias in office: On .a
.future day, another communication from Nun~omar
was 'produced and read, b1,1t it c9ntained nothing but
.
assurances1of the writer's veracity. Colonel Monson
then moved that Nuncomar
. should be called before
•
the board, to substantiate his charge. The motion
•
;.•<ras opposed by Hastings, and his. reasons for opposing it were !ecorded_ in a somewhat angry minute .
... " Before the quest! on is. put," he said, "I declare that
I will not suffer Nuncomat; to appear before the board
as my accuser. I know what belongs to the dignity
and character of the first member of this administration. I will not sit at this board in the character of a,
criminal, nor do I acknowledge the members of the
board to be my judges." He then adverted to the
unremitting hostility which he had encountered in

.
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·the three members of council opposed to him- CHAP. 'IX.
hostility firs_t manifested rin oppC!sition to his public
acts, and subsequently ·in personal attacks upon him;
and, after shortly glanq)ng at some former charges,
dwelt at length upon Mr .. Fmncis's conduct in bringing forward those of Nuncomar. "Mr. Franqcis," he
said, "has· declared that he was called upon by
Rajah Nuncomar, as a duty belonging to his office as
a councillor of this st~te, to lay the packet w}J_ich co;~
tained them- (the accusations) before the board; that
·he conceived that he CQu1fnot, consistently with his
duty, refuse such a letter, at the instance of a pers_on
of the ~ajah's rank, and did accordingly receive it, and
laid it before the board, declaring, at the same time,
that he was unacquainted with the contents of it.
I believe ·that the Cou;t of Directors, and those to
whom these proceedings shall be made known, will
think differently of this_ action of Mr. Francis; that._
N uncomar was guilty of great insolence and_ disrespect in the demand which qe _made of Mr. Francis ;
and that it was not a duty belonging to the office
of a councillor of this state, to make himself th''e
carrier of a letter, which would 1have been much
more properly committed to thethan~s of a peon or
hircurrah, or delivered by the writer of it to the
secretary himself. Mr. Francis has acknowledged
that he apprehended in general that it contained
some charge against me. If the charge was false,·
it was a libel : it might ha·ve been false for any thing
..
Mr. Francis could know to the contrary, since he
was unacquainted with the contents Of it ; in thiS'
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instance, therefore, he incurred the hazard of presenting a libel to the board-this was not a duty
belonging to his office as a councillor of state."
Hastings then stated, that he had expected such an
attack upon him ; that he had seen a paper, containing many accusations against him, which he was
told was carried to Colonel Monson by Nuncomar,
who was, moreover, employed for some hours in
private, explaining to the colonel the nature of the
charges. A translation of this,. paper Hastings produced, and desired it to be ;recorded. He charged
his opponents with being parties to the accusations
of which they asserted their right to bejudges, and
then proceeds thus :-" The chief of this administration; your superior, gentlemen, appointed by the
legislature itself, shall I sit at this board to be
arraigned in the presence of a wretch whom you
well know to be ·the basest of mankind ? • I believe
·I need not mention his name, but it is Nuncomar.
Shall I sit to hear men, collected from the dregs
of the people, give evidence at his dictating against
my character and conduct? I will not. Yon may,
if you please, form yourselves into a committee for
the investigation of these matters in any manner
which you think proper; but I will repeat, that I
will not meet Nuncomar at the board, nor suffer
Nuncomar to be examined at the board, nor have
you a right to it-nor can it answer· any other purpose than that of vilifying and insulting me to
insist upon it."* Colonel Monson called for the

* Minute recorded 13th March, 1775.
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name of Hastings's informant as to the alleged visit
of N uncomar to him. Hastings refused to give it, but
referred to Mr. Barwell to confirm his statement as
to the existence of such a report. Mr. Barwell did
confirm it ; when Colonel Monson declared, that he
had never seen any paper in the Persian or any
country language, which contained any accusation
against the governor-general ; but it is observable,
that he did not deny having held' intercourse with
Nuncomar. He appeared, however, to think his
disclaimer very complete ; for he prefaced it with
the sarcastic remark, that he presumed " an asser-tion even from the governor-general himself" would
" have no more weight or influence in the opinion
of the world than from a private member" of the
" board." This will illustrate the tone and spirit in
which the proceedings of the government of Calcutta were then carried on. The motion, that Nun.::
comar be called before the board, was of course carried. The governor-general declared the coi.uicil
dissolved, and· departed. Mr. Barwell followed his
example. The remaining members denied that an
adjournment could take place but by a vote of the
majority. General Clavering took the chi:ti'r; and
the three associates proceeded to examine Nuncomar. After he retired, a messenger was sent to
Hastings, apprizing him of the fact, and inviting
him to resume tlie chair. Hastings refused to reply
to this, as a message from the· board; but sent his
compliments· to. General Clavering, Mr. Monson~
and Mr. Francis, and begged to decline meeting
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them in council at so late an hour, and when it was
not possible to assemble a full board, from Mr. Barwell being gone into the country; but expressed a
hope of meeting them in the revenue department
on the following _day. The next step of the majority was, to pass a resolution, declaring that it ap~
peared that money to the amount of three lacs and
fifty-four thousand rupees had been received by the
governor-general 'in the manne_r described by Nuncomar, and that such money of right belonged to
the East-India Company- a resolution naturally
enough followed by another, calling upon the governor-general to pay the amount into the Com' conveyed
pany's treasury for their use. The secretary
these resolutions to Hastings, who refused to receiveor to give any answer to them. Another res~lution
was thereupon passed, that the proceedings should
be transmitted to the Company's attorney, for the
purpose of being submitted to counsel for their
opinion how to. proceed for the recovery of the
money. On· a future day, it was· resolved to summon certain witnesses : Hastings advised them not
to attend. The majority resolved that the refusal
was a high indignity to the board. The governorgeneral once
more declared the board dissolved,
.
..
and retired ; whereupon those who remained passed
a resolution, declaring that the board was not dissolved. The secretary was ordered to summon the
contumacious witnesses, but they were not to be .
found. One of them subsequently appeared, but
was not subjected to any punishment
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The struggle now assumed a more serious character. Proceedings were instituted in the supreme court
against Nuncomar and some other persons for consi?iring to cause a native, named Camul-oo-Deen, to write
a petition to the council, reflecting falsely and injuriously on the governor-general, Mr. Barwell, Mr.
George V ansittart, and some natives. The inquiry occupied twelve hours; and its result ~as, that Nuncomar and another person, a European, were required
to give security to appear to take their trial at the
next assizes.* On the day after this took place,

* So it appears from Hastings's letter to the Court of Directors, 16th May, l 7 75. A paper of the same date, signed by
General Clavering, Colonel Monson, and Mr. Francis, states the
same fact, with the addition, that all the parties to the prosecution, except Mr. Hastings and Mr. Vansittart, had retired from it,
and that the accused were held to bail at their suit only. In
another paper, dated the 3rd August following, the same members
of council say-" The Rajah (Nuncomar) was summoned to attend a meeting of the judges on the 20th April last, when he and
Mr. Fowke underwent an examination of several hours, upon a
charge of conspiracy against the governor-general and others. It
appeared to us, that the evidence, e:c parte, against them could
not be very strong or conclusive, since they were not held to bail,
and the gentlemen against whom they were supposed to ha;e conspired had four days allowed them to consider whether they would
prosecute or not." The date here given, the 20th April, is that
assigned by Hastings as the date on which the parties were held
to bail. On neither side, indeed, does there appear to have been
scrupulosity as to the mode in which the transaction was reported. Hastings conceals the facts, that the charge of criminality extended to other persons as well as the two held to bail,
and that part of the accusers had abandoned the prosecution;
while Clavering, Monson, and Francis, after stating, on the 16th
May, that Nuncomar and another were held to bail, asserted,
within three months afterwards, that they were not.
(
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the "gentlemen of the majority," as Hastings called
them, expressed their sympathy with Nuncomar .by
a visit of ceremony. What might have been the
result of the prosecution. for conspiracy is left to
conjecture ; for, before it could be brought to trial,
Nuncomar was the object of an accusation far more
grave in its character and· more fearful in its consequences. He was apprehended on a charge of
forgery. The majority of the council, as might be
expected, ranged themselves on the side of the pri_.
soner ; and circumstances conspired to afford them
an opportunity of manifesting their regard for him,
by elevating his son to an office of the highest trust
and dignity. About the time of the apprehension of
Nuncomar, the discovery was made that of the sum
appropriated to the support ofthe Nabob, a part only
had been applied to its professed object. Munny
Begum was forthwith suspended from the exercise
of her functions of guardian to the prince, and the
charge was conferred on Goodias.
Nuncomar· was committed, tried, .found guilty,
and hanged. This was the first instance in which
the punishment of death had ever been inflicted in
India in retribution of the crime of forgery. The
excitement produced by it was proportioned to the
novelty of the event. Nuncomar, too, was a man
of great wealth-he had been possessed of extraordinary power: the subjecting such a man to an
infamous punishment was scarcely less startling than
~he disproportion which, in native judg~ent, e~isted
between the offence and its consequences: Above
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all, Nuncomar was a Hindoo of the highest caste.
As a brahmin, his person was regarded as inviolable.
Had he committed all possible crimes, banishment,*
mitigated by the privilege of carrying away all his
property, was the severest penalty to which he could
be subject; and, by his countrymen, forgery was
scarcely deemed a crime at all. Under the influence of all the feelings excited by this unprecedented case, no native expected that the sentence
of the court would be carried into effect.t The
approach of the day of execution, without any intimation of the postponement of the fatal punishment,
scarcely affected their belief. It came, and with it
the awful preparation for inflicting the last penalty
of the law.. Nuncomar met it with even more
than Hindoo apathy. He took solemn leave of his
friends ; but neither his countenance, deportment,
nor intervening occupations indicated any internal
conflict. After the departure of those on whom his
eyes were never again to rest, he engaged himself
in "rriting no~es and examining accounts, as though
transacting ordinary business under ordinary circumstances. He entered with a calm step the
palanquin which was to bear him to an ignominious
death, and ascended the steps of the scaffold with
equal firmness. The crowd collected was immense.

* See Volume I. pages 6 and 7.
t A native had been convicted of forgery, and sentenced to
death, by the Mayor's court of Calcutta, which court was superseded by the supreme court; but he had not been executed. He
was recommended to the mercy of the Crown, · and finally pardoned.
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The Hindoo portion of it was convulsed by conflicting ·feelings of doubt, rage, despair, shame, ·~nd
pity. The Mahometan spectators, it is said, felt joy.
at the downfal of the artful and unrelenting enemy
of Mahomed Reza Khan. The feelings of the one
party were soon to be outraged, and those of the other
gratified, by the conclusion of the spectacle which
had brought them together. The signal was giventhe platform on which the criminal stood prepared
for death sunk from beneath his feet, and the spirit
of Nuncom~r was on its way to a more ·awful tribunal than that before which he had lately appeared.
The effect upon the Hindoos, who formed the great
mass of the assembled crowd, resembled that of an
earthquake. Uttering a wild and piercing cry, they
fled from the spot-force and P.anic carried with
them the rest of the multitude, so that none remained near the place of execution but the servants
of the law, and the few brahmin followers whose
. duty it was to take charge of the culprit's body.
The trial and execution of Nuncom.ar have given
rise to discussions almost without number. The
legality of the proceedings has been questionedtheir justice denied-and the mo~ives of those engaged in them impugned. The supposed illegality
. 'rests upon the assertion tliat· the c1·iminal law of
England does not extend to its outlying possessions,
unless they be specially named. This is a ·question
purely technical, and far too important to be discussed incidentally. For these reasons, it may here
be passed by. The question of the justice of the
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proceedings, which ended in the execution of..Nun- CHAP.
c~mar, stands on different grounds ; and: with reference to the violent and long-protracted controversy. to which it gave Yise, it would.not be excus. able -to pass it over without notice.
In India, the crime of forgery, as has been observed, had never been punished with 'death. Notwithstanding its dangerous character, it was regarded there as a slight and venial offence, and it may
be feared that, if dexterously performed, those who
were uninjured by the crime would be more ready
to admire the ingenuity of the perpetrator thari
to condemn his want of honesty. The English law,
with its severe provisions against forgery, was unknown to the mass of the people within the circle
of the supreme court, and its sudden application,
without preparation and without notice,· appears
similar in effect to that of an em post facto law. The
execution of Nuncomar has further been alleged
to partake of the odious and unjust character of
such a law, on the ground that the imputed forgery
was committed about four years before the erection
of the court which took cognizance of it. In opposition to the fhst of these positions, it has been
urged, that ignorance of the law is never held to
afford an excuse for tlie breach Of it, and that all· •
parties subject to its operation are supposed to be
acquainted with its provisions. 'To the second, it is
answered, that although the supreme court of judicature was not in existence till 1774, there was
previously in Calcutta a court administering English
VOL. II.
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law, and which had in one instance convicted a
native of the same offence as that with which Nuncqmar was charged.* It has been doubted whether
that court ought to have exercised any criminal
_ jurisdiction with regard to natives ; but such jurisdiction had been exercised by it, and the supreme
court was the legitimate successor to its functions. This objection, therefore, may be dismissed. It
might' not have been an improper one to urge in
arrest of the judgment of the court which condemned Nuncomar, but it cannot be admitted to
influe~ce the opinion of those who have now to review the proceedings in his case.
The answer to the first objection is less satisfactory.
It is true that ignorance of the law is not permitted,
and cannot be pm·mitted, to operate as a bar to the
conviction of an offender ; but a merciful judge will
always take note of such ign~rance, if real; in ap- .
portioning punishment. Neither must it be forgotten, that the ignorance of a Hindoo of that time
of the provisions of J2nglish law is altogether different from the ignorance which exists in any counti'Y
of the law under which the people of that country
and their ancestors have lived. Not only was the
law of comparatively recent introduction, but it was
in many respects· so much :it variance with all their
previous experience, knowledge, habits, and modes
of thought, that while the best informed among
them must have found difficulty in understanding it,
it was to those less advantageously situated a collec-

* See note on a former page.
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tion of strange things, of which their imaginations CHAP.
could embody 1~0 lineament or feature. Under such
circumstances, the harshness of inflicting upon ig:[lorance the same punishment which is assigned to
deliberate and conscious disobedience, is of an
aggravated character. It is true, indeed, that the
offence punished in the person of Nuncomar was
not like offences against the revenue and· some
others- the pure creation of the law. No man
whose moral perceptions are sound can doubt that
in resorting to forgery to deprive another of his property he is doing wrong : but the moral perceptions
" thus
of those among whom the English law was
suddenly introduced were not sound ; they were
corrupted and debased by the false medium through
which successive generations had been accustomed
to contemplate their rights and dutieR; and to some
of the plainest dict'ates of morality they were insensible. To men thus surrounded by contaminating
influences-men who had never enjoyed the benefit
of a pure moral atmospher~, extraordinary consideration was due. The single~ instance which had
occurred of a conviction for forgery in the mayor's
court of Calcutta was probably known to few except· the parties immediately interested in it. The
case of Nuncomar had from various causes attracted
unusual attention, and it offered a fitting occasion .
for making the law known-while the court, by
exercising their power of respiting the convict, with
a view to the extension of the mercy of the Crown,
might have relieved themselves and the law that
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they administered from the imputations of injustice
and cruelty, which, from their pursuing a different
course, have been freely cast upo_n both. In the
discussions to which this extraordinary case has
given rise, considerations have been sometimes introduced which ought to be excluded from it. The
question of the abstract justice of the law which
punishes forgery with death is one of these. , With
this question the judges had no concern. They had
neither the right nor the power to vary the law
-their sole·duty was to administer it with discretion and with mercy. The evidence, too, on which
Nuncomar was convicted, has been impugned? but
it was sufficient to satisfy the grand jury that
there was good cause to send the prisoner to trial,
and sufficient to satisfy the jury before whom that
trial took place of his guilt. If the jury were
honestly satisfied, it is probable that the court
was satisfied also. The conduct of the judges on
other occasions shewed that they had no doubt of
their jurisdiction; and though the:y: cannot be acquitted of acting with a degree of harshness and
precipitancy which it may not be too :much to characterize as indecent,* there is nothing to convict
them of having acted corruptly. There are motives
sufficien.t to account for their conduct, which, though

* The counsel for Nuncomar endeavoured to prevail on the
foreman of the jury, by whom the prisoner had been tried, to
join in an application to the judges for the exercise of clemency.
The chief justice in open court censured the counsel for tllis
proper attempt to save the life of his client.
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not all of a creditable character, are far less injurious
to their reputation than that to which the execution
of Nuncomar has been often attributed. They appeal: to have been men of contracted minds, who
had satisfied themselVeA not <:mly that the law of
England was the best for the people amongst whom
it had grown up to maturity-not only that it was
right that the law of England should be introduced
and acted upon universally throughout the British
dominions, but that it was the duty of all people
'within those dominions, whether they ever heard of
English law or not, to understand it. They entertained no consideration for the wide difference between the country from which the law came and
the country in which they were called upon to administer it. Their entire conduct manifested this.
Destitute of all enlarged views, either of jurisprudence or of the principles of human nature, the
supreme cour~ was to them the world. In addition
to this failing, they were influenced by the most inflated notiOJlS of their own dignity, and the most ex-.
travagant anxiety to extend the jurisdiction of their
court far and wide. Whether they were actuated
by other motives-whether, within the mind of the
chief justice more especially, any of a dark~r nature
operated, can never be known-there is no 1 evidence-there perhaps will be always some suspi~ion.
Equal obscurity hangs over the question as to the·
participation of Hastings in this unhappy transaction. The accusation rests entirely on a com hination of circumstances, which might have been
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Nuncomar had stood forward as the accuser .of Hastings. Hastings had instituted legal pro. ,ceedings against Nuncomar and others for an alleged
conspiracy. The charge does not appear to have
been very readily susceptible of proof; and the
general opinion seems to have been, that it would
fail. Exactly at the time when, if Hastings were
guilty, and the accuser capable of substantiating his
charge, it was most important to the governorgeneral that he should be removed, Nuncomar is
apprehended on a charge of forgery committed
several years before-the prosecutor being a native,
who, it may be presumed, shared in the dislike of
the supreme court believed to have been then generally entertained by his countrymen. The accused
party is tried and convicted. The court have the
power of respiting the sentence ; and, with refer.:..
ence to the unusual circumstances of the case, re.. spite seems desirable. They, however, refuse ; and
the chief justice, who had been the schoolfellow of
Hastings, and remained his personal friend, manifests somE) displeasure at an attempt of the prisonel''s
counsel to procure an appl~cation for clemency. The
prisoner is executed : his fate is ascribed to his hostility to the governor-general ; and it is alleged, that
men were thenceforward afraid of preferring charges
.against that functionary. Such is the case against
Hastings. On the other hand, it is urged, that· the
prosecutor in this case was a person with whom
Hastings had no connection; that he could not in-'
terfere with the proceedings of the supreme court ;
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that Nuncomar, from the moment of his apprehension CHAP.
to that of his execution, was in the hands of . the
law; and that it was not in the power of the ·gover- .
nor-general either to accelerate or to suspend his
punishment. "All this is unquestionably true ; and
it is not less true that, in the sifting inquiries which
at a later period took place into this proceeding,
when evidence was sought with a degree of assiduity rarely exercised, no evidence was found ; and
whether Hastings, in relation to the trial and execution of Nuncomar, was guilty or unfortunate, is a
question which can never be satisfactorily answered.
It i~ involved in that impenetrable mystery which
hangs over so much of the public life of that remarkable man.
The death of Nuncomar was succeeded by a comparative calm. The state of feeling in the council
remained unaltered, and the majority continued to
determine and to act without reference to the views
•
of the governor-general and the single member who
supported him. But the stream of accusation, which
had set so strongly and so formidably against Hastings, ceased to flow. Men were appalled by the
fate of the ?hief accuser, and the governor-general
enjoyed a degree of peace in this respect, ~o which
he had long been a stranger.
Soon after the intriguing life of Nuncomar had
been closed by an ignominious death, his old rival,
Mahomed Reza Khan, attained a triumph. The
Court of Directors having become satisfied of his
innocence, and of the infamy of his accuser Nunco-
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f!HAP.

I~. rna;, bad directed his restoration 'to office. There

was some ambiguity" in the orders of the Court, and
the't.".:o parties in council, in conformitywith what was
now long-established custom, adopted different con,.. •'structions of them. The wlll of the majority was,
that Mahomed Reza Khan s}lould be restored to his
former charge, which involved the duties which
had been assigned to Goodias. The latter, however, was consoled in some degree for his loss, by
appointment to another office ; but inferior in trust,
dignity, and emolument to his former post.
Little occurred at the board t~ distm:b the monotony of eternal bickering till the death of Col~:mel
A.D. 1776. Monson, whfch took place in Septein.ber, 1776.
This event reduced the two parties in council to an
equality in point of numbers ; but as the governorgeneral had the casting vote, its effects were to
reverse the former position of the combatants, and
to throw into the hands of Hastings all the power
• which his opponents had previously exercised. What
followed may readily be anticipated. Hastings exercised his long-lost authority in the same ·spirit
which actuated its former possessors ; and he proceeded without ceremony to annul such of their acts
as were.most offensive to him. When the council
insisted on the recal of Mr. Middleton from Oude,
the functions of the resident had been tempora1;ily
vested in th~e officer commanding the brigade. After
a time, the board agreed to -appoint a civil servant
to the office of resident; but they were far· from
agreeing as to the person who should be selected for
.Q
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the purpose. -The governor-ge~eral proposed "the CHAP.
Honourable Frederick Stuart. The opposing majority refused to ~on cur:' they proposed a gentleman named Bristow ; and holding the power in
their own hands 1 their:<ocproposal, as a matter of.... ...
course, was carried.* Shortly after the death of
· Cqlonel Monson, Hastings retaliated by proposing
the recal of .Mr. Bristow, and the re-appointment
of Mr. Middleton.
General Clavering and Mr.
Francis stoutly resisted ; they talked loftily of the
injustice done to Mr. Bristow, in removing him from
a situation ~hich he had filled with credit to himself
and advantage to the Company, and for no other
avowed reaso~ than .to give his place 'to another;
but argument and declamation were alike vain. The
foot of the governor-general was upon the necks of his
opponents; he remembered how they had employed'
their power while power rested with them, and seemed
resolved that they should have some experience of the
mortification which he had endured. He perseveretl,
c
and it was decided that Mr. Bristow should give way
to Mr. Middleton. Both parties agreed in declaring
that there was no objection to either Mr. Middleton
or Mr. Bristow-that both were well fitted for the
duties of the office of resident. They thus alike admitted_ that their motives were to a great extent factious. Hastings, indeed, cannot be greatly blamed for
restoring a man of acknowledged compet~ncy to an
office from which he had been somewhat capriciously
removed; but, on the other hand, it must not be

....

'*

See page 66.
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forgotten that, in .this instance at least, the contest had been in some degree provoked by the pertinacious refusal of Hastings to submit the unmutilated correspondence of himself and the resident to the board. A still less excusable act of
retaliation was perpetrated with regard to a civil
servant, named Fowke, who had been appointed·
under the ascendancy of the late majority to a
situation at Benares. This gentleman and his father
had taken part with the opponents of Hastings, and
under the pretence that the duty assigned to Mr.
Fowke was special, and had been'perforined, he was
removed. Immediately afterwards, another civil servant was appointed to reside a(Benares, withanassistant bearing the name of Hastings's constant supporter, Barwell. If in the removal of Mr. Bristow,
and the re-appointment of Mr. Middleton, Hastings
had some grounds of justification, in the case of Mr.
Fowke there were none. It was, as described by
General Clavering, " a vindictive measure couched
under the appearance of a public service."* In this
spirit was the business of the Indian government conducted till the authority of Hastings was once more
shaken by the arrival of intelligence of a new arrangement for carrying on the government, in which the
name of Hastings did not appear. General Clavering
was to be governor-general, and Mr. Wheeler, formerly a di.rector, was nominated to the vacant seat
in council.
.To explain these changes, it will be necessary to
*Minute, 2nd December, 1776.
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refer to the course of events by. which they were
brought about.
W em·ied with the annoyances of his situation, Hastings formed the determination of resigning his office ;
and two gentlemen, Mr. Graham and Colonel Ma.clean, seem to have been intrusted with authority,
under certain circumstances, to tender his resignation. The latter only appears to have acted in the
business,* and his proceedings partake, in no small
degree, of that mystery which hangs over almost
every thing connected with the name of Hastings.
On Colonel Maclean's arrival !n England, he found
the state of feeling in almost every quarter unfavourable to his principal. The administration were
decidedly hostile, actuated partly by the represeiitations which they had undoubtedly received from the
members of council opposed to the governor-general, and partly by a desire to bring the entire government of India within the sphere of their patronage. The Court of Directors had passed resolutions
condemning the policy of the Rohilla war, and expressing an opinion, that the whole of the correspondence between the governor-general and Mr.
Middleton, resident at Oude, ought to have been laid
before the council. These resolutions were subsequently adopted by the general court ; a prefatory
clause being, however, introduced, recognizing the
services and integrity of the governor-general, and

* Colonel Maclean appears to have been fond of agencies.
While acting for Hastings, he was at the same time agent to the
Nabob of Arcot, the ever-intriguing Mahomet Ali.
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acquitting him of all suspicion of corruption. On
some other subjects, the Court of Directors visited
the conduct of Hastings and his associate Barwell
with censure. On the 8th May, 1776, a motion was
made and carried for an address to His Majesty,
praying their removal from office.*
On hearing of the intention to bring forward the
motion, Hastings's agent made overtures both to the
ministers and to influential directors, with a view to
accommodation.t They appear to have been-nugatory, and the friends of Hastings having, as one of
them observed, " nothing to lose by a defeat,":):
determined to try the result of a general court.
To that tribunal they accordingly appealed, with a
view to reversing the decision of the Court of Directors. A requisition being obtained, a general
court was summoned for the 15th of May; and on
that day it was moved, that it be recommended to
the Court of Directors to reconsider their resolution
for procuring the removal of Mr. Hastings and Mr.
Bm·well from office ; and that they should report to
the general Court of Proprietors, as speedily as pos~
sible, their proceedings on such recommendation,
before any further steps should be taken in the
business. The court, on this occasion, was thronged

* It ·will be recollected, that the governor-general and council
were appointed by act of parliament for five years, and were
irremovable, except by the Crown, on the application of the Court
of Directors.
t See letter of Colonel Maclean, in Gleig's Memoirs of Hastings, vol. ii. page 58 et seq.
t Colonel Maclean.
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by peers, privy councillors, and adherents of administration. Treasury influence is said to have been employed to a great extent against Hastings ; and the
first lord of the admiralty, the Earl of Sandwich,
is represented as having been unusually active in
aiding the cause with which the ministry had connected itself. The debate was protracted till the
approach of midnight, when the friends of Hastings
proposed to adjourn to the following day. The
ministerial party opposed, and, on a division, the
motion for adjournment was lost. Hastings's supporters then demanded, that the question which
had been the means of calling the court together
should be detern1ined by ballot. The result was
victory to the cause of the governor-general, the
motion of his friends being carried on the ballot by
a majority of one hundred and six.*
On the 1Oth July, the resolution for removing the
*Minutes of the general court, M.S. Hastings's agent represents this defeat as a grave annoyance to the ministry. He says,
" It has given great offence to the administration. I have never
known them so sore on any defeat. So great a majority has
stunned them. Lord North cannot bear the least mention of the
India House, directors, or proprietors. He will have nothing to
do with India matters out of parliament. ' The Company must
be restricted to its commerce ; territorial acquisitions are beyond
their abilities to manage, and must be taken from them without
waiting for the expiration of the charter. For this purpose parliament must meet before Christmas ; in the meantime the proprietors may do what they please-the more violent and absurd
their actions the better.' This is now the language of the ministerial party, and they have held it uniformly since their defeat."
-Letter from Colonel Maclean, Memoirs of Hastings, vol. ii.
pages 65, 66.
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governor-general and Mr. Barwell was rescinded by
the Court of Directors with regard to Mr. Barwell,
and on the 16th the like indulgence was extended
to the governor-general. · Notwithst:;mding this, some
of the friends of Mr. Hastings seem to have entertained little hope of. maintaining him in the chair
at Calcutta in opposition to the _powerful interests
arrayed against him. Colonel Maclean appears to
have been engaged in a long and somewhat com"
plicated series of intrigues, the object of which was
to enable Mr. Hastings to quit office with some
degree of credit. Honours from the Cro'wn were
talked of, but these, it was intimated, could not be
conferred. A series of propositions seem, however,
to have been at length agreed upon by Colonel Maclean and Mr. Robinson, a confidential servant of the
ministry, which were to. serve as a basis for peace.*
The minister being propitiated, Hastings's agent
turned to the Court of Directors. At a court held
on the 11th of December, a letter from him was
read. · It stated that Mr. Hastings, seeing the ne-

* Some of these are remarkable. The articles of the treaty
were five in number ; the fourth provides " that all retrospect and
prosecution previous to the late act of parliament affecting the
supreme council'cease and determine, and in case any informer inc
fringe this article, administration shall give their aid to defeat it."
The fifth stipulates "that Mr. Hastings shall be well received on
his return ; a vote of thanks promoted, if moved for ; and nobody
to be displaced." See Gleig's Memoirs of.Hastings, vol. ii. page
82. The entire details of the negotiation, as narrated by Colonel Maclean, are highly amusing. The information does not
come through the cleanest channel ; but there is no reason for
doubting its general. accuracy.
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cessity of unanimity in the supreme eouncil of CHAP.
Bengal for conducting the affairs of the Company
there, and for establishing any permanent system of
government for the good and prosperity of the country, finding from the unhappy divisions which have
occurred in the supreme comicil, that such was not
likely to su.bsist, and having: anxiously on ·ev~ry
occasion studied to promote the· welfare of the Company, a course which he would ever continue, bad, •
· fi·om these motives, authorized the writer, Colonel
Maclean, to signify his desire to resign the office of
governor-general, and to request the court to nominate a successor to the place which would thereby
be vacated in the s'iipreme council. On the 18th
the letter was taken into consideration.* On this
day, also, Colonel Maclean was called in, and a question was proposed to him as to his authority. This
was certainly a natural and proper inquiry, but it
appeared that the agent was not prepared to an-swer it' unconditionally. He professed to be quite
ready to give the court satisfaction, but intimated,
that in the papers to which he must refer, the
subject of his powers was mixed ~up with other
matters " o_f a nature extremely confidential ;"
and he therefore proposed, instead of laying them~
before the court, to submit th~m to the inspection
of three of the directors .specially deputed for the
purpose of exaJ¥ining them. • .The court agreed

* This letter had been a subject of conversation between
Colonel Maclean and his treasury friend Robinson, a_nd the latter is
stated to have drafted it. See Memoirs of Hastings, vol. ii. p. 85.
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to u~ake the requisite inspection.
, empowered.~
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J"
~-. Th~ey reporte<l that Colonel Maclean had shewn
: • .. them certain papers relating to his powers, and had
informed them that lie had-tmore. On a future day
•
.~
they•fui:ther reported that, from th~.P!lrport of Mr.
Ha;_stings:s instructions, contained in a paper in his
own hand~riting, given to Colonel Maclean, and
• .. forwarded by him to them, Mr. Hastings declared
that ·he would not continue in the government of
Bengal unless certain conditions therein specified
could be obtained, of which they saw no proba' to.
bility ; that Mr. George Vansittart had assured them
'that he was present when these ·instructions were
..
given to Colonel Maclean, and when Mr. Hastings
empowered that gentleman to ,declare his resignation to the court, and that this had been confirmed
- by Mr. Stuart, who stated that Mr. Hastings had
informed him that he had given instructions for
th~~ purpose to Colonel Maclean. The court determined the eviden_9e of the colonel's authority to
be sufficient, and a l'esolution that the resignation
be accepted was carried unaninibusly; the friends of
•,Hastings supporting the resolution, because they
•··· thought it in accordance with his interests and
,. wishes ; his enemies," because it gratified their long•
v
.
cherishe~ desi:r.~ to. be rid of hi!Jl. Mr. Wheeler
was then nominated to succeed to t.he vacant place
in council, and a petition to the Crown praying the
appointmen't of that gentleman agreed upon.
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The consent of the Crown gav~ .effect to·tpe:·,cH:.i':P...fx; -;·
nomination· of the court;· ~nd_)$~- ·n~v appohit: ::-~:· ~ ·:. _-:~:.'·
ment was formaliy ~nnounc~d To ..the !3-overnmep:t :· -~: ·:::·
of Bengal. The news raised storm exceeding- _in ·; ... •
violence any th;:tt had pr~vie.usly occurred. Hast-• .: ••
ings repudiated .the acts .9f ~~looel Maclean, 0 a_gd
determined ~o~:retain his post at the head of ~he
government : General Clavering was equally" bent
on assuming tp.e dignity, to which he conceived
himself entitled. Both proceeded to exercise the.. •
functions appertaining to the disputed office, botli
issued summonses for meetings of council, and ·each
found a follower. Mr. Barwell answered the summons of Hastings, m{d Mr. Francis that of General
.c
Clavering ;· there were thus two councils sitting it
the same time under the authority of"two different
persons, each claiming to be governor-generaL
The effects of these contests might have been
seriously disastrous ; the manner . in which they
were carried on almost partakes of the Iudic:6us:
Mr. Barwell, on taking his place at the council
called by Hastings, informed .the "board" (consisting of Hastings and himself) that on his way he
had received ..a note requiring his attendance at the
council at which General Clavering was to preside.,.··...
Before the minute which was..,.to record this fact .·""
was completed, a letter,
addressed to " Warren • •
v
Hastings, Esq.," w!thout further aJ)pendage, was put
into the hands of the person thus designated. It
was from General Claveririg. After recapitulating
the steps by whicifthe assu~ed change. In the go-·
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. CH;\P.:IX.. vemmerit~hau ~be~n"::e!fected;.~-~ast!J?-gs'.s competitor
I<....
•
·- ,.u+~ t• ~
·:·-~
~~~q~ired:that.the keys'~f. Fq~t;Willi~m·,~nd 'of the·
·:. : · •. ·•~oriip~pfs.. tre~~u!y sholild.p:e:~~l!~~;:ed to him~ and
~ •
~- intirriateu his intention of being, at the council.:.house
"· ~t "'a.. spe~ified hour l:ec~i;e ~h~m,...:~nless Hastings·
should prefer any other· me,.tl1od;of complying with
the requisition ; one condition. only b·eing insisted
tJo
~·
upon-that the surrender:3shpuld t~~e, place in the
course of the day. The<answer of•Hastings and
t."l .
Barwell was that they knew of no act or instrument
by which the office of governor~general had been
vacated, nor by which it had devolved upon General
Clavering ; and that they would maintain, by all
legal means, the authority and trust conferred by
the ac~ under which the existing gover:iJ.ment was
constituted.
0
The rival council in the meantime had met.
General Clavering
had taken the usual oath as
y
governor-general, and, in concert with Mr. Francis,
•
had framed a proclamation announcing the change
in:the government, public~tion of which was ordered
to be made without delay. It was also to be trans~
lated into the Persian and Bengalee languages, but
the Persian translator refused to perf~rm his office.
The secretftry was less scrupulous; he had readily
obeyed t-s; instructions of General Clavering, but
• . subsequently received orders from the other party
not to summon any council wi~hout the order of
Hastings as governor~general, nor to perform any
official duty without his authority, or that of a
majority of council assembled under it. He was
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also required ·to: 'se~~H~- ~he: ci;>uhcil :.coJ1y,o~ec;lr~y· CH_A;P.'•.I~:
H'astings the ..·de~patc)f~s· frolli ·.Europe. wni~Ii' ,~a:<I·~ ::;:.·; :::
~
~ #i~
~ "?I
• ~ . . ~. .,. • " l•. •
.
excited
this
ferment:
\·His':
answer
to
the·former
of"
'
~
~
., .... '"~~
'
these instructio!l-S' was ap apology for havh.).g acted
.- .
t; t>r. ••
f .G~ner~..1 c·lnavermg
un der th e orde;s·G"
m summonmg"
a council in his name ;,.to the latter he replied by
stating that· the ~~espatches had been delivered to
the party whosfl, •authority he had thus recognized.
Scarcely had" the secretary made report of these
circumstances to General Clavering and Mr. Francis, when Mr. Barwell presented himself before
them. He was asked whether he meant to take his
place as a member of council, but on this point
he maintained:>an obstinate silence. His business
was to obtain possession of the fatal despatches which
had thrown the government into confusion, and
he requested that they might be
delivered to him.
(I
General Clavering replied, " The col}p.cil is sitting, I
cannot. part with them." The applicant, without
arguing the right of the alleged counci!, inquired
at what time he could have the letters : this produced a question as to the authority by which he
demanded them. Still Mr. Barwell"refrained either
from impugning the a_uthority of those whom he
addressed, or asserting that of Hastings. He replied that he required the despatches as! a member
of the council of Bengal, in which capacity he was
entitled to peruse and take copy of any public
papers. This priv~lege it did not suit the schismatical board at that moment to recognize. General
Clavering·answered, "You have heard them read
•

•
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once; you may hear them read a second time."
Mr. Ba~well demanded to know whether the papers
would be delivered to him or not ; the General
i'eplied that he was not· there to answer interrogatories, and repeated his former intimation, that the
inquirer might hear the despatches read. The
demand for the delivery was then made in a more·
formal manner. Gen~ral· Clavering .refused· to vary
his answer. Mr. Barwell ordered the secretary to
send him the papers in dispute as soon as they came
into his .possession ; and thus this extraordin'ary
conf~rence ended.
·Hastings;"' however, remained fir~ in the assertion
of his authority. ~The commandant 1 of the garrison
of Fort William, the commanding officers at the
various stations, the provincial councils and collec.
tors
were all formally. reminded that their obedience
was due only to Hastings, as governor-general, and
-the majority ·of the council, and warned against
·yielding it to any other authority. To strengthen
·his chiim by. the sanction of the accredited interpreters ~f ·the law, Hastings appealed to the judges of
the ·supreme court : his opponents acquiesced in
the appeal. They appear, iil.deed, to have possessed
little confidence in their own views; for, with reference to the appeal to the judges, they resolved to
suspend the execution of all the orders .which they
·had passed. The decision of the judges was in favour of Hastings, who used his .victory in a manner
as little creditablEfto his character for discretion as
for g?od .fe.,eling. With the aid of his steady adhe-

-
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rent, Barwell, he passed· a series. of resolutions sin..
gula:dy intemperate, vindictive, and absurd. After
reciting the ~cts performed by General Clavering,
under his assumed authority, they declared not only
·that by those acts he had usurped the office of
governor-general-a proposition which the decision
-of the judges would have justified-but that· thE;l
general" " had thereby relinquished, resigned, sur.,.
rendered, and vacated the offiee of ·senior councillor
of Fort William," as well as the plz,ce of commander-in-chief of the Corqpany's forces in I:gdia ; tha~
Mr. Barwel} had thereby become senior councillor;
that the office of commander-in-chief nq longe"i- exjsted ; and that, for " the prese~vation of the legality
of" their·" proceedings, Gen~al Clavering should
not in future be summoned or admitted. as a member of council." These proceedings seem to 1;tave
excited considerable alarm in the enemy's, quarters .
. Mr. Francis attended the next meeting of council,
and prefaced a motion for reversing the resolutions
respecting General Clavering, with a representation
of the dangers \vhich surrounded the government, of
the evils which had arisen from passion and precipitancy, and of the necessity for recurring to a more
moderate and prudent ~ourse. He· claimed for himself· credit in regard to his~ immediate and implicit
submission to the decision of the judges, and implored that he might be allowed to act the part of a
mediator. In this character he urged the reversal
of their late proceedings : he referred to the origin
of the existing government ; contended that the:J;e
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were only four ways by which the right of General
·Clavering to the piace which he had previously
occupied in council could be voided-by death,
resignation, removal by the Crown, or succession
to the office of governor-general, and that none of
these events had taken place. He asked, " of what
avail then is you~ declaration that· his place is vacant in the form and manner prescribed by the law?"
and demanded whether those who had passed the
declaration were prepared to support it by a military
force. "This," he said, "is not the language of
men_ace, nor intended so ; it is the language which
your true friends, if you have any, should hold to
you in the most perilous state in which it is possible
for you to be placed." On the claims of General
Clavering to hold the office of commander-in-chief.
of the Company's forces in India, he held a similar
line of argument, varied only with reference to the
different circumstances of the appointment. Mr.
Francis was answered by Mr. Barwell,. who expressed his., belieL in the legality of the resolutions
passed on General Clavering, and his determination
·to. uphold them, but did not sustain his opinion by
any redundancy of argument. The governor-general,
·in the unreienting spirit which he so frequently
manifested, maintained the legality and necessity of
excluding General Clavering from council. But General Clavering and Mr. Francis had appealed to the
judges of the supreme court. The judges unani. mously decided that the council had no power to
remove one of its members or declare his seat va-

. .
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cant. They could not indeed haye decide,d other-· :cHAP;: IX.
wise, without publicly exhibiting themselves -as unfit
to occupy the seat of justice. No man of common
understanding and ordinary information, whateve~
might be the degree of his knowledge or ignora11ce
of the law, could entertain any doubt on the subject.
Those who thus sought to rid themselves of a disagreeable associate, could not believe that they had
any right to the power of which they assumed the
exercise. They contended that Hastings was still
governor-general ; that there had been no vacancy
i!l the office; and that consequently General Clavering could not have succeeded to it. It necessarily
followed that he remained in the position which he
occupied before, for he had not resigned his place
in council for the purpose of obtaining the office of
governor-general and then failed to attain his object;
his ceasing to be the second member of council was
only an incident of his supposed elevation to the
rank of ~he first ; and if his assumption of the title
and authority of governor-general were a nullity, all
that was merely incidental upon thaf assumption,
and was dependent upon it for force and validity,
was alike null and void of effect. The opponent.s:"of
Hastings had done much to irritate him; ·but by this
most extraordinary attempt to deprive one of them
of the power of giving him further annoyance, the
governor-g~neral put himself so completely in the
wrong, as to leave his conduct in this respect without the shadow of justification or excuse.
In looking back upon these events with the calm-
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Jless of feeling which the actors ·in t~em could not
maintain, it)s impossible not to be struck with the
vfolence an~ precipitancy: manifested by all parties'.
General Clavering in• assuming
the government haa
.
a pretence barely colourable, and it is scarcely conceivable"'that he~could -,
have ·believed it niore than •
<colourable. The 'instrument under which the pro""'
posed change•inthe government was to be effected,
referred to Hastings's resignation· not as an a<:,.t that
.
had been-perf9rmed,jmt'as an act contemplated:
" Whereas the said Warren Hastings hath. caused
notice to be given to the said United Company that ·.
h_e desires
to resign:
the said office of Governor~gene•
.
ral of Bengal"."* ~he succe~sion of Genm·al Clavering
• to the office of governor-general, whi~h was not de'pendent on any thing but the occurrence of a vacancy, was spoken of as something future :-·" And
•
•
whereas, upon such resignation of the • said Warren
Hastings as aforesaid, the said J ~hn Cl;~ering, ac•
cording to the directions of the. said recited Act of
Parliament, will succeed to the said office of gover• nor-genera~!.\ and, the appoint~ent of Mr. Whel6i,
· to a pfitce• in council. was' to have ·effect " from and
~
'
"
immeiiately after" the office should " become va• cant by tHe resi~ation· of";'""'!-~;Hastings. The parties
•
interested in dispossessing Hastings, indeed, main•
tained that these forms of ~xpression hag' reference
.. only to the retention by Hastings of tqe powers of
·-governor-general till the arrival of the instrument
in India; and that the intention to resign had been
CHAP. IX.
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accepted by ~he Court of Directors as· a real re.....CHAP. ·rx.
signation, and acted upon accordingly... They al~o
urged the possible inconveniences that <Imight. .arise
from the non-fulfilment o~ a promise to resign: after
the necessary measures had been taken to supply
. the vacancies which would be created by such
resignation. These inconveniences are obvious; but•
still it is clear that the expression of'.,a:ri intention
to resig~ is not a "resignation ; and though a person in the position of Hast~!}gs may jugtly be re- ~ ..
proache_d with levity, or something ,worse, for rais. ing an expectation that he is about to resign~ and
fa~ling to realize it after all the arf~ngement~ fQr
•
providing for the conseqq.enees of such a step are
complete, yet if his formal resignation be neces- •
•
sary to give effect to those arrangements, rio on~
can benefit by them until it be made. The in~ 0 •
•
strument u_nder which General Clavering claimed
to take ufon himself the office of governor-general
•
did not supersede I;Iastings. Anticipating the re...'
tirement of the governor-general, the Court of
Directors nominat~d a new counciiiQ::. and the
.
Crown confirmed the nomination';
but
the .operaw
v
tion of these acts was contingent upon anaevent
which depended on the_.judgment-or the ~aprice of •
...•
the person whose removal was to create a vacancy in
•
counciL There is ther~fore no difficulty in deter•
'mining that. ·General Clavering, in assuming the
office of governor..:general, and Mr. Francis, .in abetting him in the assumption, acted illegally as well
as unwisely.
"
~
The conduct of Hastings is fn1J from the impu-
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tation of illegality : he had a right to retain his
o!fice if he so pleased ; the question remains whether he w~s morally ·as well as legally justified.
The prec;.ise powers which he· conveyed to his agents
cannot be ascertained. He gave them two papers,
one laying down certain conditions as• indispensable to his retention of the government, the other
explanatory of one of those conditions.* Whether
. there. were any further instructions in writing
Hastings •prof~ssed t~ be unable to recollect, and
there are no satisfactory means of supplying the
deficiency of the governor-general's memory. More
than these two papers appear to have been shewn
to the. select three appointed by the Court of
Directors to confer with Colonel Maclean, for it is
recorded that Hastings's agent had laid before them
"·several papers," and "had acquainted them that
he had more to produce relative to the powers with
which be was invested."t • It seems, however, that
the acceptance of the suppose_d resignation, as far
as it rested on documentary ground, was based on
0
Hastings's declaration, that unless his conditions
w~re complied with he would not continue in the
government ; and upon this, aided by the avowal.
of Colonel Maclean that h~- bad authority for what

* Letter of governor-general to Court of Directors, 15th
'August, 1777. Hastings speaks of the conditions as applicable to
his being confirmed in the government; an extraordinary ex.pression, as he was already in possession of the government under
the provisions of an act of parliament, and could not be removed
without the exercise of the joint authorities of the Company and
· the'Crown. He certainly needed no confirmation.
t Minute of Court of Directors, 8th October, 1776.
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he did, and the testimony of Mr. George v ansittart .CHAP.
and Mr. Stewart, the court proceeded.· Hastings
affirmed that Colonel Maclean had exceeded his instructions ; and to discred~t the evidence by which
the alleged authority of his agent was con~rmed, he
observed, ·that he had never called upon the parties
from whom it proceeded to be witnesses to any
transactions, nor ever authorized them to give testimony.* These statements might be true; but if
Mr. Vansittart was, as he sta;ted, present·when the
instructions were given to Colonel Maclean, and
Mr. Stewart received a confirmation of them from
the lips of the gove.rnor-general at a future period,
their evidence was nothing the worse because they
had not been formally invested with the character
of witnesses. Hastings himself acknowledged that
he knew one of these gentlemen to possess judgment and probity, and believed the same of the
other : t as men of judgment they were not likely
to misunderstand the governor-general-as men
of probity they would not misrepresep.t him. It
is remarkable, too, that Hastings • never denied
having given the alleged instructions, but only dis. avowed all recollection of them, and added plausible
reasons to shew how unlikely it was that he should
have given them. " I can only say," he observes,
"that I do not retain even the faintest idea of having
given such a commission ; nor can I conceive the necessity of empowering others to do, in my name, an

* Hastings's letter to qourt of Directors, 15th August, 1777.

t Letter, ut supra.
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act whicb· must have waited for my ratification,· and
.which it was at all times in my own power to per-form for myself without agency."* The latter part
of this specious sentence contains an argument
founded on mere semblance, which might be employed reasonably enough by a stranger seeking to
unravel perplexed facts, and find motives for actions
-of uncertain origin, but it is out of place when
urged by op.e who was the principal party in the
transaction under consideration, and who-surely had
not to conjecture the state of facts from plausi?le
appearances, or from a balance of probabilities.
The question was not whether the course which .·
Hastings was alleged to have taken was natural or
·necessary, but whether it had actually beeri a~opted.
Hastings ought to have been able to answer this
-distinctly. To say that he did not recollect having
given instructions to tender his resignation, suggests
the question, did he not then· recollect that he had
given no such instructions? It ~s incredible that a
matter of such vast importance should pass from his
·mind like an idle subject of casual · conversation,
-and that his resignation of the office of· governor. general should have been felt to be of so little moment, that he could not recollect whether the man
. whom he had avowedly entrusted with some power
· was commissioned to tender it or not.
It has been said, that the p·ower given in this
respect was subsequently withdrawn.t This state-
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Letter, ut supra.Gleig's Memoirs of Hastings, voL i. page ·533.
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ment rests -upon a letter addressed by Hastings to
Mr. Graham and Colonel Maclean, in which he professes to retract the resolution communicated to
them in a former letter. That resolution was to
leave Calcutta and return to England by the first
ship of the ensuing season, if the advices from that
country should convey disapprobation of the treaty of
Benares and the Rohilla war, and should " mark au
evident disinclination towards" him.* The knowledge of Hastings's intention in this respect was
stated to be confined to his agents, who were to use
it according to their discretion. This resolution it
is that he retracted ; and it is clear that the retractation of the governor-general's intentions to take
his departure from India at a particular time, if certain circumstances occurred, is a very different thing
from the withdrawal from his agents of the discre•
tiouary power of tendering his resignation previously
given. The powers claimed by Colonel Maclean~
and vouched for by Mr. Vansittart and Mr. Stewart,
are not referred to in the supposed retractation. It
is scarcely possible to doubt that such· powers were
-given.t Why they were not in writing, like the

* Gleig's Memoirs of Hastings, vol. i. page 521.
t Maclean in addressing Hastings refers to those

powers in a
manner which might convince scepticism itself. See his letters
in Gleig's Memoirs, voL ii. The following is an extract from one
of them; it relates to Maclean's interviews with the referees of the
Court of Directors. Mr. Becher had asked if the agent had no
direct authority to produce. Mr. Maclean says, "I answe~ed,
'No; I believe neither Mr: Hastings nor any of those who were
present thought it a matter of so much formality. If certain
things were not obtained I was ordered to signify Mr. Hastings's
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conditions upon which Hastings insisted if he continued in the government, it is not easy to say.
One mode of accounting for it is, that at the moment they were given, Hastings contempl\1ted the
chance that a change of circumstances might render
it convenient to disavow them ; and unfortunately
•
neither his public nor private policy was sufficiently
marked by straight-forwardness to discredit this
supposition. It is certain, moreover, that circumstances had changed. The death of Col<me] Mon- ,
son had left Hastings master of the council, and
this event has been generally regarded as the cause·
of his tenacity of office. Another cause has been
suggested, in a virtual breach of the contract concluded between the ministry and Hastings's agent.
Immediately after the appointment of Mr. Wheler
to a seat in council, it was determined to grace
the anticipated accession of General Clavering to
the office of governor-general by bestowing on him
the order of the Bath. No similar mark of toyal
favour was to welcome the return of Hastings,
and the friends of the latter immediately wrote to
the governor-general, giving their opinion that by
wish to be relieved ; if they were obtained, I was ordered not to
make this signification. But these orders were so strict and positive that I entreated and, with difficulty, obtained some latitude
as to the time and mode of notifying this intention. I have now
notified to you Mr. Hastings's wish to have a successor appointed,
and no blame. can lie with me now, but that of'having ventured so
long to delay it.' "-Gleig's Memoirs, vol. ii. page 88. It thus
appears that Maclean's authority was referred to by him as confidently in addressing Hastings hirp.self as others.
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this act of the ministry the contract was dissolved,
and urging Hastings not to resign.* What degree
of effect their representations had upon him cannot be known; how far his purpose of retirement
was shaken by the death of Colonel Monson is alike
uncertain. It was not to be expected that, in an
•
official exposition of his motives, he should adver't
either to the unexpected advantage which he had
derived from the death of one of his opponents, or
to the pique engendered by the ribbon bestowed on
another ; but his defence addressed to the ·Court
of Directors is not only unsatisfactory, but inconsistent. At its commencement, after recounting
the reasons that occurred to him for and against
his resignation, he states that his mind was so divided that he could . not come to any immediate decision ; that he suspended his determination in the
hope of his agent returning to India, or of learning
by some other means the authorities under which
the measures for supplying his place had been
adopted ; but that, having been disappointed in
those expectations, he had determined at length to
declare that he did not hold himself bound by the
acts of Colonel Maclean. Towards the conclusion
of the same document, he says that, notwithstanding
his agent's want of authority, he had intended to
comply with the engagements made in his behalf.
He does not distinctly state the causes which led to
the abandonment of this alleged intention, but he

* See letters of Col. Maclean and Mr. Stewart in Gleig's
Memoirs, vol. ii. pp. 95 and 97.
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appears to ascribe it to · the conduct of General
Clavering and Mr. Francis. That whi~h is wanting in
_ -his public despatch is supplied in his private correspondence. In addressing Lord North, soon after
the storm raised by General Clavering's assui?ption
of the office of governor-gener~l, Hastings. says, " I
was not pleased with the engagement made for me
by Mr. ¥aclean-I.will candidly own it ; but I held
myself bound ·by it, and was resolved to ratify it.
Tliis was my resolution; but General Clave:ring
himself has defeated it, by the attempt to wrest from
me by violence what he could claim only as a voluntary surrender; by persisting in asserting his preteiisions to all 'the rights and functions of my office from
a time already passed, and independent of my option,
.and by his incapacity to possess the government;
a:t'ter having by his own acts and declarations vacated
the place from which alone he could legally ascend to
it."* Inthis last sentence Hastings. revives the ridiculous plea that General Cla~ering had vacated his
seat in council ; a plea which the judges of the
supreme· court had already disposed of, and which
no man ..of common sense could seriously maintain.
If;however, Hastings were wavering as to his deci• sion, the violence of General Clavering wa~ not ill
calculated to expedite and direct it. The 'mark of
ministerial fa~our bestowed on the general, and the
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* Letter of Hastings to Lord North,:_Gleig's Memoirs, vol. ii.
page 159. Iu.other letters Hastings held similar language. See
the same volume, pages 156 and 164. In one of these letters he
, adv~rts to a minute in which his lWproaching retirement was
"'" referred to ..
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representations of Hastings's friends in England of
its impropriety, might also have some effect. These
things might enter into the motives of Hastings's
conduct, or they might not. Here, as elsewhere,
those.mot-ives are involved in so much mystery that
the man who
. retires. from the task of scrutinizing
them, with a 'perfect conviction of the success of
his labours, must be gifted with an extraordinary
degree of confidence in his own powers of discovering truth.*
It is no pai't of the duty of the historian to vindicate the character and conduct of HastiiJgs's
agent, Colonel Maclean. He was obviously an in-·
triguing man, and there is abundant reason to pelieve that he was an unscrupulous one ; but it being
presumed that Hastings had gi.ven him the authority
which he claimed, there does not appear any ground
for accusing him of either mistaking- or n~eglecting
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* Hastings surrounded every act of his life with mystery. In
a letter to his friend Mr. Sulivan, dated 29th June, 1777, after
stating that he had written to Mr. Dunning, he says, "I have now
no channel to Lord North nor encouragement to write to him;
yet I wish it were possible to make him acquainted with the late
proceedings, especially those of General Clavering and Mr.
Francis on the 20th inst."-Gleig's Memoirs, vol. ii. p. 172. It is
scarcely credible, yet it is true, that Qn the very same day on which
he thus wrote to Mr. Sulivan, he addressed Lord North, to
whom he had " no encouragement to write," giving him an
account of the very transactions which he so much wished to
bring to the minister's notice, but, as he 1·epresented, wanted a
channel.-Seetheabove volume, page 157. Itis remarkable that
in his letter to Lord North Hasting·s does not deny the authority
of his agent, he only expresses himself dissatisfied with the en.
gagements made by him.
• . .'.·
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the interests of his principal. He found the ministry desirous of removing Hastings, and a majority
hostile to him in the Court of Directors ; he might
reasonably, therefore, conclude that the voluntary
retirement of the governor-general ·was the safest
and most graceful course that could be taken. The
conditions demanded by Hastings, he was informed,
were not likely to be granted ; and the non-compli-:.
ance of the court with his wishes in this respect was tQ
be the signal for his retirement. Hastings had other
friends in England . besides Maclean, and they all
appear to have been convinced that the time for the
·governor-general to withdraw had ·arrived . .Hastings,
indeed, bad, both vublicly and privately, intimated
his intention of suspending his resignation ; but it
was only till the judgment passed upon him at home
czuld be ascerta:ined. That event .had taken place
-the Court of Directors had decided against him,
and determined on his re1)10val. It is true that the
Court of Proprietors bad suc'cessfully interposed its
influence in behalf of Hastings; but. how far the
majority in that court could be relied upon for preser~ing liim in office for any considerable period,
was a question fairly .open to the consideration of
those intrusted with the charge of the governorgeneral's interests :* the timorous and the bold, the
I

* Maclean, in his communications to Hastings, repeatedly
refers to the difficulty of maintaining a majority in the general
court. After relating the result of an interview with·the Chairman of the Company, he says, "We retired with heavy hearts,
sens~ble of the little chance we had to carry any question of vio-·
lence against the majority in. the Court of Directors, whatever ·
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cautious and the sanguine, might decide differently,
yet all might decide honestly, and none of them
with manifest imprudence. The conduct of Hastings's friends has been represented as the effect of a
deeper policy than at first sight appears. If Hastings voluntarily resigned, there was no serious impediment to his future return to office ; if he were disJTI.issed, a provision in the recent Regulating Act*
precluded his restoration, except; by the act of threefourths of the Court of Directors, confirmed by
three-fourths in number of the proprietors voting in
a general court ·specially convened. Fear of the
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chance we might have in a Court of Proprietors. How to bring
our friends together from the distant parts of the country was the
dilemma ; and how to keep the discordant branches of our support together when they were met, in .a direct attack on administration, was the danger."-Letter
Maclean to Hastings, in
Gleig's Memoirs, vol. ii. page 80. In another place he says,·.in
reference to an arrangement by which the business of Hastings
was carried over a quarterly general court, " The adJournment
sine die was carried. Not 'forty members attended this court;
another proof that our measures were well timed, for what with
the thinness of the town on one hand, and the indignation of the
ministry, which had been liberally poured forth upon all those
who had supported you on the first question, and whom·. they
thought they could terrify, had we been obliged to proceed hos- •
tilely at this court, we should, I fear, have made but an indifferent figure."-Ibid. vol. ii. page 83. And again, "Without being
on the spot, there is no conceiving of what heterogeneous and
unstable materials our majority was made up, how difficult it was
to collect, and how much more difficult to keep them together."
-Page 84. It will be recollected that the friends of Hastings, in
having recourse to a general court, were far from confident of
victory; they avowedly acted under the impression " that they had
nothing to lose by defeat."
* 13 Geo. 3, cap. 63.
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.consequences of this provision has been very confidently presumed to have actuated Colonel Maclean;*
but there is no evidence to support the presinnption,
and as far as a judgment can be f<_>rmed of the intention of Hastings and his friends, it would seem that
his retirement was contemplated as final. The supposition that the provision of the Regulating Act
iufluenced them is not necessary to explain thei~
conduct. Without reference to that provision, it was
obviously better that Hastings should retire with credit than be dismissed with disgrace. One point, however, in this strange se:·ies of transactions must strike
every one who examines them-it is the e-xtreme
facility with which the Court of Directors_ yielded
belief to the representations of Colonel Maclean,
that he was authorized to tender the governor-general's resignation. This assertion, indeed, was supported by corroborative testimony, the truth of
which there was no reason to suspect; but a verbal
authority, though confir1ned by respectable evidence,
was not sufficient to justify the grave and important
step of putting in-motion tl)-e power of the Crown to
fill up the place in council presumed ·to be vacant.
I~ this case, as in many others, an inclination to be
satisfied supplied the want of formal and authoritative proof. The Court of Directors wished to avoid
a collision with the ministry on the one hand, or with
the majority of the proprietors on the <_>ther. The
measure suggested by Hastings's agent seemed to

* This view is taken by the Select Committee of ·;he House of
Commons, in their Ninth Report, 1783. ·
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afford the means of effecting this ; it moreover gave
the opponents of Hastings all they wanted, without
subjecting his friends to the mortification of defeat:
it was consequently eagerly embraced. Could the
party hostile to Hast_ings have foreseen the conse-.
quence of their conduct, he would not have enjoyed
the opportunity of disappointing their wishes by disa.vo,ving his agent. But they were too much pleased
with the prospect of attaining their object by compromise to examine very scrupulously into the authority on which the arrangement rested, or into the
probability of the governor-general performing that
which had been promised on his behalf. Hastings
found it convenient to abandon his agent, or he had
forgotten the instruc.tions · '\Yhich he had given, or
Maclean had exceeded his. authority. The result
was a convulsion which might have uprooted the
Tlew-founded empire of Great Britain in India, had
it not subsided almost as soon as raised. In allaying
the storm, the judges of the supr·eme court did good
service to the state ; and it must not be denied, that
while General Clavering and Mr. Francis had by
their violence placed the British government . in
danger, they subsequently evinced a ·far more conciliatory spirit than was shewn by their opponents.*
*The Select Committee of the House of Commons in their Ninth
Report, 1783, express an opinion on the conduct of the court
in accepting Hastings's resignation, very different from that maintained in th_ text. They say, "On this occasion the directors shewed
themselves ~xtremely punctilious with regard to Mr. Maclean's
powers. 1lhey probably dreaded the charge of becoming accomplices to an evasion of the act by which Mr. Hastings, resigning the
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Hastings, fixed in his seat by the decision of the
judges, continued to exercise his power as absolutely
service, could escape the consequences attached by law to a dismission." It has been observed that there is no evidence that
Hastings's restoration was contemplated by his agent, and that
the presumption seems to lie the ~ther way. The supposition that
the court had reference to the motive which the committee suggest for Colonel Maclean's conduct, is equally gratuitous; and the
assertion that extreme punctiliousness was displayed with regard
to that officer's powers, requires for its refutation nothing more
than an appeal to the facts which have been narrated. On some
other points the Ninth Report of this Committee is marked by
iittle judgment or scrupulosity of assertion. The view taken of
the conduct of the judges of the supreme court, in relation. to
the dispute between Hastings and General Clavering for the
governor-generalship, and the strain of argument adopted in
treating of the supposed resignatio'u, are singularly perverse. The
following is the passage in which these points are discussed.
"He [Hastings] insisted on continuing in the execution of his
office, and supported himself by such reasons as could be furnished
in such a cause. An open schism instantly divided the council;
General Clavering claimed the office to which he ought to succeed,
and Mr. Francis adhered to him. Mr. Barwell stuck to Mr.
Hastings. The two parties assembled separately, and every
thing was running fast into a confusion, which suspended_government, and might very probably have ended in a civil war, had not
the judges of the supreme court, on' a reference t~ them, settled the
controversy, by deciding that the resignation was an invalid act;
and that Mr. Hastjngs was still in the legal possession of his place,
which had been actually filled up in England. · It was extraordinary that the nullity of this resignation should not have been
discovered in England, where the act authorizing the resignation
then was, where the agent was personally present, where the
witnesses were examined, and where there was and could be no
want of legal advice either on the part of the Company or of the
Crown. The judges took no light matter upon them in superseding and thereby condemning the legality~of his Majesty's
appointment, for such it became by the royal approbation."
The tone of this passage is very remarkable. The committee
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as before, and to be subjected to the same annoyances from the unrelenting opposition of those
appear positively angry with the judges for averting" a civil war,"
which according to their own statement was impending; it would
seem as though, in the judgment of this body, it would have been
better that the disputes in council should have beeri. referred to the
decision of arms, than that Hastings should have been quietly
continued in his seat. The fury of the committee on this point
appears either to have obscured their perception of truth, or to
have seriously weakened their regard to it. They affirm that the
judges of the supreme court " settled the controversy, by deciding
that the resignation was an invalid act." This is not correctly
stated; the decision of the judges was not that the resignation was
an invalid act, but that there had been no resignation at all. The
first reason which they assign for determining against the right
of General Clavering to assume the office of governor- general is
the following :-" Because the office of governor-general was
conferred on Mr. Hastings by act of parliament, and according to the tenour of that act can only be vacated by ·death,
removal, or resignation. That Mr. Hastings is not dead
a notorious fact ; no intention is manifested or act done by
the directors in the least tending to his removal ; and we
are firmly of opinion that he kat!~ not actually resigned."
In support of this opinion they adduced a variety of proofs, all
tending to shew that the arrangements made on the supposition
of Hastings's resignation had reference to that event contemplated as a future one. Indeed it could not have been otherwise ;
for if Hastings had actually resigned when his agent intimated
to the court his intention of resigning, all his· acts subsequently
performed as governor-general would have been invalid, and he
would have presided for several months over the British government in India without any better claim so to preside than one of
the writers who copied its proceedings. Before the excitement of
the contest had passed away, General Clavering and Mr. Francis,
in defending their views as to Hastings's resignation, urged that
the Court of Directors "'nowhere called it an intended resignation." This assertion was.verbally true, but substantially false.
The Court of Directors h~g nowhere called it an intended resignation, but in their petition to the Crown, praying the con-
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league.d against him. In August, i777; Sir John
A. D.·l777. Clavering followed -his ally, Genera~~Monso~,
, to the

.CHAP:Ix.

firmation of Mr. Wheler's appointment, they had called it " a
proposed resignation." A distinction may undoubtedly be conceived between that which is· intended and that which is proposed,
but the distinction will not avail the pleading~:~ of Hastings's op- '
ponents. The heat of recent contest can scarcely be ·allowed to
palliate their indulgence in an assertion ~o hasty or so dishonest,
and a parliamentary committee, where gravit.¢r· and temperance
~ ought to prevail, shou!d have kept itself clear of representations
which the slightest reference to the history of the transactions
under notice will refute. The astonishment of the committee,
that " the nullity of the resignation should not h~~e been discovered in England," might have been abated by a calm examination of the official documents, if the vivacity of those by whom
the report was framed would have allowed them to descend to so
dulban occupation. The half-avowed, half-suppressed, discontent discer'nible in the remark with which the committee disrr{iss
this part of the conduct of the judges, might also have been miti~ated by a-consideration of what the judges had done and what
their duty might have called them to do. "The judges," say the
committee, " took no light matter upon them in superseding,
and thereby condemning the legality of his Majesty's appointment, for such it became by the royal approbation."- It is quite
true that this was not " a light matter"-the interpretation of
the law is never "a light matter." The charge of superseding and
condemning the legality of the royal app-ointment, if true, might not
have been discreditable to the judges, for the appointment might
have been illegal, and then it would have been their duty to declare
it to be so. But the charge is not true ; the vehemence of the
committee is too great to allow them to state what appointment
they refer to as superseded and condemned for illegality'! General
Clavering claimed to succeed to the office of governor-general,
not under the royal appointment, but"under the provisions of an
act _of parliament. It must be presumed, theref9re, that the
appointment allude~ to by the committee·was. that of Mr. Wheler
to a place in council. The judges Eeither superseded this appointment nor impugned its legality. Tlieir decision affected it
only incidentally. They gave to the 'terms in which it was made
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grave; pis death being, it is believed, accel_erated
by the irritation. of mind in which he had long been
..the only interpretation· which they would reasonably bear. Mr.
Wheler was expressly appointed to supply the vacancy to be occasioned by the resignation of Hastings. ·The vacancy had not
occurred, for Hastings had not resigned~
··
Some confusion seems to have prevailed in the minds of Hastings's ..friends, as well' as of his enemies, with r~gard to the
position of Mr. Wheler. Even the man by whom the proposed
resignation of Hastings was negotiated seems not to have known °
the precise effect of the acts consequent upon it. In a letter to
Hastings, dated the 12tli May, 1777, Colonel Maclean says:" Since the receipt of the Syren's. despatches I have more than
once endeavoured to learn Lord North's opinion of what he wishes
you to do in consequence of General Monson's death, but I have
not yet got any clear lights to form an opinion upon ; though I
am at no loss to guess that, however he may wish, he dreads,.the
consequences of your return from India in the present critical
sfate of affairs. An incident will enable you to judge on this
head, in case Mr. Robinson does not speak out to Elliott
to-morrow, or to yourself in a letter he writes to you by him.
The incident I allude to is this : When the Syren arrived,
Wheler was at Portsmouth ready to sail; he posted back to
London, obtained a fresh appointment to succeed to General
Monson's vacancy, and directly returned to Portsmouth. Mr.
Robinson inquired whether Mr. Wheler had surrendered his
first appointment for succeeding to you on your resignation ; he found that Wheler had not made this surrender. He immediately sent an express to Portsmouth, that
Wheler might send his surrender in form ; but he had sailed.
Mr. Robinson then got it clearly settled and ascertained in the
secretary of state's office, that Mr. 'Vheler had vacated his first
appointment by the acceptance of the second. Thus you ·now
stand without a successor, for Sir Eyre Coote has not accepted;
and, till a successor arrives, how can you resign ? This is my
opinion, upon the most mature consideration ; and, unless
Lord North speaks out, I must, from what has passed, think
it to be his, as well as Mr: ~Robinson's opinion also." -Gleig's
Memoirs of Hastings, vol. ii.' pages 100, 101. Colonel Mac-
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kept, and the vexations to which he had latterly
been subjected. · Hastings and Barwell had now a

lean appears to have thought that Mr. Wheler's first appointment was to succeed Hastings as governor-general. No
such appointm~nt could be made, because the act 13 Geo. III.,
cap. 63, expressly provided, that "in case of the avoidance of the
office of such governor-general, by death, resign~tion, or removal,
his place shall, during the remainder of the term aforesaid [five
years], be supplied by t~e person of the ;council who stands next
in rank to the governor-general." The person standing next
in rank to the governor-general was General Clavering, and he
< would necessarily have succeeded on: the retirement of Hastings.
From the state of General Clavering's health, some apprehension
of his death seems to have existed ;~but that event would have
affected the order of succession. only by the removal of an individual from it. The next councillor, whoever he might be, would
then be next in succession to the seat of the governor-general.
It is not likely that either Lord North or his secretary should have
been ignorant of this. From the Records of the Company it
appears that, on the 21st April, 1777, the Court of Diyectors
referred to the committee of correspondence, with the aid of the
<>Company's solicitor, to consider of settling the rank of Mr.
Wheler in the council of Bengal, which the court were advised
might ":.be so done as to place him in the first vacancy that shall
happen, either by the death or resignationof General Monson."
On the 28th, the committee reported that they had prepared
' ......
a petition to his 'Majesty, " revoking the previous appointment
of Mr. Wheler to succeed on the vacancy which might happen
on Mr. Hastings's resignation; and praying that Mr. Wheler
may succeed in the council of Bengal, on the vacancy occasioned by the death·. of Lieutenant-General Monson;" and it
is, recorded that " the said petition was rea?, approved, and
signed." On the 2nd of May, the chairrJan, again calling
the attention of the Court of Directors to " the necessity of
,,
revoking their former appointment of Edward Wl}eler, Esq., to
•
be a member·of council at Fort William in Bengal, on a vacancy
by the resignation of Warren Hastings, Esq., the former applications to his Majesty for approving such appointment were accordingly withdrawn, and an instrument being prepared, nomi•

.
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numerical majority in council, and for a few -months
the casting vote of the former was 110t necessary to
nating and appointing Edward Wheler, Esquire, to be one of
the said council, on the vacancy oceasioned therein by the
death of Lieutenant-General Monson, the same was read, approved, and, signed ; also a petition to his Majesty praying
his royal approbation of such nomination and appointment."
At a court, held on. the 6th May, two letters were read from
"Edward Wheler, Esq., on board the Duke of Portland, at the
Mother Bank, the 29th ult. [April],· arid off the Start, the 4th
inst. [MayJ, the latter enclosing his surrender of his former ap·
pointment to succeed as the·member of council at Fort William,
in Bengal, on the resignation of Warren Hastings, Esq." Maclean,
writing six days after the surrender, appears to have been ignorant
of it, and what he relates as to t]le alarm of Mr. Robinson, in all
probability rests on nothing but gossiping rumours. The fact,
however, of Mr. Wheler's own friends having cancelled his appointment to succeed to a place in council, on tb.'e resignation of
Hastings, might have convinced any one that the appointment was
not to the office of governor-general. The motive for making him
succeed on the death of General Monson instead of on the resignation of Hastings, is obvious : it brought him nearer to the presi- ,
dential chair. Succeeding to the place of General M_onson, he
succeeded to all the incidents of that place.
Maclean represents Lord North as anxious to learn what effect
Monson's death was likely to have on Hastings's determination to
resign, but his lordship does not appear to have treated the agent
with much confidence. In the letter above quoted Maclean says,
"At Lord North's last levee, he asked me what change I thought
Gena-al Monson's death would make in your conduct or way of
thinking? My answer was, 'My Lord, Mr. Hastings is a man
of the. strictest honour, and one of the warmest friends of the
King's government; if your lordship will honour me with the
confidential communication of your wishes on this occasion, I will
pledge myself to you that, barring unforeseen accidents, your
desire shall be conveyed to Mr. Hastings in three months, and
that he will cheerfully;comply with it. Mr. Hastings has no
wish but to facilitate the measures of government, and to prove
himself the most faithful servant of the Crown.' His lordship
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the su~cess of his measures. Mr. Whelm· arrived
not long after Sir John Clavering's death, and took
his seat in council as the successoi· of General Mon;son. The news of General Morison's decease had
reaclH~d England before Mr. Wheler's departure,
and in consequence, the previous appointment of
that gentleman to succeed on the vacancy occasioned
by the retirement of Hastings 'Yas revoked, and its
plac.e supplied by a new one, nominating him to the
place in council actually vacant by the death of
• General Monson. Mr. Wheler affected to maintain
a neutral part betw~en Hastings and Francis; but,
as might ha-ye been expected, he almost invariably
supported the latter, and thus reduc~d the contending forces to that equilibrium which had prevailed
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expressed the utmost satisfaction ; treats me with uncommon
civility on all occasions; but has never since renewed the subject
or explained himself, tho~gh a fortnight has elapsed."
The disputes which arose o~t' of the contested right t_o the
office of governor-general led to a provision in the Act 24 Geo.
III., cap. 25, ~·-that no resignation to be made of the offices of
governor-general; or governor, or president of any of the subordinate settlement~. or commander-in-chief, or member of the
respective councils in India, shall be deemed or construed to be
legal or valid, or shall be accepted as such, unless the same be
made by an instrument in writing under the hand of the officer
or person resigning the same." Later acts· contain similar
provisions. By 3 & 4 Wm. IV., cap. 85, it is enacted, that no
act or aeclaration of any governor-general, governor, or member of council, shall be taken as a resignation; excepting " a declaration~ writing under hand and seal delivered to the secretary
for the public department of the presidency wherein he shall
be, in order to its being recorded." ·o~ly one other mode of
04 vacating office is recognizeg...,-:-return to Europe, or departure
from India with intent so to return.
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before the death of Sir John Clavering, and which
required the intm·position of the governor-gener3:l's
casting vote to prevent the machine of government
from coming to a dead stand. To, Hastings this state~
of things was perhaps not disagreeable, although it
placed him in a situation of extraordinary responsibility. · He liked power, and he liked th~ appearance of it not less tlian the reality. He had great
confidence in himself and a strong dispositi01~ to
annoy his opponents. The additional responsibility incurred by his peculiar position was therefore little felt; and if it ever sate unusually heavy
on him, its presence was'lightened by !he gratification which he·derived from the reflection that those
who hated him, and whom in turn he hated, were
under his rod, without the power of moving hand or
foot in the exercise of their public duties, except so
far as he pleased to p·ermit them .
. Among the subjects which at an early period after
the arrival of Mr. Whele1· occupied the. attention of
the council, was a letter addressed to the governorgeneral by Mobarik-ul-Dowlah, complaining bitterly
of the conduct of Mahomed Reza Khan in the management of his affairs, and alleging, that as that
person was not connected with the prince either by
the ties of nature or attachm~nt, his. c~ntinued possession of t]Je pjgh degree of power with which he
was invested was oppressive and dishonom;able to
the family. The Nabob observed, that he had now
attained that age ivhen, by the law and usage of Mal1on1edaJ1ism, 11e ought. to t?kc thea lllanagement of
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his own affairs ; and he added, in no very elevated
strain of self-laudation, that he was not so devoid of
understanding as to be-incapable of conducting them.
He reminded the governor-general that the power
of the Company was derived from the support of his
ancestors, and on these grounds claimed to be emancipated from the tutelage of Mahomed Reza Khan,
and admitted to the personal management of the
affairs of the nizamut and of .his household. The
letter was laid by the governor-general before the
council, and it is unnecessary to say that it gave
rise to great differenceey very warmly expressed.
Mr. Wheler proposed to do nothing till the decision
of the Court of Directors could be ascertained.
_The governor-general opposed; but· it happened
that Mr. Barwell was absent, and Mr. Francis supporting Mr. Wheler, the motion was carried. At
the next meeting of council Mr. Bm·well was at his
post : the resolution of the previous meeting was
sumniarily reversed, and the Nabob's request complied with. · After the lapse of a few months, the
governor-general produced a~other letter from the
. Nabob, suggesting a plan for disposing of the salary
of Mahomed Reza Khan .. In the distribution a
Mnsiderable share was allotted to Munny Begum.
Another portion was .. to be enjoyed ..,by the Nabob's
mother, Baboo Begum. It happen~d, too, that the
amount of money proposed to be distributed exceeded that formerly enjoyed l;>y Mahomed Reza
Khan by eighteen thousand rupees per annum, and
the Company were invited to make up the excess.
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Mr>.Brancis and Mr. Wheler objected to this, asthey did to the entire arrangement, and recorded
minutes assigning reasons for their opposition. The
governor-general and Mr. Barwell embarked in no
strife of words. The former moved that the requisitions of the Nabob should be complied with; the
latter simply wrote, " I assent to the governor-general's motion." That motion was necessarily carried.
Looking upon the imputations which had byen cast
upon the governor-general with reference to Munny
Begum, his adopting or proposing this arrangement
-for the suggestion no less than the completion has
been ascribed to him-was at the least injudicious.
It was, however, but one of many instances of a
folly in which Hastings was wont to indulge ; he
seemed to delight in setting public opinion at defiance. That the Nabob was but a tool in the hands
of others ·was rendered probable by the fact, that on
a former occasion he had bitterly complained of
Munny Begum, to whom he now proposed to give
power and the command of 'vealth. If such were
his position, there can be little question as to the
hand which guided and directed him.
This part of Hastings's conduct was severely animadverted upon by the Court of Directors, who
ordered their wish for the restoration of Mahomed
Reza Khan to be signified to the Nabob, and an
assurance of their continued favour to be conveyed
to Mahomed Reza Khan himself. These orders
were obeyed; but in the letter, not in the spirit. In
communicating the desire of the court, Francis and
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Wheler proposed to call upon the Nabob to comply
with it. Hastings and Bm·well contended for a
simple communication of the wish of the court,
leaving the intelligence to produce its own effect.
It did produce all that could be expected-a remon. s.trance from the Nabob; and but for an event which
will soon be noticed, the restoration of Mahomed
Reza. Khan might have been postponed till the
power' <?f thwarting it had departed from Hastings.
The Court .of Directors had also .ordered the restoration of Mr. Bristow, whom the governor-gener~l
had removed from the residency at Oude, and of
Mr. Fow'ke, whom he had displaced at Benares.
These orders were treated with the same degree of
respect which ·was accorded to those relating to Mahomed Reza Khan ; they wen~ received, read, and
coolly set at naught.
A few months, however, wrought a change, and
in a manner calculated to excite surprise. From the
temper :which had been manifested both by Hastings
and Francis, the expectation of an accommodation
being effected between them must have appeared
one of the most extravagant that could be enter-·
tained; but little as it was to be anticipated, such
an event was about to take place. The motives of
the parties are not perfectly .clear. Both, indeed,
professed to be weary of controversy ; but few persons who have studied the characters of the combatants will be disposed to give either of them credit
for •the feeling. Each had a confidence in his own
judgment-amounting to presumption;. and the change
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in their conduct is probably to be ascribed to circumstances rather than to any abatement either of
their arrogance or of their mutual hatred.
The p~riod of office secured by the act of 1773,
to the persons therein named as governor-general
and coun6il, had expired before Hastings and his
coadjutors had notice of any provision being made
for such an event : they consequently continued to
exercise their functions, and were in course of
time apprized that an act had passed, continuing
the existing governor-general i"!-1 office for one year.*
Sir Eyre: Coote had been appointed to succeed
General Clavering in the command of the a:l.'my
and to a .place in council. In the latter capacity
he usualiy supported Hastings, bnt not with the
undeviating constancy of Barwell. Barwell had
passed twenty-three years in India, during ten of
which he had been a member of council. He had
.
enjoyed abundant opportunities of acquiring wealth,
and havii~g improved them was desirous of retiring
to the enjoyment of his. fortune at home. This
event Francis, it may be presumed, was not indisposed to accelerate. It would relieve· him from
a steady opponent, and deprive Hastings of ·a friend,
whose vote was never denied to any measure which
he chose to recommend. In proportion, however,
as the ..-etirement of Barwell was desired by
Francis, it was dreadecl by Ha~tings. He discerned in it the dowi1fall of that absolute power
which he had for some time exercised; and though
~

* 19 Geo.
VOL. II.

3, chap. 61.
K
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Barwell's feelings Of friendship might render him
reluctant to abandon the governor-general and his
measures to a coui1cil where two would always vote
against him, and the third could not be depended
upon for steady or permanent support, it could not
be expected that he would from this cause defer for ·
any long period the gmtification of his own yearnings for ease and home. Regarding the departure
of Barwell, therefore, as an event that could not be
far distant, Hastings was not indisposed to soften
the asperity of an enemy whose power of opposing
him was about to he greatly increased. He could
not hope to convert him into a friend-probably he
did not wish it, but he might expect to diminish
both the vigour and the frequency of his attacks,
and to secure, by a surrende~ of some points on
which Francis had been most pertinacious, the
liberty of pursuing unmolested those plans in which
his own mind was most deeply interested. Such
is the best account that can be given of the probable
motives of those concerned in the negotiation. The
overture appears to have proceeded from Francis,
and to have been made on his behalf by a Mr.
Ducarel to Major Scott, a great favourite of the
governor-general and his agent in various important
and confidential transactions. The principal conditions required by Francis _appear to have been explained at the meeting. The result was communicated to Hastings, and the two principals subsequently met to complete the pacification so happily commenced by their agents. The value which
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Hastings attached to the success of the negotiation
may be estimated by the sacrifices which he made
to secure it. A man more unrelenting in his
hostility never lived ; yet he consented to purchase
peace on the condition of immediately restoring
Mr. Fowke to the office which he had formerly
enjoyed, from which Hastings had removed him,
and to which he had shortly before refused to restore him, though his restoration was required by
the express orders of the Court of Directors. Mr.
Bristow, who had been removed in like manner,
whose restoration had in like manner been ordered
by the Court of Directors, and in like manner deferred by Hastings, was also to be restored, though
not immediately. Further to propitiate his rival,
Hastings. agreed. to conform to the orders from
home respecting ~ahomed Reza Khan. These con·
cessions were so many virtual acknowledgments
that Hastings had acted factiously in his previous
dealings with the parties whose return to employment was thus provided for. He had not only" re;o
moved, but had persisted in excluding them from
office, in opposition to the deliberate judgment of
those whom he served. Nothing but the strongest
public necessity could justify such a course; but
such necessity, if it ever existed, continued in full
force at the time when he eonsented to replace
them. The inevitable conclusion is, that personal
aversion dictated their removal, and personal convenience led to the engagement to restore them.
K
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The case of Mahomed Reza Khan affords the most
striking exemplification of this view of the subject.
Here, according to Hastings, a great public principle was involved. He had argued that the Nabob's
demand to be relieved fi'Om the services of Mahomed Reza Khan was " grounded on positive
rights, which " would " not admit of discussion."*
He had· maintained that, as a sovereign prince who
had arrived at years of maturity, no control could
lawfully be exercised over him ; yet he now consented to restore to the highest office in the Nabob's
service a man against whom that prince had formalJy appealed to the government of which Hastings
was the chief. The governor-general indeed, on an
occasion antecedent to that on which he had so
vigorously asserted the Nabob's rights, had spoken
of that prince as " a mere pageant, without the
shadow of authority."t Hastings indeed appears
never to have felt himself bound by any opinion
beyond the moment when it was advanced. He was
never at a loss for reasons to justify any course which
was convenient or which passion rendered desirable ;
and his principles were adopted and relinquished
with as much facility as if they had avowedly been
but instruments for accomplishing certain ends.cumbrous anns not to be dispensed with, indeed, in
the field of warfare, but which no one would assume

*

Minute, Fort William Secret Consultations, 5th March, 1778.

t Minute of governor-general, Fort William General Consultations, 7th December, 1775.
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without necessity, and with which no one would
embarrass himself for a moment after the necessity
had passed away.
· The conclusion of the truce with Francis was to
be followed, at no great distance of time, by another
compromise scarcely less remarkable. Almost from
the period when the judges of the supreme court
entered on their functions, serious differences had
existed between them and the government. The
court seemed resolved to press its jurisdiction to
the very extent of the. limits prescribed to it by law,
if not a little beyond them. The jurisdiction _of the
court had been restricted to British subjects resident, or having been resident, within Bengal, Behar,
and Orissa, or having debts, effects, or estate there,
and to persons · employed directly or indirectly in
the service of the Company, or of British subjects ;
these words being intended to exclude the natives
generally, they being regaTded as subjects of the
Nabob: with regard to these, the jurisdiction of the
court, with the exception already mentioned, could
only be exercised with consent of parties. The
court, however, adopted such principles of construction as threatened to bring within its power every
inhabitant of the three provinces on whom any one
might desire to inflict the vexation and expense of
a law-suit. No man could calculate on being..,able
to escape its meshes, and all regarded it with horror.
To the poor the expense attending its proceedings
was frightful; to:the rich its forms of process were
so offensive as to be more dreaded than even death.
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In a country where the tendency to litigation is so
strong as it is in India, where revenge is so long cherished and so remorselessly gratified, the supreme
court became a frightful instn1ment of injustice and
oppression. Its lower retainers were among the vilest
and most abandoned inmates of a crowded Indian
city, and the manner in which they exercised their
unpopular calling may readily be. conceived. The
government was not less hostile than the people
to the assumptions of the supreme court, for the
judges were charged with exceeding their authority
by interfering with the collection of the revenue ;
and further, they had claimed the right of calling for
the production of the records of government in their
court.*- Having advanced thus far, it was not to be

* The first attempt to exercise this power was in an action
brought by Mr. Stuart, who had been dismisseq from the office
of secretary to council, against his successor, Mr. Auriol, to
, recover one month's salary received by the latter gentleman, and
alleged by the former to be due to him.- The plaintiff's attorney addressed a letter to the assistant secretary to council requiring him
to produce sundry papers, including letters from the Court of
Directors to the government of Bengal, and portions of the Consultations of that government. The majority of ·the board resolved.not to comply with the requisition; whereupon the assilStant secretary was served with a subpama, and atter:'ding the court
th'ereon, but without the papers, he was told that by not producing them he had made himself liable to all the tlamages of the
suit. He answered that he could not produce the papers without
the permission of the board; and that they, being apprized ofthe
attorney's application, had ordered him not to comply with it.
He was then called upon to declare whether the board were
unanimous in refusing the papers, and if not, which of the mem.
bers had voted for their production and which against it. The
counsel for the defendant objected that the assistant liecretary
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expected that the judicial institutions of the country
would meet with much respect. In one case a verdict, with heavy damages, was given against several
parties concerned in certain proceedings before the
could not answer this question without a breach of his official
trust. The court disregarded the objection, and insisted upon
an answer, declaring that the withholding the papers was a denial
of justice, and that as the board was no corporation the individual
members who had concurred in the refusal were severally liable
to actions. The comments of the governor-general and council
on this extraordinary decision are not unworthy of notice. They
say, " According to the doctrine delivered from the bench, it is
unlawful for your governor and council to refuse to produce, in
open court, any papers deposited in our secretary's office, whenever
they shall be demanded by an attorney, as necessary for the information of the court in any ease depending before them. This
doctrine is general and indefinite ; it makes no distinction in the
nature of the papers to be produced, and leaves no discretion to
us to judge of the consequences which may attend their being
divulged. {t depends upon the caprice or ignorance of any
attorney to expose the transactions of your [the Court of Directors] affairs in every branch, and even your most secret instructions to us, to the curiosity and comments of every bystander in
a public court, perhaps to the avowed enemies of the Company
and nation. If your governor and council, alarmed at the probable or possible consequences of such a publication of your
records, should hesitate, or refuse to comply with. tb,e attorney's
requisition, they are charged with the positive denial of justice,
and are said to be liable to personal actions for damages. A distinction is made between the acts of the mafority and those of
the council; notwithstanding it is expressly provided by law that
the governor-general and council shall be bound and concluded
•by the opinion and declaration of the major part of the members
present; and the chief justice obliges our assistant secretary to
declare, in open court, the opinion given by each member of
council, in order to found an action against such particular members as composed the rnajority."-Letter to the Court of Directors dated 29th November, 1775.
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provincial council of Patna, including some Mahometan functionaries employed
by «"'
that council.
•
•
Another ver<!Jct passed, at the suit of the same
plaintiffs, against the members of the council. It
would be difficult to shew that it was any part of
the duty of the supreme court to control and regu~
late the courts subsisting under the authority of the
local government; but in this case they assumed the
......
.
power, and they decided the question before them,
moreover, upon a maxim of English law, delegatus
nonpotest delegare, of which, however sound and rational it may be, the parties thus visited with punishment in the shape of damages which they were
unable to pay, had never heard.
The state of the country which resulted from the
occurrence of such proceedings is thus characterized
t7 .
by one who had minutely investigated the subject.*
Speaking of their effect upon persons interested in
the construction of the law, he says, "The general
alarm which the claim of jurisdiction by the supreme
court of Calcutta over these persons has spread, appears from the petitions of the renters of the. Patna
province, and other districts, requesting to be discharged from t~eir engagements with the Company.
~Nor is it difficult, from the instances collected
in the
.
numerous papers I have perused, to discover that
their apprehensions are well founded. Persons con-.
fined by the courts of dewanny adawlut t are collusively arrested by process from Calcutta, or ~emoved

* Mr. Rous,

standing counsel to the East-India Company.

t The revenue courts of the country.
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by lutbeas co?pus, where the language is as unknown
as_ the power..of the court; the process is abused to
terrify the people ; frequent arrests ma~e for the
same cause ; and there is an instance of the purchaser of a zemindary near Dacca 'Who was ruined
by suits commenced by paup~rs, suits derived from
claims prior to his purchase, and who was at last
condemned in considerable damages for 3:n ordinary
act of authority in his station. Hence the natives
of all ranks become fearful to act in the collection
of the revenues; the renters, and even hereditary
zemindars, are drawn away or arrested at the time
of the collections, and the crops embezzled."
After pointing out some other evils attending the
extension of the jurisdiction of the supreme court,
the writer thus continues:-" When t9 these abuses,
incident to the institution of the court itself, derived
from the distance of those amenable to its jurisdiction, and from the invincible ignorance of the
natives respecting the laws and practice of the court,
we add the disgrace brought on the higher orders, it
will not perhaps be rash to affirm, that confusion in
the provinces and a prodigious loss of revenue must
be the inevitable consequences of upholding this
jurisdiction." The writer above quoted, in another
place, says, " The natives in their petition represent
the lawyers as masters of right, and conceive that
whomsoever they favour he must prevail. It is obvious, indeed, that an intricate system of unknown
law, administered in an unknown tongue at a great
distance from the residence of the parties, .must be
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a plentiful source of abuse, which no wisdom in the
judges can possibly correct." On this last point the
judges held an opinion very different from that of
the commentator on their proceedings. Entertaining an unbounded admiration of their own wisdom,
no less than a belief in the almost unlimited extent 'of their power, they never appear to have
doubted that so much wisdom, combined with so
much power, was equal to the correction of any
abuse however minute; however secret, however distant, or however complicated. It might have been
thought that the jurisdiction assigned to the supreme
court was sufficiently large even under the limitations intended by the legislature. They were such
as no single court in• England exercised, and required
an extent of learning which no lawyer in England
would have pretended to possess. They demanded
not only a familiar acquaintance with the principles
and pra?tice of both common law and equity, but
also so much knowledge of international, civil,
and canon law as was necessary to the exercise of
admhalty and ecclesiastical jurisdiction. The administration of such various systems of law, which in
England is deemed to require distinct courts and
. judges, assisted by advocates who for the· most
part direct their studies and confine ' their practtce to a very limited portion of the whole, was in
India allotted to a single court, the members of
which were ready not only to encomiter .the labour
iinposed upon them, but to add to it by involving
themselyes most unnecessarily and unwisely in the
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intricacies of Hindoo and Mahometan law, of which
they could not be expected to know even the elements.
True it is, that their mode of dealing with this class of
questions was very simple. To disentangle the knot
was no part of their practice-it was cut without
ceremony, and without regard to the suffering and
ruin which were to ensue. The government, however, could not see the peace of the country disturbed and the sources of its revenue cut off without anxiety. They were responsi.ble for both ; and
the dissatisfaction which, on public grounds, the
acts of the judges were calculated to produce, was
aggravated by the attacks which had been made
upon their authority, and by the perception of
the intention, obviously existing in the supreme
court, to render the power of the governor-general
and council, as far as was practicable, subordinate
to its own.
The time when mutual and long-cherished discont~nt was to issue in an open conflict at length
arrived. An opulent native, named Cossinaut Baboo, had given security to the government for certain rents payable by the rajah of Cossijurah, in his
capacity of zemindar. Cossinaut had also acted as
manager of the zemindary, the accounts of which
were involved in much difficulty. There were disputed questions between Cossinaut and.the government ; there were others in which the claims of
Cossinaut were opposed by thqr;e of the rajah or of
the cultivators. Government had proceeded to<~in
dicate its claims by an appeal to the law, but an
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arrangement subsequently took place, and a furthm;
examination of the accounts was entered upon by
mutual agreement, Cossinaut depositing the sum in
dispute. Before the examination was completed,
Cossirtaut commenced an action against the rajah in
the supreme court, and in order to entitle him to its
interposition, made oath that the zemindar was employed by the East-India Company in the collection
of the revenues. Upon this a capias issued, with a
clause authorizing the sheriff to take bail to the
amount of 300,000 rupees.
An officer proceeded to execute the writ, and the
zemindar, having obtained information of the approach of the unwelcome visitor, disappeared. The
governor-general and council, on being apprized of
the facts, had recourse to their legal advisers. The
Company's advocate-general gave his opinion that
the legislature did not intend to subject zemindars
to the authority of the supreme court ; and· after
adverting to the peculiar position of the English
in India, as well as to the difficulties which had
arisen and were likely to arise from the impr~dent
and exti·avagant assumptions of the judges, he advised that the zemindar should have notice that,
not being subject to the jurisdiction of the court,
he should not appear, or plead, or do, or suffer any
act which might appear on his part to amount to a
recognition of the authority of the judicature, as
extending to himself. The advocate-general'further
advised, that in all similar cases, as well as in that
before him, the power of the government should be
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withheld from affording aid to the judicature of the
court ; that the court should be left to its own
means of executing its process ; and that the judges
should (in the language of the advocate) "thus render themselves responsible to the state for having,
should such be the event, unnecessarily hazarded
the dignity and authority of the King's judicature,
by exposing its process to contempt and its officers
to resistance and repulse."* The advice of the
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*This opinion of Sir John Day exhibits a remarkable degree of
professional fearlessness and practical good sense. He says, "At
home, where the laws have all their energy, and being their own
laws, and having grown up with them, the people, from habit, at
least, pay them a willing reverence and a prompt submission;
still if, from the slow and imperceptible. changes in the circumstances of the state and the manners of the people, unforeseen and
almost insurmountable difficulties have often embarrassed the execution of them, insomuch that at times, rather than depart from
principles, it has been found necessary to resort to fiction, can it be
expected that in the unauthorized attempt to bend at once the temper, manners, and prejudices, customs, religion and government
of a people who, besides a human form, have no one thing in common with us, to a foreign law, the wisdom of the wisest shall not
be often at a stand ?" There is so much of sound ·reason and good .
feeling in this passage, that it may appear almost captious to take
exception to a single phrase; but Sir ,John Day was wrong in
speaking of the natives of India as having nothing in common with
Europeans but " a human form." They have much more ; they
have ,all the passions and feelings, good as well as evil, which we
possess. Justice and kindness are due to them as members of
the great human family, and the exercise of those virtues towards
them will never be thrown away. Paralysed by superstition,
rendered distrustful by ages of misgovernment, their minds
cannot be expected at once to expand into the vigour and maturity of European intellect and feeling ; but time only is wanting
to effect the change, and it is already in rapid progress. The
humane and generous spirit which pervades Sir John Day's
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advocate-general was followed. The European collector at Midnapore was instructed to apprize· the
zemindar of Jhe views of the governor-general and
council, and if applied to by the sheriff for military
assistance to refuse it.
The ~rit of capias was returned unexecuted ; and
a writ was thereupon issued to sequester the lands
and effects of the zemindar in order to compel his
appearance to the action. To enforce this writ the
sheriffs' officer was attended by a body of about sixty
sepoys and European seamen ; the former furnished
by Cossinaut, who, in accordance with a common
practice among wealthy natives, kept in pay an
armed force ;* the _latter consisting of sailors discharged from ships in the river. The whole were
.armed and provided with ammunition. On this
' preparation becoming known to the governor-gene. paper, renders it evident that. it was not his intention to give
deliberate expression to an opinion unfavourable to the native character. The exceptionable phrase was a casual inadvertence, pardonable when his mind was occupied with a question of so much
importance as that submitted for his consideration. In a subsequent
part of the document, the advocate•_general renders justice to that
ready submission to authority which is one of the most distinguishing characteristics of the people of India. · " That obstacles
upon this head," he says, " should now arise in the way of
jurisdiction, seems less extraordinary than that they did not find
themselves obstructed at their outset by difficulties which, as
caution had not avoided, no management could surmount. It has
been the good fortune, however, and that of those who have an
interest in the· preservation of their· provinces, that they had
pliant matter to work upon ; and when that is the case much
may be effected by temper, moderation, and address."
* See vol. i. page 226.
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ral and council they ordered Colonel Ahmuty, the
officer commanding at Midnapore, with a view to
preserve the peace of the country, to dispatch a
sufficient force to intercept and apprehend any body
of men answering the description of those understood to be employed for executing the work of
sequestration. These orders did not arrive in time
to prevent an attempt to execute the writ. A
sergeant, with part of the sheriff's force, effected
an entrance into the house of the zemindar and ·endeavoured to pass into the zenana.* They were
resisted, and for the time overpowered ; but the
sheriff's party being reinforced, possession of the
house was obtained, the san~tity of the zenana
violated, the zemindar's dewan seized and detained
as a prisoner. The state of affairs was soon changed
by the arrival of a party of troops dispatched by
Colonel Ahmuty under the orders which he had
received from the government. The sheriff's men
were made prisoners and marched off to the presi·dency. These proceedings were followed by the
issue of a government notiee addressed to all zemindars and landholders, advising them that they
were not subject to the supreme court, except under
particular circumstances, which ·were pointed out,
and warning them not to plead to any action
brought therein, nor to do nor suffer any act which
should amount to a recognition of its authority over
them. This was transmitted to all the provincial
councils and collectors, with orders to give it publi-

* The apartme~ts of the women.
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city; and those authorities were, at the same time,'
directed not to affo.rd any aid to the service of the '
process of the supreme court in cases where, by the
terms of the notice, the parties against whom such
process was directed were declared to be exempt .
from the •jurisdiction of the court. These events
occurred in the months of November and December,·..

1779.

A. D. 1780.

On the 18th January following, rules were granted
in the supreme court, calling upon certain persons
alleged to be connected with the resistance offered
to the process of the court, to shew cause why attachment should not issue against them. Those
persons were Lieutenant Bamford, the officer commanding the party by which the sheriff's followers
were dispo~sessed and made prisoners; Mr. Swanston,
assistant to the collector at Midnapore; and Mr.
North Naylor, the Company's attorney. The principal
offences charged on the last named gentleman were
his having made inquiry at the sheriff's office as to the
means taken for executing the writ, and being privy
to the dispatch of the military force by which the
execution was frustrated. Application was at the
same time made for rules against the governorgeneral and Mr. Barwell; but the chief justice was
under the influence of a remarkable degree of discretion, and he declared that the court would not grant
a rule which they " could not enforce," but he
directed copies of the rule to be served upon both,
in order that they might answer the matters sworn
to if they chose. The leniency with which the
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·chief justice treated the member~ of the government CHAP.
was not extended to their .attorney. On a future··
day the rule against Mr. Naylor w~s made absolute,
'~anu he was required to answer a string of twenty
interrogatories. Mr. Naylor regarded compliance
with t.his order as inconsistent with his p1~ofessional
duty ; and, with a view to the influence of meditation in effecting a change in his judgment, he was
. committed a prisoner to the common gaol of ·Calcutta.* The governor-general a.~d council were, about
the same time, sened with suminons from the supreme court, to answer to Cossinaut Baboo in an
action.of trespass. There could be little doubt as
to the ground of this action, but as it did not appear
on the summons, and might,· " by bare possibility,
have relation to questions of a private or personal
nature,"
, appearance was entered for all the parties.
The plaint confirmed the suspicion which had
been entertained ; and it being evident that the ·
action related to matters done by the governor.
'
general and council in· their public capacity, they
~·lirected their counsel to withdraw their appearance.
I

i,

•

* This remark is not lightly made, nor is it an exaggeration of
the views not merely entertained but avowed by the chief justice
Sir Elijah lmpey. The following is actually a literal report of
part of the proceedings on the subject : " Mr. Lawrence (counsel for Mr. ·Naylor).-l hope your lord·
ship does not mean that Mr. Naylor shall answer in vinculis?
" Chief Justice.-Why not ? Mr. Naylor will have more time
to think of his conduct and prepare his answer."
Minute of Proceedings in Cos~ijurah, Appendix No. 21 to First
Report of Select Committee on Administration of Justice in
India, 1781.
VOL. II.
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The wrath of the court was thereupon roused to
fury. The conduct of the government was declared
to be " a clear contempt of his Majesty's law, and
of his court ;" but the indignation of the judges subsided on recollecting from whom the contempt proceeded. •The counsel for the Company had tendered a paper containing the resolutions of the
government. The court ordered this paper to be
.recorded, " but," says Sir Elijah Impey, " as it was
in the case of the governor-general and council, did
no other act in consequence of it."* The judges,
however, determined that the defendants could not
withdraw their plea wi~hout leave, and that if they
applied for such leave, it would not be right to
grant it ; that both as British subjects, and as being
employed by, and in the service of the East-India
Company, they were subject to the jurisdiction of
the court as individuals, and that .there was no distinction between their concurrent and individual
acts; and, finally, that the court would proceed in the
case before them as in any other where there was_
a default of appearance. The plaintiff had previously applied to the court to have the cause set
down to be heard em pa1·te for default of plea,
and the· application had been granted. But this
affair, which had thre~tened consequences scarcely
less serious than those dreaded at an earlier period
from the · conflict of rival claims for the first
place in the government, terminated in a manner
as extraordinary as it was unexpected. Cossinaut

* Cossijurah Appendix to Report, No. 25.
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Baboo suddenly discontinued his actions against the
governor-general and members of council, and also
that against the zemindar, out of which the others
had arisen. His motives are unknown. It has
been surmised, and with strong probability, that
•
Hastings could have thrown some light upon them;
A still more remarkable event was to follow at the
distance of a few months from the discontinuance
of Cossinaut's actions. Sir Elijah Impey, chiefjustice of the supreme court, was made judge of the
Sudder dewanny adawlut, the highest court of justice existing under the authority of the Company.
To this appointment a salary of sixty thousand rupees
per annum was annexed.
Thus terminated the conflict between the government of Bengal and the supreme court, provoked by
the judges, and carried on by them with a lamentable disregard of their own duty and of the public
interest. Their infatuation led to resistance from
the power which was bound to lend its suppo1·t to
their authority. The course taken by the government cannot be defended upon any ordinary principles, but the circumstances under which they
were called upon to act were not of an _ordinary
, character. The judges acted under the authority of
an act of parliament, and the governor-general and
council had no legal right to interpret that act.
According to strict law the court might determine
its own jurisdiction, subject to appeal to the King
in council ; but the assumptions of the court were
so monstrous, and the consequences likely to flow
L2
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from them so fearful, that the government had only
to choose between resisting the power of the court,
on the one hand, or, on the other, calmly witnessing
the total ruin of the country committed to their
care. The land was passing out of cultivation
under the terror of the supreme court ; the people·
flying from their habitations to escape the outrages
offered by its myrmidons to their persons and their
feelings ; ~nd, if its course had not been timely
arrested, the country would have become a desertthe bailiff." of the supreme court its lords. · The
governor-general and council could not have been
Justified in suffering this state of things to ensue.
The violence of the remedy was warranted by the
extreme wrong which gave rise to it. The judges
usurped powers which the legislature did not intend them to possess,* and the government resiste~
them. The one party strained the law, to extend
their own authority ; the other resisted the process
of the law, in order to protect_ the people from
oppression. On both sides there was usurpation.
The motives of the parties and the ends to which
their acts were directed mu~t be considere.d in order
to determine between them. Usually when the

* This view is confirmed by'the subsequent passing of an act
(21 Geo. 3, cap. 70) declaring the governor-general and members
of council exempt from the authority of the supreme court for
their~official acts~ and also privileging persons acting under their
orders. By the same act it was declared that•no person, as a
land-holder, farmer, or collector of land revenue for the government should become amenable to the court. The legislature also
indemnified the government for their resistance .

.
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judicial authority has been arrayed against the exe- CHAP. IX.
cutive, the object of the former has been to protect
established and recognized rights. Here it was to invade rights of older standing than the court by which
they were assailed, to offer violence to feelings which
had been the growth of ages, and to force upon a people
unfitted to receive them, institutions never designed
by the legislature to be thus widely extended. The
sentiments of honest admiration with which the
mind regards the judge who enforces the authority
of the law against irresponsible power, is in this
case transferred to those who threw themselves
between the people of India and the encroachments
of. unauthorized law. In the performance of this
duty,_ for a duty it was, Hastings cordially joined
with that party in the council with which he was
~1sually at enmity.
His friend, Mr. Barwell, was
far less decided in his conduct. The most devoted
supporter of the policy of Hastings, he wished not
to separate himself from the governor-general ; the
attached friend of Sir Elijah Impey, he recoiled
•
from giving offence to the chief justice: vacillating, !Jnder the in~uence of these contending
motives, from one side to the other, defending the
legality of the acts of the supreme court, and at the
same time perfectly convinced that their acts were
destroying the sources of the revenue, Mr. Barwell
seems to have been anxious in this dispute to stand
well with all parties. Hastings did not thus temporize : he chose his part, and he acted vigorously upon
•
the choice which he had made. But here approbation :

• •

~
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must end : the means by which the dispute was terminated, though very characteristic of Hastings's
policy, were very discreditable to all parties concerned in the accommodation.
The judges of the supreme court of Calcutta were
intended by the legislature, like the judges of the
courts at Westminster, to be independent of the existing government. The appointment bestowed by the .
governor-general on Sir Elijah Impey was remunerated by a large salary, and it was to be held during
pleasure. That such an appointment on such terms
should have been · offered by Hastings to the chief
justice of the supreme court-that, when offered, it
should have been accepted, are facts so startling tqat
it is. difficult to determine which is the more extraordinary. The appointment was carried by the casting
·vote of the governor-general, and is attributable solely
to his personal influence. Barwell had retired from
council; Sir Eyre Coote, profe~sing not to be master of
the question, gave a guarded and hesitating assent to
the proposal o~ Hastings. It was strenuously· opposed
by Francis and Wheler, who in their minutes adduced arguments against it which must have been
trimn.phant had the question been decided by reason.
Hastings had suggested doubts as to the legality of
the authority exercised by the superiors .of the dewanny courts, which he thought-for it then suited
his purpose so to think-rested only on " doubtful
construction" of the words o(:~n act of parliament.
To this it was very justly answered, that if the government had no legal power to nominate persons to
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such duties, they ought not to attempt to exercise it at
all; and that neither the act of conferring that power
upon the chief justice of the supreme court, nor his
acceptance of it, could make that legal which·was
before illegal. But Hastings did not rest his case
upon this point : he did not scruple, after some little
preparation, to put forward his real motives in recommending the appointment. " It will be the
means," he said, " of lessening the distance between
the board and the supreme court." " The contentions," he added, " in which we have been unfortunately engaged with the court, bore at one time so
alarming a tendency, that I believe every member of
th.e board foreboded the most dangerous consequences
to the peace and resources of this government· from
them. They are at present composed ; but we can. not be certain that the calm will last· beyond the
actual vacation, since the same grounds and materials of disunion subsist, and the revival of it at a
time like this, added to our other troubles, might,
if carried to extremities, prove fatal."* In other
words, Hastings was anxious to put an end to the
differences between the government and the supreme
court ; he thought the chief justice not incorruptible,
and he was willing to pay his price. Such a " mode
of procuring peace," in the. language of one of Hastings's coadjutors,t was not "the most honourable or
safe;" but it accorded with the tortuous policy which
Hastings loved, and it was adopted.

* Minute of governor-general, 29th September, 1780.
t Mr. Wheler.
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To the reputation of the chief justice the appointmeJt!. was. m~re ·injurious than even to that of
Hastings-it was deadly. Had Sir Elijah Impey
died before accepting this fatal gift, he would by
impartial observers have been regarded as a man of
narrow mind, headstrong passions, and overbearing
temper; but no imputation, based on sufficient
evidence, would have shaded his judicial integrity.
His own act effected that which all the ingenuity
of his enemies would have failed to accomplish.
He inscribed on his own brow the record of his dis'
grace in characters deep, broad, and indelible.
The
temptation was so undisguised in its approach, the
scandal of accepting it was so glaring, that the
slightest feeling of judicial decency would have
repelled it with something approaching to scorn.
What could his contemporaries, what could posterity think of a chief justice, found, in the words of
,, a distinguished member of his own profession,*
" one day summoning the governor-general and
council before his tribunal for acts done as council,
• and the neit accepting emoluments nearly equal to
his original appointment, to be held during the IJleasure of the same council."
Before the completion of the arrangement by
which the chief justice was to· be rendered supple
and accommodating, the slumbering embers of discontent within the council had burst into renewed
life ; and so powerful was the reaction of hostility,
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; Mr. Rous, standing counsei to the Company, for whose
opinion a case was prepared.
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after the temporary calm, that the pen became too • CHAP. ·1x:
feeble an instrument to express the feelings of the
two chief combatants. Among the articles of
agreement between Hastings and Francis was one,
it was stated, securing to the former the ma;nagement of the Mahratta war, the details of which
will be related in a future chapter. According to
Hastings's view, this article was violated, and he
produced in evidence an alleged copy of the stij:mlation in the following words-" Mr. Francis will
not oppose any measure which the governor-general
will recommend for the prosecution of the war in
~hich we are supposed to be engaged with the
Mahrattas, or for the general support of the present
political system of this government : neither will
he himself either propose or vote with any other
member who shall propose any measure that shall
be contrary•to the governor-general's opinion on
these points." Francis denied that he ever was ~
a party to such an engagement, - and, referring
to a conversation with Hastings, in :vhich the
governor-general -produced a memorandum con::: •
taining, as he believed, the article in question;
Francis affirmed that he returned it with ·a de•
claration that he did not agree to it. Between
the truth of these conflicting statements there are
but slender materials for determining. The balance
of probability, however, somewhat inclin~s in favour
of the assertion of Hastings. He had given up to
Francis many points on which his personal wishes
would have led him to withstand a surrender ; it is
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inconceivable that he should not have bargained for
something in return. If every thing were to be
eonceded to Francis, and nothing to the governorgeneral, the latter might as well have risked the
consequences of Mr. Bar~ell's possible retirement.
He probably would not have retired, if his friend
and leader had not believed himself secure of a
satisfactory share of power.* Hastings, too, at the
time when the arrangement was concluded, seems
to have been convinced that the provision relating
to the Mahratta war was part of it. t It has been
sug;gested that both .parties were guiltless : that
FranCis h:id declined to assent to the disputed art.icle, but that Hastings had not understood hjm.
This seems incredible. On' a subject of ·so much
interest to both, care would be ~aken that the main
provisions of the compact were,understood ; and it
is not easy to evade the conclusion that either Francis was guilty of a gross breach of faith, or Hastings
of the assertion of a scandalous falsehood. The
presumption, on the whole, lies agaim1t Francis, and
his· character will probably never be relieved from
the' imputation. But whoever was the guilty pa1·ty,
the dispute was near finding a tragical termination.
A challenge given by Francis was accepted by the

* In a letter to Mr. Sulivan, dated the 4th March, 1780,
Hastings says:-" Mr. Barwell, who was privy to the treaty in
all the stages ofit, has determined to return to England in consequence, with my free consent, and release from any engagement on
himfroin his connection with me _to remain in the service."-See
Gleig's Memoirs of Hastings, vol. ii. page 254 •..
t See the letter above quoted in Gleig's Memoirs.
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governor-:-general : the parties met, exchanged shots,
and Francis was wounded. The previous language
of the disputants was so violent, that such a result,
however reprehensible, ~as far from unnatural. On
the indecency of such a mode of determining disputes existing in a council entrusted with the care
of vast and important interests, no remark can be
necessary. A sense of duty, and even an enlightened self-respect, ought to have restrained the combatants from that wild abandonment to the influence of passion which led to such a result. A duel
between the governor-general and one of his council, arising out of their official· acts, ought to have
be~n regarded as among things impossible.
It
would be scarcely more disgTaceful that a chief
justice and one of the judges of his court should
so settle a disputed point of law.
Francis quitted India in December following,
and Hastings was thus left to pursue his own views
almost uncontrolled.
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ON the western side of India were certain places
which the East-India Company had long been desirous
of possessing ; these were th.e island of Salsette, the
port of Bassein, Kenery, Hog Island, Elephanta,
and Auranjee. They were occupied by the Mahrattas ; and with the view principally t_o taking advantage of any opportunity that might occur. of
securing those places by negotiation, permission had
been sought and obtained for the residence of an
English agent at Poona. It was some time before
any event favourable to the views of the English
government occurred; but, at length, the success of
the Company's arms against the Nabob of Broach
seemed to afford an opening for attaining the desired object.
With the Nabob of Broach the government of Bombay had formerly concluded a treaty; but it being
alleged that he had levied a higher rate of customs'
duty on the goods of merchants under English protection than his engagements warranted, an expedition
was fitted. out against him, in conjunction with the
Nabob of Surat, who claimed from the government of
Broach a certain amount of tribute, a _large portion
of which was to be made over to the English, in .
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consideration of the expe:q.se which they incurred.
But this step was undertaken under imperfect information ; and on the expedition arriving before
Broach, it being obvious that the attempt must fail,
the Nabob was prevailed upon to ~ave the honour of
the British arms, by requesting that the troops might
be withdrawn. Negotiation followed, and a new
treaty was concluded. The expedition against
Broach was str•;mgly condemned by the Court of
Directors, but this did not prevent the government
of Bombay from dispatching another with the same
object, their disobedience being defended by allegations of the continued deceitful and perfidious
conduct of the Nabob. The second expedition was
more successful than the first, the city of Broach
being taken by storm ; but the Court of Directors
again expressed their disapprobation of the attack.
It was part of the plan of the Bombay government to offer Broach and a place called Fort Victoria
, to the Mahrattas, in exchange for those which it
was desired to obtain from them. The British resident took pains to intimate that such an exchange
might be effected; but the Mahratta government received the communication coldly, and without any
movement towards accepting the offer.
At a later period circumstances seemed to favour
the views of the English, and negotiations were entered into with a personage named Rugonath Row.
He was the brother of a former peishwa, and the
uncle of two succeeding ones, the latter of whom was
assassinated. Rugonath Row enjoyed the reputation
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of having contrived his nephew's death; a more
indulgent opinion, supported by respectable authority,* regards him as intending only to seize the
power of his relative, and acquits him of conspiring
against his life. ~ugonath Row, on the death of his
nephew, succeeded to the office of peishwa, and to a
multiplicity of foreign and domestic troubles. He
was engaged in a war with Nizam Ali, which he contrived to bring to a conclusion, but without advantage to himself. He meditated an expedition into
the Carilatic, which was to. cripple at once. the power
of Hyder Ali, Mahomet Ali, and the English. But
these great designs came to an abortive conclusion :
Hyder Ali, taking adva~tage of the pecuniary distress of Rugohath R<?w, which was great, made peace
with him on his own .terms. Rugo!lath Row had
proposed to himself to rescue from that wily adventurer cer~ain districts which he had acquired from
the Mahrattas. Hyder Ali induced him to sun·ender his claim to part of them, in consideration of
the pa'yinent of a small sum of money and the promise of a larger. The intelligence of some events
threatening the stability of his power compelled
Rugonath Row to relinquish his further designs on
the Carnatic; but he prevailed upon Hyder Ali to
recognize his title as peishwa, and to engage to pay
tribute to him.
The news which had arrested the progress of
Rugonath Row was that of the alleged pregnancy of

*

Captain Duff, author of the History of the Mahrattas.
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Gunga Bye, the widow of the late peishwa. Rugonath Row thereupon commenced his march towards
Poona and met with some success ; but the want of
funds prevented his pursuing it, and he suddenly
turned his course to the northward. Shortly afterwards the widow of the late peishwa gave birth to
a son, who at the age of forty days was formally invested with the office he- was destined to bear.*
The investiture took place in May, 1774;. .
Had Rugonath Row abandoned his u~urped authority in deference to the rights of an infant, h~
would have departed widely from the· prh!ciples
which govern Mahratta policy, whether. national or
individual. He did not thus discredit the people
to which he belonged, but, amidst many difficulties
and much distress, continued to maintain his pretensions to the office of peishwa, and to seek allies
to assist him in supporting them. Among others,

* It has been questioned whether this child was the son of the
deceased peishwa ; and suspicion has been cast upon his birth from
the fact that in the fortress in which his mother resided. a number
of women in the same situation were assembled. This has been
accounted for on different grounds. According to one repoit, ~t
was intended, if the widow of the peishwa should give birth to, a.
daughter, to substitute in place of the female the male child of.
one of the other women. Another report represents the assemblage of the women as having no other motive than the desire to
provide a nurse for the expected peishwa. The best authorities
appear to concur in recognizing the claim of the infant to be regarded as the son of the deceased peishwa. It is said that this
fact was never disputed by Rugonath Row, and that the reports
throwing doubt upon it may be traced entirely to the credulity and
mistakes of the English authorities at Bombay.
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x. he had recourse to the English, and the desire felt
by the authorities at Bombay to obtain possefilsion
of Salsette and Bassein led t4em E;l;tgerly to encourage his overtures. They were rendered the
more anxious by an apprehension that the Portuguese were about to forestal them in the possession of these much coveted pla?es. . The negoti~
tions wi}h Rugonath Row, however, pro~':)eded unsatisfactorily. On the point which the governme~t
of Bombay regarded as most importa!lt he was obdurate : he peremptorily refused to give up Salsette
and B.assein, and in despair of accomplishing their
object by any other. means, the English autho1·ities
had resolved to accept an offer Imide by the killadar in command of the garrison at Tannah, the
principal fort on the island of Salsette, to put them
[n possession of the place for a sum of money. The
bargain, however, was not carried into effect. By
~he time that the governor _and council of Bombay
1ad decided upon closing with the offer; the killadar
tlleged that it was no longer in his power to perform
;hat which he had proposed, the Malirattas, alarmed
JY the movements of the Portuguese, having rein'orced the garrison. But the British authorities
.vere not thus to be disappointed. ~ Negotiation
1aving failed, they had recourse to arms: Tannah
.vas taken by storm, and the island of Salsette, to~ether with that of 9aranja, passed into the hands
of the English. Immediately after the dispatch of
the ar1p.ament · against Tamiah a Portuguese fleet
appeared off Bombay, and the commander delivered
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in a protest against the conduct of the British authorities.*
Before the capture of the island was effected
the .. new government of Be~gal had entered upon
its functions. By the act under which that government was constituted it was invested with a
controlling po-wer over the other presidencies. The
government of Bombay were aware of the passing
of the act, btit
were ignorant of the arrival
of the
I
.
new councillors, and their formal assumption of
authority, until after the expedition against the
islands had been dispatched. Its success was communicated without delay to the government of
Fort William.
In the mean time negotiations with Rugonath
Row were renewed, and, finally, a treaty was COileluded, by which former treaties with the Mahratta
state were ratified : both parties engaged to abstain
from assisting the enemies of the other; the EastIndia Company agreed to aid Rugonath Row with
a considerable force, and he in return agreed to
surrender to them Bassein and certain other places.
Rugonath Row was also to procure from the Gui.:.
cowar a grant for the Company of the share of
r8venue collected by. that prince in the town ana·
pergunnah of Broach. He further stipulated to
pay to the Company annually seventy-five th_ousand

* The governor and council of Bombay, in their report of the
matter to the government of Fort William, call the document
" a small protest." Whether the epithet is intended to ~pply to
tlie material or the moral characteristics of the paper does not
appear.
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x. rupees from the revenues of Oklaseer, and a lac and
a-half of rupees monthly for the military assistance
which he was to receive, or a proportionate share
for so much as might be furnished, as security for
which payment he made temporary assignment of
several districts. Six lacs of rupees were to be immediately deposited with an agent of the Company ;
but, as Rugonath Row had them not, and knew not
where to obtain them, it was agreed that he should
deposit jewels in their place. Rugonath Row was
to defray all expenses that might be incurred in
taking possession of any of the ·places ceded to
the Company ; he was not to make war in the Carnatic, and he was bound to assist the ships of the
Company; or of pm~soi1s under their protection, if
wrecked, and to protect the cargoes.
This treaty was greatly disapproved at Bengal.
The governor-general Hastings recorded a minute
of considerable length, and certainly marked by
great ability. He maintained that the treaty was
unseasonable, because formed at a time when Rugonath Row appeared to have been abandoned by his
-former adherents ; that it was impolitic, because the
·Company was subjected to the whole burden of the
war, without a force at Bombay equal to the undertaking, without money or certain resources, and
because it was· undertaken without regard to the
general interests of the other British settlements in
India ; that it was unjust, because the English had
received no injury from any part <;!f the Mahratta
state which could authorize an interference with
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their mutual dissensions, and were under rio· ac- CHAP. x.
tual ties to Rugonath Row, but, on the contrary,
were in positive negotiation with the very powers
again~t wh~ch they had since declared war ; and
that it was unauthorized, because the law precluded
the subordinate governments from commepcing hostilities, declaring war, or negotiating any treaty of
peace without the consent of the governor-general
and council, except in cases of imminent necessity,
where it would be dangerous to postpone the
commencement of hostilities or the conclusion
of treaties, and except when the subordinate
government might have received special orders
from the Company-which exceptions did not
apply to the treaty concluded with Rugonath Row.
On these grounds, the govemor-general proposed to
direct the government of Bombay to cancel the
treaty, and withdraw the detachment seiit in pursuance of it, unless some decisive advantage should
have been gained over the enemy, or that the detachment should be in such a situation that it would
be dangerous either to retreat or to pause, or that a
negotiation should have been commenced between
Rugonath Row and his opponents in consequence of,,
the support afforded by the English. The council,
seldom agreeing in any thing but in annoying each
other, were unanimous in approving the first part of
the proposed orders to Bombay: with'regard to the
exceptions by ·which the order was modified there
was a difference of opinion. Banvell, as u~ual; st1pported the goV'ernor-general altogether-the three
l\1 .2
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x. remaining members of the council thought that the
order for the withdrawal of the troops should be
made subject to no exception but that of the impracticability of their retiring in safety, and thus ·
the instruction to the government of Bombay was.
. framed.
The government of Bengal resolved at the same
time to open a negotiation with the authorities at
Poona. The choice of the person who was to represent the British government at the capital of the
peishwa gave rise, as usu~J, to a contest. Hastings
proposed Colonel Dow; General Clavering recommended Colonel Upton; and the latter officer, being
supported l;>y the majority, was appointed.
The command of the British force destined to act in
conjunction with Rugonath Row had been entrusted
to Colonel Keating. It arrived at Cambay about
A. D. ms. the middle of March, 1775, and in April effected a
junction with all that remained of the army of Rugonath Row, that chieftain having been defeated
,some .time before, and his forces dispersed. After
:Some considerable delay, arising from various causes,
the combined body moved in the direction of Poona.
'Nothing of importance occurred till the 18th May,
when an action took place, which terminated in
favour .of the English, though they sustained dreadful loss. The British commander does not appear.
to have displayed any great military skill, and an
alleged mistake of the word of command by a body
of European grenadiers nearly led to the loss of the
battle.
CHAP.
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The government of Bombay were not in a condition to maintain the burden of the war without
assistance. from the other presidencies, and an application was made to Bengal for men and money ..
The governor-general was disposed to comply with
the request, on the ground that the question then to
be decided was not whether the government of
Bombay had acted properly or not, but by what
means were the Company's affairs to be extricated
from the danger in which !~ey were involved by a
war precipitately undertaken. In the view of the
governor-general, sound policy dictated the support
of the government of Bombay. " If," said he, "the
detachment now employed in the support of Ragoba
(Rugonath Row) should be either defeated for want
of succour, or recalled at such a crisis to Bombay,
and Ragoba abandoned to ruin, I will venture to
foretel that Colonel Upton's negotiations will be
fruitless and attended with disgrace. On the other
hand, I will, with equal confidence, risk my credit
with the Company in foretelling that the issue of it
will be successful and honourable, if we maintain
our superiority at· the time in which it shall take
place, and shew a resolution to dictate, not to receive, terms of accommodation~ For these reasons,
I am of opinion that the effectual support. of the
presidency of Bombay in the war undertaken by
them will prove the surest means of restori_ng the
peace of India. We have those means in our power;
and I therefore think it our duty to employ them."*

. * Governor-general's minute, 7th September, 1775.
·secret Consultations.

Bengal
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x. It is unnecessary to say that the governor,.general
was supported by Barwell, and opposed by the
other members of council. The latter party posi.tively refused to send any men, but, as the peCl,.lniary necessities of the Bombay government· were.
urgent, they were willing to forward a small supply
of money. Hastings was ·taunted with· the alleged
inconsistency of his pre~ent advice with the course
which he had fonnerly recommended. He S~lCcess
fully shewed, however, , that there was
h6 inconsis-.
.
tency ; that he had then proposed that the orders
for dissolVing the connection with
. .Rugonath Row
should not be carried into effect. if any decisive
advantage had been obt.ained over the. en.emy, and
it was on the ground that such advantage had .been
obtained· that he now advised the continuance of
the British force in the field. He at the same time
declared, and I)robably with truth, that_in the-course
which he had formerly recommended, his own views
bad been mod-ified, in1 the hope of meeting those
of the other members of the counCil. Argument,
· however, is vain when passion rules, and the majori_ty determined that no men should be sent to
Bombay. About a month after this determination,
Mr. Tayler, a member of the council of Bombay,
arrived at Calcutta, specially to represent to the
government of Bengal the necessity of giving to the
Bombay government such support as would enable
them to avert the consequences likely to arise from
an abrupt termination of the engagement· with
Rugonath Row, but his representations were not
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more successful than those of the governor-general.
The majority in council were fixed in their determination to put an end to the war at once. General Clavering, 'inde~d, had expressed an opinion that
such a step was likely to assist the progress of the
negotiation
at Poona. " We have reason to hope,"
I
.
said. he, " that the Mahrattas, seeing the justice and
moderation of this government, and that our intentions are finally to put a stop to that spirit of conquest, encroachment, .and injustice, which seems
hitherto to have prevailed too much in India, will
listen to the proposals that we have made to conclude a firm and lasting peace with them."*
The -soundness of these views was soon brought
I to the test. Colonel Upton, having reached Poona
with great difficulty, entered on the business of his
mission, but found the ministers of the peishwa
little disposed to cOTdiality. He was instructed
to stipulate for the possession of Salsette and
Bassein. The Mahratta authorities refused compliance. In accounting for this' refusal Colonel
Upton says, " I conceived it owing to their imagining- that I must treat with them at any rate ;"
and it appears that they proposed questions to the
British negqtiator which it would have required
great ingenuity to answer satisfactorily. They
asked him why th.e government of Bengal made
such profession of honour, and how it happened
that, while they disapproved of the war commenced

* Minute of General Clavering, 7th September, 1775. Bengal
Secret Consultation~.
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x. by the Bombay government, they were so desirous
of availing themselves of the advantages of it._
After much discussion, Colonel Upton demanded of
the ministers what was ·their final determination,
and they answered that they knew of none but war.
The g?vernment of Bengal now withdrew the restriction which they had imposed on the hostile
operations of the go:ernment of Bombay ; they
addressed a letter to Rugonath Row, offering him
the assistance of the British arms in all parts of
India, to place him with full authority in the seat
of the government at Poona ; they resolved to write
to Nizam Ali, Hyder Ali, Morari Row, the Rajah
of Berar, Holkar, and Scindia, with a view of engaging their assistance for Rugonath Row, or at least
of securing their neutrality; they directed the British resident at Oude to prevail on the Vizier to
permi~ the removal of the Company's brigade to the
frontier of Korah, next Calpee, with a view to pro. mote the interest of Rugonath Row ; they wrote to
the government of" Madras for reinforcements in
aid of the same cause, and they requested the
officer in command of the squadron on the coast of
Malabar to give it all the support in his power.
These measures were taken by the Bengal governA. D. 1776. menton the 7th March, under an impression that
the negotiations at Poona were ~t an end. On the
1st April they received a letter from Colonel
Upton, informing them that the differences with
the peispwa's ministers had been arranged, and that
a treaty was in progress. The treaty was concluded,
CHAP.
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and, with some modifications, accepted by the government of Bengal. By this treaty Rugonath
Row, on condition of disbanding his army, was to
have an establishment at Kopergoam, on the banks
of the Godavery. This he refused to accept, and
hence arosB new difficulties. The government of
Bombay fiercely attacked the treaty, and maintained that Rugonath Row should have been allowed the option of residing in one of the Company's settlements ; that the ministers at Poona
would not have objected if their intentions were
honest ; that thus placed, Rugonath Row would
have been a useful instrument for operating on the
fears of the other party in the Mahratta state, and
would have afforded the best security for the preservation of peace. Rugonath Row had expressed
a deter~ination ~o appeal to the Court of Directors,
and, till the result should be known, to seek an
asylum at Bombay. The government of that presidency were quite ready that he should find a home
there, but that of Bengal interfered and forbade it.
He finally retired with about two hundred adherents
to Surat.
The treaty with the Mahrattas confirmed the
Company in the possession of Salsette and the
islands which they actually occupied. Bassein, not
being in their possession, was excepted. It is a fact
strikingly illustrative of the imperfect information
possessed by the Bengal government when they undertook, through the agency of Colonel Upton, to
negotiate a treaty with the Mahratta state, that they
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x. actually believed that Bassein was in the possession
of the English, and it was at Poona that Colonel
Upton first learned that such was not the case.
Another remarkable circumstance attending this
series of transactions is, that iii1mediately after the
conclusion of the treaty with the ministers of the
infant peishwa at Poona, orders were received from
the Court of Directors approving of the treaty of
Surat-the treaty concluded by the Bombay government with Rugonath Row-and desired that possession should be kept of all the places thereby ceded.
These orders it was impossible to obey wjthout renewing the war, for part of the cessions had been
abandoned by the later treaty concluded by Colonel
Upton.
The pause created by that treaty affords a convenient opportunity for briefly reyiewing the conduct of all the parties in the transactions which
have just been related.
The capture of Salsette by the Bombay government was a somewhat
questionable act. Its occupation was very convenient, and possession of it had long been desired
by the East-India Company ; but it is obvious
that these circumstances give no claim to it which
a strict moralist can approve. The Mahrattas,
indeed, had no better right than that founded in
force, and their tenure was not of sufficient duration to cover the defec£,s of their original title.*<
The claim of the Portuguese cannot so readily be

* The island was taken by the Mahrattas from the Portuguese
in 1750.
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disposed of.· It was alleged; by the government of
Bombay, that Salsette was Included with Bombay
in the marriage portion of Jhe princess Catherine,
wife of Charles the Second ; Jbut this, on the other
hand, was strenuously denied I; and it is to be feared
that the English authorities, 1on this occasion, were
very readily satisfied of the trfth of that which they
were anxious to believe. Tihey seem to have been
alike easily convinced that th~ alleged son of the deceased peishwa was spurious, ~nd that, consequently,
I
Rugonath Row was entitled, to that place in the
Mahratta state which he ctaimed. His situation
more liberal than his opponents
disposed him to
to the British government, a~d the members of that
I
government were thereby quife satisfied of the legality of his title, and the nulli1ty of that of the infant
opposed to him. It was dJsirable that Rugonath
Row should be the peishwa, ~nd therefore his right
must be recognized.* It Jould, notwithstanding,
I
be difficult, even on the grpund of worldly · prudence, to justify their supp~rt of him. Destitute
of means of carrying on war effectually, unless assisted from the other presidebcies, they rushed into
a contest, the object of which! was to support a man,
himself without resources, 'those title to the office
which he ...claimed was at be~t doubtful, and whose

be

I

* It is

remarkable that this contest, as to the rightful succession to the. chief seat of Mahrattaipower, related to an office
which was in itself an usurpation of .rights which belonged to another-a nominal sovereign, who w~s denied the exercise of any
power but that of investing one wHo called himself his servant
with the privilege of governing his thaster.

.
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x. popularity was -about equal to his right. They
further acted in disobedience to the law, which required them, in all matters of peace and war, to act
under the authority of the governor-general and
council of Bengal. When the capture of Salsette
took place, the government of Bombay was not
aware that the controlling government had entered
upon its.functions; but they were informed of this
before the conclusion of the treaty with Rugonath
Row, and as there was no pretence of urgency to
justify their acting without the authority of the government of Bengal, it is clear that they were not
legally justified in so acting. The latter government, ·
however, seemed resolved that rashness and imprudence should not be monopolized at Bombay. They
determined to vindicate their own dignity, whatever
might be the cost to the country whose honour and
interests were in their keeping. Great Britain might
suffer in character as well as in power, but the governor and council of Bombay must be humbled, and
the majesty of their superiors made visible to all
India-and without regard to any consideration but
that of the safety of the troops employed in assisting Rugonath Row, they ordered their immediate retreat. Conduct more petty in its character.
but at the same time more calculated to be widely
mischievous in its consequences, it is not easy to
conceive. It is to the honour of Hastings that he
was not a party to it. He would have reproved
the forwardness of the Bombay government, but,
though as tenacious as most men ~f his own dignity,

I
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he was not prepared to assert it by breaking down
1
the f~bric wh.ich \it was hi~ duty .to uphold. C~ndemnmg the Imptudence with whiCh the connectiOn
.
I
With Rugonath Row had been formed, he was unwilling to commA the greater impruden.ce of risking the honour or the British name and the security of British porer in India for its dissolution.
His counsel was 1. wise and moderate-regretting
the existing state df affairs, his advice was to make
the best of it; but \it was cast away upon men who,
in administering thf affairs of a mighty state, committed themselves without reserve to the guidance
of headstrong passion. Their subsequent conduct
was scarcely less ihjudicious than that which reversed peremptoril~~. and without regard to cir1
cumstances, the course
which had been . taken
I
at Bombay. The tovernment of Bengal, at least
the ruling party in 6ouncil, determined themselves
to undertake the ~onduct of a new negotiation
with the Mahrattas·. \ The policy of this step may
I
.
be estimated from tqe fact, that neither the envoy
nor those who sent\ him knew who was in possession of Bassein, :one of the most important
objects of negotiatifn. A mission thus blindly
undertaken was not• likely to command much
respect; and Colone{ Upton appears, for a time
at least, to have be~Ii the sport of those with
.whom he was sent \to negotiate. Irritated by
the ill success of t~eir attempts to conciliate
the authorities at Pooha, the government of Bengal suddenly determil~ed to espouse the cause of
I

\
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Rugo~ath Ro~.· ~~~y·j~-~o~med'hhb of their ne~Iy-

.
born friendship, ·~nd sumil10ned. an· I~dia to the
. ··_-. ·?attle' on his b~half, when their plans were once
' .r • ~·r more. discomposed. by intelligence that the negotia·.: : . ~·. "tions at -Poona h~d taken.a new turn, .and ·that"' the
draft ·of'a • treaty had b~en agreed .upon. The
cause of Rugonath Row was· then dismissed with
as much levity as it· had been ta~en up, and the
man whom the government of Bengal were about
to place upon· a throne, was deemed unworthy of
a shelte1·, except within the meshes of his enemies.
One claimant of the .chief power in ~he Mahratta
government was thus alienated-from the guardians
of the other all that .~as gained was a hollow and
unsatisfactory accommodation, which nq one could
expect to endure. Such was the statesmanship
which then swa.yed the destinies of British India ;
such were the results of the nomination of its rulers
by parliament.
The terms of the treaty concluded by Colonel
Upton were so vague, that, after they were nominally fixed, the labour of adjusting them remained
to"' be performed. · Even after Colonel Upton's
retirement. from· Poona the work was continued
· by Mr. Mostyn, who was appointed resid~nt there,
an office which he held before the breach caused
by the alliance with Rugonath Row. The resident
too found other· occupation in the intrigues of a
Frenchman, bearing the authority of his own government to negotiate with the Mahrattas. This
•
person, who bore the appellation of tp.e Chevalier

· :_, .? . ·

.

:
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St. Lubhi, was not ·unknown ·i:ti In~ia·. · He had
obtained the confidence ·of the iovermnent of Madras, and had been a main caus~ of producing the
disasters which had attended thfir war ~vith. Hyder
Ali. He subsequently introduced himself to the
ministry of France, ever j~aloJs of the ~xtended
empire of the Engli~h, and e~er ready to annoy
them in their distant possessihns. To them the
chevalier boasted of his infludnce with the most
distinguished potentates of Inaia, of the services
which he had rendered Hyder ~li, and of his intimacy with the Mahratta rajah. The gross ignorance which at that time prevahed in Europe ~n all
matters relating to I~dia led to his being believed
and employe'd. His intrigues /exc!ted the alarm of
the Bombay. government, an'd: that' of Bengal was
apprized of their feelings. The governor-general
immediately proposed that af large military force
should be assembled at Calpee,; to march to Bombay
I
or to such other place as subsequent events or the
will of th~ government of that presidency might
I
determine. The proposal waf the subject of l~ng
and vehement debate, and/ ha~ it been made
somewhat earlier it would ha-ve been defeafed. But
General Monson and General/ Cl~vering ~ere dead.:
Hastings's influenc~ predomihated in the council,
and the proposal was carried./ The force, consisting
of six battalions of infantry, ~ company of artillery,
and a corps of cavalry, was ~laced under the command of Colonel Leslie.
The councils of Poona w(e distracted by com-

l
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ministers'
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.
·~. •,· .to -: .......
•:.-: >"
.... -rated·into~parties,
one·ofi'vhich'espoused
tl:ie' cause
~---,
~
~
!',..
,;~ .. ~· • .'" .. ,.:~~---.:.. ·•• :·
-...
•
.. ';:-;·~;?-:'·.-- ••<if Rugonatlr 'Row.. · )VEitn·:t_h~eri[tJie_-gp\'ert1mi=m_t, of 1
~ ~-;!:.·:
/." \Bom'bay
_;v~s·w~il .disffo~~~:t<i-~co:-6~~1~t~;~aii~ttheil;·• :.
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... ~ • :·t ..... ••... -·"-t-. ..... ~ ......... ··,~:" :"\"! ,._'.J"": •
·•, •_, ..:.-·. ':' • ·'i•views
were
-in· accordance -with"'those'~of:'the'
Court' ·
.""'\. - ~ .·• ..
1... - . . . . .. • : . . ~ ~- ~ - -~·-.]'1
-~
· : · ··--~~·,:. · ~- <?[ :qirectg~s;;~lio had·:~xpr~~~'e~h:!_iss~ti_,~fa~_tiq~ ~.'Yi~_h ·
. • .... .ttpe
.t;;atY.
~op.Cluded·
by
Col!)nef
Up~ori;".m1a~·inti..
.,..
•
• •
.: ..
.. - • . . .. ...
•
• .. .
•
• '
.. ..• •
. '
· . ·. ·•. · .ma~ea that if·:a. fi~ting._ opp6rtun:i~y :~hquld ·~iise for
.. ·._:..·
its abandorim~ilt'it ought to··be.'eifibraced;~··some
••. ·,.articles --~f; t~~- treaty :~yere,:~~uflfiji~<(_.~rid_~ the· ,
- ..· •. ·· ·answer gi¥en •to a, derrrapd, : wh~th(n: .the ·rul~ng, ;
• •
party.intended to :fulfil its_ ·pro'Yiiions,>foas::feg~i-d~d:>
as evasive/. A new agreement)Vis therey.p~ii.formed\..with Rugona,th Ro)v', · differing. 'in~ ·omt' jpiportant,.. ·
,..
•..,
"•
.
..,
.. :
. . . . .r .
'
• point from the former~ ·Rug~nath)tow .•;~as to be ·
~egen£ tnly ·; ~ill_.~t~e' ,~ts. ~f go~ei:diii~nt"~;e~·e to '
pe perf~rmed in· the .name ·of ~he i~f~1it r.eishwa ;r;
and' .its en.tire powe~s s~~rende~e·a: to :·il_ini. on. the
..
.
. .. . ...
;
. . •expiration of his mi:nority.*_' The ·government of
::·
B~ngal had authorized· that of B9mb[:L_(t~- take such. _
" ·. ... ...
. . a c~m~se if the. tern~s of th_e,. tr~aty w.i th · ~he minis:..:·
ters at Poona were not <;omp!ied· with.: :
The detach.ment from Bengal-was a .loi1g:time.on.
.
{ts .march, and u:fifortunately the ..govei·mi1i:mt of
Bombay were to? eager for the commen'?~ment of,;
active operations to wait its ar~ival. They prepared·' '
: '
and put in fuotion. an expe{lition und~r. Qolonel
Egerton, who is stated to hate· been an inefficient
io ••
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A varieJy of intrigues and changes at Poona preceded this
arrangement, but the detail, while· it would oc~upy much space,
would be totally uninteresting to the generality of. readers
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'offi(:ler,* and Whose:' ~~~~ei·s_ were: controlied by a 'cHAP. X ..
-"
.- •. ~.,... "
•
f...
~ '~.
committee of ~?~~ ,._deputN~fo.f T he for<;e ·. plac~d
1
un~er ~his! an_omalous c~l?-t!ol';w~s f~bout ·f~Ul' thousand' strong. It. adyan~ed ·slowly, .was subjecte¢1. to~
great annoyances:fro~ :the~~n~i:ny, a~d in~ a fe~ days
wa~. deprived. of. Lieut~nant~Colod~i :K~y ·and Cap·.
tain Stewart, • two-•of• •its· be~t' - officers.(:
Sick1;ess.
I
.
.
soon compelled Colonel Egerton yo relinquish· the .
command, a circumstance.·in which the army pro~
bably su:ffere~: no 'loss:·. He' was·su~c~eded by Lieu"-. ·
tenant-Col~n~l C9ckburn; but that officer's talents
for command w~·r:e
S!Jbjected to long ~triaL
.
'
.
~
.
Rugonath Ro":',, ·to· stimulate thE) activity· of his
European alli_es,. liaq . suggested' to th.eni tliat no
.
,.-.
..
.
po·wer o[. _cop~e,qll~!l-CE_:l would ··decfare for him till
some._~dvantage_ had been obtainea. The communication had the opposite effect to tl1at which_ he had
intended ; the copnnittee becaine :despondent, and
.. •
1
'
they took the extraordinary reso~ution of simultaneously opening negotiations with the authorities
I'

. pot
.

.

.

I.

* Captain Duff, author,of the History of• the Mahrattas, gives
this opinion .. Colon'el Egerton's cotemporaries seem also to have
held it.
- t In the same manner as the operations' of the Madras a~my
during part of the contest with Hyder Ali.
t Of the latter officer Captain Duff says,l " It is a reniarkab~e
fact that his name is to this day familiar in the Mahratta country ·""
by the appellation of-Stewart Phakavy, which expn;sses something
more than the gallant Stewart, a Circumstance that marks the
strong impression made by his conduct; and what soldier, wherever he may fall, could de.sire a nobler epitaph than that such a
tradition should be preserved by his enemies?" -History of the
Mahrattas, vol. ii. page 367. , ·
' I
··
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of Poona, and commencing a retreat towai·ds their
own territory. It was suggested that it would be
well to wait the result of the negotiation before retreating; but in vain .. - Rugonath Row joined his
voice to those "\yho invoked the committee to pause
before deciding on a step which was certain ruin,
but his efforts were as fruitless as those of others.
The night of the 11th January, 1779, constitutes a dark epoch in the history of British
India. On that night the British detachment,
whic~ had not long before moved in the proud
hope of shortly giving a ruler to the Mahratta
state, turned its back in flight upon the men whose
power it had so recently defied : the heavy guns
were thrown into a tank, the stores burnt, and,
··without an effort to achieve the object· for which
the army had advanced; without an act that
could in the slightest degr~e soften the disgrace
which fnvolved this ill-fated expedition, the British
force commenced its retrograde march. It was
fondly believed that this movement was secret, but
those who thought this knew 'little of _the enemy
with whom they had to contend. Three hours after
the commencement of the march the advancedguard. was fired upon by horsemen, and the fugitives
then became aware that they were not unobserved.
They were soon afterwards attacked in the rear,
and by break of day were completely surrounded.
Throughout that day and the following the English
army w.ere sorely pressed, and the fearful effects of
ill success in an Indian army began to be manifested ·

i
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in nunterous desertions. On\ the 13th further re- CHAP.
treat was deemed impracticable, and it was determined to trust solely to the \effect of negotiation. ·
The Poona ministers demanded the surrender of Ru- '
gonath Row, and his panic-strfck allies would have
complied had they possessed tlie power. Rugonath
Row had, however, taken care ~f his own safety, and '
this additional disgrace was spa~ed them. As the case
was, there was quite enough of shame. A convention
I
was concluded, by which the pe~ceable return of the
British army was secured by the Mahrattas, the Eng'
lish, in return, agreeing that Salsette
and all the re- ·
cent acquisitions from the Mah1~atta states should be '
.
I
restored, and that the Bengal detachment should be
I
- .
ordered back to Calcutta. By a separate agreement
with Scindia, wh~se influence '~as considerable, the
fort and government of Broach wkre to be delivered up
to that chief, and two English genhemen were to be left
as hostages for the performance ~f the engagement.*

* This document is so extraordinar~ a composition, and so
degrading to the British character, that'. the full measure of the
humiliation incurred by the representatives of the government of
Bombay will not be understood without\reference to the transla· '
tion, as published by the Committee of \secrecy of the House of
Commons, Sixth Report, 1782, AppeJdix 130 :-" That ll.fter
falling out with the circar of Mhadero"[ Narrain Pundit Prundfar, we [the English] with an army came upon the ghaut and
rem"ained at Tullagaum, on which you [t~e Mahrattas] ordered a
fighting, and_ we both parties did fight, iq which we [the English]
wete defeated, returned back and enca~ped at W oorgoon with
Dada Sahib [Rugonath Row]. We [the English] could hardly
reach Bombay with our army and stores\; considering which, we.
sent Messrs. Farmer and Holmes to you,l desiring you [Scindia]
would come between us and get the. circa['s and our treaty settled
N2

I

I
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x. This arrangement cost forty-one thousand rupees,
distributed 'in presents. Thus disgracefully terminated the hostile purposes of the Bombay government with regard to the Mahrattas. Morbidly anxious for war with that people, they had commenced
hostile operations imprudently, conducted them without skill, and abandoned .them without honour.
"Succf:)ss," says Captain Duff,_ " that grand apology
for statesmen's blunders, ·had not attended the
as before, and conduct us and the army to Bombay. On which
you did suspend the war ; you came between us and got the circar's and the English treaty ;ettled, and you proposed to con. duct us and the army to Bombay without ·molestation from anybody; you made our escape entirely : all which we took into our
consideration, and are very glad. You are a powerful officer and
·well-wisher to this government, which has· induced us to. keep a
friendship with you ; this came into your mind,. and we were'
satisfied that you made us free from the circar's and everybody's
molestation, and got the treaty settled, as before, without any
defeat from the circar ; therefore we thought we should serve
you, and for which reason have, of your own free will arid acc~rd,
agTeed, under the .King's and Company's seal, to deliver up to
you the fort of Broach with its government, in the same manner
the Mogul did hold it, which fort is now in our possession, and
which we have given you. We further agree that we will, on our
arrival at Bombay, obtain the governor's dustuck, under the King's
seal, to the Killadar of Broach, and deliver the fort and its coim- .
try, in the manner the Mogul did hold it, up to you. · Under
oath, no dispute shall arise in this. This we promise solemnly,
and we have left Mr. Farmer and Mr. Charles Stuart with you as
hostages for the p-erformance of this agreement. We will let no
dispute arise. This we agree to in writing." Such was the
document which EnglishmeR were £<;lund not fl.Shamed to ~ub
sCJ.'ibe. The translation is .evidently made by one little skilled.iiJ.
English, but it is sufficiently clear to mark the degradation of
those who signed it.
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schemes which they had been\ labouring to be permit- CHAP.
ted to attempt. From the time the supreme council
exercised their fresh authoritJt by a precipitate interference, the majority of the lmembers of the Bombay government endeavour d, by argument and
artifice, to bring about their twn d~signs ; and in:,.
stead of taking an enlarged and dignified view of
the national interests and overnment in· India;
I
which would have been an honour to themselves
and a reproach ;o their opp~onents, they lost the
commanding ground on whi~h they stood by following a course which brought about its own un-.
doing." " Their contracted ~olicy," says the same
author, " was directed mere!)~ to carry their point
in favour of Ragoba,* and to \aggrandize ~heir own
presidency. In sending off the expedition, it would
seem as if they had been ac~uated by the puerile
desire of shewing the Beng~l government what
Bombay could do without th~ir assistance." " In
short," he adds, "the Bombay iovernment neglected
opportunity, they overlooked\ changes of circ~m
stance, they desperately sent a handful of men
I
against the strength of the Mahratta empire, and
committed the conduct of an ~nterprise, practicable '
only by celerity, address, and resolution, to men
unfit for such a cltarge."t
·J
I
The slow progress of Colonel Leslie with the
Bengal detachment had been \owing partly to unfavourable weather, but principally to his engaging in

I

Rugonath Row.
I
t History of the Mahmttas, vol..ii. p\ages 379, 380.

*
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x. negotiations and disputes with the chiefs of the
country through which he had to pass. In five
months he advanced only a hundred and twenty
miles ; and his progress was so unsatisfactory as to
lead Bastings, whose· confidence he had previously
possessed, to acquiesce in his recal. Colonel Goddard was appointed to succeed to the command ;
but before the order for effecting this change was
passed, death bad removed Colonel Leslie from the
possibility of being affected by it.
The character of Colonel Goddard's movements
was widely different from that which had marked
those of his predecessor, and he displayed extraordinary tact and judgment under very embarrassing
circumst.ances. He had been exempted by the
goverm:hent of Bengal from the necessity ofyielding
obedience to that of Bombay; still an acquaintance
with the views and wishes Of the latter government might often ·be very desirable. In taking the
field in favour of Rugonath Row, the Bombay government had written to Colonel Goddard, urging
him to advance. On concluding the memorable
convention with the Mabratta state, the field deputies again wrote, advising him that "the face of
things was so materially altered, as to occasion their
marching back to Bombay," and directing that he
should in like manner march back with his army
to Bengal. Three days afterwards they again wrote,
intimating that, upon recollection, they did not
think themselves authorized to give the orders
which they had sent for his . return, and desiring

I
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him to pay no attentio'p to them. He did pay no
attention to them ; hi~ march was pursued with
extraordinary celerity. \ He thus avoided t~enty
thousand horse which h~d been sent from Poona to
intercept him, and arrited with his army in safety
at Surat. His recepti~n by the government of
Bombay was honourabl~ to all parties. He was
I
requested to join in the 'deliberations of the council,
and recommended for thk appointment of comman1
der-in-chief.
I
.
Mr. Hornby, the govJmor of Bombay, was re~
I
solved not to recognize the convention concluded
by the field committee J\ith the Mahnittas, nor to
make the stipulated cessi~ns of territory ; and as
the Poona authorities had been distinctly informed
that the committee had nbt power to conclude ?-ny
definitive treaty, there was\scarcely even the appearance of injustice in this determination. The govern•
J
ment of Bengal, on becom1ng apprized of the transaction, took the same view \of the subject as did Mr.
Hornby. That gentleman
of opinion, moreover,
that the agr~ement with Sc~ndia should be ratified,
and in this view also the gov\ernment o£ Bengal coincided. The conduct of Hdstings-for to him the
chief merit is to be attrib~ted-in relation to the
gross errors committed by tHe government of Bombay, was singularly moderate, \dignified, and judicious.
I
It was most fortunate that at the time he possessed
the power, which he had somdtimes wanted, of carrying his own views into effect. \ His language in refer':'
ence to the cburse which, under the circumstances,

was

\

.
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x. it behoved the government of Bengal to pursue, ·de.:
serves to be qu~ted-. it deserves to be remembered
upon all similar occ~.sions, if similar occasions should
ever occur. " ·Whatever our resolutions," said the
governor-general, " I hope the board will see with
me the propriety of conveying them in such a form
and temper as may give encouragement and confidence to the presideney of Bombay, instead of adding to their depression. They are the in;tmediate
guardians of the Company's property on.that.side of
India; and it is by their agency that ·we must de- ·
fend and support the general rights of the Com:..
pany and the honour of the British nation, unhappily involved, as they appear to .be, in the consequences of their past miscarriages. In an emergency so critical and important, we have, as I conceive, but this alternative-either to transfer the
·power (if we can do it) into fitter hands,· or to render it as complete and effieacious as it can be made
in theirs. To mark our want of confidence in them
by any public act would weaken theirs i~ us ; to load
them with harsh and unoperating reproaches would
indispose them to our authority, at the same time that
it would absolve them from its effect ; and to bind .
their deliberations by absolute and unc01iditional
orders might eventually disable theni from availing·
themselves of any fortuitous advantages which the.
confusion of the Mahratta government is more likely
to offer them than any plan which we could pre-'
scribe to them, or which they could form on the
letter of our instructions. In a word, such a con-.

,

I
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duct, by inflaming the passion~ of. men whom we .CHAP. x.
are not to regard as. exempt from tpe common infirmities of humanity, would pr~ye the surest means
of converting the. powers whi bh were still left in
1
their hands into the instru!nenfs of opposition, and
even of the defeat of the very measures which reI
quire their agency, and. cam;wt be accomplished
without it; let us rather excit~ them to exert themselves for the retrieval"· of t~eir past misfortune§,
and arm them with m~ans adequate to that end-'
restricting their powers wheJ the object is determinate, and perm~tting a mor!e liberal extension of
them in cases which are too fariable and uncertain
I
.
for positive injunctions. Their admission of Colonel
Goddard to a· deliberative se~t
at their board, and
I
the request which they have ~ade to us to allow of
his being appointed to the /chief command, if it
should be vacant, of their f.iiitary establishment,
which would give him an effe~tive voice in the select
committee, present to us ! an occasion of their
adopting the principle which: I have recommended,
with the most ample caution for the safe application '
of it."* These remarks reflebt honour on Hastings's
I
judgment, and being made while under the influence
I
of the bitter disappointment created by the defeat
of objects for which he was ~ore than usually anxious, and with which his rebutation was deeply in'
volved, they exhibit a degree
of good feeling of
I
which he did not always afford an example ; they
I

I

Minute of Governor-g~neral, /Bengal Secret Consultations,
I
24th May, 1779.

*
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x. possess one of the most striking marks of. practical

wisdom; called forth by a particular occasion they are
capable of general application wherever circumstances exist, even remotely resembling thos~ under
which they were delivered.
The confidence expressed by the governor-general
in the government of Bombay, and the forbearance
which he had extended to their errors, were· not
without effect in producing correspondent feelings on
their pint. There were sev.eral points connected
with the mission of Colonel Goddard which were
offensive to them.; but though they remonstrated
against them, their feelings on these subjects neither
diminished their respect for the distinguished commander of the Bengal detachment, nor deprived him
of their cordial co-operation.
Colonel .Goddard was enttusted by the governm~nt of Bengal, in addition to his military powers,
with authority to negotiate a treaty with the Mall..,
ratta state on the basis of the treaty of Poorunder,
the name by which the treaty concluded by Colonel
Upton was distinguished. He entered on his task,
and several months were consumed in negotiatio11s
ending in nothing. Rugonath Row, in the mean
time, had escaped from Scindia, with whom he had.
taken refuge, and was received, though with little
cordiality, by the English commander.
A. n. mo.
In the beginning of the year 1780, General Goddard* put his army in motion. After some minor-

* He had been raised to the rank of brigadier-general by the
Bengal government. The government of Bombay, while admit-
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successes Ahmedabad was taken by assault. This
was followed by intelligence t~at Scindia and Holkar were approaching with a la~ge atid hostile force.
General Goddard advanced to ~ive them battle, but
their retirement defeated his ititention. Scindia, it
appeared, professed friendly vi~ws towards the English, and in proof of his since~ity, he set at liberty
the two gentlemen who had ~een left as .hosta~es
for the performance of the agreement w1th h1m.
This act of generosity was su~ceeded by the dispatch of a vakeel from Scindial with assurances of
friendship. General Goddard professed the like
feelings on the part of the English, and some attempts to negotiate ensued; th, object of Scindia at
that time being to secure to himself the chief power
I
in the Mahratta state. Generil Goddard thought
these overtures evasive, and he t~eated them accordingly. The negotiation, which\ it was the wish of
Scindia to protract, was, by the ,decision of General
I
Goddard, soon brought to an ~nd, and it was followed by an attack upon Scindia's camp. The attack was successful, and the ene~y retired, but imwediately returned and took up the same position as
before.
·
.
In another quarter the arms tQ British govern•
I
ment were directed against the :jY.(ahrattas with signal success. An alliance had be:en formed with the
Rana of Gohud, a district in th~ province of Agra.
The Rana, being attacked by ~he Mahrattas, de·

i

I
of

·

I
ting the merits of General Goddard, objeeted to the rank being
bestowed on him except through them. \

I
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manded aid from his British ally, and a body of
troops, under Captain Popham,' which had been intended to rehiforce the army of General Goddard,
was assigned for the required service. The labours of
the troops placed at the disposal of the Ran a were not
confined to the defence of that prince's territm:y.
Captain Popham entered some of the Mahrattas
districts, and ventured upon undertakings which the
commander-in-chief, Sir Eyre Coote, i·egarded as
altogether disproportioned to the strength of his
force. The first of these was an attack upon Lahar,
a fortified place, about fifty· miles west of Calpee.
The place· was stronger than had been anticipated,
but Captain Popham, having summoned it to surrender, would not withdraw without an effort to
gain possession of it, although he was -unprovided
with the requisite means of conducting a siege.
The guns were too light to have niuch effect; but
a very imperfect breach having been made, it was
resolved to storm. Both the leading officers, Lieutenant Logan and Cornet Gardener, fell before they
anived at the top of the breach; but their plac_e
was worthily supplied by Mr. Odell; a -volunteer,
who mounted the walls, followed most gallantly by
the rest ·of theQparty. They were exposed to a
·murderous fire ; but, notwithst~nding, succeeded in
driving the enemy before them. Dreadful slaughter
ensued on both sides. The enemy defended them·selves with desperation; and it. was not until the
garrison_, which had consisted of five hundred men,
was reduced to their killadar and a mere handful of

I
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his dependents, that quarter was d~manded. The tri..,
umph of the English was brilliant ; but it was purchased
with the loss of a hundreld
.
I and twenty-five
of the brave men to whose gallantry it was attri•
butable..
A still more splendid prize was soon to reward
the enterprising spirit of Cap~.ain ~~o?ham. Gw~l~or.
had been regarded by the natiVe ~mhtary authontles
as impregnable. Such a belief has .existed with regard
to so many places which have afterwards yielded to
I
European .skill, that little regar? is due to Indian
opinions of impregnability. Gwa1ior, notwithstanding, was a place of considerab~e strength, and it
was so situated as to render it: both difficult and
I
dangerous to make the observations necessary previously to undertaking an attackJ Captain Popham
did not proceed hastily. or rashly) He devoted considerable time to the purpose bf ascertaining the
weak points of the fortress. I was built upon
an exceeding high rock-was se~rped nearly round,
and was garrisoned by a thousand men. The part
selected for attack was sufficientiy formidable. The
scarp was about sixteen feet high ; from thence to the
'
.
wall was a steep ascent of about )forty yards, and the
wall which was to be escaladed Jas about thirty feet
high. ·Having made choice of his! point, Captain Popham determined upon an attempt which to himself
appeared not unlikely to end i~ defeat; but " the
object," said he, "was glorious,"/ and he took all the
precautions in his power to fru~trate the disastrous
consequences of a repulse, shohld such be the fate

I

h

I
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x. that awaited him. At midnight, on the 3rd of
mo. August, ladders and all other auxiliaries for
scaling being prepared, the party for the attack was
formed. Two companies of grenadiers and light
infantry led the van ; Captain Popham followed with
twenty "Europeans and two battalions of .sepo.ys.
A battalion, two guns, and the cavalry were· ordered to march at two o'clock to cover the retreat
of the English party, in case of premature discovery, or, in the event of success, to prevent the
garrison from escaping. At break of day the van
arrived at the foot of the scarped rock. The spies
ascended by wooden ladders, and, having made fast
ladders of ropes, the troops followed. Some resistance was offered, but the garrison were intimidated by the unexpected attack, and the assailants,
with little trouble and small loss, were soon masters
of the boasted stronghold of Gwalior. The arrangements made for intercepting the garrison, in case of
their attempting flight, were less successful than
those which had led to the capture of the fortress,
for the greater part of them succeeded in effecting
their escape. Captain Popham was rewarded for
his gallant services, by being promoted to the rank
of.Major.
Before the fall of Gwalior, Hyder Ali had invaded the Carnatic with a· force one hundred
thousand strong. This incapacitated the government of Bengal from rendering any assistance to
that of Bombay. The latter had,. consequently, to
depend on its owi1 efforts, and with very limited
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means the war with the
in that quarter
continued to be carried oJ with considerable vigour.
I
.
General Goddard marched in October to attack
Bassein, and arrived befor6 it by the middle of November.
Finding the pl~ce
very strong, and de,
I
fended by a numerous g~rrison, he determined to
carry on his operations with regularity and precaution. On the morning of the 28th of November,
he had completed a batiery of six guns and six
I
mortars within nine hundred yards of the place,
and, under cover of theit fire, carried on his ap1
proaches to a spot where he erected a grand battery
of nine 24-pounders, whiJh was opened on the 9th
I
of December within five qundred yards of the wall.
Besides these, he had a battery of twenty mortars of
various sizes, which opene~ upon one of the flanks of
the parapet. These prephations were formidable,
1
and they were used with su ch effect, that on the day
after the opening of the 1grand battery an offer of
surrender was made. Sqme difficulty in the arrangements occurred, and 1the firing recommenced;
but, on the 11th, the pla~e surrendered at discretion.
The operations of the tesiegers were covered by
a force under the command of Colonel Hartley.
.
I
The Mahrattas had hoped' to be able to throw succour~ into Bassein, but fidding their attempts abortive, they sought vengeaJce in the destruction of
Colonel Hartley's army. fhey attacked him with a
force of about twenty thousand horse and foot, but
were unable to gain any a~vantage over him. This

i

I
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x. army had been engaged for nearly six weeks in almost
daily skirmishes. It ·had suffered severely f1:om ·
sickness as well as from other causes, and if military ··
renown could be apportioned precisely to merit,
the army under Colonel Hartley would enjoy a
very large share. In reference to this subject Captain Duff ma)\:es the following remark: " The fact
is, that military service in India seems always to
have been commended rather in proportion to
the result, than to the duty performed ; and this
trying and well-fought campaign is scarcely known
even to the gallant army by whom it was maintained."* Captain Duff's remark ought to have had
a much wider operation. The assertion that military labours are appreciated according to their brilliancy or apparent effect, rather than with regard to
their real importance, is true, not merely of the service in India-it is applicable to all military service
wherever performed. Men are naturally struck with
that which is distinguished either by splendour in
achievement or by obvious importance in its results.
The soldier who perishes of disease in a trench
may deserve admiration not less than he who falls
in the breach; but the prominence which circumstance gives to one is withheld from the other.
As far as popular opinion is concerned the evil is
irremediable ; but those who have the responsibility
of distributing the rewards of military merit, whether those rewards be honorary or pecuniary, should
not suffer their judgment to be so far influenced by

*

History of t.he Mahrattas, vol. ii. page 429.
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service, as to render them insensible to the claims
of another equally well entitl~d to praise and reward.
I
Though the soldier may have been necessarily denied
the opportunity of winning \the admiration of the
crowd, he should always fhi.a in his superiors the
judgment to discern his me~its, and the justice to
I
reward them.
1
Th~·_operations of the Brit~sh arms on the west~rn side of India ha~ for some time been eminently
successful; but. the governor-general. was nevertheless most anxious for peace. .This feeling was not
unreasonable. In the Carnatic the war had been
unskilfully conducted; great disasters had been sustained, and the utmost despondency prevailed at
Madras. The government of Bengal, too, naturally
I
•
contemplated with alarm the extent of the confederacy with which they had to contend.Hyder Ali,
I
Nizam Ali, and nearly all the M4hratta powers, were
either openly or secretly engaged against them.·
Hastings had expected to secure ·;the Rajah of Berar
as an ally; but the rajah's friendship cooled in proportion as the success of the En~lish declined, and
.it became obvious that he could not be depended
upon even for neutrality. AmidJ,t all these difficulties, Hastings had to contend with that which had '
so often pressed heavily on his 'predecessors-the
want of funds. He was at this time, • too, more
than usually annoyed and thwarted in council by
violent-and probably with regard, to one, at least,
of his colleagues,- there would be tto
breach of chaI
~-
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x. i'ity in adding- dishonest opposition. Sir Eyre '
Coote was absent from Calcutta-when present, indeea, his temper does not appear to have been
always such as was calculated to smooth the troubled waters upon which he was cast ; but his absence left Hastings without a supporter against the
combined attacks of Francis and Whelm·. The governor-general had taken upon himself the responsibility of conducting the Mahratta war to a successful issue, but those who should have aided wei·e
anxious only to embarrass him. The conduct of his
colleagues, the circumstances by which he was surrounded, all conspired to -make him desirous of
peace ; and the wish of the Bengal government being
communicated to Bombay, the government of that
presidency were. instructed to discontinue hostilities,
on being duly apprized that they were suspended on
the part of the Peishwa, but in the mean time to prosecute the war with vigour. The latter part of these
orders was scarcely fulfilled. General Goddard
marched tg threaten Poona. The Bhore Ghaut was
gallantly attacked and easily carried by Colonel Par. ker, at the head of an advanced party. The·· main
body followed, and the head-quarters of General Goddard were established at the foot of the Ghauts. But
· this demonstration failed in producing the effect anticipated, and no attempt was made to push on to
Poona. The minister of the Peishwa amused Ge. neral Goddard for a time with pretended negotia•. tions, and these being broken off, the general, whose
army . had been greatly harassed, prepared fo1· re-
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· treat. This was effected with consid~rable difficulty,
I
and with great loss of men, stores, I~nd. equipments.
In -the confHcts which took place the British troops
I
lost nothing of honour, but the spirits
of the Mah,
rattas were greatly elevated by tli.e success which
1
.
they had gained.
I
While these events we're in rirogress, the British government had been ende~vouring to strike
an important blow at the powet of Scindia, who
had the reputation of being the · chief fomenter of
the war. A detachment under Colonel Camac had
been dispatched, with the prim.ary object of reinforcing General Goddard ; ~~t its march was
subsequently countermanded, a1id the force under
Major Popham being incorpo~ated . with it, the
whole was placed under the :command of Colonel Camac. The instructions /to that officer empower~d him, if he thoug~t~ it practic~ble. and
expedient, to carry the war m;to the territories of
Scindia and Holkar. To this,' Francis and Whelm·
objected. The governor-general alleged that he
coul~ perceive no objection toi the proposal, except
on the ground of expense, al1 d to obviate this, he
I
offered to furnish the requisitf1 amount from his own
resources. His opponents, however, still resisted,
and it was this subject of dis~ute which gave rise to
the duel between the govern9r-general and Franeis.
The proposed instructions t~ Colonel Camac were
variously modified, in the course of the discus:o
sions which took place ; but finally, Hastings, l;>y
the accidental, or professedlv accidental, absence of
1

I
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I
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x. Francis,· was enabled to carry his ·point.* His
views were afterwards confirmed by the judgment of
the commander-in-chief. But the expedition was
soon involved in· great difficulties. Colonel Camac
had penetrated into Malwa, in expectation of assistance from some neighbomi,ng rajahs, of which he
was disappointed. While encamped at Seronge,
Scindia's army approached with a large train of
artillery. The English army at this time began to
be in want of provisions, and the country being Jaid
waste by the enemy, there was no prospect of procuring a supply. ~In this situation the English camp was
cannonaded during some days, when Colonel Camac
determined to retreat. He effected his purpose in

* The advocate-general, Sir John Day, who appears on several
occasions to have laboured strenuously to maintain peace between
Hastings and Francis, exercised his good offices on this. Hastings, in a letter to Mr. Sulivan, after giving an account of the
interposition of Sir John Day, declares that the latter was the
bearer of a message from him to Francis, insisting on the expedition to ~hich Francis objected, and reproaching him with an
alleged breach of the agreement between them. "Mr. Francis,"
says Hastings, " defended himself for a little while, but at last
'Said, that he should be obliged to absent himself for som_.e time
for the recovery of his health (being at that time seized with an
epidemic fever), but that I might avail myself of the interval to
propose and carry what resolutions I pleased by my casting vote :
all that he wanted was not to be concerned in acts to which he could
not consistently assent." -Gleig's Memoir~ of Hastings, vol. ii. p.
305. In a subsequent part of this letter, Hastings expresses a suspicion. that Francis's absence was not caused so much by want of
health as by a wish for an interview with Sir Eyre Coote at some
distance from Calcutta, which however, it appears, did not take
place. If the statements in this letter be not a tissue of gross
faisehoods, the conduct of Francis was such, that to characterize it
M dishonourable would be to use an indulgent form of expression.
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a soldier-like manner; but having been fm; several
days harassed by the desultory annoyance~ of the
enemy, he resolved to become the assailant, and at'
tacking Scindia's camp, he gained a comple~e victory,
canying off several pieces of cannon, with the greater
I
part of th~ enemy's stores, ammunition,- and baggage.
1
This defeat greatly abated the martial p, ropensities
of Scindia, and he made overtures of pe~ce. After
some months, a separate treaty was concluded with
him, and he at the same time undertook:to interpose
his influence to promote an amicabl~ settlement
of the differences between the EngFsh and the
other belligerent power. Indeed, the E'nglish at this
time evinced rather too great an anx~ety for peace.
All the presidencies were at once prrssing it ; and
General Goddard, who had been ~htrusted with
powers to negotiate, was pursuing t~e same course.
A treaty was ultimately concluded J by Mr. David
Anderson, agent of the governor-general. As may
be supposed, it was little favourabl~· to the English.
All the conquests made since the treaty of Poorunder were renounced, and all the blood and treasure
expended in making them cons~q_uently thrown
1
away. But if the Mahrattas were indispos~d. to acquiesce in the conquests made by their
enemies, they
I
. at . the same time evinced a la~uable i~partiality
by consenting to stipulate for surrendering those
made by an ally. All the conquests made by Hyder
Ali from the Nabob of Arcot, rul well as from the
English,* were to be restored. ;Both parties to the
,_

* These conquests will be detailed i~: a subs~quent chapter.
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x. treaty stipulated that the allies of each should main:.:
. tain peace with the other; and the English were
solaced for the loss of their conquests by the exclusion of all Europea:n traders, except themselves and
the Portuguese, from forming establishments within
the Mahratta dominions. Scindia, who 'YaS surety
· for the due performance of the treaty on both sides,
as well as one of the Peishwa's negotiators, was rewarded for his mediation and his guarantee by the
confirmation of the cession of Broach to him. Some
delay took place at Poona~ but the treaty was finally
ratified there as well as at Calcutta.

I
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/xi.

BEFORE passing to the events which more immeI
diately connect .the Madras : presidency with the
transaGtions related in the l~st chapter, it will be
necessary to revert to some thich occurred in the
period that interv~ned betwe,l:m the subjugation. of
Tanjore and the irruption o;f Hyder Ali into the
Carnatic. The conquest of Tanjore* and the deposition of the I"ajah had be~n condemned by the
Court of Directors, and their displeasure was manifested by the removal of M~. Wynch, the governor
I
.
under whom these acts had taken place. His successor was Lord Pigot, who: had formerly held the
office, and had therein acqui~ed considerable reputation; more especially by hi~ conduct when Madras
was besieged by the French: under Lally.t His instructions were to restore the rajah of Tanjore, under certain conditions; an ~ct extre~ely distasteful
to Mahomet Ali, and whi,bh he opposed with· all
the argumentative power! and rhetorical artifice
which he could summon t9 his aid. He resolutely
asserted his own right to continue in possession, viii.:.
fied the character of the' rajah, pathetically ap'

* See page 30.

I

i" After his return he had bclen created an Irish peer.
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pealed to the services which he had rendered to the
Company and to his own declining years, and urged
the assurances of the Ki:r;:tg of Great Britain, conveyed
"'to him by Sir John Lindsay.- As- a last resort, he
implored d~lay, till' he could bring his case t:mce
more before the Company in Engiand,. but in vain.
The governor, resolved to carry out his instructions,
proceeded to Ta:iljore, and issued a proclamation announcing the restoration of the rajah.
At this time, a man memorable, or rather notorious, in the history of the British connection with the
Nabob of Arcot, first became conspicuous. The Nabob had hinted that if he '~ere dispossessed of Tanjore, his ability to di~charge the debts owing by him
to British subjects would be seriously affected. Immediately after the proclamation of the rajah, a
civil servant of "the Company, named Paul Benfield, intimated that he held assignments on- the
revenues of Tanjore for sums of vast amount, lent
by him to the Nabob of Arcot, and other assignments on the growing crops for large sums lent to
individuals. These allegations were more than suspiCIOus. It was not to be supposed- that Benfield
brought with him to India any wealth, and he had
there enjoyed no opportunity of honestly amassing
any. The scantiness of his -means had not been
assisted by parsimony, for the habits of Benfield
were expensive and ~stentatious, beyond those of
most men at the presidency. The governl?r properly demanded some evidence that the claims were
just, but none was offered that could satisfy any one
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who was not previously prepared
to be satisfied.
I
A majority of the members of tJw government determined ~.gainst the claims, on t~e ground that those
against individuals were not sufficiently made out, and
I.
that the claim against
the NabQb
could not be enter•
I
tained. The. means by which }\Jr. Benfield succeeded
in shaking the opinion of som~: of the pet·sons constituting the majority cannot be told ; but to whatever
cause it may be attributed, a change took place-the
subject ~as reconsidered, andi the board, which had
just resolved against the clai~s, reversed their own
decision, by determining that the crop sown during
the Nabob's possession was his property-a prop~si
tion not deficient in plausibility,
more especially as
I
the government of Madras 4ad recognized his right
by assisting him to take pos~ession of Tanjore ; but
it was followed by another, $ore startling and much
more to Mr. Benfield's pu~pose, namely, that the
alleged assignments of the) Nabob to that person
gave to his demands the ch~racter of public claims.
The govemor had strenuou&ly opposed these conclusions, but his opinion was disregarded, and even his
customary and recognized claim to precedence in the
conduct of the public busin~ss denied and invaded.
This struggle was succe~ded by another. A British resident was to be ap~ointed for Tanjore. Lord
Pigot proposed Mr. Rus~el, a civil servant ; the
majority of the board supported Colonel ·Stuart,
who held the second military command at Madras,
and who was destined b~ the same party for the
appointment of command~nt at Tanjore. The ques-
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tion was violently debated at several meetings,
governor refused the formality of his signature to the
papers necessary to carry into effect the will" of his
opponents, and at length the latter determined to
act without it. The governor was equally bent upon:
maintaining his own rights, and ·upon t~o members
of the board affixing their . signatures to a paper
to which his had been refused, he charged th(=)in with
acting in a manner subversive of the" authority of
the governm€mt. This charge was formally made, and·
as it was irregular for members of the government;.
against whom a charge was pending, to deliberate
· or vote on ·questions arising out of such charge, the
governor was able, by his casting vote, to pass a
resolution, suspending the accused parties, Messr~.
Brooke and Stratton. This gave rise to proceedings not dissimilar to those which shortly afterwards
took place in Bengal. The persons constituting the
former majority seceded, and having forwarded a
protest against the conduct of Lord Pigot, assumed ·
to themselves the rights· of the government, and
claimed the obedience due to a lawful authority.
This was followed by the governor and his friends
declaring all the refractory members of the board
suspended, and ordering Sir Robert .Fletcher, the
commander-in:-chief,* into arrest, for the purpose of
being·brought to trial by a court-martial.
The adverse party followed the example of their

* This most fortunate of officers had again · attained the chief
command, notwithstanding his scandalous conduct in Bengal;
and his insubordination at Madras.
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c~ief with no slow ~or indefisive steps. They determmed to arrest his person, and on the 24th of
August, 1776, the governor of Madras became the
prisoner of certain memb¢rs of his own council.
He appealed to Sir Edw~rd Hughes, the admiral
commanding the squadron in the Roads, for protection, and the admiral de~anded that safe conduct
to the ships should be give~ him. The 'ruling body
inquired whether Sir Ed;ward Hughes would be
responsible for Lord Pigot,:if the request were complied with. The admiral ahswered that he tendered
the requisition in the King's name, and would make
no terms. The acting council replied that they bad
no proof that the Crown kmpowered its officers to
rt_:lquire the removalof any servant of the Company,
in such a situation as that iof Lord Pigot, from undet
the authority of the Co~pany's government; and
the admiral rejoined that ~he case was unexampled,
that he had done his duty! in making the requisition,
·and must leave those who had resisted it to meet
I
the consequences. One ~f these consequences was
lamentable ; the constitution of Lord Pigot, im·paired by age and an Ind~an climate, sunk under the
irritation to which he h~d been exposed and the
restraint to which he w~s subjected, and he died,
the prisoner of those ove~· whom he had been appointed to preside.
1
In the .proceedings whlch led to this melancholy
result, it is impossible ~ot to see that there was
great cause for blame onfboth sides. The majority
of the board having thf right of determining all
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questions coming before them, and the governor hav- '
ing then no legal power to act without his. council,
Lord Pigot's refusal to attach his signature to acts
lawfully done cannot be justified. In a case of
great and imminent danger, state.necessity might
have been successfully pleaded to excuse the iiTegularity; but here there was no ground for such a plea.
Corruption might, indeed, have been let loose upon
Tanjore; but the evil, though great, would not have
been past remedy. The subsequent suspension of
some members of council wa:s an extraordinary act
of power, for which no sufficient excuse can be
alleged; and Lord Pigot appears to have forgotten
that the irregularities of his opponents had been
provoked and countenanced by his own. The design of bringing the commander-in-chief to a courtmartial is inexplicable ; for, however offensive his
conduct might have been to the governor, it does
not seem that he had committed· any military offence. T_hus far Lord Pigot must be admitted to have
acted with imprudence ; but his errors almost disap_pear before the outrageous excesses of his enemies: if
he could not reasonably believe that any overwhelm""
ing necessity called for violent measures; still less
could they. It follows, therefore, that in resisting,
arresting, and imprisoning one who derived his authority to preside over their ·deliberations. from the
same po~er which had given them the right to take
part in them, ·they causelessly violated a plain principle of duty, and.risked the peace and security of an
important settlement for the sake of gratifying their
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own passions. . If the belief that sFch acts may CHAP.
lawfully be perpetrated were to ~e general, no
government could subsist. The governor of Madras
I
had not placed his refractory colleagues in any
circumstances of suffering or of dan~er ; he had not
sentenced
them to death, iniprisoneJ
their persons,
.
.
I
or confiscated their property : he ; had suspended
the exercise of their functions as inembers of the
government ; and though this was n~t a light penalty, ·
it was one which, if their conduct :'would bear examination, they might hope to be telieved from on
appeal.
.'
I
The question, whether one person or another
should be resident at Tanjore, appears a point of
difference so utterly disproportioried to the consequences that flowed from the discussion, that curiosity is stimulated to inquire w~ether there were
I
not some. unavowed motives whicp lent importance
to a dispute of a very ordinary rharacter. It has
been seen that there were certai:d demands upon the
Nabob of Arcot connected with his possession of
Tanjore. How many persons were interested directly
or indirectly in the success of these
demands, it is
I
not easy to Q.etermine; but man'y besides. Mr. Paul
Benfield hoped to profit by the rebognition of the right
of the Nabob to the growing crbp.
Lord Pigot was
I
opposed to the claim, and the I candidate whom he
supported could not be expected· to promote the
I
interests of the Nabob's alleg~d creditors so zealously as the nominee of the rival party in council.
That party had lent itself to ~l1e maintenance of a
I

I
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demand, improbable in itself .and unsupported by (
proof. They wished, therefore, that the ·enforcement of that demand should take place under eyes
not disposed to scrutinize. There is Jittle reason
to doubt that the claim was based in fraud, and
most fitly ·was it sustained by acts of illegal violence.
It has been stated that Lord Pigot was offered
an enormous bribe to defer, for a short time, the
restoration of the Rajah of Tanjore, which he refused. On the other hand, his pro~pt and zealous fulfilment of his instructions has been attributed
to the influence of expectations from the rajah,
similar in character to those which some of"the op- posite party cherished with reference to the Nabob
of Arcot. This, however, has only been asserted,
not proved, and the conduct of Lord Pigot does ll:ot
require the assumption of discreditable motives to·
explain it. There is nothing so' remarkable in a
public officer doing that which he is charged to do as
to make it a matter of surprise. Lord Pi got came to
India with Ol'ders to restore the rajah ; he was himself
the author of the arrangement with that prince
which had been set aside by the countenance offered to the designs of Mahomet Ali, and his feelings were consequently on the side of his duty, It is
possible, too, that he might actually feel indignation
at the conduct of the real or pretended creditors of
the Nabob, and be desirous, on public grounds, of
effectually frustrating their designs. The charge
against him originated ·with his enemies, who were
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themselves labouring undef accusations - equally
heavy and far better sustainekL
It being recollected thai the government of
Bengal now possessed a con~rolling authority over
the other presidencies, an authority which it was not
indisposed to exert, it will naturally be asked how,_
I
in the case of the revolutionary proceedings .at
Madras-for such. they were-'-that power was exercised ? The answer must be~ that it was not exercised at all ; the Supreme- Government remained
inactive, while one of those: subordinate to it was
falling into anarchy. If evet there was a time when
the superintending authority of Bengal should have
been called into action, it -~as this. General Clavering and his . party might be disposed, it may be
. thought, to sympathize with the malcontents at
Madras, whose conduct bore so strong a resemblance
to their own; but Hastingsicould have no such feeling, and where, it must be; asked, was his wonted
energy, at a time when it :was so much required?
Did he propose_interposition, and was he foiled by
the perverseness of his colleagues? Not so-he and
they were unanimous in declining, to interfere, and
his friends claim for him tiD.e credit or the shame Of
having given the tone whiJh, on this occasion, pre- vailed in the council of 'Bengal.* Hastings had
I

I

I

* " Mr. Hastings accordingly ~cquiesced himself, and persuaded
his colleagues to acquiesce in the new arrangements."-Gleig's
Memoirs of Hastings, vol. ii. page 106. The new arrangements
spoken of are those at Madn!,s, consequent on the, violence
offered to Lord Pigot. In a letter to his friend Graham about this
time, Hastings says," On the a~irs of Madras· we are all of one
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always maintained his own rights· as governorgeneral with unyielding pertinacity; why was he so
blind or so cold to. the rights of the governor of
Madras? Though with more of moderation than
some of his colleagues, he had been quite ready to
interfere to restrain the lawful government of Bombay; how came the unlawful government. of Madras
to find such favour in his eyes? If his previous
conduct convicts him of inconsistency, his su~sequent
act~ abun"dantly support and justify the judgment.
He endeavoured to expel from the council of Bengal certain members, on the ground of their having
usurped powers which did not belong to them, and
Lord Pigot did no mqre ; indeed, he did not attempt
so much, for he only suspended his disobedient
. councillors, while Hast,ings declar~d that his opponents had absolutely forfeited their right to sit in
council. It has been seen that Hastings had not
hesitated to join in. controlling th~ government of·
Bombay ; it will hereafter appear that he suspended
the governor of that very presidency, Madras, with
whicli he now declined to interfere, though rebellion held sway over it. Into the motives of this
mind-thank God.":_See Gleig's Memoirs, vol. 'ii. page 113.
Hastings thanked God that no attempt would be made to relieve
the governor of Madras from imprisonment, or to restore him to
his rights-that the usurpers of the powers of the gov~rnment
would continue to exercise their illegal authority undisturbed, and
that the dishonest creditors of Mahomet Ali would, for a time at
least, rest in peace. Such is the meaning of the pious ejaculation
uttered by the governor-general, without doubt in all the sincerity of true devotion.
·•

•
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tenderness it were• vain to inquire. It would be CHAP. XI.
difficult to assign one that could confer honour on
Hastings, and his forbearance but furnishes an additional proof that he :was without any fixed or determinate principles of action-that he had no rule but
expediency-and tha,tI even his expediency was not
of that enlarged anq lofty character which regards
indirect and remote consequences as well as imme. diate convenience-that it was of that kind which
looks not beyond the ~oment, and defies the scruples
of a far-seeing prudence not less than the rules of
abstract right.
At home the proc~edings at Madras excited a
strong sensation, ahd gave rise to much· discussion.
The Court of Directors appear to have been greatly ·
divided. On the 26th of March, 1777, ..the subject A. D. 1777•
•
was brought forward inia
general
court,
when it was
I
.
moved, "that it ,be recommended to the Court of
Directors to take such measures as shall appear to
them most effectual for restoring Lord Pigot to the
full exercise of the powers vested in him by the
commission from the Company, as governor and
president of the settlement of Madras, and for in-:
quiring into the conduct .of the principal actors in ·
imprisoning his lordship,' and dispossessing him of
the exercise of the legal ·powers wherewith he was
invested.'! A ballot was demanded,. which took
place on the 31st, when the motion was carried by
382 votes against 140. I* the Court of Directors,
the feeling)n favour of the deposed governor was
I •
much less strong. It was\ proposed to send out to
I
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Madras a commission· of inquiry and· supervlSlon;
but ·a motion to that effect, made on the 9th of
A.p; 1777. April, was lost. On the lith, it was moved to
restore Lord Pigot and the members of council
who had adhered to him-to pass a censure on
the members who had · assumed, without autho- .
rity, the entire powers of the gover~ment, and to
suspend them the Company's service : but with the
view of conciliating the opposite party, it was pro-.
posed to qualify these acts by placing the restored
inembers of council at. the subordinate settlements,
and by declaring that the governor's proceedings
appeared to have been; in several instances, reprehensible. A sedes of resolutions, embodying these
points, was put to the vote, and the numbers on
each side were equal. In conformity with the rule
which then prevailed, the question was referred to
the decision of the lot, and by that process was carried in the affirmative.* Still the question was not
set at rest. The annual change in the Court of
Directors took place, and at the first court after that
event, the chainnan, Mr. W ombwell, intimated his
intention· of submitting a series of resolutions on
· the recent events at Madras. At a subsequent.
court he moved, and the court resolved, that the
powers claimed for and assumed by Lord Pigot were
CHAP. XI.

* The charter of William the Third prescribed this mode of
deciding questions in case of equality of numbers. By 53 Geo. 3,
chapter 15~, its use was restricted to cases of election to office
or place where there should be more than one candidate : in all
other cases, an equality of votes was to be equivalent to a rejection of the motion or proposition on which the question was put.
0
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" neither known in the constitution ofI the Company,
nor authorized by charter, nor warranted by any
orders or instructions of the Court Of Directors."*
The chairman followed up this blo~ by another.
He moved, " that the proposition to :send Mr. Russel to Tanjore as resident was not wltrtanted by the
I
orders of the Company, nor necessary for the carrying them into execution;" but here ~ccess deserted
him : the motion was losf. The con~ideration of the
I
other propositions of the chairman !was then post. poned; 'imd at a court held on the following day,
I
both parties enjoyed some degree of1 triumph. · The
friends of Lord Pigot· successfully· i·esisted the passing of a resolution, declaring the exc~usion of Messrs.
Stratton and Brooke from council !;trbitrary and unconstitutional ; and they carried two other resolutions, condemnatory of the violence offe1•ed to his
I
lordship, and of the suspension of ~hose members of
council who supported him. On t~.e other hand, the
enemies of the unfortunate gover~or proposed and
c.arried . a resolution condemning: the conduct of
Lord Pigot in receiving certain presents from the
Nabob of Arcot. This act of ~he governor was
clearly contrary to law, and is incapable of defence.
The presents were, indeed, of very trifling value-·
not exceeding a few hmidred poupds-their receipt
was openly avowed in a letter to the Court of Directors-they were bestowed by the Nabob of Arcot,
and towards whom Lord Pigot certainly manifested
no undue partiality; but these cil'cumstances cannot

* Minutes of Court,

21st April, 1777.
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remove the illegality of accepting them, and it is to
be lamented that Lord Pigot should have given his
enemies an opportunity of reproaching him on this
ground. On the 23rd of April the subject again
occupied the attention of a general court, when it
was resolved to adjourn for a fortnight. On the 7th of
May the court again met, and, after much debate, it
was resolved to ·refer to the decision of a ballot a
series of resolutions of an extraordinary character.
They censured the invasion of his lordship's rights
as governor, and acquiesced in his restoration; but
recommended that such restoration should be immediately followed by his recal, in order that his conduct might be more· effectually inquired into: for
the same reason they recommended the recal of the
councillors who had supported Lord Pigot, and also
of those who had opposed him. These resolutions
were carried, on the ballot, by 414 against 317.
On the 21st of May, the case of Lord Pigot was
brought before the House of Commons, and a se:ries
of resolutions favourable to him proposed. . They
were opposed by the ministry, and lost.* The Court
of Directors, on the 30th of July, passed resolutions
designed to give effect to the recommendation of the
general court ; but before the question was decided,
the party principally interested was beyond the reach
of either additional injury or tardy redress. Two
years afterwards the House of Commons addressed

* Lord North did not fail to make use of the argument which
Lord Pigot had been so unwise as to furnish against himself, by
the receipt of presents.

i
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his Majesty, praying that the attorney-general might
be ordered to prosecute Mr. Stratton (then a mem1
ber of the House}, and three other members of the
council of Madras, who h~d concurred in the arrest
of Lord Pigot. A prosechtion was accordingly instituted, and the parties! were cGnvicted. With
reference to the enormity :Of the offence, the judgment of the court was singtilarly lenient ; the defendants, all of them men o~ great wealth, were sentenced to pay a fine of oneI thousand pounds each.
When the Court of Directors determined to recal
Lord Pigot and his council,'. provision was made for
'
i
•
the appointment of what was called a temporary
government, to act pending the proposed inquiry.
It consisted of six members, and Mr. Thomas Rumbold, a director, was to be president and governor. The English had for spme time been engaged
in hostilities with their colbnies in America. The
I
French monarch made common cause with the reI
volted colonists, and war ·.between England and
France ensued. Its operations were extended to
India with extraordinary promptitude and vigour ;
and most of the minor French settlements having
been previously secured, G~neral Munro, early in
August, 1778, advanced with a considerable force
against Pondicherry. The ~ttack was to be aided
I
by a small fleet under Sir ,Edward Vernon, consisting of one ship of sixty guns, one of twentyeight, one of twenty, a slo'op, al}d a Company's
ship. He 'Yas opposed by a .French squadren
under Monsieur Tronjolly, \whom he brought to
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action on the lOth of August, arid, after a ·conflict
A. D. 1778. of some duration, put to flight. .It was expected by
the ·English that the fight would be renewed on the
following ~ay; but the French commander, who had
taken refuge in Pondicherry, entertained no such
intention; and-after eluding for several days the
attempts of Sir Edward Vernon to bring him again
to action, he followed the example of some of his
predecessors under similar circumstances, by escap. ing from the coast with his ships, and abandoning
Pondicherry to its fate. In the meantime· General
Munro had taken possession of the bound hedge,
and cut off afl communications with the surrounding
country. · On the 6th of September he broke ground,
and ~m the 18th opened a vigorous fire from twentyeight pieces of heavy artillery· and twenty-seven
mortars. The garrison, under M. Bellecombe, made
a gallant defence, and their efforts, aided by the
state of the weather, considerably retarded the progress of· the assailants ; but point after point was
lost, and the English commander, having surmounted
many of the difficulties with which he had to contend, determined on a general assault. This was
prevented by a proposal to capitulate on terms made
on the day preceding that destined for. the attack.
The . proposal was accepted, and Pondicherry thus
passed once more into the possession of the English.
The terms granted were extremely favourable to the
besieged. . The European part of the garrison was
to be sent to France, and the sepoys to be dis'"
banded. The whole wer~ permitted to march out
CHAP. XI.
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with the honours of war, a~d the regiment of Pon- _CHAP.
XI.
_,
dicherry was allowed to ret~in its colours.
An expedition dispatche9. under Colonel Braithwaite against Mahe, .on t~e coast of Malabar, was
not less successful than thatiagainst Pondicherry, and
1
the conquest was far more easily attained. MaM
surrendered before a gu~ was fired against it.
But Colonel Braithwaite,' being ordered to join
General Goddard, the place was, after a few months'
possession, abandoned ; th~ guns were shipped off
to Bombay, and the f01·t bl~wn up.
Hyder Ali had formally protested against any
attack upon Mahe, and ;its capture was consequently very offensive to him. This was not the
only cause of dissatisfaction··' afforded by the English.
I
The attempt of a British fdrce to pass through part
I
of his territories tended to1 increase his displeasure.
The circumstances which led to this attempt require
I
,
to be briefly narrated.
In the arrangement made with Nizam Ali for the
transfer to the English of the Northern Circars,* it
was provided that one of them, named Gunto~r,
should remain in possession of the Nizam's brother,
Basalat J'l:lng, during his Ffe. Basalat Jung subsequently gave uneasiness to the Madras government by receiving a body ;of French troops, and a
-reference was made to B¢ngal for instructions on
the subject. The answer authorized the Madras
government to demand the dismission of the French
troops, and to prepare to support the demand by the
I

* See Vol. i; page 544.
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presence of an armea fo!'Ce on the frontier of Basalat
Jung's territory. If compliance with the demand
were refused, that prince was to be informed that
possession would forthwith be taken of Guntoor, and
a negotiati~n opened with the Nizam for its immediate cession to t}le Company upon such terms as.
might be agreed upon. The government of Madras
hesitated, and, after some consideration, determined,
'instead of applying to Basalat J ung, to address the
.Niza~, calling upon him to compel his brother
· either to dismiss the French from his service, and
trust for the protection of his country to the English, to whom .the reversion belonged, or to allow
them to occupy the circar at an annual rent. The
determination to negotiate with the Nizam appears ·
to have b~en taken on the ground that Basalat
rt
.
•
J ung was no party to the treaty; but before carrying it int_o effect, it was thought proper to com•. mrinicate the intention of government to the Nabob
of Arcot. Mahomet Ali strongly objected to negotiating• with the Nizam, and proposed to send a
vakeel from himself to manage the business with
·. Basalat J ung. The government of Madras,· however, persevered in applying to the Nizam, and his t
answer was most courteous. He alleged that the
force entertained by his brother was not exclusively
French, though a Frenchman might have the command, but contained Germans, Dutch, English, and
Portuguese, wbo had deserted from various places.
He assigned as reasons for employing them, that the
dependents of Basalat J ung were disobedient and
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powerful, and that his country was bordered by the CHAP. xr.
territories of Hyder Ali Kha~; but he added, that
as the retention of these foreigners in the district of
Guntoor seemed to give uneasiness to his British
I
•
ally, he had sent a person of distinction to get them
removed, and to stop the reJ,enp.e appropriated to
their support. " Every article and condition of the
treaty between ris," said the gracious prince, " shall
remain' fixed and unaltered, even in a hah·'s breadth."
This letter•was received soon after Lord Pigot's.
second assumption of the gov~rnment.
The d~plomacy of the " person of distinction," if
such person were sent by the Nizall). to his brother,
produced no satisfactory results ; for nearly three
years after the period of the Niz.am's communication,
Mr. Rumbold, who then held :the ,office of governor,
complained that French troop~ were still entert'ained A, D. ms.
in Guntoor, and that they were recruited _under the
protection of the governor of Pondicherry.*. The ·•
commencement of the war between England and
France naturally quickened the observation• of the
Madras government, which, till a very short tim~
before, had been so distracted by disunion as tci
leave its members no time to~ spare from the care
of their personal interests for those of the public.
About this time, too, Basalat ;Jung felt, or affected,
some alarm at the strength :of the French party.t
I

. .

* Governor's Minute, Fort St. Ge~rge Military Consultations,
lOth July, 1778.
t '.' Basalat Jw1g has expressed himself illleasy at the consequence it [the French partyJ has ass~med, which is even become
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Both parties were thus prepared to i1egotiate, and a
treaty was concluded, by which the Company were
to rent Guntoor of Basalat .Tung during his life, for
the sum which he had previously realized from it, to·
be ascertained from his accounts. He on his part
was to dismiss his .French troops, and the Company
were to assist him with such a force as might be
necessary for the purposes of defence, revenue, or
dignity, the charges to be defrayed by Basalat J ung.
Soon after the conclusion of this treaty, fears were
entertained that .Hyder Ali, who had made some
conquests in the vicinity, was about to add to them
the territories of Basalat J ung, and the English government, in consequence, resolved to send three
battalions of sepoys, a company. of artillery, and
some field-pieces,. for their protection. This· force
was placed under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel Harpur, and was to proceed from Guntoor to
A doni, the capital of Basalat J ung's other dominions in the Deccan. Basalat J ung expressed great
joy at its approach, and took the pains of pointing
out a particular route ·as the most eligible. This
route Colonel Harpur subsequently discovered led
him several days' march through the territories of
.Hyder Ali, and the servants of that potentate for~
bade his advance. One of them, in answer to an
application from the English commander, wrotedangerous to himself. We hope and expect, from his assurance,
that he will unite with us as far as he can in subduing it."-Letter
from Government of Fort St. George to Court of Directors, 17th
· October, 1778.
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"I have received your letter, in I which you acquaint
I
me, that as a sincere friendshiP; exists between the
Nabob Hyder Ali Khan and the; Company, you pro.:
pose marching the troops und~r your command to
Adoni through Durnall and Atc6ur, which I understand. It is as manifest as the; sun, that a sincere
friendship exists between his ~xcellency and the
Company, and that they have nb separate interests;
I
it is, therefore, my duty to pay a r~gard to the friendship they have for him : yet yo).l will march your
troops by another road, that this friendship may be
preserved ; for there are sepoys stationed in that
country, and some disputes and· quarrels may take
place between your men and the'se sepoys, who are
of a very quarrelsome dispositio~~ I have so much
I
regard for our friendship, that I would not wish this
to happen."* Another of Hyder Ali's officers informed Colonel Harpur that their master had given
express orders that the English I force was not to
march through his dominions. Notwithstanding
these intimations, Colonel Harpur was instructed by
his government to advance, and he continued to
do so till his detachment was in danger of being
surrounded, when he retired within the circar of
Guntoor.
I
While these affairs were in proJress, the government of Madras had been maintai,ning a mission at
the court of the Nizam, under th~ management of
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* Letter from. Meer Reza Ali Khan Bahardur to Colonel Harpur, in Appendix No. 88 to Second Rep'ort of Committee of.
Secrecy, 1781. ·
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Mr. Hollond, a civil servant of that presidency. One
of the objects of this mission was to ascertain the precise views of the Nizam with regard to the distracted
politics of India; another, to endeavour to remove
uilfavourable impressions as to the conduct of the
British government in supporting Rugonath Row,
to whom the Nizam was violently opposed. In subordination to these primary purposes, he was to give
such explanations as might be necessary in relation
to the negotiation with Basalat Jung, and the occupation, by the English, of Guntoor. He was also
to explain the cause of an act which had taken place
of a nature likely to be very offensive to the Nizam-the withholding of the peishcush, or tribute,
due from the Company to the Nizam on account of
the northern circars. This was to be ascribed to the
encouragement given by Basalat J ung to the French,
and the Nizam was to be assured of punctual payment
for the futurf3. Such were the instructions issued to
the English agent on the 22nd of February, 1779.*
On the 5th of June following, the governor of Madras
recorded a minute, in which he declared that he "had
always considered the peishcush paid by the Company to the Nizam as disgraceful to them, and an
acknowledgment which" that prince " had ilo right
to demand. The grant from the Mogul," continued
· the governor, " was free and unconditional for the
five circars, and the receiving them afterwards as a
grant from the soubahdar Nizam Ali Khan, on paying him. an annual peishcush, was a sacrifice of the

* See Second Report, ut supra.
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~ Company's rights."* The governor's view of the
subject was supported by reason, but his practical
application of it can only be: characterized as dishonest and disgraceful. " The time," said he, " seems
favourable to throw off so hea}vy a burden," and accordingly he proposed that it khould be thrown off,
altogether, if possible ; but if this could not be
I
effected, a strenuous effort was to be made to reduce the amount. The governor's colleagues en'
tirely approved of the recommendation
of their
chief, and Mr. Hollond was instructed accordingly.
The governor 'had observed th~t the opening of the
business to the Nizam would r~quire much management on the part of Mr. Hollond, "who must,"
said he, "by. turns soothe and work upon his apprehensions as occasion may requilre."t The agent did
as he was required; but Nizam Ali was neither to
be soothed nor alarmed into the su~render of his
peishcush. He declared that, if denied, he should
forthwith prepare for war ; ahd, in desiring that
Mr. Hollond would immediately report at Madras
the result of the application, he observed that, if
there were any delay in forwarding an answer from
the English government, he mikht possibly advance
upon Colonel Harpur. t The Nizam had previously
I
expressed great dissatisfaction 'Yith the negotiations
entered into between the British government and
.

I

I

* See Second Report, ut supra.
i
t Ibid.
i Letter from Mr. Hollond to Govern~r and Select Committee
of Fort St. George, 26th June, 1779.i Appendix No. 119 to
Second Report.
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r CHAP. XI. Basalat J ung, and however soothing. the mode of

advance, the demand for the surrender of the peishcush was not calculated to restore the prince's equanimity, or to dispose him to regard the other acts of
tlie English go;vernment with favour.· That such a
course should have been taken at a time when the
Company's affairs in India were surrounded by
difficulties-that it should have been adopted for
the avowed purpose of escaping some of those difficulties, for this was the pretence of the governor of
Madras, are facts scarcely credible. The folly of
SJich· policy is not less apparent than its dishonesty.
It threw among the raging· elements of discord a
new one, more active than the rest. The northern
circars, indeed, seem to have been rocks on which
the common sense of the statesmen of Madras was
destined to be wrecked. One set of rulers, with
an enemy at their feet, had voluntarily and without
necessity agreed to render him tribute for these districts; their successors, as shamelessly as imprudently, proposed to annul the contract, and thus
gave offence to a powerful prince at a .time when,
through the wide expanse of India, the British
government was almost without a friend.
On these proceedings of the Madras government becoming known at. Calcutta, the governi
ment of Bengal deemed it necessary to exercise
their controlling authority.
A letter was addressed by the latter government to the Nizam,
lamenting that "_the negotiation had been imperceptibly carried beyond the limits originally pre-

.

~
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SCnbed to it," and that some ~ropositions had been
made to his " highness whichI he had received as
demands, and misconstrued them into an intention
to depart from the treaty subJisting between" him
" and the Company."* Th~se suspicions it was
sought to remove by an assurdnce that the government of Madras had never entertained such an intention ; and that, as a proof of the friendly feelings
of the supreme government, Mr. Hollond had been
directed to suspend the business of his commission
till he should receive from tl]lat government further instructions. These acts of the government
of Bengal were communicated' to that of Madras,
where they excited the strongest feelings of indignation. They determined to recal Mr. Hollond
from the court of the Nizam. , This was proposed
by Sir Thomas Rumbold. t That governor soon afterI

1

* See Appendix No. 124 to the Second Report, ut supra.
t The governor had now become a baronet. As no more convenient opportunity may occur of noticing the facts, it may be as
well here to state that Sir Thomas Rumbold returned to England
with an immense fortune and a tainted character. His subsequent
history forms no part of that of India, but it was too remarkable
to be altogether passed over. It was asserted, and generally
.eelieved, that a portion at least of -his vast wealth had been
accumulated by corruption. Little interest would now "be felt
in an investigation of the evidence, and [little satisfaction could
be attained. It may be sufficient to obs~rve that several of the
acts of Sir Thomas Rumbold were sev.erely condemned by the
Court of Directors, and in so serious a light were the offences
regarded, that he, together with his succ~ssor, Mr. John Whitehill, and Mr. Peter Perring, member of ~ouncil, were dismissed
the service. At the same time two other civil servants were incapacitated from sitting in council, without express orders, and
the conduct of General Munro on certdm points was declared
I
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--~ards quitted India, leaving behind him a minute,
•
recommeJ?-ding that the r~cal of Mr. Hollond should
be followed up by his suspension from the service.
The recommendation was adopted by the new president, Mr. Whitehill, and carried into effect. Mr.
Hollond; however, did not quit the court of the
Nizam, being retained there by the government of
Bengal as their representative.
In the meantime Basalat J ung, intimidated by
to deserve· the strongest marks of the court's displeasure. The
langnage of the despatch in which these resolutions are conveyed
is remarkable. After censuring General Munro, the court continues: "But as those subjects were foreign to the general's military profession, as we cannot suppose he was influenced by corrupt
motives, and as the military conduct of General Munro has been
highly meritorious, we shall not, on the present occasion, proceed
further than to express our disapprobation of his conduct on the
occasions before mentioned."-Letter to Government of Fort St.
George, lOth January, 1781. The special exemption of General
Munro from the suspicion of corrupt motives appears to imply
that those less leniently visited were not, in the judgment of
the court, free from corruption. With regard to Sir Thomas
Rumbold, some very strange facts connected with an agent of
the governor's, named Redhead, were elicited by the inquiries of
the secret committee of the House of Commons, and recorded in
their Second and Third Reports, 1781. The celebrated Henry
Dundas, afterwards Viscount Melvme, took the' lead in these
inquiries, and Sir Thomas Rumbold, together with Mr. "Whit~
hill a.r1d Mr. Perring, were threatened with penal proceedings.
The matter was, however, suddenly and unaccountably dropped,
and the ex-governor of Madras, branded by the heaviest punishment which his employers could inflict, scathed by the withering
exposures of a parliamentary committee, and surrounded by the
expressions of public indignation, was permitted to enjoy his
wealth, whether well or ill acquired, in peace. A minute examination of the conflict of party and personal interests at the
time might throw much light on these :proceedings; but this is
not the place for such examination.
.
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Hyder Ali and the Nizam, had stopP,ed the march.
of Colonel Harpur, for wh,ose advancb he ~ad previously been so anxious, and demande~ the restoration
of Guntoor. The' government of M1dras :refused to
comply with the demand ; but on fhis subject, as
well as on that of the peishcush, the government
of Bengal took a different view, diJecting that <the
treaty with Basalat J ung should ~e annulled and
Guntoor restored.
These orders found the govern~ent of Madras
surrounded by difficulty and dismf.y. Sir Thomas
Rumbold had quitted India, assuring the Court of
Directors " that .every thing was Juiet in the Carnatic ;"* " that he was inclined to fhink they should
remain in peace ;"t and that " h~ could speak with
confidence, that there was no Hkelihood, at that
time, of any troubles on that si~e/of India."t Long
before the date of these soothmg .assurances, both
I
the language and the acts of Hyder Ali had manifested his hostile intentions t~nirards the English.
The governor himself had felt a~xiety; he had dispatched a special messenger§ to/ ascertain the feel,.
ings of Hyder Ali, and the resuLt had not left them
~oubtful.
Another mission Joirowed, and this. was
f . !~~
~
treated with contempt and colitJimely. Yet Sir
Thomas Rumbold, in the last nJinute which he ever
recorded, congratulated himself that all was tranquil, and that no disturbance of the calm was to be

I

.

* Letter, 21st January, 1780.

I

1

t Letter, 7th February, 17 80.

/
§ The distinguished missionary, Swartz.
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CHAP.'
'apprehe~ded. _; ..fh~~,'-~b/.his ::i~st. ~~ct: of· authority, .,
. • giving count~~aiice ;tb "a ":deiusion which he could
n~t belieje, ;~t~e· g~veri1o!·~ ~iv~sted ·himself of the
cares . and r;spm:isibilit}es of ~dle, ~nd bent his
course homewatd in search of ease and enjoyment.
His successor Mr. Whitehill slumbered on, luxuriating· in those dreams of peace and safety which the
retired govern-or had. shadowed •fortll. They were
sometimes invaded by reports of the gathering of
~
~
..
Hyder Ali's force, and of their approach to ravage
:tnd destroy; ' but the:governor still slept.. The Nabob of Arcot had intelligence of what. was approaching, and cbmmunicated it to the British government,
but
... without effect. Time flowed on, and the sources
of alarm multiplied. From every quarter, reports of
•
threatened invasion and complaints ·of inefficient
means of defence rushed in; but no measures
of pre.
caution were taken. Some of the colleagues of the
governor would occasionally suggest the necessity for
a more active cours(;l ; but the torpor of their chief
A.D. I7BO., was not to be overcome. At last, in the middle
of June, some symptoms of reviving sensation, feeble as they were tardy, began to:appear, and the governor coolly informed the select committee; that, :ts
there were various reports concerning Hyder Ali's
movements and intentions, he thought it ·a proper
measure, in case of any disputes in the Carnatic,
.that the detachment sent with a view to the protection of Basalat J ung, • formerly commanded by
Colonel Harpur, then by Colonel Baillie, should
recross the Kistna.
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than~ ni~ni~~
. .~~i~€if t~~J\:~r:~.~a~leo"d, ~ho

More.
CHAP. xr.
.
·. ..-· - - .,.
.. .
commanded a king's
. "· r.egiment,:
p. . J deemed·
. . . . . l.. it.. 'his
• . . duty .•
to represent. to th~ goyemor-•• tliat_ She ,.report .'of
Hyder Ali's invasion might ~e true: and that, at all
events; some measures ougHt to be .:.taken to oppose
him. Mr. Whitehill, wit!l philosophic calmness,
replied, " What can we dd ? we have no money;"
but, to console the.. impatierlt soldier,<;';he added, "we
mean, however, to assembiJ ~n army, and y:ou are to
command it." The designj of assembJh~g "an army
without ~oney seems on a ~ev~l, in point of rationality, with the postponeme't of such a measure till
the enemy was almost at fhe gates of 1he British
presidency. On the evening on which this conv~r
sation was held, intelligenc~ arrived which deprived
the governor of the powet of speaking hypothetically of the existence of 'jk desp~ilers" in the Carnatic. It was ascertained that Porto Novo, on the
coast, and Conjeveram, notl fifty miles from: Madras,
·had been plundered by the ien~my. Hyder Ali commenced his irruption with all those circumstances of •
horror with which his appJarance as an enemy was
I
invariably attended. Around every place which he
destined to fall before hiJ he drew a circle, within
whic~ all was consigned t1 d.esolation. The t~wns
and villages were soon wrapt m flames, and the mhabitants peremptorily required to depart with their
flocks and herds. If by thJ influence of local attach•,.
ments, so powerful in thel breast of the natives of •
India, any houseless wan~erer presumed to linger
near the spot where recep.tly he had a home, and
~
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where his fathers had resided from a period anterior
to all record, his disobedience was punished by the
mutilation of his p'erson.
By the government of Madras some feeble efforts
were made to procure money, to secure the possession of important forts, and to combine an army too
much scattered to act effectually. But weakness, or
something worse, continued to paralyze their measures. +t was. determined that the commander-inchief, Sir Hector Munro, a general who had gained
some fame in India, should not quit the presidency.
The command was to be entrusted to Lord Macleod,
who appears to have been an intelligent and meritorious officer, while Sir Hector Munro was to remain at Madras, to secure to the select committee
the benefit of his military judgment. It was the
opinion of the CO!llmander~in-chief that the army
should assemble near Conjeveram. Lord Macleod,
admitting that this might have been a proper arrangement before the inv!!-sion took place, maintained that, for various military reasons, it was then
inexpedient, and shrunk from the responsibility of
executing plans widely at variance with his own
judgment. Sir Hector Munro, thereupon, consented
to take the field. He arrived at Conjeveram on the
29th of August, and took the command of a force
about five thousand strong. The detachment in
,Guntoor, under Colonel Baillie, was. to join him
'there. To frustrate this .junction, Hyder Ali dis·patched a force under his son Tippoo, ,and he soon
..afterwards broke up his camp before Arcot, which

-~
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- place he
previously invested,/ and posted his own CHAP. XI.
force abo\ V\six miles to the westward of that of Sir
Hector Munro. On the day ~n which Hyder Ali
took this position, the force un~er Tippoo Sultan attacked Colonel ~aillie, though +th~ut_ success. But_
the enemy contmued to haras:s lum ; and Colonel
Baillie informed Sir Hector Mdnro that he doubted
of his being able to effect a j~mction. To aid in
removing the difficulties in th~ way of this object,
Sir Hector Munro, on the J,}ig~t of the 8th of
September, dispatched, under the command of Co- A.D. 1780.
lonel Fletcher, a detachmen~ amounting to one
thousand men, and forming thbI . flower of the army.
This measure has been severefy condemned by military authorities, as imprudently
weakening . the ·
I
main army, and exposing the most valuable part
of it to be cut off in detaiL*/ That such a result
did not follow will. excite astdnishment, when it is
kn~wn that the intelligence /departme~t of Hyder
Ah.s army was so perfe~t, th~t he was mformed of
every particular connected w~th the movements of
the British force; while all those on whom the English relied for information w~re in the pay of their
enemy. Nearly every thinJ connected with the
march of the English detach~ent was as well known ,
to Hyder Ali as to those b~ whom it was planned,
and the watchful ruler of My;sore prepared to intercept it. . The sagacity of qolonel Fletcher disappointed the expectant chief 6f his prey, and ensured
the .safety of the detached p~rty. Suspecting, with
I

' E•peoi•lly by

Cjlond Wilk"
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reason, the integrity of his guides, he sud.'good
denly changed his route, and escaped the fate which
had been prepared for him. Early on the morning
A. D. I7BO. of the 9th of September he joined C~lonel Baillie,
thus giving to the troops under the command of the
latter officer ·an increase of confidence, of which
they stood greatly in need.
·~
Hyder Ali was tp.ot less astonished ~han displeased at the successful passage of Colonel Fletcher. It still
. more
. confounded the officers of the
' .
Frerich party, which had been dismissed by Basalat
Jupg; and who, after sojourning for a time with the
Nizam, were now in the service of Hyder Ali. By
them the movement of Colonel Fletcher was regarded
as part of a series intended to bring Hyder Ali's army
between those of Sir Hector Munro and Colonel
Baillie,· and they advised immediate retirement.
Hyder Ali took a different and more co~rect view,
and determined to maintain his ground.
In the evening the for<;e under Colonel Baillie
began to march. Hyder Ali had prepared for this
step. He had sent off the gTeater part of his infantry and guns, remaining himself with his cavalry,
ready either to protect his camp, or to aid any
·attack that might be l!lade upon Colonel Baillie.
Very soon after the British force was in motion it
·was challe~ged by the enemy's videttes, and the
"challenge being answered by a platoon from the
·advanced guard, its m~rc4 became known to the
enemy. For several miles its progress was interrupted only by rockets and a few. irregular troops,
CHAP. XI.
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but the flanking parties preven~ed much mischief CHAP.
arising from these attacks. .Alt length a heavy..
body of horse was observed a,~proaching~ in the
direction in ·which the baggag~ was placed, and
some guns, which they had cdvered, opened. A
halt took place, for the purpose /of making a better
~isposition for the security of the baggage, and ?party w~s dispatehed to seiz~, /the guns ·; its progress was intercepted by a deep trench, which had
been cut with avjew to the irtigation of the land,
but which now formed a defef~e to ·the en~my's
troops and guns. The latter were, however, sile11ced
by the superior execution of +e English artillery ;
and all reason for delay being 31t an end, every thing
I
,.
was prepared to continue tlte march. Colonel
I
Baillie, however, determined to prolong the halt,
The reason of this has never b~en explained, and it
has generally been regarded as/ the master error of
the day. Had he continued his march, there seems
little doubt that he wo~ld eith,r have actually joined
Sir Hector Munro, or at least ~ave advanced so near
to him, as to have ensured all the advantages ex:..
I
pected from the junction. The delay enabled the
enemy's cannon to be·withdrakvn to a point w]lere
they could again be .employed in embarrassing the
English force; it, allowed til~e to Hyder ·Ali to
become apprized of their situJtion, and to take his
measures accordingly.*
1
·

"

1 the War in Asia," it is
entitled, " Memoirs of
I
stated t?at Colonel Fletcher, being ~sked by some officers why
Colonel Baillie halted, answered that Oolonel Baillie was an officer

* In a work

I
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Soon after the march recommenced the enemy'
opened a fire from a few guns at 'a considerable distance. • The British commander again halted, ·and
dispatc~ed a body of sepoy gren~d.iers to attack the
'guns. They gained possession of,some ·of them, and
put to flight the party by whom they were defended,
1fhen the cavalry of Hyder Ali appeared in sight,.
covering the plain like a cloud, and threatened to
.
cut off the return of the British party, which there-·
upon retired., Hyder
.. Ali had left his camp without
striking his tents. The movement of. his cavalry
was only designed to mask the advance of his inlantry and artillery, and Colonel 'Baillie found himself exposed to an attack from the whole force of
the enemy. More than fifty pieces bf cannon opened
on. the British corps, while caval!y and infantry
almost innumerable presseft it on every side. Ten
British field-pieces indeed returned the more nu•
merous fire of the enemy with powerful effect while
ammunition lasted ; but this at last failed-a result
accelerated bf the explosion of two tum~rils which
were exposed to the enemy's shot. Repeated charges
of the enemy .were met and sustained"With a steadiness highiy ·creditable to tpe troops, and the· Euro4

~

I

•

of established reputation, and that he ~had no doubt reasons for
his conduct. q What those ·reasons could be it is difficult to
conceive. Colonel Wilks appears to lend his authority to the
J'onjecture that Colonel Baillie was influenced by " the expected
distinction of exhibiting in the morning the junction of his corps
without the loss of any'of its equipments, a credit of which he
might be deprived by errors inseparable from the obscurity of the
night."
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peans cried out to be led on. /To the last these
gallant men maintained their order. The sepoys
g~·adually . fell int~ confusion, s~me •prepari~g for
flight, others keeP..mg up a des}lltory fire, without
object or effect. AJl being lost, dolonel Baillie went
forward waving his handkerchiJf as a demand for
quarter, and supposing his reqrlest complied with,
he ordered his troops to lay doJn their arms ; but
the savage host arrayed against them continued long
afterwards to slaughter th~ir ~Jw unr_ysisting foes.
Col~nel Wilks says, " Hyder's! ~oung so~diers, i.n
particular, amused themselves )With fleshmg thmr
swords and exhibiting their sklll on men already.
most inhumanly mangled, on t~e sick and wounded:
in the doolies, and even on wpmen and child_ren;
and the lower" .9rder of horseJ.en plundered. their
victims of the last remna~t of cl~thing."
Nothing remained to relieve · the gloom of
this ill-fated day but the 1ecollection of the·
gallant conduct of the .defeated corps, and more
I
especially• of the European part of it. Colonel
'
I
•
Baillie displayed fe>v of the qua!lifications of a com~mander except courage ; but
this he was not deficient. Eighty-six British officers were engaged
in the conflict; of these, thirt)~-six lay dead on the
field at its termination, or sub~equently died Of the
wounds which they received; thirty-four more were
wounded, but not mortally, a~~d sixteen only sur-11
rendered unwounded. Among the killed wa~ the
gallant Colonel Fletcher.
Jl
The worst was yet to come The soldier knows
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that his profession calls him to privation, fatigue,
danger, suffering, and possibly to death. In camp
and field he looks on these as ordinary contingencies ;
but when the deadly strife has ended, and the sword
of the conquered has been lowered in submission to
the victor, the usages of all civilized countries entitle
him to expect that the offices of humanity will be
interposed to alleviate the so:r;rows of his situation,
and, as far as practicable, to render even captivity
tolerable. With the usages of civilized nations
Hyder Ali was little acquainted, and he was uninfluenced by that natural generosity which has
sometimes thrown a lustre over barbaric conquest
more brilliant than the conquest itself. Seated in
his tent, the ruffian conqueror regaled his eyes by
having his pr-isoners paraded before him, while from
time to time the heads of the slain were deposited at
his fe~t. The sequel was worthy of the commencement ; every indignity that malice could devise,
every privation that cruelty could inflict, awaited the·
unhappy Europeans, who were destined for years to
remain the p~isoners of Hyder Ali.
The memory of these atrocities is preserved in
the personal narratives of some of the sufferers;
and the general character of the treatment sustained· by the English prisoners will be shewn by a
brief extract from one of these, written by Lieutenant Melvill, a king's officer,* whose left arm was

* At a later period of his life, Lieutenant-governor of Pendennis.
Castle, Cornwall, where his amiable and benevolent character isnot yet forgotten.
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shattered during the engagement, and the muscles of· CHAP.
his right severed by a sabre cut aftJr the surrender.
After lying many hours on the field, exposed to all
the suffering inseparable from sucll a situatioJl, he
was carried to the camp of the con~ueror, where the
wounded were crowded together in/one tent, without
succour and without hope. . From thence, with his
companions, he was marched fortih to Arnee, and
afterwards to Bangalore. " We had looked forward,"
says Lieutenant Mel viii, " to the close of our long
and painful journey, with the cheering expectation
that it would cause some mitigdtion of our woes.
But great was our disappointmJnt, or rather our
horror, on entering a wretched~ shed, pervious to
~ind, and weather, t~1e destined place of o~r capti~
v1ty, and on beholdmg the miserable obJects by
whom it was already tenanted-four brother-officers
in chains, whose meagre countenances and squalid
forms revealed at once the secretJ of the prison-house,
and disclosed the welcome proviJed for its new inhabitants. Our misery, indeed, exdeeded theirs, in proportion as our bodily pains wJre greater, and our •
wants more numerous. The pJrty of British whom
we now joined in the pHsoJ of Bangalore had
been taken ·either unwounded~/ or so slightly hurt,
as to be capable of bearing a speedy removal into
Hyder's territory. The wou . ds we had suffered
were more severe, and requiretl surgical aid. Some
were maimed and helpless.
medicine was denied, and it was very difficuit to procure it clandestinely, under the strict prolhibitions of introduc-

I
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ing it which prevailed, and the danger of punishment if detected ; and while our bodies were
racked with pain, and enfeebled with sickness, our
minds became a prey to gloom and despondency.
If, in consequence of any favourable rumour, as of
peace, or the success of our arms, a ray of hope
entered our dismal abodc;J, it was soon dispelled by
reports of a contrary nature ; and thus conspired
with every thing else to confirm and aggravate our
despair. We were sometimes visited as objects of
curiosity by men of rank ; but the contempt and
abhorrence with which, in general, they regarded us,
were exceedingly mortifying, and hurt us more than
the ignominy of our chains. Our unfeeling guards,
in imitation of their superiors, and to gratify the
same malignant passions which influenced them,
insulted and tyrannized over us with a brutality
suitable to their low birth and condition. Applications for redress were heard at best with contemptuous indifference ; and we were often told, in plain
terms, that it was not intended we should Sl'lrvive
• ·our imprisonment, unless we complied with the
infamous requisition of bearing arms against our
country. Those who know from experience the
.high feelings of a British officer; accustomed to
command the sons of liberty, may judge of the
bitterness of our degraded, abject state, when, even
·within the narrow bounds of our prison, we were
'·controlled, threatened, and sometimes struck, by the
·lowest menial who guarded us. Like slaves, or
rather felons, we were mustered and examined twice
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a day; and the severest and most ignomiJous scrutiny of our persons followed a suspicion th~t we corresponded with our friends confined injother prisons, or that we received supplies of mon. y or of necessaries from any quarter. Upon these odcasions, we
were conducted separately into places ap~rt from the
I
prison, and searched by the principal officers of the
fort. This separation from each other wf,s needlessly
prolonged, and never failed to excite frn our minds
the most lively apprehensions that we w~re selected to
fall by poison or the sword, like many our unhappy
I
.
brethren, who had been removed froll{ one prison to
another for that execrable purpose. 'Dhe tyrants who
guarded us were apprized of our fears[ and calculated
their measures so as to increase theni. The slightest
advantage gained by their troops wJs magnified to a
decisive victory, and announced
our .trembling
ears by the fire of the artillery pl~nted round our
prison ; each flash, each report bf which struck
horror to our hearts and affected
like the knell

Jr
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knew it to be the fact, that actual force had been
used on the persons of many of /our countrymen in
other prisons, with the expectaf.ion that when they
bore the indelible mark of Mahometanism they
I
would apostatize from God, and .abjure their earthly
sovereigl'}. The same abhorrJd expedient recurred
to our minds as intended for
whenever a strange.r
of rank visited the prison, es/cially if he seemed to
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cast a scrutinizing eye on our persons. In such a
state of complicated mental distress nearly four
• years of the prime oflife were consumed ; and during
• this sad period our corporeal sufferings were not inferior in their degree to those of our minds. Our
couch was the ground, spread with a scanty allowance of sti·aw; the same wretched covering which
shielded our limbs from nakedness by day served to
enwrap them also by night. The sweepings of the
granary were given us in any dirty utensil or broken
earthen pot. Swarms of odious and tormenting
vermin bred in our wounds, and every abomination
to the sight. and smell accumulate~ around us, till
its continuance became intoler.able to our gua1·ds."
• Such was the treatment of the prisoners of Hyder
Ali, as attested by a witness of unquestionable veracity and honour, . himself one of the sufferers. If
the extension of British influence in India had no
other effect than to put an end to }lorrors like
these, who would be found to regret it? It is a
gratifying fact that the French officers retained by
Hyder Ali had not forgotten, in his service, the
courtesies of civilized warfare. They did. much to
mitigate the sufferings of the wounded prisoners, and
would have done more had they not been restrained
by the tyrant whom they served. "No pen," says
another of Hyder Ali's victims, " can do justice to
the humanity of those officers, without wh9se assist. ance many of our officers must have perished; but
their merit will for ever be embalmed in the hearts
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and minds, of all who
ho
their
beneficence."*
•
It is natural to ask, where as Sir Hector Munro
while the destruction of Colonel Baillie's force was
in progress? On the day on/ which it took place,
discovering that Hyder Ali had departed, he marched
about four miles, fired three/ signal guns, and. observing the smoke from the action on his left,
~arched about a mile and a hdlf further in that direction, repeated his signals, b~t had no return. He
then observed an increased stnoke, occasioned by the
explosion of the tumbrils, auld suddenly, he says, the
firing ceased. t He continbed his march to the
right in exp~etation of mketing Colonel Baillie;
"not doubtiJ?-g," he observes/with great nazvete, "but
that he had repulsed the enemy." After marching
about two miles, his confideJce was somewhat shaken
I
by meeting with a wounded sepoy, who reported
that Colonel Baillie was enrirely defeated. He consoled himself, indeed, by determining that this information was not to be depe~ded upon ; yet the non- ·
appearance of the detachrdent, and the cessation of
the firing, he admits, gav~ too much reason to sus:..
pect some disaster. He/ accordingly returned to
Conjeveram, where the appearance and reports of
other wounded stragglerJ confirmed ·the news of
Colonel Baillie's defeat. }Still the general could· not
bring hiJ:¥self to believe 1t. His incredulity was all

*
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but invincible. " The reports of the sepoys," says he,
" differed so much as to particulars, that no credit
could be given them."
'
Another question arising out of the extraordinary
nature of these transactions is, why did . Sir Hector Munro defer 'moving to the support 'of Colonel
Baillie till it was too late? •His own explanation is,
l.
~
that when he first learned that Colonel Baillie was
in danger, liis only . resource for provisions was a
stock of paddy collected in the pagoda of Conjeve,..
ram; that if he had then moved, Hyder Ali would
have occupied his ground, and cut him off from all
provisions, whereby his army wouJd have been
starved. He returned to Conjeveram, after his tardy
and fruitless march in search of Colonel Baillie, and
-then learned, apparently for the first time, that the
stock of provisions, for the protection of which he
t.had left Colonel Baillie's d~tachni~nt to 'its fate,
was barely sufficient for one day's consumption ;
that he had not therefore by the sacrifice of so large
a •portion of his army secured the means of feeding the
"" where he was, he should
.~
rest, and that, if he r~mained
be surrounded by Hyder Ali's c~valry. He therefore
rl:)solved to proceed to Chingleput, where he hoped
" to fin a s~pplies; but oii reaching it, after a harassing
march, attended by the loss of a large portion ·of his
stores and baggage, he was destined 'to the disappointment of learning that here too, as at Conje'veram,~one day:s consumption was all that could be
procured. At Chingleput he wasjoined by a considerable detachment from the westward, under Captain
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Cosby; but increase of numbers, where· there was CHAP. XI.
before a de.fi_cienh Qf food, w~s but an incre~ase of
weakness,. £tid Sir Hector it Jnro was compelled to. ·
make a for~ed march fto St. Thomi's's Mount, only a
few miles from Madras, wh~r~ he arrived on the
14th of September. On th"e lfth, the English army A. D. mo.
removed to ,a mor.e se~ure lposition at Marmalong,
with a river covering its fronL Sir Hector Munro
had quitted the presidenc~ 9n the 25th o~ August
-twenty days only had passed before h1s return
to St.-Thomas's Mount; but ~ithin that brief space,
how much of misconduct and of suffering, of, di:sasI
ter and disgrace, had been crowded !t~
At Madras, fear, indignatio*, and sorrow, pervaded
the- minds of the inhabitants./ Some sought opportunity of returning to England, others prepared for
flig·ht to Bengal. All Joined fn la:rri8'nting the brave
•
•.
.
I
men whose lives had bee_n so 1uselessly sacrificed ::md1
-whose departing spirits were ungladdened by the
reflection that the pouring ~ut of their blood ~yas ·
the purchase of victory to;tB~ir country. All joined
in bitter •condemnation
of t'he
counsel which had
r:J
I ,.
led to such fatal results. The authorities of the
presidency were in a state rl·f inexpressibl:· :Ia;;rm,
and a fast-sailing vessel was despatched to~be'ar to
Bengal the intelligence of th ir mismanagement :tnd
. •
I
its consequences. The dangFr of the Carnatic 'vas
previously kno~ at Calcutta, but the governorgeneral and cortn!r had wai~ed for.futther i~forlha
tion before interposing in a~y way·in regard to it.
When the fatal ne":s of thRel (!est~uction of Colonel
VOL. II.
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xi~ ·Baillie's
force and the retiremenWof ·Srf Hector
v

. Munro arrived, they were not without
, abundant
' • employment for their time and resources. The
Mahratta war wa~ raging, and the .proceedings
of the Rajah of Berar.. were • of a very equivocal
character. He had se~t an arfuy into Cuttack
4
ostensibly for the purpose of invading Bengal. It ·
was pretended that this step had been taken solely
for the purpose of maintaining appearances with the
Nizam and the authorities at Poona, and the gover-'
nor-general, in consequence, had been induced to
supply this force both with provisions and money.
Still there was abundant ground for distrust, and,
under circumstances of less alarm, the presidency of
Madras would probably have been left to its own
resources. But the emergency was great, and was
so felt at Calcutta. It was, resQlved, ther!'lfore, to
:assist Madras with the immediate advance of fifteen
lacs of rupees, and with:treinforcements of troops,
both European and sepoy, as soon as possible. Sir
Eyre Coote was also invited to proceed to Madras
to take the command of the army, and he forthwith
departed for that purpose. These measures were
· accompanied by another, which only very extraordinary circumstances could justify. The governor-.
general and council · determined to su~pend Mr.
Whitehill from the office of governor of Madras, on
the grounds of disobedience to the s;perior government in various matters connected 'with the negotiations with Basa!at J ung, and more especially in
the non-restoration of the Guntoor circar, in com.

I)
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plianc~ ;it~·_:h~ .orde.rs of the: governor-gener.al.anf CHAP.
counCil. The restoratiOn had been delayed on vanous
a lease of ,.,the :
grounds, but ~1ore especially Thecause
I
circar for a term of vears haid been granted to 'tlie
Nabob of Arcot; but the ci!Jla~ had been relinquished
before the resolution of susw~nding Mr. Whitehill
was adopted by the governor-general and his council,
though not sufficiently long fot them to become aware
I
of the fact. There had been, however,
enough of del
lay to justify the expression of their displeasure; and
had the governor of Bengal been more lenient, M1\
Whitehill's hold of the reinr of power would ·not
have been greatly lengthened,. The date nf his suspension by the governor-geheral and council pre1
ceded that of his dismission from the service by the
I
Court of Directors by ex~ct~y three months.* His
incompetency as a governo~ needs· no proof, and
charges far more serious th~n mere incompetency
were freely made against lii'nLt In truth, for sevE:iral
I

* The former took place on the lOth October, 1780;

the latter
on the lOth January, 1781.
·
t Mr. Whitehill was accused of malversation at Masulipatam,
where he had held office ; he wa~ included with Sir Thomas
Rumbold and Mr. Perring in the /threatened bill of pains and
penalties ; arid his name is conspicuous in the memorable
job known to the curious inquir~rs into the more discreditable portions of Indian· history a~ "the Noozeed affair." · A
very short but very spirited paJphlet, under this title, was
published in 1832, just after the sahction of the British legislature had been given to one of tAe most iniquitous bills ever
I
passed. Mr. Whitehill, the Right Honourable John Sulivan, Mr .
.Tames Hodges; and others had, or ~rofessed to have, claims for
large sums of money upon a native ~amed Opparow, the zemindtr
of Noozeed. Mr. Hodges, it was kll~ged, ultimately took upon

! ·
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years. preceding this period, the most monstrous
cor;uption appears to have existed at ·Madras, and
himself the debts, or a part of them, due (or represented as being
due) to Mr. Whitehill and some of the other parties. It was said·
that he lent more money to the zemindar ; and at the distance of
more than half a century from the origin of these most suspicious
and discreditable transactions, the representative of Mr. Hodges
succeeded in obtaining from the British Parliament an act compelling the people of India to pay these alleged debts of a
private individual, named Opparow. The measure was opposed in every stage by all the power of the East-India ComEany, but from some cause, not easy to explain, without
·effect. At the last stage of proceeding in the House of Lords,
the Lord Chancellor (Lord Brougham) took an elaborate view
of the entire circumstances of this case, on which the bill was
founded, and concluded with earnestly advising their lordships to reject the bill. This advice was unheeded, and the royal
approbation was unhappily secured for this flagrant violation of
all sound and honest principles of legislation. It would be
neither practicable nor proper to enter at any length into the transaction here ; a few of its beauties are displayed in the following
passages from the pamphlet above referred to.
" We are astonished that any committee of Parliament should
have deemed it necessary to institute an inquiry, as to whether a
public servant could be justified in transactions so obviously opposed to every principle of duty and propriety.
" Our astonishment is greatly increased at observing that the
committee had before them distinct evidence of this striking, this
appalling fact, that at the time when the bond from Opparow to
Mr. Hodges bears date, Opparow was in prison, and Mr. Hodges
was one of his gaolers !
" It is to enforce payment of that bond that Parliament has
interfered; and this, too, with evidence before them, of charges
preferred against Mr. Hodges by· another zemindar in 1785, of
extorting bonds from him ! ! " .
Well might the Lord Chancellor declare the claim "taintedcontarcinated in its origin." His lordship's oBservations on the
delay which took place in pressing the claim till' a convenient
·opportunity arose are well deserving ;otice : -
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the entire time of the princibai servants oft~ ·c~m'
. ~ '
pany seems to have been employed in endeavou~in,g

J

"In the year 1793, therefore,
appears Mr. Hodges and the
Company were at issue, and he li+d but a ·very short time afterwards, having died in the year 17194. It appears, from the evidence in this case, that Mrs. Hodges' attention was particularly
directed to the subject of this clJim; but from the year 1794,
the year in which Mr. Hodges diJd, until the year 1801, nothing
appears to have been done by her j for this period of seven years,
which so elapsed, I presume she tas advised to do nothing. At
what particular period in 1801 M~s. Hodges sent in her memorial,
which contains a very particular hnd circumstantial detail of the
whole of the transactions, does n1ot appear, for I do not find that
any date is attached to it."
/
Lord Ellen borough.-" The ll;nswer of the Court of Directors
is dated the 26th of January, lSbl."
The Lord Chancellor.-" Ex~ctly so; and therefore I collect
I
from that fact, that the memoria~ was presented in that month, or,
at all events, but a short time before. Now, to this memorial
the Court of Directors returned /answer,-' That the Court having
referred to their resolutions of tB.e 2nd of May, 1792, and the 8th
of May, 1793, wherein they /declined any interference in the
business, have resolved that the prayer of your memorial be not
complied with.'
/
.
"Then, my lords, in the year 1803, comes the third link
in the chain of circumstances tonnected with these transactions,
I
at which period the permanerj.t settlement was introduced, and
the property attaching to the /zemindary which had belonged to
Opparow was restored to cer~ain members of Opparow's family,
the Company relinquishing an,~ further claim in respect of that
zemindary. With a full and ~erfect knowledge of all these facts,
nothing whatever has been ddme from the period I have stated ;
and I therefore contend tha< the party now claiming. has been
guilty of the most inexcusab~e laches; that he has, in fact, been
sleeping on his rights ever sihce the year 1803, when a final set~
tlement of the transactions
rJspecting
this zemindary took place,
.
I
and at which period the estatys were restored to the representatives
of .Opparow. And here, my lords, rest the grounds upon which I

.I
I
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to turn_,the curi;_ent of dishonourable gain into their '
own ~offers: , Cliv~,' in ~engal, had acquired imperial wealth, 'but he :had n~ve~ sacrificed the interests
of his country to its acqP5sition. Even among
1!
those who followed liim there was found some
decent :ftt~ntion to current busii':ress, and some regard to tfe preserva~<?n of the Company's authority
and dominion. But at ]Yfadras, for some years, there
is reasoi? to believe that ·to earn the wages of corruption was the sole ep1plo~ent of many of the
Company's servants, :a:ri'd that the pursuit of their
private interests was ·never shackled or impeded for
an instant by the slightest regard to those of the
Company or their country. The infi-i~ing Mahomet Ali impoverished himself by purchasing the
services, or pretended services, of Europeans, and
among the servants of tlie Company, as well as
beyond their circle, he was so fortunate as to find
many ready to accept with thanks his gold or his
bonds. His army was ever inefficient and mutinous
for want of pay, but his European parasites were
rewarded with true princely munificence: Lord
Pigot .opposed himself to the torrent of corruption,
and ~t~swept away .his power. The usurped authol"ity before which he fell yielded to that of the
councillors sent out from England, and some of the

.

say this bill cannot, ought not to pass; here I take my stand,
and say-what was done after 1803 ? Why, my lords, nothing
whatever was done by the parties for a p~riod very little short of
thirty years, the time at which the claim was received being about
two years since."

~..
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·members of the new government·were, afte~ no long CHAP. XI.
period, ignominiously di~J?issed from. the ser\ice of
.
I
the Company for acts 4 believed to have<lbeen corrupt.
The moral atmospl:iere \of ~Madras appears at this
time to have been pestilential ; corruption r~elled
· d ; an de st rongI 1n
· dee d mus t have
; ... "b een t h e
unres t rame
power which could effectlually:.repress it ,;hile Mahomet Ali had purposes td gai;, and either ,money or
•
,I
,;•
promises to bestow. It 1s not wonderful tliat, where
"'
public spirit and pp.blic ~ec~ncy were ··alike extinct,
the government should hare1been
neither wise nor
I
""
,.
strong. It is a fact mo1e calculated to excite surprise that i~ should have been able to maintain
itself-th,?>t amid the stofms which raged around it,
every vestige of British !dominion did not disappear
from the coast of Coromandel~
After the defeat of..:~olonel Baillie, Hyder Ali
had resumed the siege of Arcot. · The fortifications
I
of this place were goo!, but not perfect. Hyder
Ali commenced a 'series of operati~ns, and erected .
batteries
under the m I nagement of his French' "·
•
officers. At the end Ofl six weeks two pra~~icable
breaches w~re made, an1 on the 3l~t O.cto"b~r the A. D. 1780.
place was smmltaneouslyjl assault~d by two columns ; •
one under Hyder Ali's son, Tippoo Sultan-the
other under an officer named Maher Mirza Khan.
I
•
The fonner was repulsed ; but the latter having
succeeded in effecting !an entrance, the column
under Tippoo Su1tan made a second attempt with
better success. The gar~ison retired to the citadel,
the spot where Clive l~id the foundation of his
<I

I
I

""

•
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XI. imperishable fame. It was not, however, destined to · 1
sustain ,~;:mother fifty days' siege. The governor, a ·
brahmin, liad been taken prisoner in the assault; but
instead of being subjected to the hardships and insults inflicted by Hyder Ali on his European prisoners, he was treated with extraordinary consideration, and declared to be invested with the same
office under Hyder Ali which he had recently held
0
'
.
.
under the Nabob of Arcot. The desired effect forlowed ; the ~liant brah~in
his
. readily renounced
.()
allegiance to his former
' master, and entered cor-.
dially into the"' objects of his new one. By his·
"influence over the native troops, forming the garrison, such a spirit was generated, as left to the
officers who commanded them· no choice but to
surrender, and the possession of the citad~l of Arcot
thus crowned the capture onhe town.~·\ '
Two days after its su~r~nder Sir Eyre Coote
1
arrived
at Madras:
He t~~k his(} seat in council,
.
': ....
and the letter f;om Bengal announcing the suspen, sion of Mr. Whitehill, as well as another entering
into
.. the':'reasons for-.v that act,fwere read. Mr. .Whitehill pf'.~tested very vJli'emently against the exercise
'""
-~- 'Y
~J
n· of the authority of the government of Bengal, and
called upon his colleagues to support him, but with
little effect. Sir Hector Munro proposed delay, and
Mr. Davidson, another member of council, consoled
his chief by declaring that .he did not approve of
his suspension, though he nacknowledged the power
of the supreme council, and voted ~scordingly. This
was ~all the encouragement afforded .to the un"

.
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~ fortunate governor, and J a majority of tlie council
voted Mr. Smith, the next senior servant, acting
president.
·
More than three months had elapsed since Hyder
.
I
Ali entered the Carnatic, more than ten weeks
since Sir Hector Munrcl left Madras to take the
command of the army, ahd more than seven since
his disastrous return to 1st. Thomas's Mount ; yet,
f
d
with an enemy so active\ ang acute as Hyder Ali,
the g~te of the presidency, no,;'preparation
almost
had been made for its defence. Nothing had been
I
' -·
done towards adding to the remnant of::m army which
was left for service ; and! the severe loss which had
been sustained by the des~ruction of Colonel Baillie's
corps was aggravated by 1daily desertions; the ..qespondency an~ disaffection! of the ·sepoys having been
greatly increased by the ran of Arcot.* The field
artillery was useless for ,a:""ri.t of carriages, the construction of which was only jusf·co4mencing; while
the supply
beast~ of d{·auglit and ~~rden was inadequate, and of the few which were ready for service,
I
'!
but a small portion were\fh for it.t) Provisions: were
(.!, 0 ••
• ,...,.
so scarce, that the troops in. cam~ co~!d ~ith~:diffi;.
culty procure a supply from day ,to day; and Hyder
Ali's cavalry prowled ovet the country within five'
miles of Madras. Applic~tion was made to the Nabob of Arcot; he answered\I that he had neither men,.
· money, nor influence, bu~l. ~rusted to the Company
for every thing. Sir Eyre Coote found, consequently,

.
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* Sir Eyre Coote states that
of them were natives of that
place, and had their wives, familib, and relations in it.
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that he had proceeded to Madras not merely to take --1
the command of t.he army there, but also to make
the requisite preparations to enable him to possess
an army to command. Happily Jt was the rainy
season, and this circumstance affor.ded a reasonable
excuse for the troops remaining in their quarters.
·Time for preparation was thus afforded, without
pecessarily revealing how much it was needed.
The interval thus gained was well employed, as far
as circumstlmces would admit, and on the 30th De'
A.. D. 1780. cember, Sir Eyre Coote called a council of war, to
deliberate on the plan of operations. · It consisted,
in addition to the commander-in-chief, of Sir Hector
Munro, General Stuart, and Lord Macleod. The
" result of· their deliberations was, an unanimous
'
opini~n that the army should march in reli.!3f of
certain garrisons which were severely pressed by
the enemy; and this object being accomplished,
return to Madras. One of the garrisons proposed
to be relieved, that at Amboor, surrendered before
the Epglish army was able to take the field, which
A. D. liSL was not till the 17th January.
On the 19th, Sir
'
Eyre· Coote .succeeded in relieving Chingleput, in
which only fifteen.days' provisions remained. The
~fort of Carangoly, in the occupation of Hyder Ali,
·:1..., lay about thirteen miles to the south-west, and Sir
Eyre Coote having been led to believe that the
enemy ;yere quitting it, and carrying off the store of
provisions, resolved to make an attempt to relieve
them from-\their charge. For this purpose, at mid.
;l
night, on..;.th~e 20th of January, a detaehment of one
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" th usand men, under Captain Davis, was derpatched, cHAP. XI.
t e main body following some hours after. The
i telligence, however, under which the /force had
1
been detached, was erroneous, and so far, from the
J1ace being des~rted, Captain Davis founlfl the garfison perfectly ready to receive him. He deterkined, notwithstanding, to execute his orders ; and
~he place being unprovided with a ·draiw-bridge, a
twelve-pounder was rapidly run up to tlie first gat~,
whic~ 1._a~__t4e ~econd discharge,' was bloFn open, so
as to allow passage for a single man. /Passing this,
a sec~nd and a third gate presented thJmselves, and
these were ultimately forced, thoughi with greater
/ difficulty, the assailants being during 1he whole period of operation exposed to the eneiny's fire from •
above. The third gate being carried, the g1irrison
"-\t •
•
escaped by ladders, on the oppositJ side, and the
English were in undisputed possessiof of Carangoly.
The loss of the victors was severe ; J:Jut the effect of
I
so brilliant a stroke at the opening M the campaign
was highly beneficial, more espe6ially after the
shadow which had so recently passJd over the power
of the British arms. One main object of the'attack
was also secured, in the capture/ of a quantity of
1
grain.
\l•
W andewash was about twenty-tl ree miles further,,..
and this was the next object o~ anxiety. When
Hyder Ali entered the Carnatic 1 he found .no great
difficulty in obtaining possession /of the ~oris, where
the officers of Mahomet Ali had the actual~command.
1
i
A short negotiation with the klllladar \saved a long

/

I

l

I

I
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siege. To avert such consequences, English officers,
with small bodies of Company's troops, were dispatched to various places, and among others to
W andewash. The officer_ to. whom the charge of
defending this place was allotted was Lieutenant
Flint, who arrived before it with-a force of about a
hundred men. Having ascertained that the place
was still occupied by Mahomet Ali's troops, he sent
a message to the killadar announcing his approach.
The killadar answered that the British officer would
be fired at if he should come within range of the .
guns. Not deterred by this threat, Lieutenant
Flint persevered, and at the ~erge of the esplanade
met a picquet sent ~o stop him. The native officer
representing that he could not be permitted to pass,
Lieutenant Flint answered that the officer must
have misapprehended his orders, which could only
have been to stop the app~oachi~g party till satisfied
that they were friends, of which there could no longer
be any doubt ; and he succee.ded in shaking the faith
of the officer in his own conviction of the meaning
of his orders, so far as to prevail on him to seek an
authoritative explanation of them. In the meantime
the English party continued to advance, all messages of warning, several of which followed the first,
being met by Lieutenant Flint ·with a further
request for explanation. Arrived within musketshot of ~he ramparts, it was perceived that they
were manned with troops, and that the gates were
shut. Here Lieutenant Flint halted, · and demanded admission for himself and a few attendants,

~
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to d.?liver a letter from the Nabbb to the killadar.
This the killadar refused ; but, Iafter some parley,
agreed to receive the letter bet{veen the gate and
the barrier of the fortress. Her~ he took his place
I
on a carpet, attended, for state, 1 by several men of
rank, and, for protection, by thifty swordsmen and
one hYndred sepoys. Lieutenant Flint advanced to
the conference with four sepoys rl nly, and, after the
usual compliments, avowed that he had no letter
from Mahomet Ali ; but added,. that he possessed
that which under the circumstandes was to be considered as equivalent-the order o~ his own government, written in communicatioJ with the Nabob.
The killadar took a much lower eJtimate of the value
of the document, which he was di~posed to treat with
contempt, and, after some sli~ht discussion, was
about to retire, when Lieutena~t Flint suddenly
sprung on. him, anq declared tha~ his death should
instantly follow if a hand were r~sed to rescue him.
The bayonets of ~he four British \sepoys were. at the
same moment pomted at the breast of the k1lladar,
1
while the powers of his own guardtseemed suspended
by consternation. Before they r covered their selfpossession, the remainder of the ritish detachment
I
rushed in, and Lieutenant Flint ~hen explained that
no harm to the k-illadar was med~tated ; that, on the
contrary; if no resistance were off~red, he should still
retain the honour of the command, which was to be
actually exercised by his i'Englirh captor. Little
time was spent in negotiation,; the gates were
opened, and the whole party ehtered as friends.

I.
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But for the 'extraordinary ;fueans adopted by Lieutenant Flint the place would have passed into the
hands of Hyder Ali. The bargain had been made,
and the act of surrender was to rec~ive~'the seal of
the killadar on the very day on which he so unex'pectedly found himself within the grasp of the English lieutenant. Th~ former avenged himself for the
loss of his anticipated reward by endeavouring to
~'xcite disaffection ,in the garrison to the English
cause ; but the vigilance a~d· address of Lieutenant
Flint.rendered his efforts ineffectual.
W,andewash had been invested by Hyder Ali
late in the preceding year, and on the 16th of
A. D. 1781. January the enemy had entered the ditch by galleries in two places, while another gallery from the
south was nearly ready for the, saine operation~
The garrison were now anxiously looking for relief,
and at two o'clock in the morping of· the 17th, a
heavy fire of cannon and musketry was heard in the
direction whence relief was expected. The firing
continued till day-break, when a column of about
three thousand infantry, having the appearance of
'British sepoys, with English colours flying, appeared
~nd drew up behind a village near the east face of
the fortress, and discharged their cannon at bodies
of horse making demonstrations as though preparing
to charge. At the same time the troops in the
town engaged in the lines of attack on W andewash
•
abandoned their trenches with precipitation, and
marched off in the direction of Arcot. The garri,. .. son were persuaded that succour had arrived; but
CHAP. XI.
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there were some circufustanbes in ~hat•was passing
which rendered Lieutenant\ Flint somewhat more
than sceptical.: He observJd that the fire of the
I
.
guns was from a distance not usual in the practice
of British artillery, and that\ the shot discharged at
the approaching bodies of ho~se grazed in directions
clear Of their apparent objbct.'"' He found some
difficulty in impressing his o~n belief on his men ;
but the hesitation of the pre~,ended relief at length~·
began to shake even their conln.dence in its approach.
I
He ventured, however, to avail himself of the oppor:..
~
I
.
tunity to detach a-large portion of his small garrison into the works of the Jestern attack, which
they entered unperceived, d+troyed the galleries,
and set on fire the materials accumulated for filling
the ditch. The smoke from ihis operation was the
first intimation to the enem~l of what was in progress, and large bodi,es of men, ·who were placed in
ambush in every direction, i~mediately rushed to
recover the works. The si~al for the return of
the party from the garrison 1vas thereupon made
and promptly obeyed, and the party, after scouring
the trenches of the southern ~ttack, and killing or
making prisoners every one whle had been left con-'
cealed either there or in the Ilines of the western
attack, rejoined their comradesI without the loss- of
a man. During tliree or four ldays succeeding the
I
.
defeat of this notable scheme i\he enemy was assi1
duously employed in repairing tl1e damage which his
works had sustained; but on thel22nd of January the
batteries and trenches were evabuated, and the~tents
•
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and haggag~~~se:tt off'in ~ge" dir§ction of Arcot. The •:
ene~y ~~~-!earned the capture of Carangoly, and on
the 23rd'they most opportmielf disappeared, leaving
the garrison of w andewash with only one day's con•
sumption ,9f ammunition. On the 24th Sir Eyre
Coote arrived, and had the satisfaction of .still
seeing the ~ritish flag flying on the ·ramparts.
Twenty-one years before, on the same day of the
same month, the veteran commander had raised the
•
#
siege of W andewash by one of the most .memorable
of his victories, and he now encamped on the same
spot .which he had then occ~pi-ed.
A F~ench fleet at this time appeared' off Madras,
but it brought no land force: Sir Eyre Coote having
relieved Permacoil, one of the fortresses. invested
by Hyder Ali, proceeded to restore· order· at Pondicherry, which had been shaken by the removal of
the garrison to other 'duty.. His next .object was to
protect Cuddalore, which was likely to be a source
of annoyance in the hands of the enemy. Here
he was greatly pressed by want of provisions, and a
long interval passed undistinguished by any thing
worthy of record in a history not exclusively military. Happily the commander of the French fleet
had not suffered the example o~ his predecessors .
to be lost upon him. About three weeks after his
arrival he had suddenly departed for the Islands, and
thus afforded opportunity for the English army to
- v
I
receive supplies by sea.
~
The first occurrence which broke the mono_.tony 1
i
of repose took place about the middle of June. The
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fortified pagoda of Chilam)J.ruin was r,eported to' be
garrisoned by 'only few hunUred
irregular
troops,
!
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~n~ ~s ~~e~e wa~ no-c~ilsideraple ~ody of:.the enemy

m 1ts VlCimty, S1r. Eyre Coote\ hoped to be able to
carry it by a~ coup de . main. trhe attack was conducted by the commander-in~chief him~elf, but it
failed. 'Some intention existeh of renewing it; but
better information of the state -of the garrison,
than _. had been supwhich was far more numerous
.
I
posed, and comprised," contrary to Sir Eyre Coote's
belief, a large number of regu1ar troops, led to the ~·
abandonment of further attemi?ts against the place.
During the inactivity of the' British army, Hyder
Ali had been characteristically ~mployed in a variety
of minor enterprizes, of whiC:,h the acquisition of
booty formed one principal object. On hearing of
I
.
the attack on Chilambrum, he made a forced movement of a hund.red miles in 'two days and a half,
placed himself between the English army and Cudd~
lore, and began to fortify a p~sition not more than
three miles from the British enc~mpment,at the same
time covering the whole country with his cavalry.
The situation of the English arm'ywas now most critical : its possible destruction was contemplated, even
. by its own commander ; and while part of the squadron under Sir E·dward Hughes was to cover Cuddalore, the remainder was to 'yatch the operations
of the army, and to receive, if.: necessary, the remnant that might be left from 'defe_at, should that
result await it. The batte_ry-gu~1S were embarked ;
and ·divested of every impediment to rapid motion,
I

I
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xi. an attempt was to be made, either to turn or force
the enemy's position, or to b!ing on a general action.
A.D. 1781. ,_At seven o'clock o.n the :r~imning of the 1st July
the British army had passed out of its encampments.
I
•
At this time tlie commander-in.:.chief•was utterly
•
•
t ignoragt of the natl}re of th~ er:~my's ~orks, and
was not even aware of their precise position,
for Hyder Ali's 'cavalry had clostd all avenues of
intellig~nce. After marching about a mile and a
....
\......
half the works became clearly dis~inguishable, and
Sir Eyre Coote spent considerable time in a careful
reconnaissr:nce. His army was during this period
exposed to a distant but continuous cannonade, but
the English artillery' did not retm;n a single shot.
The accidental discovery -~of a road, which Hyder
Ali had made for some purpose of his own, facilitated the attack of the Eliglish, which was made
. in two columns. The'battle raged for six hours, and
every inch of ground was fiercely contested. "Every
individual in the Company's service," says one
chronicler of the battle, " fought as if the fate of
the day had depended on his single efforts."* Their
energy met its reward in a brilliant victory. At four
o'clock the enemy's line gave way, and a precipitate retreat followed. Hyder Ali had throughout
the day wiewed the battle from :f small eminence,
where, seated cross-legged on a low stool, he witnessed the gradual yielding and ultimate flight of
his vast army. That which he saw was so much at
variaJ],ce with that which he had anticipated that he
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* Memoirs of the War in Asia, -vol. i. page 197.
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could scarcely believe his !senses ; and at ~ast, when CHAP.
some of his followers s~ggested th~t it wa:s:time to
1
move, the intimation was met oy a torrent of that
Vt!-lgar abuse which a~;way~ tconstitu~ed 'the sJaple of
Hyder Ali's· eloquence. 4\- groom~ whos~ long service had conferr~d og hi~ the, privileg~ of; disre- :"•
.
gardmg ceremony w;hen danger was at hand, saved
his master from "the fate which he seemed determined to invite. Seizing: t~e feet, of tP.e chief, he
forced o:ri his slippers; ~bse~ving, as he tli~s equipped
him for flight, "We will be~t them to-morrow: in the
meanwhile mount your hof·se." The adx!ce of the
faithful menial was followeil, and Hyder Ali was soon
at a· distance fr~m the i~J,ending danger.
The English army eng~ged on that,day amounted
to about eigh{ thousand ..me~1. The army of Hyder Ali
was at least eight times t~at number. The enemy
had forty-seven pieces of pannon of~heavy calibre;
the English guns were lig*er, 'but rather more nu.
I
merous-they were fifty-five in number. A small
schooner from the British 'Squadron opened her fire
upon a mass of Hyder Ali's cavalry when they were
I
wavering, and the broadside was fatal to a distinguished commander and a: considerable number of
men. This une.xpected attack, magnified by the
fears of those up.on whom it was made, led them to
I
believe and report that the :(ire of the entire squadron
was turned upon them.
,
The loss of' the English in the battle of the 1st
of July was comparatively trifling. About three
hundred was the total amount of both kill~d and
s 2
I

.

I
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wounded. The loss of the enemy cannot be stated
with certainty, but it is believed that in estimating
it at ten thousand the truth is not exceeded.
1781. - On the 22nd of June Tippoo Sultan haq renewed
the siege of Wandewash. On the night of the 16th
of July an attempt was made to carry the place by
an escalade at all accessible points. It failed : each
coh1mn, as it approached, was received with a discharge of grape, and irretrievable confusion fo_llowed. Orders to renew the'.attempt at escalade on
tlie ensuing day produced indications of mutiny, the
moral influence of Hyder Ali's late defeat coming
in aid- of the discouragement occasioned by the
failure which Tippoo's attempts had already experienced. On the 18th of July Sir Eyre Coote
arrived at Carangoly,- on his way to effect a junction
with a detachment which had arrived from Bengal ;
and on the same day Tippoo Sultan decamped from
W andewash, leaving the garrison the employment
of destroying a numb~r of works, which had been
constructed with vast labour before the design of
attack by escalade had been entertained. Hyder
Ali had made
preparations for intercepting Sir
Eyre
v
.
Coote by the route which it was expected l;te would
take. The British general avoided them by taking
. another road, which enabled him to arrive safely at
Pulicat, wpere he was joined by the expected rein• forcement.
Thus strengthened, Sir Eyre Coote was still unable to attempt either of two objects of great importance, the relief of V ellore or the siege of Arcot.
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Tripassore, a fortress of some importance, seemed to
offer an easier acquisition, and on the 19th of August
he appeared before it. O:hI the morning of the 22nd, a
breach having been effected, a flag of truce appeared,
proposing a surrender, upbn terms that had previously
been offered, but which J,ere now refused, and unconditional surrender withi~ a quarter of an hour demanded. The instant afteir the answer was dispatched,
it was reported that large bodies of the enemy were
in sight, and on reconnoi~ering, the advanced guard
of Hyder Ali's army wak perceived in full march.
I
.
There was now not a moment to lose - Sir Eyre
Coote issued orders to stohn instantly; and the tro~ps
I
had just emerged from the trenches, when the flag
I
of truce returned with thle declaration of surrender,
and the assailants ascend~d the breach without opthis, the enemy withdrew.
position.. On perceiving!
•
I .
The question which had protracted the surrender
.
I
was, whether the garrison should or should not be
I
"'
prisoners of war. The result had left them prisoners ;
I
but to. provide food for one
thousand four hundred
.
'
men was an additional difficulty, which the exhausted state of the British commissariat was little able
t>
to bear. Sir Eyre Coot~ proposed to Hyder Ali to
exchange them for an : equal number of B1·itish
troops; but the Mysoreah chief did not set on his
I
garrison at Tripassore. sufficient value to induce him
even to wish to preserve their lives. In answer to
Sir Eyre Coote's proposal, he said, " The men taken
at Tripassore are faithless. and unworthy; they l<;now
that they dare not app~·oach me ; they are your
I
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prison'ers, and I advise you to put every one of
r them to death speedily.:'
Hyder Ali had taken up the same~fortunate posi.tion which he had ,formerly occupied when opposed
by Sir Hector Munro, and there,
on the 27th of
..,.
A. D. 1781. August, a battle was fought, the result of which was, ,
that the enemy were driven froni their position,
and the English left in possession of the field .• But
the victory thereupon claimed by the .. English was
not very decisive, and the claim is contested by the
Mysoreans, who allege the battle to have been a
e
"
drawn
one.*
It rather tended to restore to the
(J~emy a portion of the confidence which bad been
lost by the battle of the 1st o'f July; and when, two
days after the engagement, Sir Eyre Coote returned
to Tripassore, he did not possess a day's provisions
for his fighting men, while the non-military persons
attached to the camp had been without food for
two days. Under these dispiriting circumstances,
Sir Eyre Coote, " feeling the conviction," says Colonel Wilks, "that he was wasting his large store of
character, and what little ._.,remained of life, by continning in command
of troops unprovided with all
but arms," proceeded to the presidency to represent the inutility of keeping together an army.
inq?-pable, for~want of stor~s, of effecting any thing, ·
and to express his own desire to be relieved from the
command of it. A new governor, Lord Macartney,
h~d arrived at Madras~; his advice prevailed on the

..

.

l~

~

* So stated· by Colonel Wilks, who had examined the Mysorean authorities.
·
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veteran soldier to make further.
trial of the practi- CHAP. XI.
I
cability of keeping the army-tqgether, and rendering~:.
its services beneficial. Sir Eyre Coote returned,
and on the 27th of September, near the hill of
.
I ,
~·
•
Sholingur, once more put Hyder'Ali to the rout,
having taken him 'in a grea~ degree by surprise.
The loss of the r enemy was b~lieved to be p,ot less
than,five thousand, that of the English ·,was not more .
1
than a hundred. By flacrifici~ g a large number of his
cavalry in charges having no iobject but to gain time
to secure the guns, Hyder Afli was enabled to ca,IJ:y
off nearly all his artillery. The English· took three
cavalry standards and one inn, all which, together
with the hon·our of the victdry, Sir Eyre Coote pro'
fessed himself willing to h,ave parted with for five
days' supply of rice. The E~glish army kept the field
for some time after this baittle, principally occupied
in endeavours to procure the means of subsistence,
and continually misled on Ithis and other points by
false intelligence. Late ~n November it returned A. D. 1781.
into cantonments, near M;adras.
The English were no'Y/ at war with the Dutch as
well as the French. "Sadrass and Puli:cat, both
.
I
4
Dutch possessions, had peen taken soon after the
arrival of Lord Macartn4y, and to these were added
in October, ~1781, the m;:lre iJilportant settlement of
Negapatam. · This capture was effected by a military
force under th~ command of Sir Hector Munro,
aided by the fleet under Sir'Edward Hughes. The
army commanded by S~· Hector Munro included a
detachment under Cohmel
Braithwaite, which had
I
j

• -

I

~
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been ·employed _with some success. in Tanjore.
Towards the close of the year, +:incomalee and
Fort Ostenburgh, Dutch p~ssessions in Ceylon, were
added to the conquests of the English.
Sir Eyre Coote had proposed to proceed to
Bengal, to concert, if possible, with the governorgeneral, some plan for relieving the army from the
embarrassments and p_rivations which deprived it of
efficiency, and \Vasted its energy in an . . unremitting
search after food. The state of his health, too, which
had sunk under the fatigues to which he had been
su?jected, suggested the expediency of change; but
the dangers which threatened V ell ore, and the necessity of relieving it, determined the general to remain
to perfo1·m this duty in person. He rejoined the army
on the 2nd of January. On the 5th be was seized
with apoplexy, and remained insensible two hours.
He recovered sufficiently to be able to march the
next day, and on the 11th arrived with supplies
under the walls of V ellore ; this being the very day
which had been declared by the commandant to be
the last to which he couJd protract the _defence
unless relieved. Sir Eyre Coote commenced his return to Madras on the 13th, and arrived there on the
16th, after encountering some opposition from Hyder
Ali,. which was promptly overcome.
On the coast of Malabar the cause of Hyder Ali
had not prospered. The native chiefs exerted themselves vigorously, and the English settlement of
Tellicherry was for two years bravely defended by
means apparently very inadequate. Early in 1782,
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reinforcements arrived undef Major Abington, and
I
not only was th~ siege raise1, but the whole of the
enemy's cannon, amounting ito sixty pieces, as well
as the whole of their baggage, fell into the hands of
the English. But this succfss was counterbalanced
by a misfortune which overtook the corps of Colonel Braithwaite in Tanjore.l This, like many other
I
mischances which befel th):l ~nglish, was attributable to the fact of those wbo furnished the British
i
commanders with intellig~nce being the servants
and spies of the enemy. Colonel Braithwaite, with
- I
about two thousand men, ; encamped upon a plai?,
where his pretended emiss~ries assured him that he
was secure. An intelligen~ native, unconnected 'vith
the army, warned him of !his danger, but in vain :
it was impossible to shakJ the colonel's fait.h in his
ordinary channels of infor~ation ; and the man who
would have saved him hating protested against the
rejection of his advice, mo~nted his horse and sought
his own security in :ffightlfrom the spot which was
shortly to be devoted to' carnage. Wrapt in the
confidence of fancied security, Colonel Braithwaite
'I
awoke not from his delusion· till he found himself
surrounded by the· army of Tippoo Sultan. · Retreat
was impossible, and nearly the whole of the English
corps was cut to pieces. ~ The kindly attentions of
the French officers attaclied to the army of Tippoo
I
Sultan were, on this occasion, again exerted to stop
the indiscriminate slaughter and to minister to the
relief of the wounded.
An expedition had bee11 dispatched ·from England
I
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under Commodore Johnston and General Meadows,
of which one object was to attack the Dutch settlement at the Cape. Another expedition had been
. dispatched from France, partly for service in the
East, but designed in the first instance to protect the
Cape from attack; and arriving before. the English
expedition, this object was attained. Commodore
Johnston having made prizes of some Dutch vessels,
thereupon returned to England with three frigates :
the remaining ships, together with the troops, proceeded to I~dia. The French having left some
troops to reinforce the garrison at the Cape, proceeded to the Islands, and there having added to
their strength, they pursued their course to their
ultimate destination.
The French fleet, under Mons. Suffrein, was encountered by 'Sir Edward Hughes, who captured six
vessels-mme of them ships of war, but one a transport, full of troops, the loss of which was a severe
blow to the French force. The French admiral,
however, succeeded in landing at Porto Novo three
thousand men, two thousand ·of them Europeans,
the remainder Africans. This being performed, he
departed in search of a fleet of English merchantmen,
the arrival of which on the coast was reported. Sir
Edward Hughes soon afterwards sailed to relieve
Trincomalee, and happily fell in with the fleet for
whieh the Freneh commander was seeking. It eonsisted of seven Indiamen and two line-of-battle
ships. The latter the English admiral took with him,
and pursuing his eourse, eame up with the Freneh

.
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fleet about fifteen leagues from Trlncomalee. A
sanguinary battle ensued, and termtnated without
any decisive results, botJ:l fleets b~ing too much
crippled to renew the contest. · T~e English fleet
retired to Trincomalee to repair/ damage ; the
French, for the same purpose, to Bathiolo, a port, of
I
Ceylon, still in the possession of the; Dutch.
I
On land, the progress of events ,1was less favourable to the English. The French force had joined
the army of Hyder Ali, Cuddalore had fallen to
them, and the loss of that place tas followed by
that of Permacoil. The allies then: presented themselves before W andewash; but Sit Eyre Coote approaching, they did not choose to wait his arrival,
but withdrew towards PondicherryJ There they were
I
followed by the veteran comman9er of the British
forces, who came in sight of thetn encamped in a
strong position in the neighbour~ood of Kellinoor.
A movement by Sir Eyre Coote} menacing Arnee,
drew upon him an attack, which :ended in the dis:.
comfiture of the enemy with severe loss. A negotiation had been in progress fo,'r the purchase ·of
Arnee, but the vicinity of Hyder Ali rendered the
killadar afraid ~o complete it. j A few days afterwards the grand guard of Sir EJre Coote was drawn
into an ambuscade and destrohd. The English
army was now pervaded by sick11~ess to an alarming
degree. Its next march was to W andewash, from
whence it returned to the vicinity of Madras.
The subsequent naval opera.~ions are little more
interesting than those which ~ook place on \and;
I

1

i

I
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The French meditated an attack upon Negapatam,
but the design was frustrated by the appearance
of Sir Edward Hughes. A battle took place, ending, like so many ·of the na~a.I engagements of the
time, without a capture on either side, and leaving the claim to victory doubtful. Mons. Suffrein
was more successful in an attack upon Trincomalee,
which he compelled to surrender. The English
admiral arrived immediately afterwards, and, from
the state of the light, being unable to perceive the
symptoms of change, stood in to the harbour. In the
morning, the French colours flying on shore, as well
as in the anchorage, told distinctly by whom the
place was garrisoned. An action between the two
fleets followed, but concluded in the usual indecisive manner-the French ·returning to Cuddalore
and the English to Madras. As a naval commander,
the French admiral, Mons. Suffrein, appears in a far
more respectable light than most of his predecessors
in India; but one of his acts casts upon his memory
a stain, for which no professional merit can atone.
He had proposed to Lord Macartney a cartel for the
exchange of prisoners. Some delay took place in
consequence of the necessity ofref~rriiig to Sir Eyre
Coote. The English general wished the English prisoners in the custody of Hyder Ali to be included in
the exchange ; but this proposal, it is believed;
was rejected by M. Suffrein. To whatever cause;
however, the failure is attributable, it is certain
the negotiation ended without any arrangement
lieing ~ompleted:
M. Suffrein thereupon landed
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his prisoners at Cuddalore, and deliberately transferred them to Hyder iAli, by whom they were
marched in chains to Mysore. M. Suffrein was not
ignorant of the fate to \ which .he consigned his
wretched prisoners. Seyeral of his countrymen,
greatly to their honour, ihterposed their endeavours
to shake the determinatiorl of the French admiral, by
depicting the horrors to khich Hyder Ali's English
I
prisoners were subjected. : Their efforts were fruit'
less, and M. Suffrein do01ped
his prisoners to captivity in Mysore, and his ?wn character to universal
reprobation. " The whole civilized world," says
Colonel Wilks, "must uhite in its abhorrence of
delivering to the custody '~of a barbarian, notorious
for his contempt of" th~ customary laws of war
among civilized· nations, I "prisoners entitled to
honourable treatment frocl an honourable enemy."
I
Sir Eyre Coote's health ras now too much shaken
to permit of his continuing ~onger in the state of mental and corporeal excitement in which he had been
placed since his arrival on the coast of Coromandel.
In aggravation of the toil~ of war, he had been engaged in a series of displites with the governor of
Madras. Sir Eyr~ Coote ha<l been invested by the government of Bengal with ettraordinary powers, very
properly entrusted, with refJrence to some of the parties in the government o{ Madras, but which the
general was disposed to mai;ntain pertinaciously, and
somewhat offensively, agab,1st the claims of Lord
Macartney, a man neither ta)nted with the corruption
in which his immediate predecessors were steeped,
I
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nor deficient, as they had been, in ability for his high
office. The governor was greatly annoyed ; but,
having much the advantage of his opponent in point
. of temper, no direct breach took place. On the
contrary, Lord Macartney invariably treated the
general with the most punctilious respect, though
he occasionally suffered some fragments of blame
to escape him, clothed, however, in the most courtier-like t~rms. Occasionally too he ventured to act
without consulting the commander-in-chief. He
thus acted in the attack on Negapatam, the result of which was honourable to his judgment. But
such insubordination was very disagreeable to Sir
Eyre Coote, who was disposed to exercise his
powers in a. manner which would have rendered the
maintenance of a governor at Madras a piece of
useless expense and pageantry. These broils were
suspepded by the departure of Sir Eyre Coote for
Bengal, the command of the army devolving on
General Stuart.
. Early in the year 1782, a British force, commanded by • Colonel Humberstone, being part of
that dispatched from England under General Meadows, had landed at Calicut. They joined the
troops previously under the command of Major
Abington, and Colonel Humberstone took the command of the whole. The reinforcement had been
destined to assist in the operations in progress on the
eastern side of India and at Ceylon ; but the officers,
with that independence of authority which was not
then unusual in India, took the course which has
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been described. Some succes~ at first attended the CHAP.
I
operations of this force; but! it· was, after a time,
compelled to make a rapid rJtreat
before the army
I
of Tippoo Sultan. Colonel Humberstone returne~
to the coast with about th1lee
hundred men, the
I
remnant of one thousand with which he had landed
r
a short time before. ColoJ?-el Macleod had been
sent by Sir Eyre Coote to ~ake the command, and
he resisted a night attack on his position by Tippoo
Sultan with spirit and success. Further attacks
I
were apprehended, and Si~ Edward Hughes, who
now appeared off the coast rith his squadron, joined
Colonel Macleod with a reipforcement of four hundred and fifty Europeans, irhen circumstances were
I
unexpectedly changed by ~he sudden departure of
Tippoo Sultan to the eastward. ·This retrograde
movement was caused by the receipt of intelligence
of the death of Hyder Aii, who closed his ruffian
life at an age not falling s~ort by many years of that
of Aurungzebe. To avert confusion, it was . important to conceal his death till his successor was
on the spot to maintain his claim. T~e body was
accordingly deposited in a' chest filled with aromatics,
and sent from the camp ~nder an escort in a manner
similar to that in which ivaluable plunder was con-.
veyed. All the busines,s of the state went on as
usual, and inquirers after the health of the chief
were answered, that though extremely weak, he was
in a state of slow bat progressive amendment.
Of the few persons entrusted with the secret,
one only, named Ma~10rhed· Ameen, proved faithless ..
~

I
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thousand horse,
formed a project, with some others, to take off by assassination those who provisionally adminh;tered the
goveri1ment, and to assume their power in the naine
of Hyder Ali's•sec~nd son, a,young Il)an of we~k
intellect, in whose hands empire would have been
but an empty name. The plot was detecteq; the
conspirators seized and sent off in irons ; the belief
that Hyder Ali. still lived 'being encouraged by these
acts being represented as the consequences of his
personal orders. The army marched in the direction of Tippoo Sultan's advance; and the palanquin
of Hyder Ali occupied ·its accustomed place, care
being· taken to restrain too close appro"adli, lest the
repose of the royal patient should be disturbed and
his recovery"'impeded by noise or interruption. At
length the illusion was dispelled by the arrival of
Hyder Ali's su~cessor, who assumed the sovereignty
which awaited him with an extmordinary affectation
of humility and grief.
•
The death of Hyder Ali afforded "a favourable
opportunity to the English for striking a vigorous
blow, but it ·was not improved. The government
pressed upon Ge~eral Stuart the expediency·of the
Jnimediate march of the army; but the answer of the
·general was, that he did not believe that Hyder Ali
was dead, and if he were, the army would bej .ready
for action in proper time . .: .,The.recommendation to
_march was repeated, and General Stuart then declared himself· astonished that ·there could 'be so
.little reflection as to talk of undertakings against
Q
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country. Thus was opportunity .thrown away : whe~
it was lost, the army was put in'motion. On the 15th
January, thirteen days after the arrival of Tippoo A. D. 1783.
Sultan in his father's camp, and his unopposed
cession to the ~government, the English army
mad~ its first march, for. the. purpose of conveying
provisions to Tripassore, its first intermediate dep6t; and it was not till' thirty-four days after the
arrival of Tippoo Sultan, and sixty days after the
death of Hyder Ali, that any· 'step of importance was
taken towards the attainmen,t of the objects of the
campaign.
..,.
. Generai Stuart 'was well disposed to assume the
extraordinary powers .which 'had ~een exercised by
Sir Eyre Coote; but he had no pretence foi· claiming
the~, and Lord Macartney was naturally indisposed
to yield to }).is desire for absolute authority. He accordingly assumed the diredion of ali military measures, leaving to the general :only the duty of execu.ting them·.
one of the plans most early acted upon,
both the governor and Geperal Stu~rt concurred.
It was that for the destruction of the forts of Carangoly and W andewash; a proceeding severely con- ·
demned by the governm~nt of Bengal, and· by.
I
.._,..
almost every individual wl~'o has passed a judgment
upon it.
Two events now,occ\lrred, calculated to dispirit tlie
English and give confidence to their enemies. Sii~
Eyre Coote, having improved
in health, returned to
r
Madras in the Company's armed ship Resobdion,.

;,e,.
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which bore also a large supply of money. Towards
the close of the voyage the Resolution was c4ased
during two days and nights by a French ship· of
the line. The anxiety of the general kept him
constantly on deck, where the excessive heat of the
day and the heavy damps of the night, combined
with the agitatio:q consequent on the circumstances
of the voyage, gave to his enfeebled frame a shock
from which nature was unable to recover. The ship
'arrived in safety at Madras, and two days afterwards
Sir Eyre Coote expired.>!<
The other event referred to was the arrival of M.
Bussy, to take the command of the French troops in
India, accompanied by reinforcements from the Isle
of France. General Stuart had taken ·up a position
to the south of Cuddalore : M. Bussy took his on
a spot not far distant, and began to erect field-w!lrks,
with great skill and rapidity. Here he was attacked
by the English, on the 13th of June, with success,
part of the French works being carried, and several of
their guns taken. On the day on which this conflict
took' place, the fleet under M. Suffrei~ made its appearance, and a few days afterwards, having received
on board twelve hundred men from the force under
.M. Bussy, an action with the English fleet took place.
The fight was maintained with much spirit, and closed

* Sir Eyre Coote commanded in an eminent degree the respect and affection of the Native troops. Colonel Wilks states
that the portrait of Sir Eyre Coote was . hung up in the Exchange at Madras, and that no sepoy who had served under
him ever entered the room without making his obeisance to Coote
Bahadur.
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accustome~

at night in the
manner ; both parties
being severely crippled, Jhne neither had gained
I
any decided advantage. On the following day Sir
Edward Hughes sought to !renew the battle, but in
vain, and being unable, from the state of his ships
and the want of water, to temain where he was, he
I
reluctantly bore away for the Madras roads. M.
Suffrein now returned .the twelve hundred men,
who had been furnished
M. Bussy, and landed
I
from the fleet two thousand four hundred more.
Thus strengthened, the French general, on the
25th of June, made a "0gorous sortie with his
best troops. The attack pn the English trenches
was pushed with vigour, but
not a single point was
I
forced, and the French sus~ained a heavy loss.*

ht

I

* An incident connected with t~is attack,

and which, in addition to the interest derived from :its
romantic
character, merits
I
notice, from the historical reputatipn of one of the parties, is thus
related by Colonel Wilks : " Amohg the wounded prisoners was
a young French serjeant, who so particularly attracted the notice
of Colonel W angenheim, commandant of tlie Hanoverian troops
in the English service, by his interesting appearance and manners,
that he ordered the young man to;be conveyed to his own tents,
where he was treated with attention; and kindness until his recovery
and release. Many years afterwitrds, when the French army,
under Bernadotte, entered Hanovet, General W angenheim, among
others, attended the levee of the conqueror. ' You have served
a great deal,' said Bernadotte, on' his being presented, ' and, as
I understand, in lndia.' ' I have ~erved there.' 'At Cuddalore ? 1
' I was there.' ' Have you any recOllection of a wounded serjeant
whom you took under your protection in the course of that
service ?' The circumstance was not immediately present to the
general's mind; but on recollectioh, he resumed: ' I do, indeed,
remember the circumstance, and a! very fine young man he was.
I have entirely lost sight of him ~ver since ; but it would give
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·A brief retrospect of the progress of the war on the
A. n. 17s3• western side of India during the year 1783 will nmv
be expedient. On the news 9f the advance of Tippoo
Sultan, the government of Bombay had dispatched
General Mathews with a force for the relief of Colonel
Humberstone, at Paniani. · Tippoo Sultan had withdra'Yn before his arrival, and several places of some
importance fell almost without resistance into the
hands of . the English. On becoming acquainted
with the death of Hyder Ali, the government of
Bombay sent positive orders to General Mathews
to discontinue all operations on the coast, and make
an immediate push for Bednore. According to
almost invaria~le practice, the general and the government under which he acted took different views.
He protested against the orders which he had
received, but . proceeded to execute them with
promptness, almost amounting to precipitation.
Bednore surrendered on terms ; Mangalore, a:nd
some other places, also yielded on capitulation ;
but a few it was necessary to carry by the sword.
Among the latter was Anantpore, where the English
assailants were accused of having acted with great
barbarity. A large part of the enormities ascribed

CHAP. XI.

me pleasure to hear of his welfare.' ' That young serjeant,' said
Bemadotte, • was the person who has now the honour to address
you, who is happy in this public opportunity of acknowledging
the obligation, and will omit no means within hi~ power of testifying. his gratitude to General Wangenheim.'" The serjeant
had become on~ of the most distinguished of the generals of
France-it is almost unnecessary to remind the. reader that he
subsequently attained the exercise of sovereign power in Sweden.
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to them were absolutelY false ; a portion, which
seems, unhappily, to be ·true, is ascribable to a conflict of authorities, arisin~ out of the unsettled circumstances of the times, which led the English to
believe that they were shbjected .to treachery.*
I
Bednore was retaine~ by the English about three
months. Tippoo Su1t1¥ returned from the Carnatic with a force whicH General Mathews was in no
condition to resist; and /on the 3rd of May the English garrison marched o~t of Bednore, on conditions
dictated by the conquerpr. These conditions Tippoo
Sultan found a pretext for violating, and having
I
charged the English officers with enriching themselves by the plunder I of the public treasury, he
marched them off in irons to distant places.t
The next effort of ~ippoo Sultan was directed to
the reduction of Mangklore. It was ably defended
by Colonel Campbell, !and after sustaining a protracted siege; was unex~ectedly relieved from a part
of the besieging force by the arrival of news of the
I

I

* A story,

for. some time believed, and which has found a
permanent record in the Annual Register of 1783, of the massacre
I
of four hundred beautiful women, has not the slightest foundation.
in truth.
.
t A minute investigation,of this charge would occupy much
space without any adequate, advantage. The native governor of
Bednore had certainly provid~d amply for himself out of its treasury,
I
though he lost a large part of his acquisitions in his flight from his
master. It was pretty generally believed that General Mathews
was not indisposed to improve his fortune; but that officer, in ~
memorandum drawn up during his captivity, declared the govern'
.
ment indebted to him for a9vances from his _private resources, to
the amount of 33,000 rupee!;.

I

I
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conclusion of peace between England and France.
It is said that the c?mmunication of this intelligence
was deferred for ten days, during which the siege
was hotly pressed. Tippoo Sultan was bewildered by
the loss of his European friends, and not knowing
what to do, consented to an armistice, extending to
Mangalore, Onore, and the British forts in Malabar.
• ·On the eastern side of India, the intelligence of
peace in Europe arrived immediately after the unsuc.cessful sally made by M. Bussy on the English.
But peace between the conflicting authorities of
Madras there was none. General Stuart, always
. anxious to possess the extensive powers enjoyed by
his predecessor, had requested that a corps under
Colonel Fullarton should be placed under his or"ders.
The application was complied with reluctantly, mid
the general was enjoined not to use the discretiOiiary
power with which he was invested, .except in case of
urgent necessity. Such a case, he alleged, occurred,
and he instructed Colonel Fullarton to move towards him. The government, at the same time,
issued orders dir.ecting Colonel Fullarton to move in
a different direction. Embarrass~d by these contradictory instructions-one set emanating from the
civil authority, which he was at all times bound to
obey, another from the chief military authority, who
had a right to command him in case of emergency
-Colonel Fullarton had only to make choice of
whom he.should disobey. He chose to violate the
instructions of his government ; and probably he did
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well, acting on the presumptioll that General Stuart CHAP. XL
would not require his services !if they were not ne1
cessary.. But the conduct of General Stuart, on this
and various other occasions, had given great offence
I
at the presidency, and he wa~ summoned to repair
thither to explain or justify t.tis disobedience. He
manifested no more alacrity ·in obeying this than
former orders from the same I'authority, but at last •
proceeded to Madras, where the various points of
dispute were fiercely discussed. Finally, the gover..:
nor proposed the dismissal of the general, and the
other members of committe~ concurred. The denounced officer, however, avowed his determination
to retain the command of tpe king's troops, not- ,
withstanding the decision of: the government ; and
Sir John Burgoyne, th~ seco~1d officer in rank, declared that he should obey 1the orders of General
Stuart. The dispute was cut s~10rt by the government
arresting General Stuart, and:detaining him as a prisoner till an opportunity offered for his proceeding to
England. It is remarkable ~hat the officer, against
whom the government of Madras felt necessitated
to adopt a measure so sever~, should have been the
same who, some years beforeJ had executed the ievolutionary orders of the majority in council, by arrest1
ing the then governor of Madras,· Lord Pigot. *
I

I

* The singular fortune of General Stuart is said to have called
into action all the light wit that M~dras could muster in the manufacture of epigrams. · ·The secm;td SQn of Mahomet Ali is reported to have recorded his view of the affair in the best English
which he could command.
,

I
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By the terms of the armistice concluded with
Tippoo Sultan,, on the western side of India, arrangements were made for the periodical supply of
ttMangalore with provisions.,. These arrangements
, were rendered ineffective by the most scandalous
. evasions on the part of the besiegers, who continued
moreover to carry on their works without respect to
" ,. the engagem.ents subsisting between them and the
besieged. Relief was anxiously expected in Mangalore from Bombay; but from some causes, which it
is 'difficult satisfactorily to explain, nothing effective
was done. This supineness , has been ascribed to
respect for an article in the ·preliminaries between
England and France, in which it was stipulated that
four months should be allowe~ to the belligerent
powers of Hindostan to accede to the pacification.
The government of Madras gave notice of. this article to Tippoo Sultan's political agent, and thought
fit to date the commencement of the period of four
A. D. 1783. months from the 2nd of August.
A singular libe- .
1·ality was displayed in fixing this date, as Tippoo
Sultan had acknowledged being acquainted with the
peace twenty-four days before the 2nd of August,
and it was belieyed that his knowledge might have
been dated ten days earlier without inflicting on
him any wrong. But it is of little importance to
argue when the four months allowed to the Indian
belligerents for consideration ought, in reason; to
?ave commenced, for Tippoo S~1ltan did not at any
time abstain from hostile proceedings-he disregarded alike the general stipulation contained in the
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preliminaries between E:ngiand and France, and tl;1e CHAP.
special convention concl~ded with himself. It was
absurd to suppose that one party should be bound
I
by conditions which the\ other set at naught-that •
the English were to abstain from means of defence
.
I
as well as of offence during four months, while Tippoo Sultan was at libeity to prepare, unchecked,
measures for their destrrlction ; but into this absur. dity the British authorities on the western side of
..
I
India fell. Even when the sacred four months expired they were not prepared effectually to relieve
Mangalore. On the dayi which, according t~ their
own view, found them at liberty to act vigorously,
they were unprovided :with the means of succouring the place. On! the 1st of December a
squadron was off Mangalore, but they were destitute
of water, and all but one ~hip departed on that day ;
that solitary one, on board of which was Brigadier-general Macleod, following on the 2nd. Some
inadequate supplies were: subsequently thrown in,
but they appear to have passed under the pro-·
visions of the armistice with Tippoo Sultan, which,
he was every hour breaking. At length the distress
of the garrison became extreme. The salt meat was
uneatable, the biscuit swatmed with vermin, and sea
scurvy, the consequence
this loathsome and unwholeso~e food, raged throughout the garrison.
The sepoys had neither sait nor condiment of ~ny
I
kind ; blindness, alleged to proceed from the consumption of rice without; any antiseptic addition,
seized vast· numbers. Tto-thirds of the garrison
1
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xr. were in hospital, and it was not unusual for the men•
to drop down on parade in the vain endeavour!
A.D. 1784 •. to shoulder arms.
On the 23rd of January it,
.. seemed impossible longer to protract this;· state of
suffering with any adequate advantage. Negotiation was opened ; on the 26th, articles of capitulation were agreed upon, but not signed till the 30th.
In the interval, Colonel Gordon arrived with two
ships containing a month's provisions. Had these
arrived earlier the siege might have been prolonged ;
but now the 'articles were agreed upon, though not
signed, and Colonel Campbell would not recede
from ·that to which his faith was pledged. The
garrison were permitted to march to Tellichery with
arms, acoutrements, and the honours of war. The
gallant officer who, after nobly defending for many
months a place of no great strength against a vast
army, had, on its surrender, obtained for himself and
his men terms rarely granted, did not long survive
the fatigues and anxiety to. which he had been subjected : he died on the 23rd of March, in the same
year.·
About the middle of October, Colonel Fullarton,
who, after his march in the direction of ·General
Stuart's army, had returned to the southward, received inte.Jligence of the insolent violation of the
convention of Mangalore, and he in consequence
moved on to Paligaut,, with a view to effect a junction with a force commanded by General Macleod~
Paligaut sustained a short and vigorous siege, but
fell suddenly and unexpectedly. Captain Maitland,

cHAP.
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being on duty in the trenches, took advantage of a
heavy fall of rain to; drive the enemy. from the
eovered way which was not palisaded, and pursuing
the fugitives through ;the first and second gateway,
the garrison were st~ck with panic, and immediately surrendered. 1
. The an:icipated cotoper~tion of General Macleod
m the rehef of Mangalore 1t was, found could not be
obtained. Tellichert, which was relied upon for
provisions and store~, could afford neither ; the
troops under General
Macleod
could not be fur..;
I
.
nished with field equipage in less than two months,
and the state of the kountry presented insurmountable difficulties in the way of a rapid advance.
Colonel Fullarton .b:ad therefore to determine on
i
a new course, and with a view to the ultimate expediency of advancing ion Seringapatam, where it was
understood disaffecti~n prevailed, he proceeded to
the capital of Coim~atore. Here his progress was
arrested by instructions from commissioners proceeding to the cour~ of Tippoo Sultan to negotiate.
These instructions r~quired the colonel not only to
suspend his operatiohs, but to abandon all his conquests and to retire within the limits possessed by the
English on the 26t~ of the preceding July. Such.
instructions were, to say the least, prematurely given
-they were found~d on an assumption " that the
cessation of arms appeared to have been disturbed
in partial instances py accidental circumstances, and
'Yithout any authotity from government on either
side," when it was !notorious that it had been· sys1
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tematically violated by Tippoo Sultan himself. It is
inconsistent with the ordinary .duty of a soldier to
inquire whether he will obey lawful orders or not,
and to exercise a discretion which is not entrusted
to him. Colonel Fullarton departed so far from
general rule as to qetermine,. while yielding obedience to that part of his recent instructions which
required him to suspend further operations, to abstain
from carrying into effect the remainder, and he expressed his intention to retain all his conquests till
the receipt of further orders. In extenuation of this
irregula1·ity, it is to be urged that he knew the orders
which had been conveyed' to him to have originated
either in a gi'OSS ignorance of facts or in gross weakness.
The commissioners entered on their duties, and
there was apparently not- much difference in
views of the opposite negotiators. Mutual restitution was to be the basis of peace, but the order
in which the restitutions were to take place
gave rise to 'much discussion. The English proposed that all places captured by either party to
the eastward of the Ghauts should in the first in~
_ stance be restored·; that the release of all the Eng.:
lish prisoners should then follow ; and finally, on
the English being satisfied that this condition had
been faithfully executed, that exchanges of all
places captured on the western coast should · be
made. Mangalore had not yet fallen, and the
agents of Tippoo Sultan demanded that its stirrender should preceae the release of the English

tlie
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prisoners, pledging their faith (or the due fulfilment
of the latter provision. The Mst commissioner, Mr.
Sadleir, was ready to assent
this arrangement ;
the second, Mr. Staunton, had no such confidence
in the good faith of Tippoo sJitan, and he refused
to comply. In this situationl the question could
only be. decided by a referenc~ to government, and
its decision was most properly ~iven in favour of the
opinion of Mr. Staunton. At 1~he same time, a third
member, Mr. Huddleston, wa!s added to the com1
mission. In this instance the government acted
wisely; they subsequently acted ·weakly. They resolved to enforce the orders i of the commissioners
for Colonel Fullarton to abandon his conquests, and
1
retire within the limits pres cribed by his previous
instructions: Colonel Fulla~ton obeyed. On his
march, he met the celebratJd missionary: Swartz,
who had been requested to a~sist the commissioners
in the .capacity of an inte~reter, and was .on his
way, for the purpose of ente1;ing on this duty. Even
this single-minded and peaceful man could not refrain
from exp1·essing his astonish~ent at the orders given
to Colonel Fullarton. "And :is the peace so certain,"
said he, " that you quit all liefore the negotiation is
ended? The possession of tHese rich countries would
have kept Tippoo in awe, and inclined him to reason' reins, and how will
able terms. But you quit the
you manage the beast?" The Colonel could only
answer, " I cannot help it." ,I It yet remained for the
government to bear witne~s ·against its own folly,
credulity, and precipitanc~, and this was done.

to
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Colonel Fullarton had not entirely fulfilled his former orders, when he received counter-orders, requiring him to retain possession of all that had not
previously been given up, until he received further
instructions.
The commissioners h~d hitherto treated only with
Tippoo Sultan's servants at a distance from their
master. In their progress towards the camp of
the Mysorean chief, they were subjected to every
inconv~nience and indignity which could be devised. They were conducted by routes almost impassable, and several of their camels perished.·
Their journey was so regulated as to keep pace with
the progress of famine at Mangalore, and when only
twenty miles distant from that place, they were met
by a letter from the Sultan, informing them that,
at the earnest desire of Colonel Campbell, he had
agreed to take charge of the· fort. Arrived in the
camp of the insolent Mahometan; the tent of each
of the commissioners was graced by the erection
of a gibbet in its front. Their communications with
their countrymen in the ships lying in the roads
were placed under restraint ; and the commissioners
learned that several British prisoners, including General Mathews, had been murdered by the tyrant, into
whose power they had fallen. It was not unnatural
that they should become apprehensive that the
gibbets were erected with intentions beyond that of
mere insult.*
~

* It has been reported that the commissioners meditated escape,
for which they could not incur much blame; but the circumstances
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It would be both tedious and useles ~ to pursue the
1
course of the negotiation through all its tortuous

I

under which the design was entertained are ~aid to have been
extraordinary. A narrative of them is given by polonel Wilks; but
as the
official records of the time contain no account
of the trans.
I
action, it has not been thought proper to ins~rt any part of the
details in the text. The subject, however, .is too curious to be
altogether passed over, and the following apcount is stated by
Colonel Wilks to rest " on high and incontrovertible authority,"
· living at the time of the publication of his 'second volume (June,
1817). That authority is understood to have been Sir Thomas
I
Dallas, the commander of the commissioners' escort. " Mr.
Swartz, the interpreter provided for the i commissioners, was
forcibly prevented from joining them ; n,~ither they nor any
of their diplomatic suite understood either of the country
languages ; and the native interpreter, Vencaty Rangia, was
one day taken ill, and unable to officiate. Under these circumstances, the commissio'u.ers had recoude to a menial servant
I
of the officer commanding the escort, to be the medium between
the two states in this important diplom.acy. On the evening of
• the same day this man came to his mastet's tent in the greatest
apparent alarm, said that he had intelligenc~ of the most urgent importance to communicate, and even beggeq that the candles might
be extinguished to prevent observation. These precautions being
taken, he proceeded to relate that, after ):>eing kept standing for
several hours interpreting between the commissioners and Tippoo's
ministers, finding himself much fatigued, he lay down without the
tent wall ; and after the dismission of strangers, and the retiremen:t
of !he senior commissioner, he heard theitwo other commissioner~
discussing and arranging a plan for removing on board ship,
where they would have at least the adv~ntage of personal safety
in conducting their negotiations: the arrangements for embarkation
were to be conducted with the utmost secrecy, and to be adjusted
on the ensuing day by the surgeon, Mr; Falconer, by means of a
pretext for getting on sh,lP-board, which'was also related. The first
commissioner was only to be apprized it by their calling at his ·
tent on their way to the boat, and giving him the option of ac•
l
companymg them ; the escort and attendants were to be left to
their fate, and the only persons in th~ secret were to be the two
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windings. It may suffice to say that as the arrogance·
and insolence of Tippoo Sultan had been encouraged
commissioners. and Mr. Falconer (the memory of the living narrator does not enable him to state whether the secretary was also
included). A faithful service of many years and a considerable
portion of sagacity gave weight to the statement of the servant,
and the master retired to rest, and to reflect on what was proper
to be done. The next morning, at breakfast, Mr. Falconer appeared to be suddenly taken ill; it was necessary that he should
be sent on ship-board to be bled. A boat was applied for and
obtained for this special urgency, and he embarked. All this
minutely accorded with the plan reported by the servant on
the preceding night. The officer distinctly saw the first
part of the project in operation, and irp.mediately after breakfast
assembled the military officers of the escort, consisting of four
besides himself, including the aid-de-samp·of the commissioners.
He apprized them of all the facts with which he was acquainted;
stated his own determination not to desert his men; but observed
to them that the case was peculiar and nearly hopeless ; that they
were all bound by ties of affinity or of friendship to one or other
of the commissioners, and that in circumstances. so desperate he
should exact no military obedience, but leave to each the free
option of acting as he should think expedient. All instantly
declared their determination to adhere to their duty and obey his
orders, whatever they might be. He awaited the return of the
surgeon in the evening, and the following conversation ensued : Officer.-Well, Falconer, how has the bleeding answered? I
hope you feel better ?
• F.-Very much better; I was so sea-sick going on board, that
bleeding was found unnecessary.
Officer.-! am glad to hear that you are so much recovered;
but when does the boat come on shore to carry off the commissioners?
F. (turning pale).-What boat?
. Officer.-! coul~ not have ~uspected lou of active concurrence
m a plan for desertmg your fnends.
·
F.-In God's name, how came you acquainted with it?
Officer.-That's another affair-it is enough for you that I
know it (and then recited the particulars of the plan).
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by the timid submission of the MadrasI government,
so the indications of a bolder policy led to different

. I

F.-It is too true, and I have arranged with Captain Scott, but
I am not at liberty to tell you the particular tirhe.
Officer.-Then you may proceed, if you choo~e, to the commissioners, and report to them, as the sequel of tour arrangement,
that 1 am here to obey all their lawful orders, ;but also to do my
duty to the troops committed to my protection.! If there be any
embarkation, I hope to see the last private into the boats ; but
my sentinels have orders to give me precise information, and I
I
have a party saddled in the lines ready to seize as a deserter any
and every person who shall attempt a clandestine escape.
"The surgeon departed, and shortly afterwards the officer commanding the escort was sent for, and privately assured by the
second commissioner that there was no intenti(>n of effecting an
escape, or of any person going on board ship."-'-Wilks' Sketches,
vol. ii. pages 515-517.
Such is the account given by Colonel Wilks,· on the authority
of a distinguished officer who was on the spot [at the time when
the alleged facts occurred, and who believed himself to have been
the instrument of defeating the design of escape. It is proper,
however, to add, that the accuracy of the report has been impugned by one of the parties affected by it. Mr. Hudleston, after
retiring from service inindia, had attained the office of a director of
the East. India Company. The statement of Colonel Wilks excited
considerable attention among those taking an 'interest in Indian
affairs, which was extended even beyond that circle by the pointed
notice taken of the subject in one of the leading reviews. At a
general court of the Proprietors of the East-India Company, held
on the 18th of March, 1818, Mr. Hume referted to the charge,
and expressed a hope that Mr. Hudleston would be able to repel
it. Mr. Hudleston was not then an actual member of the Court
of Directors, the discussion having odcurred during his quadrennial year of exclusion from office, under the pro~isions of the law;
but the annual election was approaching, and it ,had been alleged
that, if he could not rebut the charge, he was unfit to be re-elected.
To meet the immediate danger, Mr. Hudleston, in general court,
publicly denied the. truth of the charge, and proinised to prepare,
in due time, a detailed refutation.U Before this :was completed, a
VOL. II.
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results. On the 11th of May the long pending
treaty was signed. It was based on the principle of
letter from Sir Thomas Dallas appeared in the Asiatic Journal
(May, 1818), avowing himself to be the informant of Dolonel
Wilks, and repeating the statement contained in the History.
At a general court, held on the 17th June, Mr. Hudleston's defence, which had been transmitted to the Court of Directors about
a fortnight before, was read. It -was of extraordinary length, but
the principal points of defence were the following. To shew the
improbability of the story told to Sir Thomas Dallas by his native
servant, Mr. Hudleston stated that the only tent in which the
servant could have been interpreting, or the commissioners negotiating, was Tippoo Sultan's public durbar tent, and he argued
that this was not a place to prepare a secret plot. He represented
the improbability of the first commissioner, Mr. Sadleir, being
kept in ignorance of such a plot if it had existed, and referred to
a letter. addressed to Captain Scott, commander of a ship in the
Mangalore Roads, which was signed by the first commissioner,
which letter adverted to a signal to be made on shore, for a purpose widely different from an escape of the commissioners, but
which; it appeared, General Macleod, who had become acquainted
with the report of an intended escape, had supposed to refer to
'such a design. Although it had been stated that the plan was a
matter of general conversation at Madras, Mr. Hudleston denied
that he had ever heard of it. In addition to these points, Mr.
Hudleston -diverged into many others little connected with the
main charge. He defended the peace which had been negotiated
by the commissioners, a:ffirmed that· he and his colleagues had
been treated by Tippoo Sultan with great courtesy, and revived an
explanation, which had been given many years before, of the erection of the gibbets, which, he said, were raised not to strike terror
into the commissioners, but for the use of some rebellious subjects of Tippoo Sultan, who had thereon expiated their crimes .
.On ·the 16th of December the subject came once more under the
notice of the general court, and a vote of continued confidence
in Mr. Hudleston .was passed unanimously, he having, in 4pril,
been re-elected a director without opposition. But the discussions
in the courts of the East-India Company:for~ed·only a portion of
the controversy. Sir Thomas Dallas published a second letter in
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a restitution of conquests, but no compensation was
obtained for the atrocious treatm~nt of the English
the Asiatic Journal for October, 1818, in which he claimed to ~ave
exercised " much than,kless forbearance,". and complained of Mr.
lfudleston's "unaccountable want of memory on so:me points, his
ininute and diffuse recollections on others, .~d the strange licence
he had given to his pen." In this letter, Sif Th<;n~as Palla§; denied
that all the negotiations of the commission~rs took place in Tippoo
Sultan's tent; and affirmed (on .the authority .of General Macalister, lieutenant and adjutant of the escort; as well as on his own),
that they were usually carried on either in another tent, in Tippoo
Sultan's camp, or in the public tent of the commissioners.· He
defended the character of his native servant, and shewed how his
statement was corroborated by Sir Tho~as Da).l.as's subsequent
conversation with Mr. Falconer: he quoted the testimony of Colonel Bruce .that he had heard several itimes from Mr. Collins
Jackson, secretary to the commissioners,: a statement corre:sponding, to the best of his recollectioJ;J., with' that ,of .Col<tnel Wil.ks ;
and he referred to a work, entitled "Mer,rioirs of theWar in Asia;"
first published in 1788, .and ,passing thr~ugh a sec01~~ edi~on in
the succeeding year, in ,which the foll?wing pas~age occurr(l~l;
"The corru,nissioners, now apprehensive of falling, lik;e so many of
their countrymen at Bidenen, by poison; formed a project to leave
their numerous train behind them, and 1p.ake their escape to Tellicherry. The project miscarried, and they continued in the state
of imprisoned men, la,bouring for their own extrication from imminent danger." Colonel Wilks also pttblished a letter, in which,
among other statements, he alleged tha~, before the publication of
his history, he had endeavoured to obtain an interview with ,Mr.
Hudleston, with a view to procure information on various points,
but in vain, Mr. Hudleston declining .on account of his want of
memory, and referring him to another person. Finally, Mr. Hudleston addressed to the editor of the Asiatic Journal (December, 1818) a letter, occupying thirt~en closely printed pages,
in small type, in which he maintains, that the negotiations were
always conducted in Tippoo Sultan's tent, with the ministers of
th~t ·prince, but states that cert~ C9mmu~ications were interchanged with persons called vakeels,' in other places.; and he
affi.nns that he was ignorant of th~ passage quoted from ,the
1
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prisoners by Tippoo Sultan. Hyder Ali had treated
them with a cruelty which manifested an utter disregard to the preservation of their lives : Tipp~o
Sultan did not hesitate to employ direct means to
deprive them of existence. Captain Rumley, w~o
led the charge against Tippoo's guns on the fatal day
of Colonel Baillie's· defeat; Lieutenant Fraser, one
of that officer's staff; Lieutenant Sampson, a gallant
office~, whose n.ame is yet remembered among the
Mahrattas ; General Mathews, and many of the officers taken at Bednore, all perished in captivity, and
not from natural causes. But the British govern" Memoirs of the War in Asia," and even of the existence of such
a work. So diffuse are the papers which this controversy called
forth, that it is impossible to present even a complete abstract of
their contents, without occupying a space altogether disproportioned to the importance of the subject. Those who desire to
enter minutely into the subject, will :find all the documents in the
Asiatic Journal, vols. v., vi., and vii. Stripped of the verbiage
in which the matter is involved, the leading points appear to be
these :-A native servant informs his master, Sir Thomas Dallas,
that he has learned that two persons, Mr. Staunton a!!d Mr.
Hudleston, meditated a certain act; and that a third, Mr. Falconer, the surgeon, is confidentially employed in assisting them.
Sir Thomas Dallas relates this to Mr. Falconer, who admits it to
be true ; and the truth of the statement is further confirmed by
one of the other parties. Mr. Staunton subsequently sending for
Sir Thomas Dallas, and without any inquiry as to the origin of ·
this officer's extraordinary suspicions, or any preparation for so
extraordinary an assurance, informs him that the commissioners
did not contemplate escape or removal, for it appears uncertain
which word was used. Such is the case for Colonel Wilks and
his informant. On the other side is the solemn declaration of ¥r.
Hudleston, that no such step as that charged upon the commissioners was even thought of. The reader must decide the question for himself.
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ment were too eager for peace 1 to inquire rigidly
into such matters, and too weak 1to protract hostilities in the hope of avenging them.
Between the governor-general and Lord Macartney there had never been muc:ti ~ordiality of feeling,
and the difficulties in which the government of Madras was placed tended to multiply the points ·of
difference. The governor-general had a plan for
surrendering to the Nizam the northern circars, in
consideration of a body of cava~ry to be furnished
by that prince. This was oppos~d by Lord Macartney, and was never carried into effect. Lord Ma1
cartney had, with much difficulty1 obtained from the
Nabob of Arcot an assignment of the revenues of the
Carnatic for the support of the war. This was disapproved by the government of Bengal, and the
assignment ordered to b~ rescinfled. Before these
orders were received at MadraS, orders of a contrary character arrived from the 1 Court of Directors.
The government of Bengal, however, stubbornly renised to yield, and Lord Macartney was equally immovable. The treaty with Tippoo Sultan afforded
other grounds of difference. It was disapproved by
the government of Bengal, atl}ong other reasons,
because it did not include the Nabob of Arcot; and
a new ratification, declaring it; to extend to that
personage, was directed to take place. Lord Macartney again resisted; and had the governor-general
possessed confidence in the staoility of his own authority, some violent measures might have resulted
from these disputes. But Hastings was now totter-
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irig in his seat-heavy charges were in circulation
against him in England, and he had dispatched an
agent thither for the defe~ce of his character and
interests.* The influence of Lord Macartney at
home appeared to be rising as that of Hastings was.
declining ; he continued to exercise his authority
Without impediment, until, in consequence chiefly
of the revocation of the orders of the Court of Directors relating·· to the assignment from M~home't
Ali, he voluntarily relinquished it, and was ultimately appointed to succeed to the office of go.:.
vernor-general.

* Major Scott.
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CHAPTER

xh.

lT is now necessary to returp to the affairs of
Bengal, for the purpose of adverting to some im'
not hitherto
portant acts of Hastings's gover~iment
noticed.
During the war waged with Meer Cossim and the
Vizier of Oude, the English had' received some sup1
port from the Rajah of Benares, named Bulwunt
Singh. His conduct had been 6ometimes regarded
'
with suspicion ; but, on the who~e, it had afforded so
much satisfaction, that it was deemed right to secure
his peaceful possession of the cbuntry which he administered by a special provisidn in the treaty concluded with the vizier. On t~e death of Bulwunt
Singh, the British government, again interfered to
procure a continuance of the zemindary to his son,
Cheyt Singh, and this object wa~ effected, the young
rajah being subjected to the charge of a considemble
present to the vizier, and a s,mall increase of his
annual tribute. On these conditions, the vizier
gr~nted sunnuds confirming Cheyt Singh in the rights
exercise_d by his father. Subse:quently, by virtue of
a treaty concluded between the East~Ind.ia Comp~ny and Azoff-al-Dowlah, the: territories administered by Cheyt Singh passed ihto the hands of the
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xn; foqner authority.* New sunnuds were granted to
.. Cheyt Singh by the British government, confirming
him in the exercise of the powers and rights which
he had previously held :under "the Soubahdar of
Oude, · subject to the payment of the same awount
of tribute, and to an additional sum of about njnety
thousand rupees levied under the title of nuzzerana.
When the war with France rendered it necessary _
for the Company's government to make additional
preparations for defence, it was determined to ·call
upon Cheyt Sing to contribute to the object, and he
was required to consent to the establishment of
three battalions of sepoys, to be raised and main,..tained at his expense. The rajah did not object,
and his vakeel at Calcutta proposed that the amount
of the annual charge should be fixed at three lacs of
rupees. This was de~med insufficient by the B~itish
authorities, who determined that the sum of five lacs·
was not excessive, and required that it should be
paid without delay. The rajah, in ·conformity with
the usual practice of oriental debtors, endeavoured
to procrastinate, and the English resident was . directed to assume a threatening tone ; but, ultimately,
that sum was paid as the first year's subsidy.
The second year brought a fresh demand from the
British government, and fresh evasions on the part
of the rajah. · After many attempts to elude payment altogether, he furnished part of the required
sum, but declared ~imself unable to complete it.

* See page 66.
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His inability was not removed imtil two battalions CHAP.
had been put in motion agahi.-st him. . He th~n
paid the balance of the subsidy, as well as the
military expenses incurred· by his resistance. The
proceedings of the· third year differed little 'from
those of the second. After the, ordinary delays,· a
military for~e was ordered to adva;nce, but the timely
submission of the rajah rendered;their presence unnecessary. In addition to the fmbsidy, the British
governmeJ?.t now demanded froiiJ. Cheyt Singh the
assistance of a body of cavalry~ to' be continued during the war. The rajah did not1comply, and fresh
cause of irritation was thus creat¢d. Shortly afterwards the time arrived for demanding the fourth
year's subsidy. It was reported ~nd believed, that
the rajah had inherited great weaith from his father,
which he had secured in two stro~g fortresses, and
I
to which he c~mtinued to makel yearly additions.
To these accumulations the eye ; of the governorgeneral was directed for a twof~ld purpose. He
deemed the conduct of the rajah contu.macious and
disaffected, and on these grounds deserving of punishment. The punishment of the 1 rajah might conveniently be combined with the relief of the necessities of the British government by the infliction of
a large pecuniary fine ; and this p1an he resolved
to adopt. Having secured the consent of his coadjutors, he departed on a journey to Benares. At
Buxar he was met by Cheyt Singh, ·with a large fleet
of boats. Several interviews .took place between
the governor-general and the rajah,: at one of which
I
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xn. the latter placed his turban on· Hastings's lap. The
governor-general, however,· continued to prosecute
his journey to Benares, at which place he arrived on
A.D.l7Sl. the 14th of August.
Here he declined personal
conferenc·e with the rajah, but dispatched a letter to
him, stating at length the grounds of the dissatisfaction of the British goverrtnient, and requiring an
answer. The answet; as must have been expected,
was· unsatisfactory, and Hastings chose to regard it
as offensive. · His next measure was a strong one.
He ordered the British resident, Mr. Markham, to
proceed to the house of the rajah, and put him under
arrest. The resident executed the order .without
difficulty, the rajah calmly submitting.
While the governor-general was preparing to
carry out the design to w-hich the seizure of the
rajah's person was preliminary, he was~ informed that
large bodies of armed men had arrived from Ram..
naghur, and had proceeded to the rajah's house .. The
guard placed over the rajah consisted of two com··
panies of grenadier sepoys, who were stationed in an
enclos·ed square which surrounded the rajah's apart·ments. By some extraordinary neglect these troops
had been sent without ammunition. To supply the
want, another company of sepoys was subsequently
dispatched, but on ·their arrival they found ·their
passage disputed by a multitude of armed men,
who had surrounded the house and blockaded all
the avenues. The British party were thus unable to
advance to the succour of the troops in the square,
who were attacked 'by the rajah's men, and, being
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unprovided with the meat of resistance, were cHAP. xn.
speedily cut to pieces. In the· C"onfusion, the rajah
left the house by a wicke~ which opened to the
river; and by means of tuJbans tied together, de·
scended the steep bank to Ia boat, whieh was wait..
ing to convey him to the opposite shore._ Those to
whom he owed his escape !followed hi~; and the
I
company of British sepoys, :who had arrived too late
to aid their companions, todk possession of the place
I
where they had been slaughtered. The departure
of Gheyt Singh's men in t1ie train of their master
I
delivered the governor-genf.ral and his attendants
from apprehensions which .it was by no means un.;
reasonable to entertain. H~d they proceeded to the
g~vernor-general's quartersJ he, and every Englishman with him, must have fillen an easy prey. This
catastrophe was averted, aJd the escape is probably
to be attributed to the ifregularity and disorder
which marked the entire pfoceedings ending in the
rescue of the rajah.
Hastings now found hin}self involved unexpectedly in actual warfare. An ~ttack was planned upon
Ramnaghur, one of the prii1cipal strongholds of the
I
rajah. This failed through the perversity of the
commander of a detachmerlt,
who, by a premature
I
and ill-judged movement, li>rought his party into a
situation where, in the .language of Hastings, they
were ~' annihilated rather than ·defeated." In the
mean time. Hastings becarhe alarmed for his own
position, which there was ~easo~i ~o believe _w~s·. intended to be attacked. T~e opmton of a counc1l of

I

I
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xu. officers coincided with that of the governor-general,
that retreat was desirable, and the party in consequence moved to Chunarghur. The rajah continued
to solicit peace, but Hastings did not· condescend
even to answer his communications.
At Chunarghur, however, he continued to be
dreadfully distressed for money and provisions.
Supplies· and reinforcements at length arrived, and
after some minor successes, it was resolved to attack
the fortresses of Cheyt Singh. Pateeta was taken
by Major Popham by storm ; and on the sa~e day
Major Crabb defeated a party who endeavoured to
intercept his advance to the pass of Sackroot, on
which an attempt was to be made simultaneous.ly
with the attack on Pateeta.
Cheyt Singh had not expected that the English
would venture to attack him, and the concurrent
success of Major Pophain and Major Crabb filled
him with' alarm. He fled in the direction of Bidzeghur, where a principal part of his treasure was deposited, and thither he was pursued by Major Popham. In the mean time the governor-general returned to Benares; to make arrangements for the
administration of the country, a duty which it was
declared Cheyt Singh had forfeited the right to
perform. · The zemindary 'Yas"'bestowed on the son
of a daughter of Bulwunt Singh. His age was
nineteen, and it might have been presumed that he
would have been held competent to exercise the
duties of his office in person. But from some cause
which does not app~ar, this did not meet the views
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of the governor-general, and the actual management CHAP.
of the country was committed to .the father of the .
new zemindar, under the title of /Naib. Contemporary with these arrangements, thJ annual payment
from the zemindar to the Compahy was consider1
ably raised.
·
Major Popham advanced towar4s Bidzeghur, and
on his approach Cheyt Singh withdrew, taking with
him as much wealth as he could secure. His wife
and mother remained, and in their names the fortress was defended with considerable resolution. A
surrender was proposed; on condition of securing to
the widow of Bulwunt Singh th~ possession of her
property and the administration of a specified pergunnah. The latter condition was obviously objectionable ; and as the Ranee claimed all the property
within the place, alleging that h:er son had carried
away. all that belonged to him, cbmpliance
with the
I
former would have left the captors
nothing but the
r
barren possession of the fortress. The. conditions
were accordingly refused, mider the orders of the
governor-general, and the place finally surrendered
on the single stipulation of perso?al protection to the
prisoners. Some treasure, though far less than was
expected, was found within the ;fortress ; but no part
1
of it was destined to .recruit the Company's exhau~ted treasury. It was seized and appropriated
by the military as prize. Major Popham, it is said,
was not disposed to approve of this act, but he was
overawed by the clamour of hisI officers. This was a
serious disappointment to Hastings. He had calcu1

I
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lated on raising a large sum by way -of fine on Cheyt
Singh~the resistance offered on behalf.of the zemindar had rendered it necessary to incur expense in
military operations, and when a portion ,of treasure
was secured, it was diverted to private benefit, the
finances of government being burdened instead of
relieved by the operations in Benares. Foiled in the
principaL_object of his visit to Benares, the governor•
general sought to obtain an advance from the officers by way of loan for the use of government ; but
those who had so promptly seized the spoil. were too
careful to place any part .of it in danger.
Bidzeghur was not taken by assault, and it may
appear difficult to determine the grounds up01J.
which the appropriatiQn of the treasure took pla~e.
The main one probably was, that those who made it
had the power of advancing their own interests, with
very slight chance of an after-reckoning-and that
at a very remote period of time, jf it should ever
occur. It. was· alleged, too, that the extraordinary
despatch manifested .on this occasion was caused by
a disappointment to which ·the officers had been srrbjected with. regard to prize-money in the Rohilla war.
Another ground of justification was the presumed
authority of Hastings himself. When the proposal
to surrender Bidzeghur, on conditions, was communicated by Major Popham to the governor-general,
the latter .answered ·in a manner which it is difficult !to reconcile with the .object of the ,proceedings
against Cheyt Singh. ~· With respect rto the bQoty,"
he said, " this .is ;rather your c(msideration (than
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mine. I should be ve.ry sorry that your officers .and
•
.
I
.
soldwrs lost ;my part of t.he rew~rd to whLCh they
are so well entitled." That sudh language should
have been held
·under
would be
.
. . ·such cimJmstanoos
I
.
incredible, were the fact not attested in ·a manner
that leaves it beyond dispute. ft remains then to
find, if possible, a solution of the difficulty. Djd
Hastings realJy intend that the) army should enjoy
the treasure found in Bidz.egh~r? " Jt seems," as
has justly been said, " ridiculous in the extreme to
suppose, that· the head and re~resentative of a government, which stood upon the brink of bankruptcy, should have meditated a proceeding so suici'
dal."* Did the governor-general then express himself
hastily and unguardedly? At s~ch a time-on such a
subjec~in answer to. a refer~nce of such weighty
importance, it is impossible to; believe this. There
is one other mode of accounti~g for Hastings's language-it is by ascribing it to a desire to stimulate
the zeal of the military employed before Bidzeghur
by the prospect of reward, of which, at a future
time, Hastings could dete~ine the amount, and
even adjudicate on the valid~ty of the claim. Unfortunately, Hastings's charapter for candour does
not stand sufficiently high to ensure the rejection
of this supposition.
·
The conduct of Hastings, with regard to Cheyt
Singh, drew upon him abu;ndant and severe cen..
sure, and it furnished part of the matter of his subsequent impeachment. In Judging of it, the first

* Gleig's Memoirs of Hasti~gs, vol. ii. page 417.
I
I
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xn. point for consideration is, the justice of demanding from Cheyt Singh any contribution towards the
service of the English government beyond the rent
or tribute secured by the original contra~t between
the parties. Both .sides of the question may be
supported by plausible arguments. On the one
hand, ~it has been alleged that, if ~uch a demand
were allowable, a person in the situation of Cheyt
Singh ·would. possess no security for the enjoyment
of any part of the property which he held under the
solemn recognition of a superior authority-that if
five lacs of rupees might be demanded under extraordinary circumstances, so might fifty, and that thus
the entire profits of the dependant might be alienated to the chief. This, however, is an argument
resting for its validity upon a presumed abuse of
power. . In the same manner, the right of any
government to tax its subjects might be questioned,
because this right may be exercised to the purposes
of oppression and ruin. If any right existed in the
government of Bengal to demand extraordinary aid
from the rajah ·of Benares, it must be taken. with
the correlative obligation of exercising it with reason
and with a due regard to the rajah's ability. The
supreme authority in evm·y state has a right to
raise money for the public service, and to restrain
crime by _punishment ; but it would be an abuse of
language to say that ariy power can have a right to
levy undue exactions or to inflict unjust punishment.
In support of the claim of the Bengal govern-
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.ment, it may be argued, that the annual contribu- CHAP. xu.
1
tioh rendered by Cheyt Singh co uld be regarded as
a complete satisfaction of the ciJims of the state of
which he was a dependant only\ in ordinary times.
'
in expensive
The British government we~e involved
, wars : on what ground could ~ny porti~m of the
British territories in India claim to be exempted
'
.
from the burden of contributing to the expenses
occasioned by those wars 1 The· districts governed
·by Cheyt Singh were clearly Brit~sh territory-they
had been formally ceded to the Company by the
vizier. It is quite certain that, !if that prince had
\
.
retained them, he would have felt little delicacy in
· ·
· case of emergency, efItraor d'mary. ass1s
· trequmng,
m
ance from the rajah of Benares to the extent of his
ability, or something beyond it. The English' took
the -same rights which had been exercised by the
vizier, and their sovereignty was as~~rted by the grant
of fresh sunnuds to the ·rajah, knd -recognised by
his acceptance of them. As a shbject, for such in
t~uth he was, it was his duty to-! contribute to the
general defence of the state. H~stings called upon
him so to contribute, and notwithstanding
the oblo.I
quy which he thereby incurred, at a time when 1m;n
seemed incapable of bringing td the discussion of
I
•
questions of Indian policy any po;rtion of the calmness essential to the discovery of1' truth, it appears
probable that the cooler j~dgmeiJt of posterity will
not regard this as among the rePrehensible acts of
' Hastings's administration. If the hght to require as-sistance be conceded, the amount 4emanded does not

I
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xn. appear unreasonable ; and though Cheyt Singh com·..
plained bitterly, his complaints may fairly be ascribed to the ordinary habit of the East, of postpon:ing to the latest moment all payments, however just
or reasonable, and, if possible, of evading them
0
altogether.
In regard to the demand for cavalry, the conduet of the rajah was of a similar character, and
can scarcely be ascribed to any cause but a disaffection to the Brjtish government. It had been reeom- ·
mended that he should constantly keep two thousand cavalry, but this was not obligatory. What ·
number he actually had it is not possible to ascer'tain, but it is certain that he had some; and though,
after many evasions, he offered to furnish a few, he
contented himself with inerely offering-he sent
none. That such conduct should excite indignation
is not surprising; and reference being had to the
relation in which the rajah stood to the' British government, it would be difficult to shew the injustice
of visiting his contumaey with a reasonable pecuniary fine. Hastings had resolved to inflict a very
large one ; his views extended to forty or fifty lacs
of rupees : an amount certainly disproportioned to
the rajah's offences, and the payment of which must,
in all probability, have totally impoverished him.
It cannot be questioned that, in determining the
amount, the governor-general appears to have been
influenced far more by a regard to the interests of
the Company's treasury than to the just apportionment of merited punishment.
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In the measures taken towards
the enforceI
ment of this claim, Hastings, too,( seems to have
acted with undue violence. His bourse was probably dictated by the extravagant~ amount of the
demand which he had determined t.~ make : it must
have been quite certain that the i rajah would not
yield without force, and Hastings 'went to Benares
prepared to have recourse to that last resort for the
settlement of differences. He con:templated·
either
I
the deprivation Of Cheyt Singh of ,his zemindary, or
the seizure of the forts in which t~e rajah's treasure
was deposited, with a view to the forcible appropriation of a sufficient portion to meet the fine. The
' seen, to place
preliminary step was, as has be~n
Cheyt Singh in arrest. · Ii1 any ~art of the world
such a proceeding would, under the circumstances,
have been thought harsh and opp~·essive. In India,
.
'
the subjection of tl_le person of ~ man of rank to
restraint, is 'felt as an indignity of the grossest cha1
.
racter. It provoked resistance; and had the advantage gained by the rajah's party been improved, the
governor-general and Cheyt Singh might have·
changed places. The want of spirit, or the want of
judgment, in the rajah's support~rs, saved Hastings
from captivity or from death, ankl secured him the
I
means of inflicting vengeance Olj. his ene~y. That
vengeance was both summary an~ complete ; but this
was all that the governor-gener~l gained by his visit
to Benares. The treasure which he had anticipated
was diverted from public to priyate purposes by the
men who were the instruments !for executing Hast-
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xn. ings's plans, and the main object of those plan~ was
thus frustrated.·
The spirit which Hastings manifested towards
Cheyt Singh was so intensely bitter, as almo.st to
force an inquiry whether the public delinquency
of this man could be the sole cause of the governorgeneral's hatred. This is a question which could not
have been satisfactorily answered had not Hastings.
himself afforded the means. In enumerating the
crimes of the rajah, Hastings accuses him of having
entertained an intention to revolt. " This design,"
says he, "had been greatly favoured by the unhappy
divisions of our government, in which he presumed
to take an open part. It is a fact, that when these
had proceeded to an extremity bordering on civil
violence, by an attempt to wrest from me my authority, in the month of June, 1777, he had deputed
a man named Sumboonaut, with an express commission to my opponent, and the man had proceeded
as far as Moorshedabad, when, hearing of the change
of affairs which had taken place at the presidency,
he stopped, and the rajah recalled him."* Here,
then, is the· key, furnished by Hastings himself, to
the feelings "under which he carried on his proceedings against Cheyt Singh. While the contest between himself and General Clavering was raging,

* Hastings's Narrative, printed in the Appendix to the Supplement to the Second Report of the Select Committee of the
House of Commons on the Administration of Justice in India,
1782; and also in the Minutes of Evidence on the Trial of
Hastings, vol. i.
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the presumptuous rajah had +entured to dispatch a CHAP. XII.
I
messenger to the opponent/ of the man who was
eventually to· be master of liis fortunes. For four
years the hatred engendered/by this act had burned
in Hastings's heart, when ~n opportunity occurred
for gratifying at once the cla}ms of public justice
and of private revenge. Su:~h an opportunity Hastings was not the man to p~s· by. It is not necessary to ascribe the whole ~f his proceedings with
regard to Cheyt Singh to 1)ersonal hatred. Independently of this feeling, pe would probably have
called upon the rajah for assistance towards ~arrying
on the 'war, and he would ,1 have been justified; he
would probably have visited his numerous failur~s
I
with some punishment ; apd in· this, too,. he would
I
have been justified : but in the absence of the dark
passion which had so long ~ankled in his breast, he
would have proceeded wlth more calmness, more .
dignity, and more regard ito the courtesy which the
rank and position of the kemindar demanded. To
humble to the dust the nian who had offended him
was a triumph which it was not in the nature of
Hastings to forego, when :circumstances,threw in his
way the opportunity of e4joying it. He set his foot
on the neck of his enemy, and was happy.
With the explanation, afforded by himself, the
conduct of Hastings toiVards Cheyt Singh appears
perfectly in accordance ~vith his general character ;
but the indiscreet revel~tion of his feelings is remarkable, as being in ~triking opposition to that
character. Disguise sefmed to be natural to .biiP,.
I
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xn. On all. occasions he surrounded himself and his motives with mystery. Here is a striking exception.
A degree of frankness, which few men in such a case
would have manifested, for once marks a communication from Warren Hastings. How is this to be
accounted for? By the strength of the passion
. which had waited years for g~atification, and by the
overwhelming sensation of triumph consequent on
gratification when attained. Powerful must these
feelings have been to overcome the caution
of a man
r
with whom concealment was not so much a habit as
an instinct ; which could .induce him for once to lift
the veil '''hich on no other occasion was ever removed ; which could lead him, unabashed and undismayed, to expose to the public eye motives and
feelings of which the suggestions of the most ordinary prudence would have dictated the concealment
-and this, too, at a time when, under the avowed
consciousness that some parts of his proceedings
required explanation, and unger the humiliating
sense of disappointment at .the ·f~ilure of his financial
speculations, he was seeking to disarm hostility by
apology! 0
In carrying on the review of Hastings's conduct
through the remarkable transactions in Benares, it
is pleasing to be able to pass from one portion of it,
which certainly reflects no honour on him, to another,
where it would be a breach of justice to withhold
the meed of praise. For a time Hastings was in
imminent danger, and no man under such circumstances could have displayed greater intrepi_dity.
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His attention was never diverted! from public ·busi- CHAP. xn.
I
ness to personal safety ; and surrounded by sources of
alarm, he continued, as far as was Jracticable, to carry
on the correspondence of governrtient, not only with
regard to the affairs ofBenares, bJt to distant objects
-to the negotiations with the Mahrattas and other
important affairs. He could not fail to be anxious,.
even on public grounds, to be ·relieved from his
perilous position ; but the consciousness of it neither
distracted his thoughts nor imp~ired his judgment.
When at Chunarghur, in hourly expectation of an
attack from the enemy, he seem~ to have discharged
his duties with as much coolnes~ and self-possession
I
as if he had· been in the coun9il-room at Calcutta.
This trait of character has be~n thought to merit
some especial notice, 'inasmuch~as Hastings had not
enjoyed the advantage of a/ miJitary education.
Much of the calmness displa)ted by military men,
under circumstances calculatJd to excite or distract the mind, is, without doubt, to be attributed
to the effects of habit and discipline. Hastings
seems to have inherited from nature this valuable
gift, and at no part of his life did h~ manifest it
more eminently than when surrounded by the diffi1
culties in which his visit to Benares
had involved
I
him.
i
The punishment of the ze~indar of Benares was
not the only, nor indeed thb principal, ,object of
Hastings's visit in that quarte~. He was to proceed
from thence to Oude, the affairs of which country
were in a most distracted stat¢. The vizier had proI

I

/
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posed to meet Hastings at Benares; but the unexpected occurrences which had taken place rendered Hastings reluctant to receive him there, and
a letter was dispatched to the vizier dissuading his
advance. The vizier, however, persisted in coming
to meet the governor-general, who had thus no resource but to receive him with a good grace. T)le
result of the visit was the conclusion of a new treaty
. between the Company's government and the vizier.
Before noticing its provisions, it will be proper to
advert to a fact connected with the negotiation, not
in itself very remarkable, but rendered of importance by the extraordinary conduct of Hastings in
relation to it. In the East, presents are indispensable auxiliaries of ·negotiation, and at the period
under review the natives had little reason to expect that European diplomatists would manifest
any objection to conforming in this respect to the
custom of the country. The vizier was in a state
of the greatest pecuniary embarrassment, but this
(lid not prevent an offer to the governor-general
of a sum amounting to ten lacs of rupees, as a private present. Hastings took the·money, and applied
it to the public service. Thus far, ther~fore, he
may be thought not deserving of great blame,
although it cannot be denied that, for his own honour and that of his country, it would have been far
better that he should have refused to accept of any
thing offered as a private advantage to himself, and
which the donor could not fail to. believe was to be so
applied. This was, indeed, not the first transaction

;
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of the kind in which he had been invblved. On one CHAP. xu.
occasion Cheyt Singh had tendered a ,~mall sum, as a
private mark of his ;espect for the go~ernor-general,
which was accepted. This, too, was abplied to public
purposes ; but, at the same time, itl afforded opportunity for the employment of a seties of disguises
and misrepresentations on the part/of Hastings, for
which, as the money was employed ;properly, thqugh
obtained dishonourably, it is difficult to find a motive,
except in the governor-general's u*conquerable love
of mystery. .
.
Hastings has been accused of i~tending to appropriate it to himself, but the eviderlce does not sustain
th~ charge. The gift of the vizie;r, however, he certainly destined to his personal benefit, and, in this
instance, he entered on the purpose which he had in
view in a manner far more ditect
than was usual
I
with him. He did not advise the
Court of Direc1
tors of the transaction until four months after it
had taken place. . A part of t1?-e sum only had then
been paid, for the vizier's trea~ury did not overflow •
with money : for the remai~der, bills had been
given, the amount of which
was
eventually realized,
•
I
though tardily, and with difficulty. Having stated
the fact to the Court, and /promised to render a
faithful account, Hastings, w;thout any preparation,
or the suggestion of any reaf;ons in support of the
· request, coolly added, " If, you shall adjudge the
deposit to me, I shall considier it the most honourable approbation m11l rewafd of my labours, and I
wish to owe my fortune to your bounty." The gift

I

I
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of a hundred thousand pounds has not often been
asked with so little ceremony.* The application
was not complied with.

. * The recently published memoirs of Hastings contain a letter
addressed by the governor-general to Major Scott, his agent in
England, enclosing a copy of that which he bad dispatched to
the Court of Directors, claiming the personal benefit of the vizier's
bounty. In this letter Hastings says, " I am neither a prude nor
a hypocrite. Had I succeeded as I bad reason to expect in the
original objects of my expedition, I should have thought it, perhaps, allowable to make some provision for myself when I had
filled the Company's treasury; but I am disappointed. I have
added, indeed, a large income to the Company's revenue, and if
Mr. Middleton [resident at Lucknow] does his duty, I have provided for the early payment of the debt due from the Nabob Vizier
to the Company. But these are not acquisitions of eclat. Their
immediate influence is not felt, and will not be known at all till
long after the receipt of these dispatches. It will·be known that
our receipts from Benares were suspended for three months, and
during as long a time at Lucknow. It will be known that the
pay and charges of the temporary brigade have been thrown upon
the Company, and that all the Nabob's pensioners have been withdrawn ; but the effect of my more useful arrangement, thanks to
Mr. Middleton, yet remains to be accomplished. I return to an
• empty treasury, which I left empty. I will not suffer it to be
said, that I took more care of my own interests than of the public, nor that I made a sacrifice of the latter to the former."Vol.ii., page 458. It is difficult to understand the boast with which
the passage just quoted concludes. In asking for a present of a
hundred thousand pounds, Hastings had certainly manifested
some regard to his own interests, and, as he states that the public
treasury was empty, the time chosen for preferring the request
appears, to say the least, injudicious. It is equally difficult to
understand what he means by saying, that if he had " succeeded
as he. had reason to expect," he "should have thought it, perhaps,
·allowable to make some provision for himself, when he had filled
the Company's treasury." How woultl he have made it? Did
he mean, that success would have justified him in accepting pre-
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The visit of the vizier to Hastings was, however,
productive of more important r~sults than the transsents, and applying them to his privatetse ? He knew that this
was unlawful. He could not mean, ihat with better success he
would have asked something from the/ gratitude of the Court of
Directors, for he had done this under the
circumstances which
he
I
.
deplores. Had he succeeded better, h~ perhaps would have asked
more ; and if this be his meaning, it ~ight be a curious matter of
specula,tion to consider how much more. If .he thought a hundred thousand pounds a reasonable remuneration of partial failure,
how much would he have claimed as the reward of complete
success?
The passage above quoted from the letter to Major Scott forms
I
a curious subject of comparison with the following, which is to be
found in Hastings' Narrative of his prbceedings at Benares. "Possibly it may be suspected-and may ~od forgive those who know
me and countenance the suspicion-;-! have no title to an exemption from it with others, that I was influenced by a secret
and mercenary interest." The pa~ticular mode of promoting
such interest from which Hastings 1proceeds to vindicate himself
-'that of holding out threats to ehort some private advantage,
without reference to public interestsj is not chargeable upon him ;
but as it appears, from his own testirlwny, that had he not met with
disappointments, one of those disapRointments being undoubtedly
the failure to secure the treasures of Cheyt Singh, he might have
sought " some provision for himself,'" -some provision, it must be •
presumed, of larger amount than! a hundred thousand pounds,
the disclaimer of all mercenary i~terest might have been made
with less energy, and the solemn[invocation of the Deity have
been spared.
(
Hastings felt that his applicatipn for the allotment of the ten
lacs to himself was not likely t9 pass as an ordinary request,
which being granted or refused, the matter would be at an end.
He commences the letter to Major Scott, already quoted, by
saying, " I have written a letter to the Secret Committee of the
Court of Directors, which will bb thought extraordinary; indiscreet by my friends, and presumptuous by my enemies ;-at least
they will affect to think f!o :" and, in contemplation of a refusal,
he concludes by saying, " only prevent, if you can, the refusal

I

I
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xii. fer of ten lacs of rupees from that prince to the

c'Company, or their governor-general.

A new treaty

being accompanied by abuse." Conscious that his application
was not likely to find favour, either with friends or foes-anticipating that its refusal might be accompanied by abuse, it seems
strange that he should have preferred it. Why the passion of the
governor-general 'for a fortune should, at this particular time, ·~
have raged with more than fever heat ; why the rupees of the
Vizier of Oude sho].lld thus, beyond all other rupees, have captivated his love ; why his desire to appropriate them should have
been so violent as to break down all the mounds of caution and
concealment within which he usually intrenched himself, no one
seems to have been able to conjecture. But, if his prudence failed
him, his sagacity-was not at fault. Precisely those results which
he predicted followed. By his enemies the request was regarded
as "presumptuous;" by his friends as "indiscreet." His biographer, after relating the offer of the vizier, and its acceptance
by Hastings, thus continues : " but he committed; at the same
time, the only act, throughout the whole of his political career,
of which it is impossible to deny that it was, ~t least, injudicious.
He communicated to the Court of Directors the fact of the pre~ent
having been made, and while he set forth his mode of applying it
to the public service, he hazarded a request that, by the court, it
might be given back, as a token of their approval of his conduct.
What can I say about· this ? It was clearly not the act of a
dishonest man, for such a one would have pocketed the money
without ·so much as-alluding to it in his communications with the
India House. It was not the act of a mercenary man, for Hastings's character was the rever~e of mercenary. It could not be
the result of weakness, for of weakness no one will accuse him.
And what is more extraordinary still, it was a proceeding of
which, almost to his dying day, he used to speak as if there could
be· but one_ opinion respecting both the justice of the claim and
the hardship of having it rejected. I am inclined to think, therefore, that he must have entertained on the subject views peculiar
to himself, of which, never having heard them discussed, I can
give no account."-Gleig's Memoirs, vol. ii. p. 457 .. It is quite
evident that Hastings's views on the subject were peculiar to
himself, since no one else entertained 'them;· and the biographer
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was concluded between the hritish government and
the ruler of Oude, one main\ object of which was to
I
relieve the latter from burdens which he declared
I
himself unable to bear. His stipulated payments
to the Company had fallen greatly into arrear ; the
maintenance of the Britis~ .troops in Oude was
thrown upon the governm~nt to which they belonged; and though the charge was regularly car-.
ried to the account of the vi~ier, there seemed little
or no prospect of the respective entries ever being
neutralized by a record of cbrresponding payments
on the opposite page. Under these circumstances,
the continuance of the .British force in O~de to
its existing extent was, nqt without reason, ;regarded by Hastings as desir~ble for neither party ;
the British government ma~ing an outlay which it
I

theref~re,

might,
safely have exprelsed himself with less hesitatlon. With regard to the cases sup~osed by him, for the sake of
being refuted, it may be observed, o~ the first, that to pocket the
money without notice might not have been altogether safe. Hastings may certainly be acquitted of dishonesty in making the
request, for there is nothing dishm:iest in simply asking for any
thing, however extravagant and unse,asonable the request may be;
but to say that the act was not that of a mercenary man, because
Hastings was not mercenary, nor the result of weakness, because
he was not weak, is, in each case, pllpably begging the question.
To these suppositions, however, an~ther might have been added.
Was the act, which the friends of Hastings can neither account
for nor excuse; that of a desperate nian ? of one who discerned in
the horizon the elements of a storm~ which might be fatal to his
power, and who, in the hope of alle+.iating the evils of his fall by
the comforts of wealth, ventured on~ reckless cast for its attainment, with but little hope, indeed, of winning, but with the conviction that he could lose nothing-Jxcept character·?

.
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I
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xu. could ill afford; the vizier adding to ,a debt,. already
large, which there was but little probability of being
speedily reduced. It was, therefore, provided by
the new treaty, that a portion of the British force
should be withdrawn. Other reasons were assigned
by the governor-general in justification 'of this part
of the treaty. He alleged, and most probably with
· - truth, that the distance at which the troops were
placed from the goveri'nnent to which they were responsible exempted the officers from due control,
. afforded opportunity for unwarrantable emoluments,
and di:(fused the contagion of peculation and rapacity throughout the army. • Further, he represented
that the number of British officers, civil and military, at the court and in the service of the vizier,
their vast influence and enormous emolumei1ts, were
not only injurious to the ·revenue and authority of
the prince, but exposed the British nation and government to the envy and resentment of the people
of the country, by excluding the vizier's native servants and adherents from honours and rewards to
which they might reasonably aspire. In proof of
the purity of his motives in consenting to a reduction, Hastings appealed to the facts that he
was thereby diminishing the patronage of himself
an'd his coileagues, and incurring tl:).e resentment of
those injuriously affected by the arrangements, as
well as of their long train of friends and connections.
. The second article of the treaty, after reciting that
great distress had arisen to th~ vizier from the mili.

.A
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tary power and dominion assumed by the jagheerdars,
..
.!
provided that the vizier should pe at liberty to resume such jaghires as he might find necessary, with
a reserve that, in all cases wher~ the Company was
I
•
'
guarantee, the amount of the net collection should,
I
.
on the resumption of the land~, be paid in ready
money to the dispossessed jagh~erdar, through the
British resident.
I
The third article related to· Fvrzoola Khan. This
was the chief whose protracte~ resistance had for
some time deferred the final termination of the Rohilla war.* More fortunate th~n some of his companions in arms, he obtained by treaty the grant
I
of certain districts of considerable value, binding
himself, in return, to retain in :his service, not more
than five thousand troops,· an~ in time of war to'
assist the vizier with two
or thr~e thousand, accord.
ing to his ability. To this treaty Fyzoola Khan
was. very anxious to obtain t~e guarantee of the
British
government, and he fi1ially
succeeded. On
.
I
the breaking out of the French war, the English
sought assistance from Fyzoola Khan. Some was
afforded, but not enough to meet their necessities
or wishes, and the vizier was requested to demand
from Fyzoola Khan the aid ofi five thousand horse.
I
I
.
0
The answer of the chief was to the effect that his
force consisted of only two tho'usand horse and three
thousand foot ; that the form~r were at the service
, of the British government,. a~d that part of them
were actually so employed ; 1 but that the three
~

I

*

S,ee page

41.
I

.
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·thousand ··foot Were wanted at•home, and that with-·
· -.- . ·. out them· the colle~tioh~ -~ould not be made. The
•
· governor~g~ne~al Itho~gl;t fit to. ~·~gard· this answei·
as
.
. evasive, and; with the concurrence of his council,
,. · . di~ected the British· r~~ident ·at L'uckn6w t0 demand
. "
...
..~
.
· .three thousand horse from Fyzoola Khan. The
. de~a~d ~as ni~de and refused ; but ·the refusal
·.was ~~ftE:n~~d .·by-'an offer to :(Urnish. two· thousand
' horse and. one thousand f~ot ; a'n offer which· the
instructions_" of the British J!.Bg~tia~or .did not permit
him to accept. The vizier, th~refore, proposed the
r~sumption of the jaghire of Fyzoola Khan; and t~e
third article of the treaty of Chul}arghur declared
· :that the chief had, by" his breach of treaty, forfeited
the protection of the English : a· declaration fol...
.
...
.
., ~lowed·. ·.by a provision permitting the vizier, " when
.,, :·. :·'- time should suit,;' to r~sume !he jaghire, paying to
· .· ~ · :the' chief its value as recognized 'by the. treaty, after
• , deducting ihe charges of the troops wh!ch he stood
" engaged to, furnish lsy treaty," the amount of
which was to be paid to the Company.
It' is impos~ible to characterize these proceedings
otherwise than as grossly·iniquitous. Fyzoola Khan
was bound to furnish to the vizier "two or three
thousand men, a~cording to his ability," .but nothing
stipulated as to the description. of men. W}len
aid is ~equired, five thol.lfland; instead of two or
three, are demanded, and these cavalry, although
the tr~aty does not give the right of insisting that a
single man shall be mounted. The demand is then
reduced, so as to bring it, with respect to number,
CHAP. XII.
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l~tte~·~f:~n~·fr~apy:.;_ ~~t:th~ ~pili_ty:' .qH·A~: ~n.

within the
·"
of
Fyzoola; Khan ;is .assume'd at:the higli~st p~int;. and
three thousana ~~n;~i-e ·d~ned'fo~: · T_hey.~re offer~d;
. .. . . .
, . r . . . . ..
but it is stil.l'insist~~th51t t]:t~-'Y~~le s~ali:~e c:av?-l:ry•.
and upon the chieftaii1's ·refqs8J ito' cori:rply,: it· _is· so-· • · '
. ...
. :. (
.........
lemnly dec1ared that·tpe treaty qas been broken,,that • .
.
.
-.'
'
...
.
the guarantee of .tlie British gover:t;J.merit ~a~ been. • ·
withdrawn,
a~d
th3,t
th~·
Vizier [ID'ay poss~ss himself
'
.,
.t•
• ,.
of his· vassaEs lancts~wlienever
it:' shall suit.his
conve•
4
...
-.
'••
nience. It 'is true, that it ·was !alleged' that Fy~oola
...,..\~! .~ ..
.
l .
•
Khan kept more troqps'than ~vere allowed by the
treaty, and ~h~t· ·~o_in'e de?e~t!o~ had beep pra,ctised ~ .
as to the v!Llue, of bis jag~ire·. ·~.~either of these: .. ,
charges is imprQbable';
.
' bu~t it 'vas upon his assumed
failure tq 'furn1~p. 'tp!i: military atd ~~fpulated ~y·.the
treaty that sentei!Ce 'of... deposi~iQn, WaS ~pass~d upon
" •
..
4 ......
' ~
him.
; · ... · '. ~ t I .14 ~- ••
~·
· It cannot l::iut be.d~sir~ble ito become':jacquai~1tea
•·
...
1
with t~e p~·.ecise views~~f tlie g?v~rnor-g~nerJ1l' in the
course pursued towards Fyzoola 'Khan. Happily he·
has explained them ill ado~utnent whicl1 acc~Il!pa
nied the treaty of Chunarghur; when transmitted to
his colleagues. ·His commen~; on the a~ti?~le relating
:
to Fyzoola Khan commences thus :-" The-E" conduct
of Fyzoola Khan in refusin~ the aid demanded,
I
·~
though not an absolute breach of treaty, was eva-:
.
'
I
sive and uncandid.'~ The article to which~·Hastings
was adverting'assumes
a breaJh
of treaty on the part
.
I
of Fyzoola Khan, and visits it with punishment.
The man who subscribed tlii~ ·"article on the part of
the British ~overnment says ,'that there was no ab-
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solute breach of treaty. According to the private
opinion of the governor-ge~eral, which was quite at
variance with his public opinion, the chief fault of
Fyzoola Khan was want of candour. Well was it
for Hastings ·that this offence was not always punished with loss of office; had such been the mle, his
name would scarcely have found a place in the history of British India. Having determined the offence of Fyzoola Khan, the governor-general proceeds to misrepresent the conditio1_1s 9( the treaty ·
with which it was connected. , ".The demand," says
he, "was made for five thousand cavalry. The engagement in the treaty is, literally, for five thousand
horse and foot." This assertion is untme. Fyzoola
Khan was restrained by treaty from!keeping in his
service more than five thousand men; but the
amount of .his assistance to the vizier, as already
stated, was to be " two or three thousand men, according to his ability." The governor-general proceeds to observe, that the British government were
in great want of cavalry, and in no want of infantry,
and complains that " so scrupulous an attention to
literal expression, when a more liberal interpretation
would have been highly useful and acceptable to us,
strongly marks his unfriendly disposition, though it
. may not impeach his fidelity :"-an extraordinary
remark, but less extraordinary than that with which
the governor-general closes the subject. " I am of
'opinion that neither the vizier's nor the Co~pany's
interests would be p"romoted by depriving Fyzoola
Khan of his independency, and I have, therefore,
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reserved the execution of the agreement to an indefinite term, and our gqveinmen.t· nil~y always interfere to preven.t any ill effect from it!" It is thus
.attested by Hasti~gs hi~ self, th!t .he. not only
pledged the British government to/ the rec~gnition
I
of an alleged fact-that Fyzoola J{ihan had broken
I
the treaty with the vizier; while he privately avowed
his conviction that the allegation w~s false, but that
.
I
he solemnly engaged, on the part of that government, that C!ne of its allies shouldi be permitted to
do that which Hastings did not tnink ought to be
done; mid which, in the very act; of conceding, he
had taken precautions to prevent!! Volumes of elaborate qisquisition could not reveal the character of
Hastings so completely as the fe~ sentences of comment on the third article of thel treaty of Chunarghur, which he has left for the iJ1formation of posterity. It is for this reason th~t the transactions
I
in which Fyzoola Khan was concerned
have been
I
dwelt upon at some length. Ne1ther in themselves,
nor in tlieir results, are they of ahy importance ; but
as illustrating the character and the policy of one
who acted so conspicuous a part on the stage of Indian politics as did Hastings, they acquire an incidental value which gives them ,,
h. title to be rescued
from oblivion. Hastings, alwa:YS vehement in upholding the wisdom and virtue of his own acts,
could not rouse the zeal of self-laudation to the
pitch of defending his con"duct with regard to Fyzoola Khan. He attributed it to the hurry and
agitation consequent on his situation at Chunarghur,
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but it wotild·be do!r~g injustice to Ha~tings's calm in;.
· .trepidity to accept th~ · E:xcuse. · Danger never deprived 'w ai·ren Hastings ·of ,si:M-command; and, as
·~t the very moment when he was 'pretending'to gratify the.vi.zi~r by surrenderiri'g t9 'liim the territories
Fyzool~ J(hah he provid_ed for defeating the object, it is' clear t!J,at neither· his · }JSual ,coolness n~r
his usual craftiness had dese~ted hici.: ~ Hastings at
Chunarghur was all that he .h~d ever been elsewhere
.-the crooked and reckless politician, but the calm
and dauntless ~an. In quitting this subject it is
only necessary to state, that Fyzoola Khan was not
.dispossessed· of his dominions-that his military service was ultimately commuted for a pecuniary pay.ment, on which occasion Hastings gave a true version of the treaty between the vizier and his dependant, and represented the great advantages of thus
getting rid of "an article of a treaty, which was
of such a tenolir and so loosely worded, that the
vizier could never have derived any real adv.antage
from it."
The fourth article of the new treaty with the
.vizier related to the withdrawal of the British resi.dent from Furruckabad, and requires no notice here.
All these articles were suggested by the vizier, and
conceded for his gratification. In return, the governor-general demanded nothing, but offered to
the vizier ab~ndance- of good advice with respect to
the reduction of unnecessary expense, and the regular and .orderly management of his finances, to
.which the prince engaged to attend.
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The second artiGle of the. treaty,:' that' .~liich re- cHAP. xn.
lated to the general resumpti,o!l of jaghir!=ls, ·~as the
most i~portant i~. itEJ. cons~9.uences:l Among those
affected by jt were tw<} females .of pigh r~nk-oi:le
the mother of the . reigning prince, the . ~ther h~s
grandmother. These
•ladies'. werJI e1id~wed
~ith
~
'
jaghires for· their' !Jla~ntenan'ce, vhich were now
doomed to c~n'fiscation; thus leaving them depen-:
dant for their future support on the good pleasure of
the vizier, or on the power and i;~clination of the
British government to compel hbiJ t.Q perform his
engagements. The begums knm~ the character of
I
their miserable relative too well fo place any confi...,
deuce in him, and the recent conpuct of the gover..
nor-general was not such as could lead them to eii-:
tertain much respect for English .~aith.
.
I
In addition to the jaghires wi~h which they were
I
endowed, the begums possessed considerable trea-:
I
sure. The vizier had long covet,ed the possession of
this ; and Hastings, feeling tha~ nothing could be
more convenient to the finances of the British government than a transfer, to tpe vizier, of wealth
which would immediately undergo a second transfer
to the treasuq of Bengal in liquidation of his debt,
strenuously recommended the bxecution of the vi- •
zier's long-cherished wish. I~ is true that to the
younger begum the good fai~h of the British government had been pledged fo1~ the protection of he~;
j
p1·operty. In consideration of sums amounting tQ
more than six hundred thous4nd pounds; advanced
by her to meet the exigencies/ of her son, the Com-:
·.

-
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xn. pany had solemnly guaranteed ·to her the full and
entire · enjoyment of her estates, effects, and jaghires. Subsequently to this agreement, both ladies
. had occasion to seek the protection of the British
government against their relation, and its interference
·was afforded in a manner which evinced a just appreciation of the respective positions of all the parties concerned. In favour of the elder begum, who
had no claim of right upon the Company's government, the resident at Oude was directed simply to
remonstrate. With regard to the younger begum,
whose property that government had bound itself to
defend, a higher tone was assumed. The resident
was directed to afford her support in all the rights
she possessed in virtue ~f the treaty concluded between her and her son, under the guarantee of the
Company.· Notwithstanding this treaty-notwithstanding the subseq~ent forma~ recognition of its
binding force, Hasti~{gs- had, by an equally solemn
instrument, consented to the deprivation of the begum of her jaghire, and to the confiscation of her
moveable property. It was necessary to find reasons
for the spoliation. The two following are those
assigned by Hastfngs and his friends :-First, that
the wealth of the younger begum belonged of right
to the reigning prince ; that it bad either been improperly alienated from him by his father and predecessor, or fraudulently appropriated by his mother,
and that her retention of it was at variance with the
Mahometan law. Secondly, that both the begums
were actuated by feelings of hostility to the British
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government ; that they had encouraged the rebellion "CHAP.
of Cheyt Singh, and had excited/ disturbances in
other places. The first of these reasons is not very
I
formidable. If the begum had really no right to the
wealth which she possessed, how c~me the British
government to recognize the existJnce of her right,
I
and formally engage to defend it ?1 The objection,
if valid, oame too late. The gov~~nor-general and
council were precluded by theirl own acts from
taking advantage of it.
1
The second head of justification-the charge of
hostility to the English-rests on !a vast mass of documentary testimony, the analysis of which would
fatigue without enlightening the 1reader. It must
suffice to observe, that it consis1ts of hearsay evidence of the loosest and most 4nsatisfactory character, scarcely meriting any sort /of. notice, and certainly far from sufficient to justifY; such a measure as
., I
the plunder of two women of high rank of all that
they possessed. An extraordinary effort was made
to give importance to this evide~ce by the mode in
which it was taken. It consisted of a vast number
of affidavits, which were sworn ~efore the chief justice of the Supreme Court of; Calcutta and the
judge of the Sudder Dewanny .Ndawlut. It will be
recollected that the two titles do not designate two
persons: Sir Elijah Impey, charged with the administration of justice in two courts subsisting under
I
two different authorities, found 1 time, notwithstanding, to exercise magisterial functions which do not
appear to have devolved upon him in virtue of
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xn. his connection with· either. .. His stormy contests
:with the governor-general lull~d · into the. most
soothing calm, he was now re~dy to ·lacquey the
heels of the same governor-general,' for no higher
purpose than that of hearing affidavits sworn at a
'
place where this leviathan of jU:dicial dignity could
not, either as a King's or Company's judge, pre•
tend to any jurisdiction. The plan originated with
th"e chief justice hi:riiself. Hastings was preparing a
narrative..to vindicate his own conduct in relati011 to
Benare~ an.d Oude: Tenderness for the reputation
., of 'the govirn~r-general induced the learned judge
.., .
to suggest, 'with more zeal than politeness, that the
people of England would n'ot believe Hastipgs · 01i
his own word, and that it would be advisable to
...
support,.his ·statement by affidavits. The governor, general ;.thereupon inquired whether Sir Elijah Im- ·
" pey wo"uld receive the necessary affid~vits, and the
ever-rep,i!y~u§ge' promptly ~9r,nplied. · The resident
... .
.,. ,. ...
and his assistant appear generally to have procured
the depasition~s, the chief justice swore the party
offering them, and thus was this remarkable body of
evidence collected.* •
The execution of rthe design which Hastings had
•' thus prepared to justify was, however, more tardy
• than he had either wished or expected. From timi-.
dity, or some other cause, the vizjer was slow in carrying out the views which he appeared to entertain
in \.ammon with the gove:r:nor-gc:meral. On the part
.
of .. the begums there was neither timidity nor vacil-

.

..

~

~·

.

~

* Minutes of Evidence on the Trial of Hastings,
I

vol. i.
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lation. 'fhey remonstrated against
the impending CHAP.
I
alienation of their property. They prepared to fol-low up rem;nstrance by resist~nce, and so formidable did their' !)reparations appear to the Britisli
resident, that he requested a r~gill!-.ent of sepoys ·to
support the vizier's'officers. I~ is here necessary to
observe, that Mr. Bristow, who pad been reluctantly·
re-appointed to the· office of i·esideht at Oude, in
I •.
consequence of the compact
with
Francis, had
bei:n1
·
I
l-'
again removeq, ·and his place s}1pplied J:Y Has~ings'sattached follower, Mr. Middlet?n. oeThif~as in op~ri
disregard of the orders of the Court <_of~'Directors
; . e•
V
but such acts on the part of ;the governor-general
had become so frequent, that I'they scarcely call for
notice, except where it }_s n~cessary to enable the 0
reader _properly to understand ;the events: presented
to him.
·•
i'
i
.
• • .;,
'-"7 ..
:t
The goven1Q[-general, resolyed that ttre designs of '
the vizier should not miscarry ,for waiit oJa~sufiicient
force, proposed to a~s";~r the: call of Mr":"'Mid(lleton
with an extraordinary degree ~f liberality. Instead
of one regiment, he directe~ the march of four,·
with a field train ; but the resident was apprehen-·
sive that the approach of so nhm'erous a force w~uld
be disagreeable to the vizier, and on his suggestion- •
•
!
its march was countermanded. In the mean time
Mr. Middleton applied himse~f to quicken· the flickering ene~gy of the vizier, and at length obtained his
authority to seize the kellah at Fyzabad, ii1 whic~. tl1e
younger begum resided.. This was effected without
bloodshed by a regiment of Bhtish sepoys, supported
o•

I

(I

~

I

~·.

~

r•

I

6

I

~

I
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xn. by a portion of the vizier's troops ; the force which
had been collected for the defence of the dwelling
retiring, and drawing up in front of another house
belonging to the elder begum, to whi~h the younger
lady had previously withdrawn; . The vizier thereupon issued an order, requiring all armed men, except his own troops,* to depart beyond the precincts
of the town, under pain of being attacked. Some
delay took place in yielding obedience to the order;
but the two principal eunuchs attached to the establishment of the younger begum surrendering themselvesbthe town was soon evacuated by their armed
followers. After an interval of a few days, an arrangement was made, the begum undertaking to surren0 der all the treasure which· had belonged to the former vizier.
The process· of surrender commenced, but proceeded with a tardiness proportioned to the repugnance with which it was undertaken. To quicken
its progress, the two confidential advisers of the
begum were put in irons and restrained from food.
To relieve themselves, these persons entered into an
engagement for the payment of a large sum; but, in
fulfilling its terms, the usual proportion of oriental
'delay and evasion was not wanting._ After various
attempts to extort payment by appeals to the fears
of the prisoners, they were removed to Luclmow.

* The English troops were of course excepted from the operation of this order ; but this is not stated in the authonty on which
this part of the narrative rests: a letter of Mr. Middleton, 13th
January, 1782, reporting the events to the governor-general.
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The following letter was addre~sed to the officer of
the guard there by Mr. J ohnso:d., the acting resident.
"The Nabob having determinJd to inflict corporal
punishment upon the prisone~ under your guard,
this is to desire that his officers, when they shall
come, may have free access tolthe prisoners; and be
pe!'lllitted to do with them as they shall see proper;
only taking care that they leate them always under
your charge."· It is not clear whether the infliction
of direct torture were actually,' intended, or whether
this letter was only a new ex~edient to work upon
the fear o~ the miserable priso;ners, in the ex.J?ectation of drawing forth a little ;more money. There
is no proof that the order was! ever acted upon, and
as the prisoners do not appe~r to have complained
of any severities exceeding t~ose that they had previously suffered, the presump~ion is, that imprisonment, fetters, and deprivation of food, constituted
the sum of their sufferings. !Still it is lamentable
to find the name of a servant Iof the British government attached to a letter, avowedly sanctioning the
use of torture, as the means of extorting money.
Nor can it even be denied that, to a certain extent,
the practice had been pre~iously employed, and
without resorting to the vizim;'s authority as a screen.·
The irons fixed on the limbs of the prisoners were
not imposed for the purpose Or security, but because
it was judged that the pain :,md inconvenience produced by them would render ' the wearers anxious to
purchase ease by the surrender of treasure, and it
•

I
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cannot be even pretended that the withholding of
food could have any other object.
While the begums' servants were trembling in
captivity at Luclmow, the palace of the begums at
Fyzabad was blockaded. But these violent measures being found at last to fail of producing any
adequate effect, the begums were relieved from the
presence of their besiegers, and their long suffering
servants set at liberty.
· The joy of the latter at their deliverance is represented as being deeply affecting ; weak, timid, and
considerably advanced in years, these persons were
little calculated to meet the trials to which they
were exposed. It seems impossible to exempt
those to whom they owe their sufferings from the
charge of cruelty, or to deny that the series of transactions, of which ,those sufferings form part, present
a very discreditable passage in the history of the
connection of England and India. The precise share
of the discredit which is due to the governor-general
has beeri questioned ; but it would be difficult to
exonerate him from any portion of it. To the seizure
of the jaghire which had been guaranteed to the
younger begum by the British government he gave
"his deliberate assent. The seizure of the treasures
seems to have been an after-thought, and it was
suggested by the vizier that it should be regarded as
a substitute Jor the intended confiscation of the
jaghire·s. Hastings entirely approved of the design
of appropriating the hoarded wealth of the begums;,
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but not as a ransom for their lands. He insisted
that both should be taken, and, with some reluctance, the vizier yielded. Hastiiigs, it must be
added, expressed great disapprobatiJn of the conduct
of the resident, Mr. Middleton; b~t it was not on
account of his rigour, but of his moderation. He
I
was too slow in fulfilling the orders' of the governorgeneral to place the begums. entil~ely at the mercy
of the vizier. Such was the language of Hastings.;
such were his views with regard to t:he parties against
I
whom the proceedings were mainly directed. The
cruelties inflicted upon the unhappy servants of the
begums are not attributable to any positive orders
of Hastings, but he was apprized' of them shortly
after they commenced, and it does not appear that
he even expressed any disapprobat~on ofthem. He
was resolved that money should be obtained, and he
was never scrupulous as to the mbans by which an
object upon which his mind was fixed was to be
I
.
d. .
ach 1eve
His situation has been urged hi his defence, and
his situation was undoubtedly difficult and perilous.
w·ith an exhausted treasury, he had to find the
means of carrying on expensive Jars. But if Hastings might dispossess the begums of their property.
merely because he wanted it, he· might have taken
the same course with regard to :any other parties,
and those ladies were unfortunate in being the most
convenient objects of plunder. Hastings, however,
I
contended that the penalties inflicted upon the
begums were just, and if so, he r~quires not· the plea
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xu. of necessity. If, on the, other hand, the begums
were treated with injustice, the necessities of the
governor-general cannot alter the character of the
acts which he sanctioned and enforced. A state,
like an individual, must supply its necessities by
honest means.
With states, indeed, as well as with individuals,
want is often the incentive to crime. Various instances of this are to be found in the early history
of British dominion in India. J affier Ali Khan was
dethroned, and Meer Cossim elevated to his place,
because the ·British treasury was empty. Hastings
engaged in the Rohilla war from a similar motive,
and the spoliation of the begums can claim no more
respectable origin. Such acts are incapable of solid
, defence, and their moral deformity is so striking as
scarcely to need expo~ure. Tlie plea of necessity
is that of the sturdy mendicant or the vagrant
freebooter, and it is disgraceful to rulers, professing
to govern in the spirit of justice and civilization, to
have recourse to it. The story of the errors and
cunning of those who have thus sacrificed right to
apparent expediency is not without value, as a wal'ning to those who occupy similar high stations and
are suhject to the like responsibilities. It suggests
the importance of a. careful improvement of the
resources of the countries which they govern, and a
careful administration of their finances, in order to
avert that pressure of necessity under which the
· honour of public men has so often been lost, and
.that of their country impaired. ,Nor is this the only
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lesson affqrded : the unanimous judgment of honest
and impartial men has stambed with reprobation the
more than equivocal acts by which Hastings and
others have, at various time~, sought to .relieve the
distresses of the state whicli they governed.. Such
should unhappily be
will be the lot of those, if
found, who shall follow thE{ir example. They will
purchase present ease at the price of permanent
disgrace. This is to be rem~mbered, when necessity
calls for extraordinary measur~s to meet it. No
management can command unvarying financial prosperity; no wisdom ·of adrliinistration can ensure
exemption from reverses. . Misfortune may overtake
the most prudent rulers ~nd frustrate the m~st
judicious plans. At such m;oments, when the question arises; what is to be done. to relieve the presence·
I
of distress? self-:respect, if all other motives be
wanting, should sug~est ~he answer-. any thing
within the limits of justice and honour-·nothing
beyond them.
The meeting of Hasting$ and the vizier at Chunarghur took place in September, 1781. The rest
I
of the year was consumed i;n endeavouring to· force
the courage of the vizier to the point necessary for
executing the views of the governor-general. The
first part of the year 1782 was occupied in the violent proceedings for obtaining possession of the wealth
of the begums, which have· been related. Violent
as they were, they appeared' to the governor-general
too tame ; and his displeashre on this occasion, as
has already been noticed, ~as intimated in no equi-
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.Yoc~Uerins· t~;the reslden~, Mr~.;Middletop..' .At last,

._'--··.·; ~_·--~~j~;-.:~o~g;p~~f6tii~~dr~fay~~;i!~~: 9[ .~astings . relin. .. :·:· : ~ ~qfi.i~4~d:-th.e_ :?ffice: ~in..w~ich...·Jiastip.gs had ·pertina- ·
' • y;·: -~::.. ,_.,dQusly, ~a_iiltai!)dd_:~4i!Jl~ .a~d )~is;phice .was; supplied .
· · . ·:- <btMr.'BHstow/a·mau•towirds .wh;'m~th'~ go~ernor- ·
. .· '. .. . ~.# '( . '" ' . _~,..."" ....... "•~ .
~
.. •·i.• ···.'gene.rahluid~always
iminifested·tbe.most
'bitter·
hosti: ..,_~·, . -,. . ...
....
~·<' .,._,_ .. :;, - .;• ..
t
•
. ' • . : : . >Ii~y,, an~. i? :~w~?~.:Ji~ ·haq .:r:ep~a~8dly, ~eclared he
: · :· ·c~nliLplace;:n·o· cqn~dence .. "': 1'-<vo :'years b~fore this
;. ·: · ~itraordinary•a~pQintme~t;t_9oie ·place,- Hastings had
,.., /I
•
.'~, ,; ·,t,.nis ~ippessed.·h:imself •in a\_private ..Jetfer•.:-", The
.
. .,~ "" "
"
... . ...
.... .
··wretel}; Bristow, 1 is~ gohe to Luck:nowt, If he at.• ..'f$
&*
' ....
...
- ...
·" •• " t~mpts to do. mischi~f there, y;Vm:~~~al p_im. For
G~d?s sake, help to rid, ill~ of·sd~u:n;.worthy an antagonist, an! to 7g~in m~ the P,fi':il~~~ of employing
•. my own instl1lments, if the fnt-rl.r"e s~lvation of the
!Jompany is to be left,to rri:y ~<?~re. I•will not emplqy Bristow, though my life slJ.ould be the forfeit of
my "refusal."* He" did:"' however,. at. n~ great dis...
. tance•·of.ti~e, employ the man;who~ he· had stigmat!zed as "·a; wretch," and at the very·place where he
1 \
• .
.
•
·bad expressed an appreb~nsion that be might do
• ,in!~chief; this ~too, although there ~as apparently no
.prospect of his life being endangfired by refusal. To
• ·~· unravel Jhe mystery which hangs over thjs appointment would be .difficult: {{not impossible, and the
..:
subject is of so little..,public interest, that the result,
if attainable, would not repay the necessary labour.
Hastings appears to have ascribed the appointment to
4
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, * See Gleig's Me~oirs of Hastings, vol. ii. page 336. It is
no.t stated to whom this letter was addressed, but it may be presumed that it was· to Mr .. Sulivan .
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a desire to gratify one ~f his colleagues 'tn co.'?-ncil,~ CHAP.'.xn.
but his habit~al dissiinulationh-~nders this doubtful.· -One point, at ieast', is Cle;r; it ·~ould 'ar~~e· fi#Ie' ac- .. ~· ·.
.-•."'
'
•"/!
.....
quaintance with_the,ch~racter of._}-Iast~ngs to ~uppose
that he ·\v~s influenced-:J)y t~e o,pinion· of th!3 Com;t.
ofDirectors.in favour of:Mr. Bristow. To·what~yer
his conduct !~light be .owi~g, ft/w~s· <:ertainly not tq •
this.
-· ' ·
' '~ · :·
·- · "
~ ./I>
~

~
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As might be, expec~ed, .~M~. B~istow gave,_rio
greater satisfaction than his predecessor, a:pd ·a few- ·'
months after his. appointm~mt the g?v~rnor-ge~eral proposed his rec~l. ~.The prop8sal was rejected 'by
his colleagues, a~d· M:r. Bristo'\v was permitted to
retain his office a IittJe longer.t, Hastings:- however,
.

... ".

"'

I

•

* See Gleig's Memoirs ·~f Ha~tings: ~ol. ii. page 133.

t The council at thi~ time ~onsisted oithe governor-general, l'v!r.
Wheler, Mr. Macpherson, formerly agent,to the Nabob of Arcot
(~hose rise to high station in the Company's service will hereafter
be adverted to), and Mr. Stables, previ~msly, like Mr.'Wheler, a
director. Hastings was much annoyed by their opposition, and
had they possessed the energy of Clavering, Monson, and Francis,
a repetition of the stormy scenes of former days might have taken
place. Hastings, in one of his letters ~to his agent in England,
Major Scott, draws the characters of hi,s colleagues in a manner •
which, if not implicitly to be tr?-sted, nevertheless deseryes to be
quoted as pourtraying his own feelings towards them. Hastings
says, " Yau will wonder that all my cquncil should oppose me :
so do I. But the fact is this ; Mac11her;on- and Stables have
intimidated Wheler, whom they hate, and he them, most cordially.
Macpherson, who is himself all sweetness, attaches himself everlastingly to Stables, blows him up into a continual tumour, which
he takes care: to prevent from subsidin'g : and Stables, from no
other cause that I know, opposes me. ~ith a rancour so uncommon, that it extends even to his own friends, if my wishes chance
to precede his -own in any proposal to serve them. In council he
VOL. II.
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c.HAP. xn •. never yielded a purpose, if it were possible. to carry

-

it ; if foiled in one attempt, he had recourse to another, ·differing somewhat in character or iu the means
of making it .. He now proposed the abolition of the
British residency at Oude, and the restoration of power
to the native authorities. This proposal was discussed
sits sulky and silent, waiting to d\clare his opinion when mine is
recorded; or if he speaks, it is to ask questions of cavil, or to contradict, in language not very guarded, and with a tone of insolence
which I should ill bear from an equal, and which often throws me
off the guard of my prudence; for, my dear Scott, I have not that
collected firmness of mind which I once possessed, and which gave
me such a superiority in my contests with Clavering and his
associates."-Gleig's Memoirs of Hastings, vol.iii. pages 121,122.
In another part of the- same letter Hastings writes: "I stay most
reluctantly on every account, for my hands are as effectually
bound as they were in the year 1775, but with this difference, that
there is no lead substituted to mine."- Ibid. page 129. In
another letter to Major Scott, Hastings again gives flow to his
sentiments of his colleagues. After assigning fear of the inquiries
and proceedings then in progress at home as one of the motives
of thell: conduct, and stating that Mr. Wheler had confessed it,
he says, " As to the other two, they received an early hint from
their friends not to attach themselves _to a fallen interest, and
they took the first occasion to prove that, if I was to be removed,
their removal was not to follow as a necessary consequence of
their connection with me, by opposing me on every occasion, on
the most popular grounds, on the plea of economy and obedience of
orders, which they apply indiscriminately to every measure which
I recommend, and Mr. Stables with a spirit of rancmir which
nothing/ can equal but his ignorance. His friend, with the
most imposing talents and an elegant and unceasing flow of
words, knows as little of business as he does, and Mr. Wheler is
really a man of business; yet I cannot convince him of it, nor,
persuade him to trust to his own superiority. He hates them,
and is implicitly guided by them, and so he always will be by
those who command him, and possess at the same time a majority
of voices."-,-Ibid. pages 145, 146.
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by the members of council· through\ several days,
towards the close of the year 1783, land Hastings
triumphed. He subsequently tendbred his own
I
services to proceed to Lucknow, and, though op"
posed in council, he succeeded in t carrying this
point also. On the 17th February, He departed on
I~
his journey, and, passing through Benares, had an
opportunity of witnessing the w.retche~ state of the
districts formerly administered by Cheyt Singh.
The .manager fi;st appointed to act for' the rajah had
been dismissed, because he did not ~ake his payments with punctuality. His successor, acting upon
the principle that the sum fixed fo~· the revenue
must be collected, had subjected the inhabitants to
terrible exactions, which, together with a long continued drought, had reduced the count~y to devasta1
tion. At Lucknow, where he arrived on the 27th
March, the principal business of Ha$tings was to
make arrangements for the payment ~f the vizier's
debt to the Company, but he also took the opportunity of restoring to the begums a pbrtion of the
jaghires of which they had recently been violently
I
deprived. This act is more dift!cult to 1be accounted
for than that by which the ladies were despoiled.
It is true that the treatment of the bJghms had been
severely animadverted upon at home, but Hastings
was not in the habit of paying much\ attention to
such circumstances ; and it is somewhat remarkable
i
that, after denouncing the princesses as the inveterate
enemies of the British government, ratching for
opportunities of undermining it and :tnxiously de1
z 2
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xn. siring its destruction; lie now spoke of both ladies a~
being entirely in his interest, and expre~sed his
belief that their influence with the vizier would be
exercised beneficially for the country which he represented.* The reader who has followed the history of Hastings to this period will; however, have
become accustomed to these sudden changes, and
have ceased to feel any surprise at them. On the 27th
1784. of August Hastings quitted Lucknow, and on his
way through Benares endeavoured to restore some
degre~ of order, the country being almost without a
government. He arrived in Calcutta early in No.vember, and in February following embarked for
England.

.CIJAP.
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* See his letter to Mrs; Hastings (then in England) in vol. ii.
of Gleig's Memoirs.
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BY an act of parliament passed: in the year 1779,
the powers of the existing government of Bengal
were continued for one year :* by ~mother act, passed
in 1780, they were renewed for ohe year more. In
I
1781 an act was passed, by w~ich the right of
the Company to their exclusive ~rade, and to the
territorial possessions of India, was confirmed to
them until the expiration of three fears' notice to be
given by parliament after the 1st:of March, 1791.
In the same session an act was pass1ed to remedy the'
abuses of the Supreme Court. t rhis session also
produced the appointment of a sel~ct and a secret
committee of the House of Commons on Indian af~
the one proposed by the opposition, the other
minister. Each committee 1made numerous
·oluminous repor~s. .
\
.
. indeed, continued to occupy, in an unusual
ut;; .,je, the attention of parliamentt
In May, 1782,
15
a resolution, condemnatory of the c~mduct of Hast~
ings, was voted by the House of Commons, and the
Court of Directo1·s resolved to rem;l him. In the
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I

\

· * As noticed at page 129.

I

· t See n9te on page 148.
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xm. general court Hastings was more fort~nate, a considerable majority declari?g against his recal.
Other resolutions subsequently passed the House
of Commons, ~ffecting various persons, and among
them the King's chief justice, the Company's chief
judge of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and the
governor-general's taker of affidavits, Sir Elijah Impey. The House addressed the Crown, praying for
his recal, and an order to that effect w&.s transmitted.
Impeachment was threatened, but not. carried into
~ffect.

A period was approaching when the excitement
previously existing on Indian affairs, great as it had
been, was to be increased. The ministry of Lord
No:th had fallen early in the year 1782. The feeble
and short-lived administrations of the Marquis of
Rockingham and Earl of Shelburne followed in succession. The latter was destroyed by the force of the
united parties ·of Mr. Fox and Lord North, whose
triumph introduced a c~binet famou~-in the history of
British party as the coalition ministry. The two sec-·
tions of which this ministry was composed had been
long engaged in determined hostility to each o t t
The habitual urbanity of Lord North had restrai
him from indulging in the futious invective of
opponents, but the violence of their language towards him had been unmeasured : yet they were
now his allies-a common desire to storm the seat
of power having brought together men whose differences appeared irreconcilable. They had succe~ded; the seals of office were theirs,. but not the
.1\.

I
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confidence of the
' nor the good-will of the CHAP. XIII.
people. By the King they. were hated. Mr. Fox
and his party he had Ion~ disliked, and his late favourite, Lord North, by his union with that party,
had lost for ever the c~mfidence
of his Majesty,
I
which he had before so largely enjoyed. With
I
the people the new ministry was eminently unpoput
· lar, the monstrous sacrifi\Ce of principle which had
been made for its formation having disgusted honest'
and consist~nt men of all \p~rties. Still the ministry was strong; it had the support of a vast majority of the great and pow~rful families of' the country, and on this ground it! hoped to defy the united
hostility of King and peopre:
At this time every man nould declaim on the mis1
•
government of India, andI every man was prepared
with i remedy; it would have been strange, there!
fore, if a ministry, so bold and, in their own belief,
I
.
.
so strong, should have shnunk
from the task of re,
forming Indian affairs. The. coalition ministry entered office in April, 1783.' On the 18th of Novem- A. D. 1783.
ber following, Mr. Fox, o:ne of the secretaries of
state, moved for leave to! bring in a bill "for the
better government of our ~erritorial possessions and
dependencies in India." Jfaving prepared the way,
by attacking the East-India Company and· all persons connected with, it, Mr. Fox proc~eded to ~x,
pound the plan which himself and his colleagues had
prepared for its annihilatio~. All power, commercial as well as politica], was to be taken from the
Company and transferred to two boards: one to

-
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consist of seven persons, to hold office for a term of
years, under whose control the whole government
of India was to be placed; the other to be composed of a larger number of persons to be called
assistants,. who were to manage the commercial'
business, but subject to the control of the chief
board of seven. The members of these boards were
to be appointed in the first instance by parliament
-that is, they were to be appointed by the coalition
ministry. Subsequently, vacancies in the supreme
board were do be supplied by appointment of
the King; in the inferior, by election by the proprietors of East-India stock. . These regulations
exposed the objects of the contrivers of the plan, and
proved them to have been power and patronage.
The'members of the supreme board, it has been seen,
were to be nominated by the minister, either in parliament or in the closet. The members of the
inferior board were, after the first appointments, to
be elected by the proprietors of East-India stock.
Why were the first appointments excepted? There
can be but one answer. Because the ministry
wanted the power of providing for some hungry
dependents. The whole patronage of India, too, was;
directly or indirectly, transferred to the ministry.
I.t was to be exercised by seven persons, nominated
in the first instance by a parliament in which the
voice of the minister was predominant, and subsequently by the minister for the time being; in the
name of the King. It was to be transferred from a
quarter where it COl;lld rarely, if ever, be used; for po~
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litical~purposes, to hands by wh~ch it wouid never be.'CHAP. xm.

employed for any other purpos~. From one section
of the cabinet, this perhaps fnight have been expected. Lord North and his friends had been
I
charged, whether justly or unjustly, by their former
opponents and present colleaghes, with a disposition
to favour arbitrary principles ; 1but how was the plan
to be reconciled to the doctriries of the other section
of the admini~tration-of the! men who had always
professed to dread the exten~ion of ministerial influence, and who avowed a belief " that the power of
the Crown had increased, wasI increasing, and ought
to be diminished ?"-how coul~ they support a project
for adding a vast mass of the; most ·desirable patro..:
nage to that already possessed by the ministry, and
thus increasing an influence 'Yhich they represented
as threatening to overwheln;t the liberties of the
country? The answer is, wh~n they indulged in de• nouncing the growing influenpe
'
of the Crown or the
ministry, they were out of off{ce, and with no immediate prospect of dispensing tl!at influence which they
professed to abhor-they were now in office, and their
new position was so agreeablel.that they were anxious
to retain it as long as possibl1~. Mr. Powys, a county·
I
.
member who took a conspiCltous part in the debate,
imagined the gr~at leader ofi the poP,ular section of
the cabinet to express himsE}f in this manner: " I
have now forced myself intora most exalted station;
the people, by whos·e means I reached it, begin, however, to think less of me tHan before. But still I
have great influence in the country. lhave formed
I
.•'

-
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xm. connections with many of the first families in

the

kingdom-families of the highest rank and most
distinguished character, who are all combined to
support my administration. I have joined a party
which I had driven two years ago from the helm of
government, by my unremitted exertions for years
together. But as my popularity is on the wane,
I will make good use of my time : the whole
Indies shall, for this reason, contribute to the
splendour ·and permanence of my power. I will
take advantage of the zenith of my power to
build me a golden fortress in the midst of the Ian~
of promise. That fortress I will not only render
imp1·egnable, but garrison with a select number of
picked. friends and chosen adherents, on whose zeal
and attachment I can safely rely-a. fortress which
· ilo contingency shall be able to assail with success-·which will neither yield to the call of the people •
nor the inclination of the sovereign."*

* Hansard's Parliamentary History, voL xxiii. page 1310.
Among the passages most deserving notice in the debates arising
on Fox's East-India Bill, some observations of Mr. Beaufoy may
be referred to. He said, " Examine the effects which this system
will have on the rights of the India Company-examine the effects it will" have on the British constitution-you will find. it
embarrassed with difficulties without end--evils of uncommon
magnitude rise upon the view. This bill avowedly abrogates the
Company's charter. Charters, Sir; are not like other laws, repealable at the will of the legislature ; ·they are compacts, ·and ·cannot
be ju~tly cancelled witliout the consent of both the contracting
par~es. That parliament has a right .to interfere in prescribing
the mode in which the Company's territorial possessions shall be
governed, no doubt can be entertailled ;' for such interference im-

I
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The ministry, however, relying on their numerical :cHAP.
1
strength, felt th~t they could defy alike general reasoning and personal attack, fo~ on every division they
commanded a majority of abo~t two to one ; and the
I

I

plies no breach of the Company's _cparter. But to subvert their
constitution on the plea of an unproved and unreal necessityunproved and unreal as applied ,~ these objects-to violate
solemn compacts-to break through engagements; for the observance of which the faith and honour of the nation have been
pledged-the authority of parliambnt itself does not extend so
far; for even the omnipotence of 1;arliament is circumscribed by
the eternal laws of justice. Is there a man who ventures to deny
I
this maxim? One such man it 1seems there is-' Away with
their chartered rights,' said the rig'ht honourable gentleman (Mr.
Burke); 'you are not bound to observe them;' the great charter
gives you authority to violate ~ll other charters-the great
charter gives you a right to do the extremity of wrong. Such
is the spirit of thls new system-fsuch are the maxims by which
its advocates recommend it to tbr house. But the sacred rights
which charters give are not the only rights which this bill violates;
it has a wider aim, for its princi~le is levelled a:t all the rights of
property. The same power whi1h appoints agents and stewards
to the Company against their will, and makes them independent
of their control, may equally apppint an agent and steward to the
estate of every gentleman who-hears me-may equally assign the
management of his affairs, the ,'collection of his rents, and their
disposal when collected, to a :person in whose appointment his
will had no share, and over ~hose actions he has no control.
But the power which deprives him of the management and disposal of his property does, in effect: deprive him of his property
itself. This principle once esfablished, what security have the.
other public companies rif the kingdom ? What security has the
I
.
Bank of England? What security has the South Sea Company ?
What security have any of theipublic corporations? What security have the national creditors, or indeed any individual, either
for his public or his private rights ? It would be folly in the extreme to suppose that this principle, once admitted, will operate
only on the affairs of the East-India Company. Good prin-

'
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xm. bill being passed through all its stages in the House ·
of Commons, was finallv transferred to the Lords.
"
The East-India Company had petitioned the
Commons against the bill, and been heard at its
bar by counsel. The same course was taken in the
upper house, though probably with but slender
A. D. 1783. expectations of success.
On the 15th December,
Mr. Dallas, one of the Company's counsel, having
called some witnesses to establish the case which be
was entrusted to support, requested that the house
would indulge. him by adjourning to the next day.
This was opposed-especially by Earl Fitzwilliam,
who was named :ln the bill as the first commissioner
of the superior board. The Duke of Portland, the
nominal head of the administration, followed, and
adverted to an e~traordinary rumour which had
peen circulated pretty generally, in which, he said,
the name of the most sacred character in the king- ·
dom had been aspersed, and the name of a noble
lord, he hop.ed, abused. The Duke of Richmond
spoke more distinctly, and read from a ministerial
newspaper an article announcing the prevalence of
a report, that his Majesty had withdrawn his appro-

CHAP.

ciples may sleep, but bad ones never will. It is the curse
of society, that w,hen a bad principle is once established, bad men
will always be found to give it full effect." -Hansard, vol. xxiii.
pages 1397, 1398. It is not unworthy of remark, that these'.
. observations did not come from a member disposed to maintain
existing things solely because they exist. Mr. Beaufoy's opinions were what in those times were denominated extreme Whig,
and which would now be called ultra liberal. He was for many
years the leading representative in parliament of the interests of
the Dissenters.
·
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· bation from the East-India Bill, and his confidence
from .those by whom it was fi·amed, in consequence
of an interview with Earl Tm~ple, but treating the
rumour as a fabrication. Elri Temple thereupon
rose, and admitted that the K~ng had honoured him
with a conference, in which ihe had given certain
advice. What that advice w~s
he would not itate ;
I
but he was ready, he said, t:o tell their lordships
what it was not-it was not f~iendly to the principle
and object C!f the India Bill~ After some further
discussion, a rrJ)tion to postpone the further hearing
of evidence till the following· day was carried. On
that day the business was re~umed, and on the day
after, the motion that "the bill be committed" was
lost by a majority of ninetee;1, This was the result
of the interview of Earl Temple with the King, and
of the ascertained fact that his Majesty disapproved
of the bill. Many peers who had entrusted their
proxies to ministers withdrt~w them, and the Prince
of Wales, who two days before had voted with ministers on the question of adjournment, on this occasion absented himself from ;the house. The fate of
the ministry, as well as the fate of the bill, was now
sealed. They had still an 9verwhelming majority in
the House of Commons ; bNt, encouraged by the decision of the upper house, )the sovereign resolved to
dismiss them. The mode in which this was effected
was singularly expressive of the royal disapprobati_on. At twelve o'clock ?n the night of the 11th
of December, a messenger delivered to the two
secretaries of state an order from the King, " that

!
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they should deliver up the seals of their offices,, and
send them by the under secretaries, Mr. Fraser and
Mr. Nepean, as a personal interview would be disagreeable to him." , The seals, as ·soon as delivered,
were given to Earl Temple, who by letter announced
to th~ remaining members of the cabinet their dismission from office.
A new ministi·y wa<a forthwith formed, of which
Mr. William Pitt, then, only twenty-three yeius of
age, became the head ; but he found an intractable
House of Commons, against whose opposition he for
several weeks contended without effect. On' the
14th of January, 1784, he moved for leave to bring
in a bill for the better government and management
of the affairs of, the East-India Company. Its lead-'·
ing provision was, " that a board should be instituted,
to be appointed by his Majesty, consisting of one of
the principal secretaries of state, the chancellor of
the exchequer for the time being, and a certain
number' of the privy councillors," to which' board
the despatches of the Company were to be sub:..
mitted for approval. The bill was brought in,,
passed through the earlier stages, and then, on a
division, lost. Mr. Fox immediately moved for leave
to bring in a bill on the same subject, but no progress
was made with it. The contest. between the two·
parties found' other matter , of excitement, which
kept the House of Commons in a perpetual h~at till
the 24th of March, when parliament was dissolved.
In the new parliament the balance of parties was
reversed, and the minister had a powerful majority.

!
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On the 2nd July he introduced an India Bill, re- CHAP. XIII.
sembling in its principal provisions that which had A. D. 1784,
been lost in the preceding sessi<Jn. It was opposed
I
vehemently by the coalition party, but· passed the
I
House of Commons on the 28th July. It passed
the Lords with far greater ease; and ultimately bel
came law. As this act was the foundation of the
I
present system of governing India, it may demand
1
some degree of examination.
By the plan established in :1784, the patronage
of India, the immediate mam~gement of its affairs,
and the general right of originating all measures
connected with them, remain~d with the Company.
But these functions were to ~e exercised under the
I
observation of a board, composed of persons nominated by the Crown, who were entitled to be fully .
informed of all matters conn~cted with the political,
military, and revenue affairsI of India, and wliose
approbation was necessary tolgive effect to the measures suggested by the . aut~ority of the Company.
In case of default by
of Directors, the
. the ~ourt
.
board might originate despatches ; and to provide
for circumstances where secfecy might be required,
the Court were to appoint a secret committee,
through which the secret ihstructions of the board,
when such were n~cessary, i might be forwarded to
the governments of India.: The power thus E\Stablished was not altogethyr new. · By the act of·
1781, the Court of D.irectors were bound to deliver
to one of the. Secretaries of State, copies of all proposed despatches on civil tnd military affairs, and to
I
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obey theinstructions of the Crown in reference thereto : nor is it unreasonable that government should
have the means of preventing political power exercised
. on behalf of the British Crown from being abused.
It would perhaps be difficult to frame a plan for the
government of distant possessions, which should
possess greater advantages and fewer inconveniences
than that under which the government of India has
now for sixty years been conducted. If the EastIndia Company were to exercise the powers of government unchecked, abuses, similar to those which •
formerly called for the interference of parliament:
might again arise. The interposition of the great
body of proprietors, instead of being, as it now is,
a salutary and useful expression of public opinion,
might become, as of old, an instrument for effecting'
objects purely personal ; and the Company's courts
might again become the scene of furious contests, in
which, though public principle might be pretended,
none would be really involved, the matter in dispute
being, in e'ffect, whether one individual or another,
or one or another k~ot of individuals,' should be
enriched by the possession of lucrative office in
India. That a great empire should flourish under
such a system is manifestly impossible ; and while it
affords matter of gratification that the popular part of
the constitution of the East-India Company has been
preserved, it is not less so that it has been rendered'
incapable of being used as an engine of mischief.
· The evils of the old system of government were
attested by experience. Those which would have
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·resulted from a change whicH should have annihi- CHAP. xm.
· ]ated the powers of the Com)Jany, and transferred
. the entire administration of Irdia to. a goyernment
office, may readily be imagin,ed. By dividing the
power between the responsible advisers of the Crown
and a body totally unconnectfid with political party,
both classes of evils are to a great extent avoided.
The patronage of India, wl(ich all constitutional
authorities have thought it "t;ould be dangerous to
place with the Crown, is deposited in the hands of
a body over whom the Crown! and its ministers can
exercise scarcely any influence. With those who,
thus free from political bias; administer this patronage rests the power also of communicating with
the local governments, and of originating the orders
I
and instructions trapsmitted f~)l' their guidance ; but
such-orders requiring the apj:n·obation of a branch
of the executive government of the Crown to give
them effect, nothing at variance with the rights of
the sovereign, with the general interests of the empire, or with the general policy of the ministry for
the time, being, can be carrie(\ into effect. Personal
claims or complaints having :to pass the ordeal of
two inquiries, conducted under two different and
independent authorities, will be far more likely to
be decided with justice than if they were subjected
only to one. The discussion called forth by such a
system is another advantage which would be lost
under any· other differing frorp. it essentially. The
system might probably be improved in some mi:VOL. II.
2 A '
•
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xm. nute points,* but the principle which is at its
foundation is, admirable. It has been alleged that
it is cumbersome and anomalous. All systems
of check are to a certain extent cumbersome,
but we submit to this inconvenience for the sake
of security. The other objection scarcely deserves
refutation. Government is a practical matter; and,
if its objects be attained, it is of little importance
whether or not the machinery be regular and sym.,
metrical.
Besides establishing the Board of Control, the
. East-India Act of Mr. Pitt sought to check corrup-'
tion in the servants of the East-India Company, by
subjecting them to inquiry as to their fortunes, and
by preparing for the trial of their offences· a new
tribunal. These provisions, however well intended,
are not entitled t? any portion of the praise which
is due to the main object of the act. Servants <_Jf
the Company, returning from India, were required
to deliver inventories of their property, and this
enactment was fortified by penalties of extreme
severity. This part of the bill was repealed two years
afterwards. It ought never to have been passed:
the inquisitorial proceedings which it sanctioned
are utterly inconsistent with the habits of a free

* As, for instance, in providing the means of formally and
publicly recording the grounds of difference between the Board
and the Court of Directors when irreconcilable. An objection, not
altogether unimportant, has been taken to the constitution of the
Home Government of India, as involving a divided responsibility,
which objection would lose much of its force, if the Board of Commissioners and the Court of Directors each acted under the conviction that their differences of opinion would come before the public.
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country. Another unfo1·tunate portion of the act CHAP. xm.
was, the creation of a new tribunal for the trial
of Indian delinquents, ~nd the provision of new
modes of procedure again~t such criminals. Three
of the judges were to be: members of this extraordinary tribunal ; the rest, !seven in number, were to
be members of the two houses of parliament, chosen
by. their fellow-members. ' The majority of the persons, therefore, to whom in' was proposed to commit
the investigation and· pun'ishment of Indian crime .
I
would have been politica~ partizans. Among the
novelties introduced into -~he forms of proceeding;
was the admission of evide!)ce taken in India before
a competent tribunal, the: effect of which would
have been to place the liberty, property, and character of accused persons at the mercy of witnesses,
and those Indian witnesses) whom. they would have
no opportunity of subjecti11g to cross-examination.
Burke, in speaking of this ri~onstrous tribunal, might
well exclaim, "all that had yet been said of the judicature which was now established for the purpose of
punishing the delinquencies: committed in India fell
short of its turpitude : it had no authority, example,
· similitude, or precedent, in the history of this country, except, perhaps, the Star Chamber of detestable memory. That instit1ition, which had made
the hearts of the whole nation to quake and tremble, was composed of peers: privy councillors, and
I
judges."* It is remarkable that this tribunal, which
occupies nineteen sections of, the act by which it was

* Hansard's Parliamentary History, vol. xxv. page 1279.
2
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established, ~nd which two years afterwards was the
subject of laborious modification by another act, the
provisions of which are yet unrepealed, has never, in
a single instance, been resorted to. A court was
prepared, before which Indian delinquency .was to
tremble, but not a single criminal has ever been
arraigned at its bar; and though the acts which provide for its existence may long continue to slumbm'
on the Statute Book, there is little probability that
its terrors will ever be called forth.
Pursuing the train of home affairs, we find the
debts of the Nabob of Arco~ occupying the attention of the Court of Directors, the government
Board of Commissioners, and. the House of Commons. By the act of 1784, an inquiry into this
subject had been required. The Court of Directors
proceeded to carry into effect the intention of the.
act, and framed a despatch, addressed to the governor and council of Madras, requiring them to enter
~
upon a full investigation. But the authority with
which the court had to co-operate took a different
view. The newly constituted Board of Commissioners, at the head of which was Mr. Dundas,.
declared that no such inquiry as that proposed by
the Court of Directors was necessary, and, dividing
. the alleged debts into three classes, they resolved
that the account of the whole should be made up
with interest, and that a portion of the revenues of
the Carnatic should be annually set apart for the
liquidation ..
This was either a lamentable error of judgment

CHAP. XIII.
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or a culpable breach of dutr. The· claims of the CHAP. xm.
alleged creditors of the Nab~b of Arcot were surrounded by circumstances of! the highest degree of
suspicion. If ever there we~e claims which called
for minute and searching inquiry, such were these.
The course taken by the mi:rii~try upon this question
tended to cast great discred~t upon them, and to
afford to the opposition favourable ground of attack.
On the 28th February, 1785, Mr. Fox called the A.D.l785. .
attention of the House of Co~mons to the subject,
and moved for the papers' comtected with the inquiry.
The motion was lost, as were :two similar motions in
the House of Lords ; but op])ortunity was t:;~.ken to
impugn the motives of the n1'inistry, and to adduce
plausible reasons for believing that the decision was
attributable to parliamentarY: influence.' It will be
recollected that a person nm:ped Paul Benfield was
one of the chief creditors oftl~e Nabob of Arcot, and
that he represented several other creditors.* · Much
jugglery had been subsequei1tly practised, and the
name of Benfield had disappeared from the list of
creditors, and been restored to it, as circumstances.
suited. At length, Benfield had procured himself
to be elected to parliament, 1 together (according to
Burket) with seven other ]Jersons, of like principles and views with himself; He soon afterwards
departed for Madras, leavipg as his representative Mr. Richard Atkinson, a gentleman whom the
I
ministry delighted to honour, on the ground, it was
alleged and believed, of th~ pains which he had

*

See pages 200, 201.

i' Speech on Fox's motion,

,I

~8th

February, 1785.
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taken to promote the return of members of parliament favourable to their interests. The defence of
ministers was weak, but their majority was large.
The papers were refused, par~ly on the ground that
the public interests might ~uffer from giving them
publicity. ·It is not easy to suppose that ministers
were influenced by this fear, for a bookseller bad
obtained a copy of the papers, and published them.
In this instance it must be admitted that the
advantages of the revised systein for administering
the government of India were not fully realized,
and that the power of the board of commissioners
was used. to perpetrate a foul job. Yet even here
some adyantage over the more simple system is apparent. The Court of Directors bad the power of
remonstrating against what they considered an act
of gross injustice and improvidence, and they did
remonstrate. Their resistance attracted the attention of the party opposed to ministers in parliament,
and though the evil was not redressed, it was
exposed.
The stage of Indian politics was now about to be
occupied by a drama of greater dignity, though,
perhaps, of less importance. For several years, the
administration of Hastings had been violently attacked in parliament, and nearly every party in the
state had joined in condemning him. In a series of
reports, of which Burke was the framer, his principal
acts had been assailed with great talent and great
severity. Threats of further proceedings had been
held out, and on the return of Hastings to England,
Burke declared, that if the task :were undertaken by
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no one else, he should stand ;forth as the accuser of CHAP.
the returned governor-genera:!. There can be little
doubt that he was well di~posed to execute the
office which he thus undertook ; but there is reason
to believe that his own ardour was not shared by
some of his parliamentary ;friends, without whose
assistance the attempt must fail. The ministry,
though some of the mem hers were the pledged accusm·s of Hastings, were ~otoriously indisposed to
proceed against him ; and l~ad Hastings been willing
to accept the boon· with which Sir Thomas Rumbold and others were c,ont~nt-had he been satisfied
with retirement and impl'mity, it is possible, as the
pledges of statesmen are' soon forgotten, that he
might have been permitt~d to. sink undisturbed into
obscurity. But Hastinga was ambitious. He had
come back, not to throw,' himself upon the forbearance of his foes, but FO challenge honours - and
rewards. He was aware that his enemies were numerous and, both from their abilities and political
influence, powerful : but he knew also, that he
was not without supporters; some acting from principle and feeling--som1; stimulated by the liberality
with which he distributed his funds. In addition
to this source of encmjragement, he felt strong in
the consciousness that. he deserved what he sought.
Looking back to the many equivocal, and more than
equivocal, acts of his administration, this may appear
'
strange, but it was un,doubtedly the fact. Hastings's
extravagant self-esteem would not allow him to
do wrong, or at least that
believe that he could
I
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xm. he could err to any serious extent. The proudest
pontiff ·that · ever boasted the power of the keys
had scarcely a higher opinion of his own infallibility
than had Hastil}gs. He expressed astonishment
that acts, which all mankind condemned, should
draw fo~th reprobation-and his astonishment was
not al~vays affected. In some eases, there is no
doubt that he really felt it : the acts were his-.:
therefore, they were right. Under- the influence· of
such feelings· and hopes, Hastings was prepared to
dare his opponents to the combat. It is not unlikely that in this course he. was influenced by the
conviction that they would not have the courage to
proceed, and he could not but feel that, if they declined his challenge, they would leave him in posses-·
sion of the vantage-ground:
Accordingly, at the commencement of the sesA.D. 1786. sion of 1786, Burke was reminded of his promise
to proceed by Hastings's agent, Major Scott-who,
the better to carry on the business of his principal, had, in conformity with the precedent set by
the Nabob of Arcot's attornies, procured a seat in
parliament. If Burke and his friends were wavering, this determined their course,. and on the 17th
February the preliminary proceedings against Hastings commenced, by a motion for papers relating
to the presents and other monies privately received
by the late governor-general. In the speech by
which this matter was introduced, Burke announced
his intention to proceed further ; and after adverting to the various modes of effecting his purpose, a
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prosecution in the ordinary ~ourts of law, a bill of
pains and penalties, and an impeachment before
the House of Lords, declared his preference for the
last. It will be unnecessary to pursue in detail
the steps taken by Hastings's accusers. They con.tinued to collect and bring forwm·d various matters
of charge till the 26th of April, when Major Scott
presented a petition from Hastings, praying to be
heard in his defence. Leave was granted, and on the
1st May the accused party appeared at the bar of
the house, where he commenced reading 'a paper
of great length, which he concluded on the following day.
Up to this period, and for, some weeks afterwards,
the influence of the ministry had been given to Hast-ings. On the 2nd June the House of Commons
negatived a motion made in committee by Burke,
on the conduct of Hastings, in relation to the Rohilla war, and Mr. Dundas, who a few years before
had moved and carried a resolution condemnatory of
that conduct, now voted in the majority. On the
13th of the same month Mr. Fox made a motion
in committee, to the effect that there was ground for
impeaching Hastings, in reference to his treatment
of Cheyt Singh. By this time a revolution had taken
place in the sentiments of the ministry ; and Mr.
Pitt, after a speech, in which he maintained that
Cheyt Singh was a dependent ·of the British government, that he might reasonably be called upon for
additional expenditure on extraordinary occasions,
that the occasion on which HaBtings desired assist-
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ance was such as to justify the demand, and that the
amount required was not excessive, declared his
intention to vote with the accusers of the governor. general, on the. ground that the fine which he levied
was exorbitant. The friends of Hastings were astonished at this sudden change in the minister's views,_
which has never yet been adequately accounted for.
It was now evident that, with ministers and oppo- ~
sition united against him, Hastings had nothing to
hope from the House of Commons-that impeachment was inevitable, .and that to the House of Lords
he must look for the sentence which should finally
deliver or condemn him.
A. D. 1787.
Of the session of 1787 the charges against Hastings constituted the main business. On the 3rd of
April a committee was appointed to prosecute an·
impeachment at the bar of the House of Lords.
It included the celebrated names of Burke, Fox,
Sheridan, and Windham; An attempt was made to
introduce that of Hastings's old enemy, Francis, but
it failed. At a later period it was renewed by a
motion. of Mr. Fox for adding Mr. Francis to the ,
committee, which motion received the cordial support of Mr. Francis himself, in a speech of considerable length ; but the House did not agree with the
mover and his independent supporter, and rejected
the proposal by a large majority. The managers
consoled the disappointed candidate by a flattering
letter, in which, notwithstanding his defeat, they requested that he would attend their meetings, and
aid them by his information and counsel.
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On the lOth of May the House of Commons pro- CHAP. XIII.
ceeded to the bar of the House of Peers, and Mr. A.D. 1787.
Burke, in their name, formally impeached Hastings
of high crimes and misdemeanors. Hastings was
subsequently committed to the custody of the serjeant-at-arms, from which he was discharged on
finding bail, himself in £2,000, and two sureties in
£1,000 each. There was little reason to believe
that Hastings meditated escape ; but if such an
intention were apprehended, the amount of security
required was ludicrously inadequate.
The trial did not commence till the 13th of Fe- A. D. 1788.
bruary in the following year. The excitement was
extraordinary, and w· estminster Hall, which was
fitted up for the occasion, was crowded by groups of
fashionable persons of both sexes, as though to witness a public spectacle. Two days were spent in
reading the articles of impeachment and Hastings's
answer, an exercise from which it is to be presumed the motley c1·owd of listeners derived but
indifferent amusement. On the third day the great
orator appeared, with all the advantage which the
dry and tedious occupation of the preceding days
could afford him. The duty assigned ·to Burke was
to explain the grounds upon which the impeachment had been undertaken, and give a general view
of the charges against the prisoner; an extensive
field, no part of which the orator seemed willing to
neglect. His speech was continued through four
days, and, as an appeal to the passions, was preeminently .successful. Ladies were carried out of the
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xm. hall in a fainting state, and even in the sterner sex
Burke's descriptions produced visible agitation. These
facts attest the power of the speaker ; but had the
effect of his eloquence been permanent, its exercise
would have been mo~t unjust to the prisoner, and.
greatly in opposition to the wise and s,alutary pri~ci
ple, that, in deciding on the guilt or innocence of an
accused person, the verdict should be determined by
evidence, not by declamation. It may ·be doubted,
however, whether Burke's extraordinary display was
not calculated to defeat his object. After being
borne aloft on the wings of his impassioned eloquence, the judges had to listen to the cold and dry
statements of the living witnesses that might be
called to prove the alleged facts, or, what was still
less exciting, to the reading of long extracts from
official papers. Even if no facts were overstated in
the opening address, the contrast between the fervour with which it was composed and delivered, and
the long and monotonous supplement by which it
was to be sustained, could scarcely fail to diminish
the effect of the evidence below that which under
other circumstances it would have produced. Had
Burke been summing up after the evidence had
been gone through, the splendid lights of his· fancy
might have succeeded in surrounding ordinary facts
with a colouring not natural to them, and he might
have carried the minds of the ardent and susceptible
willing captives to the conclusion to which he was
desirous of conducting them. As it was, he deli. vered a magnificent oration, which was Fstened to
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with delight and eulogized with enthusi!l'sm-and CHAP.
these were all the effects produced.
Burke having concluded his task, Fox rose to
state the course which the managers, on. behalf of
the Commons, proposed to pursue. It was to treat
each charge separately; to open it, and then
await the prisoner's defence before proceeding to
another. The Lord Chancellor inquired whether
this course would be agreeable to the counsel for
the accused? they objected, as it must have been
anticipated that they would. The Lords withdrew to
consider the point, and determined that the entire
case for the prosecution must be opened before the
prisoner was called on for his defence. This decision was obvic;msly just and reasonable. The mode
of proceeding proposed by the managers was contrary to the practice of all courts of justice, and its
adoption-would have been an act of cruelty towards
the prisoner, by subjecting him to the chance of
being entangled in snares and pitfalls, from which
neither discretion nor innocence might be able to
preserve him.
.•
The first charge opened against Hastings related to
his conduct towards Cheyt Singh, and the court was
addressed on this subject by Mr. Fox and Mr. Grey.*
In the examination of witnesses which followed, a
fresh difference arose between the managers and the
counsel for the prisoner. A witness called by the·
former having answered a question put by one of

* Now Earl Grey.
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xm. them m the· negative, was asked whether he had
not, on a former occasion, answered the same question in the affirmative ? Hastings's counsel objected,
on the known principle that a party must not discredit his own witness. The point was decided by
the Lords against the managers.
The second charge brought forward related to the
begums of Oude. It was opened by Mr. Adam, who
was followed by Mr. Pelham. Sixteen days were
spent in hearing evidence, after which Sheridan
summed up in a speech; infm·ior only to the opening speech of Burke in its exciting effect. No· further progress was made during this session. The
trial had occupied thirty-five days, and two charges,
out of a list containing ten times that number, had
been entered upon. Further proceedings were ad..:
journed till the next session of parliament.
The illness of the King and other causes prevented
A. D. 1789. the· resumption of the trial until the 21st of April,
when a charge of receiving presents was opened by
Mr. Burke. Having occasion in his speech to refel'
to Nunc~mar, he used expressions of which Hastings
complained by petition to the House of Commons.
He said that "Hastings had murdered Nuncomar
by the hands of Sir Elijah Impey." The language
was strong, and its use could be justified only by reference to the extraordinary latitude of exaggeration
in which advocates are accustomed to indulge. In
the House of Commons the matter was treated in
a great degree as a party question, and a motion submitted by Mr. Pitt, declaring that the House had
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Mr. Burke no authority to impute the death of CHAP. XIII.
:'lruncomar to Hastings, was carried.
In the prosecution of the charge relating to the
·eceipt of presents, various questions arose as to the
tdmissibility of evidence ; the managers continually
llaiming an exemption from the ordinary rules of
;he courts, and the Peers invariably deciding that
;hey were bound by them. In this manner the ses;ion of 1789 was consumed ; and when half only of
;he charge relating to the receipt of presents had
)een proceeded with, the consideration of the renainder was postponed to a future session. Hastings
~omplained of being subjected for so great a length
1f time to the anxiety of remaining on trial. His
lomplaint was just, but it was couched in a tone of
t.ffected and overstrained humility, ludicrously conrasting with the arrogant character of the man.
Che next session was wasted in the same manner as
he preceding. Parliament was then dissolved, and
' question arose, whether the impeachment did not
,bate by the dissolution. After much delay, both
•
wuses determined that it did not ; and, on the 23rd A. D. 1791.
•f May, 1791, proceedings were renewed in Westninster Hall. Another charge, imputing corruption
n various forms, was opened, and with this the rnaLagers intimated their intention of closing their case.
)n the 2nd of June Hastings read his defence, and
vith this the proceedings of the session closed.
Two succeeding sessions, those of 1792 and 1793,
vere occupied by the speeches of counsel and the
:xamination of witnesses in defence of Hastings.
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In that of 1794 the managers proceeded to reply tc
the case of the accused, and to adduce evidence irJ
disproval of it; and their labours occupied· all thE
time allotted by the House of Lords to the trial
during that session. In 1795, the long protractec
proceedings were at last brought to a close. On thE
23rd of April, in that year, Hastings was acquitted OJ;
most of the articles of charge by large. majorities,
and on some unanimously. Thus terminated thif
most extraordinary trial, after a duration of sever
~
years.
Of the four charges on which the Commom
proceeded, the first afforded no just or reasonaDJ~
ground for impeachment. Cheyt Singh was regardec
by the accusers of Hastings as an independen1
prince, liable only to the payment of an annua·
tribute, which, under no circumstances, was to bE
increased. This was not his position. He was ~
disobedient dependent, and Hastings erred only ir
medit::tting the infliction of a punishment dispropor·
tioned to the offence. This deserved blame, but i1
did not deserve impeachment. The charge respect·
ing the hegums was far better founded. Here th~
conduct of Hastings merited something more tli~r
mere censure. The charge relating to presents woul r
also have justly subjected him to punishment, coulc
it have been proved ; but though there were manJ
suspicious circumstances, there was nothing amount·
ing to legal evidence. The same remark will applJ
to the fourth charge, implying various acts of a cor·
rupt character. The managers of the House o
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Commons appear, indeed, to have been sensible that CHAP. xm.
they could not maintain their charges without they
were permitted to emancipate themselves from rules
of evidence which have been long established, and
are universally recognized in English courts of law
-a most arrogant and mischievous attempt. If the
rules be good, they ought to be maintained in all
cases ; if evil, they ought to be abandoned ; but to
maintain them where private individuals are concerned, and relieve the House of Commons from
their operation, would be ·equivalent to saying that
where the House of Commons appeared as a prosecutor, it should be at liberty to employ any means,
however unjust, to procure conviction. If any difference should be made, it certainly should not be .
in favour of the House of Commons. Its vast
power needs not undue addition, and the party spirit
which clings to its acts, even as a public prosecutor,
would suggest the propriety of a diminution of
ordinary power, rather than the addition of any of
an extraordinary cha,racter.
The power of impeachment is maintained for the
~ alleged purpose of furthering the ends of justice ;
but it is clear that it may be exercised for the purpose of oppression, and that whether an intention
., so to exercise it exist or not, the effect may be produced. It was produced in the case of Hastings.
Waving all considerations of his innocence or guilt,
it was an intolerable grievance to be kept on trial for
seven years. To subject an innocent man to such a
proceeding is frightful injustice; to a guilty man,
VOL. II.
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the muiety a,nd expense would be no light punishment.
Attaching no greater i~nportance than they deserve to tile whining appeals of Hastings,* it is but

* To shew that they are not improperly characterized, one of
, them is submitted for the judgment of the reader. It wa.s addressed
to t~e House of Peers immediately after the opening of the last
11rticl~ pf impeac:llfilent which was proceeded upon.--,-" My Lords, I
shall"take up but a very few minutes of your time, but what I have
to say I hope will be deemed of sufficient importance to justify me in
requesting that you will give me so much attention. A charge of
having wasted £584,000 is easily made where no means are allowed
for answering it. It is not pleasant for me, from week to week,
from month to month, from year to year; to hear myself accused
of crimes, many of them of the most atrocious dye, and all repre- .
sented in the mo~t.shocking colours, and to fe~l that I never shal1
be allowed to answer them. In my tirne qf life, ip the life pf a man
already approaching very near to its close, four years of whic~
his reputation is to be traduced and branded in the world, is too
much. I never expect to be allowed to co.me to rny defence, nor
to hear ypur lord~hips' judgment on my trial. ·I have long been
convinced of it, no~·has the late ~esolution of the House qf Commons, which I expected to have heard announced to your lordships
here, afforded me the least glimpse of hope that the termination
of my trial is at all nearer. My Lords, it is np'Y four years complete since I first &ppeareP. at your lordships' bar: nor is this all;
I came to your bar with a mind·sore from another inquisition, in
another place, which commep.ced, if I may be allowed to date it
from the impressioJ;l p;n my mind, on the d~y I arrived in thls
capital, on my return to England, after thirteen years' servic~.
On that day was announced the determination of the House of
Commons for arraigning me for the whole of my conduct. I have
beei\ now acc'\leed for six years ; I now approach very near (I do
not know whether my recollection fails me) tp s~'i:ty years. of age,
and c~ I waste my J,ife in sitting here from time to time arraignednot only arraigned, but tortured with invectives of the most virulent kind? I appeal to every man's feelings, whether I have not
borne \hings.that many even, of your lordsh,ps could not have
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just to admit that he had great reason to com- CHAP. xm.
plain. It was alleged, indeed, that the delay was in
borne, and with a patience thal nothing but my own innocence
could have enabled me to shew. As the House of Commons have
declared their resolution, that for the sake of speedy justice (I
think that was the term), they had ordered their managers to close
their proceedings on the article which has now been opened to
your lordships, and to abandon the rest, I now see a prospect
which I never saw before, but which it is in your lordships' power
alone to realize, of closing this disagreeable situation in which I
have been so long placed ; and however I may be charged with
the error of imprudence, I am sure I shall not be deemed guilty
of disrespe<:t to your lordships in the request which I make. That
request is, that your lordships· will be pleased to grant me that
justice which every man in every couutry in the world, free or
otherwise, has ·a right to; that where h:e is accused he may defend himself, and may have the judgment of the court on the accusations that are brought against him. I therefore do pray your
lordships, notwithstanding the time of the ye~ (I feel the weight
of that reflection on my mind)-but I pray your lordships to consider, not the unimportance of the object before you, but the magnitude of the precedent, which every man in this country may ·
bring home to his own feelings, of a criminal trial suspended over
his head for ever ; for in the history of the jurisprudence of this
country, I am told (and I have taken some pains to search, and as
far as my search has gone it has been verified), there never yet
was an instance of a criminal trial that lasted four months except
mine ; nor even one month, ex.cepting one instance, an insta~ce
drawn from a time and situation of this government which I hope
will be prevented from ever happening again. My Lords, therequest which I have to make to your lordships is, that you will be
pleased to continue the session of this court till the proceedings
shall be closed, I shall be heard in my defence, and your lordships
shall have proceeded to judgment. My Lords, it is not an acquittal that I desire; that will rest with your lordships, and with your
own internal conviction. I desire a defence and! desire a judgment, be that judgment what it will. My Lords, I have bowed, I
have humbled myself before this court, and I have been reproached
for it. I am not ashamed to bow before an autlwrity to which I owe
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xm. a great degree attributable to the pertinacity with
which his counsel resisted the introduction of matter which in the eye of the law is not evidence.
But in this they were exercising an undoubted right,
and the charge of occasioning delay may justly be retorted on the managers; for persisting in offering that
as evidence which they knew to be inadmissible.*
Hastings survived the termination of his trial
more than twenty years; but his days were passed in
submission, and for which I feel respect that excites it as .a willing oblation from me.· I now again; with all humility, present myself a subject of your, justice and humanity. I am not a man of
apathy, nor are my powers of endurance equal to the tardy and
indefinite operation of parliamentary justice. I feel it as a very
cruel lot imposed on me, to be tried by one g·eneration, and, if I
live so long, to expect judgment from another ; for, !DY Lords,
are all the Lords .present before whom I originally was tried?
Are not many gone to that place to which we must all go ? I am
told that there is a difference of more than sixty in the identity
· of the judges before whom I now·stand. My Lords, I pray you
to free me from this prosecution by continuing this trial till its
close, and pronouncing a judgment during this session : if your
lordships can 'do it, I have a petition to that effect in my hand,
which, if it is not irregular, I now wish to deliver to your lordships."-There were many things in this address well and forcibly
stated, and the prayer of the applicant was reasonable ; but the
tone of abject humiliation by which it is pervaded is more creditable to Hastings as an actor than as a man. What a contrast
does his conduct at Westminster present to his bearing in Hindostan!
* Every disputed point between the managers and the counsel
for Hastings rendered it necessary for the Lords to leave Westminster Hall and return to their usual place of sitting, to deliberate. These constant journeys, from the hall to the chambet:
of. parliament, from the chamber of parliament to the hall, and the
multiplied delays thereby occasioned, caused one of the peers to
·remark, that the judges walked, and the trial stood still.
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comparative obscurity, his retirement being only OC- .CHAP.
casionally broken ·by some feeble attempts to grasp
those honours to which he held himself entitled, and
which, even to the last hour of a very long life, he
does not appear altogether to have despaired of attaining. When t,he question of the renewa~ of the
Company's powers was, in 1813, under the consideration of the House of Commons, Hastings was called
upon to give the house the benefit of his evidence.
He was received with marked respect, and on his
retirement the mem?ers simultaneously rose to
render him honour.
No man has been more bitterly reviled, or more
extravag~ntly praised, than Hastings; nearly all who
have spoken or written of him have been fierce partizans- the calmness of unbiassed judgment has
rarely been brought to the examination of his character. On one point friends and foes must agreethat he was a man of extraordinary talents-that,
as far as intellectual qualifications constitute competency, he was eminently competent to the high
duties in the discharge of which so large a portion
of his life was passed: He was not only able but
laborious ; his time and thoughts were given to the
business of his station· without reserve, and almost
without intermission. Few of his successors have
equalled him in ability-none have surpassed him in
industry.
He was among the first to see that England could
not maintain her position in India as an isolated
power. He was among the first to discern the
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government forming alliances
with the native states, and gmdually advancing to
that commanding· situation which it has ·since attained. These views were in his ~iirte greatly 11npopular in England ; but experience, both evil and
good, has since proved their soundness,
Hastings, too, did much to reform the internal administration of the ·British provinces. He found
the country sufferilig from the consequences of a
series of revolutions and a succession of weak governments. The revenue and _judicial establishments
were utterly ineffective, and he had to make provisions for their reform. He did not render them
perfect, nor even reasonably good, but he gave them
some degree or efficiency, and his labours formed the
ground-work on which subsequent endeavours for
their improvement have been based.
Hastings was sincerely desirous of promoting the
prosperity of the country which he g~verned, and
upholding th€l interests of those whom he served.
But his moral constitution was defective, and the
means by which he sought to promote worthy and
laudable objects were often utterly indefe11slble. If
the state wanted money, he appears to have thought
himself at liberty to supply the want without inquiring as to the justice of' the modes resorted to.
His whole policy was based on the loosest expediency, and he never suffered himself to be fettered
by a principle for a moment after it was convenient
to cast "it aside. With a mind of exttaotdinary
power, he seems to have been incapable of nnder-
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defects of his moral judgment were not corrected by
any delicacy of feeling. His sympathies were weak.
Stately, cold, and artificial; he· manifested little of
human passion, except in its darker forms.* His
hatred was intense, and 1ts violence was aggrivated by the lofty opinion which he entertained of
himself. He had a right to think of himself highly ;
but no man can · be justified in entertaining that
contempt for the opinion of his fellow-men which
he cherished; and which was manifested in sci many
acts of his life. t

* Itis character is strikingly illustrated by the large collection
of his private letters which has lately appeared. Whatever the
subject, they are written in the style of despatches-affording a
perfect contrast in this respect to the familiar letters of Clive.
. t The private character of Hastings does not fall within the
province of history ; but the circumstances of h~s second marriage
so strongly corroborate the opinion expressed in the text, that a
reference to them may be excused. To avoid the imputation of
exaggerating the facts, they shall be related in the language of
his indulgent biographer. It is necessary to premise, that they
occurred on Hastings's voyage to Madras, when appointed to a
seat in council there. Prior to his proceeding to Bengal as governor-general, "Mr. Hastings found among his fellow-passengers in
the Duke of Grafton: two individuals, with whom he soon entered
into terms of familiar intercourse. These were Baron Adam Carl
Imhoff, a native of Franconia in Germany, a man of good family,
though reduced in his circumstances, who was going out to Madras
for the purpose of following there the profession of a portrait painter, and his lady, a person of singularly attractive manners, of a
·very engaging figure, and a mind highly cultivated.
* * *
It so happened, that between this gifted young person and her
husband there was no conformity at all, either of tastes or
* * * *
* Between the Baroness
of disposition.
Imhoff, such as I have described her, the wife of one whom she

*

*
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An absurd love of mystery for its own sakea powerful tendency to dissemble his thoughts and'
purposes, and appear what he was not-a perverse
fondness for accomplishilig his purposes ·by indirect·
and crooked means, even when ho perceivable adv~ntage could -be gained by their use-these were not
had never loved, and Mr. Hastings, one of the most fascinating as
well as chivalrous men of his day, it would have been strange if
a friendship had failed to arise, which gradually, and to themselves
perhaps unconsciously, took from day to day a deeper colouring;
for she discovered in. him all the qualities, the absence of which
hindered her from giving her heart where she had bestowed her
hand, while he found in her more than the realization of the
brightest dream which his imagination had ever ventured to form.
* * * * * * They were both too high-minded to inflict
on a husband an injury which never can be repaired ; but they
were not firm enough to hold out against the strong temptations
which the laws of Protestant Germany, in reference to the marriage contract, cast in their way. Mr. and Mrs. Imhoff lived
together with good repute a whole year in Madras. They acted
upon the same wise and judicious plan after they followed Mr.·
Hastings to Bengal. Yet all this while a suit was going forward
in the proper courts of Franconia for a ·divorce. The divorce was
obtained after much delay; the Baroness Imhoff became Mrs.
Hastings, and the Barori i:eturned to his native country a richer
man than he ever could have hoped to become by portrait paint-·
ing."-Gleig's Memoirs of Hastings, val. i. pages 163 to 166. On
this story comment must be needless. The lady was sold by her
first husband, and bought by her second. Hastings could not
but know in what light such a transaction would be regarded in
his own country, where the state of feelings on such matters differs from that ;bich is represented as prevailing in " Protestant
Germany;" but he either despised the public opinion, which he must
have felt to be against him, or thought himself too elevated to be
reached by it. Hastings was at this time nearly forty years of
age, and consequently has no claim to escape censure on the plea
of youth. He had also been previously married.
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less striking, and scarcely less unamiable parts
his nature. In conclusion, it. may be. said that
the character of Hastings we may discern muc;h
be admired-much to be condemned-nothing
be loved.
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Hastings resigned the government of Bengal, the next mpmber of council was Mr. John Macpherson,* formerly agent to the Nabob of Arcot, in
which charact~r he had been received some years
before by the Duke of Grafton, then prime minister.
"""'
.
Mr. Macpherson, it will be recollected, had at that
time given some advice to the minister too agreeable to be refused.t The gratitude of the nobleman
induced him to recommend the Nabob's agent to the
favour of the Court of Directors of the East-India
Company, and in consequence he was appointed a
writer on the Madras establishment: By some means
not explained, the governor of Madras, Lord Pigot,
-vbtained a copy of a memorial, believed to have been
transmitted to the Nabob of Arcot by Mr. Macpher-son, recounting various services rendered to the
prince in England. It being deemed improper that
such a paper should be addressed to a native prince
by a servant of the British government, an inquiry
into the alleged authorship took place. Mr. Macpherson's answer was evasive: the governor moved
that he should be dismissed the service, and the
motion was carried.
,., Mr. Wheler was dead.
t See pages 19 to 26.
WHEN
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At home Mr. Macpherson's offence was regarded CHAP. XIV.
with greater leniency; and a case was submitted to
the Company's standing counsel, requiring his opinion, whether he could be restored by a mere majority of the Court of Directors only; or whether, in
conformity with tl).e provisions of an existing act of
parliament with regard to dismissed servants, the
concurrence of three-fourths of the directors and
three-fourths of the proprietors would be necessary
for his restoration. The opinion of the Company's
counsel was to the effect that the dismissal was in'-'
formal, but that, nevertheless, Mr. Macpherson could
not be restored by the vote of a simple majority of
the Court of Directors ; and he added, " it is worth
while considering, if Mr. Macpherson should be re-stored, whether he is a prope1· person to be conti-·
nued in the Company's service. He had; in my
opinion, too much connection with the Nabob of
Arcot ; and when the Company's interest and the
Nabob's are affected, as they will often happen, they
will greatly disturb a man of honour and integrity."
This opinion seems not to have been satisfactory;
for, about a month after its delivery, another was
obtained from the solicitor-general,* determining
that Mr. Macpherson was still in the Company's service, the dismissal having been irregular. Upon this
opinion the majority of the Court of Directors re•
solved to act, and the govern~ent of Madras was
apprized that Mr. Macpherson remained in the Com•

* Mr. Wedderburn, afterwards Lord Loughborough, Lord
Chancellor of England.
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pany's service with his proper standing; but it was
added, ." as his behaviour was disrespectful to your
board, and in other respects very reprehensible, we
direct that you give him a severe reprimand, and
· acquaint him that a like conduct will meet with a
severer punishment."
The reprimand was· never received, nor the danger
of the severer punishment incurred. Mr. Macpherson was declared still in· the service ; but either he
evinced no anxiety to ·enjoy the emoluments thus
re-opened to him, or his masters hesitated to complete the measure of their indulgence by s·anctioning
his retui·n to his presidency. Mr. Macpherson remained in England three years and a half, how engaged if is unnecessary to inquire. ·At' the end of
that period he was appointed a member of the council, not of Madras, to which presidency he belonged,
but of Bengal, to supply the vacancy occasioned 'by
the resignation of Mr. Barwell. The appointment, ·
under the existing state of the law, required ~he confirmation ·of the Crown : this was granted without
· objection, and the agent of Mahomet Ali thus became the coadjutor, and eventually the successor, of
Warren Hastings.
At this time, when the eyes of all political parties
were intently fixed on India, sucli an appointment
was not likely to pass without notice. The select
committee of the House of Commons instituted an
inquiry into the facts, and honoured Mr. Macpherson
with an elaborate report of some length, solely devoted to the illustration of his history. Mr. Mac-
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pherson was young in the Company's service; but this
objection to his appointment was of comparatively
trifling importance. His previous conduct ought
to have been regarded as an insuperable obstacle
to his admission into the service at all, and his selection, by the body against whose rights and interests
he had conspired for a seat in the supreme council
with a chance of eventual succession to the office of
governor-general, is one of those extraordina1·y facts
which secret history alone can adequately explain.
The chairman and deputy chairman of the Company
were examined before the select committee, but
with little advantage to the object which the committee had in view. To questions relating to the
peculiar motives which had dictated the appoint:ment, they were dumb. It is said that, when Mr.
Macpherson returned to England from Madras, he
affotded secret information respecting the designs of
France which was hig~ly useful, and which led, in
the succeeding war, to the early and easy capture of
Pondicherry. This service undoubtedly merited reward; but if it could not be avowed as the ground
of the appointment, some mode of acknowledgment
less open to suspicion ought to have been found.
Upon the case, as related in the report of the select
committee, opinions could scarcely differ. The appointment appeared utterly indefensible, and no attempt was made to defend it:
While the means by which Mr. Macpherson first
raised himself to distinction cannot be too severely
condemned, it is just1y due to him to state that his
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th~ chief power ip. India was entitled to
much praise. He applied himself vigorously to enforce nece~sa,ry reforms, and to r~store the credit of
the Company's governm.ent. To him, in a great degree, belongs the merit of introducing order and
regularity into th~ ~tdministrati.on of the finances of
India, which previously received little more attention than was nece~sary to provide for the exigencies
of the passing hour. His character appears to have
been that of an able and unscrupulous man-of one
'caring little in whose service his talente were exercised so that they were duly rewarded, but who left _
his employers, whoever they might be, no ground for
complaint, that the interests entrusted to him had
suffered either through incapacity or negligence.
During the administration of Mr. Macpherson
Lord Macartney arrived at Calcutta from Madras, the
govt;lrnment of which presidency he had recootly
resigned, His prinoipal object iu proceeding to
Bengal was, to endeavour, by personal representation, to iwpress upon the superior government a
sense of the difficulties in which that of Madras
would be placed, in consequence of the o:rders from
England, directipg the restoration of the assigumept granted by the Nabob of Arcot.~ While in
Calcutta, he received a def)patcb, announciilg his

xxv. exercise of

· • These orders were the result of the intrigues of Mr .. Paul
Benfield, who was then in India, assiduously cultivating his interests with the Nabob of Arcot, ap.'d writing letters in the Nabob's
name, filled with abu.se of Lord Macartney. Hastings, who cordially hated Lord Macartney, seems to ha~e derived much satisfaction from such of these epistles as were addressed to him. The
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appointment as governor-general of Bengal. The
distinction was flattering, as it had not been solimode in which they were manufactJlred is ~xplained in l1- despatch,
addressed by the govel"I!or and COJlncil of Fort St. Q-eorge to the
governor and· council of Bengal, 25th, May, 1783. They say,
" Mr. Benfield, to secure the permanency of his power and the
perfection of his sche!lles, thought it necessary to render the
Nabob an absolute ~tranger to the state of his affairs. He as.
sured his highness that full justice was not done to the strength
of his sentiments and the keenness of his attacks, in the translations that were made by the Company's servants from the original
Persian of his letters ; he therefore proposed to him that they
should, in future, be transmitted in English. Of the English language or writing his highness or the Ameer [the Nabob's second
son] cannot read one word; though the latter can converse in it
with sufficient fluency. The Persian language, as the language of the
Mahometan conquerors and of the court of Delhi, as anappe11dage or
signal of authority, was at all times particularly ll1fected by the Nabob. It is the language of all acts of state and all public transactions among the Mussulman chiefs of Hindostan. The Nabob was
thou~ht to have gained no inconsiderable point in .procuring the
correspondence fro!ll our predeces.sors to the rajah of Tanjore to be
changed from the Mahratta language, which the Hindoo prince understands, to the Persian, which he disclaims understanding. To
force the rajah to the Nabob's language was gratifying the latter
with a new species of sub~ervie!lcy. He had formerly contended,
with co1,1siderable anxiety and, it was thought, no inconsiderable
cost, for particular forms of ;J.ddl.'ess to be used towards him in that
language ; but all of a sudden, in favour of Mr. Benfield, he q.uits
his former affections, his habits, his knowledge, his curiosity, the
increasing mistrust of ;tge, to throw himself on the generous candour, the faithful interpretatio:p., the grateful return, and eloq1,1.ent
organ of Mr. Benfield. Mr. Benfield relates and reads what he
' pleases to his excellency the Ameer-.al.Omrah : his excell~ncy
communicates with the Nab.ob, his father-, in the language the latter·
-understands. T.\lrough two channels S() pure the truth must arrive
at th~ l'tabob in perfe9t re:fine!llent. Through this double trust his
highness receives whatever impression it may be expedient to
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xry. cited; it was the more flattering as Lord Macartney
was unconnected with the political party then in
power,* and had not been supposed to possess any
large share of their confidence. The honour was, .
however, declined, though, as may be gathered from
the statement of his lordship's biographer, not without some anticipation of its future enjoyment. The
writer observes, "he had many and strong reasons
for declining at this time to take upon himself the
government of Bengal. The ill state of his health,
broken down by the fatigues ai1d vexations which
he had undergone in his late government, required
a speedy removal to his native climate. The general situation of affairs in India likewise pointed out '
to him the propriety, and indeed the necessity, ,of
submitting to his Majesty's ministers certain regulations which he ponsidered indispensable for the salvation of this part of the empire, and of laying
_before them those conditions on ·which only he felt
himself able to fulfil the purposes of P.is appointment
make on him. He ·thus is surrounded on every side. He is
totally at their mercy, to believe what is not true and to subscribe
to what he does not mean. There is no system·so new, so foreign
to' his intentions, that they may not pursue in his name, without
possibility of detection; for they are. cautious of who approach
him, an~ have thought prudent to decline for him the visits of
the' governor, even upon the usual solemn and acceptable occasion
of delivering to his highness the Company's letters. Such is the
complete ascendancy ga.iJl,ed by Mr. Benfield!" Mr. Benfield was •
a great artist, but similar means of preying on native princes have
often been adopted by unprincipled Europeans, though rarely,
perhaps, used with equal skill, or attended by equal success.
* That of Mr. Pitt.
i
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with advantage to the public and reputation to him- CHAP.
self. Other circumstances, which applied peculiarly
to himself, rendered every precaution on his part, if
not necessary, at least expedient."* These circumstances appear to· have been his dislike or distrust
of the associates with whom, if he had accepted
the office of governor-general, he would have .been
obliged to act; and, under the influence of all these
motives, Lord Macartney determined to leave Mr.
Macpherson in continued possession of the seat of
power. On his iordship's arrival in England, he
entered into immediate communication with the
chairman and deputy chairman of the East-India
Coinpany, with the view, as it would appear, of preparing the way for his appointment to the office of
governor-general, under conditions which would remove his previous objections to accepting it. Lord
Macartney alleged that the necessary subordination
of the military to the civil authority was not sufficiently provided for ; he represented that great
abuses still existed in the civil service, and complained especially of the power possessed by the
majority of council of thwarting the designs of the
governor-general. t To the parties then exercising

* Barrow's Life of Lord Macartney, vol. i. page 305.

t

·The inconvenience arising from this source was remedied by
an act passed in the year of Lord Macartney's arrival in England,
a\d probably in consequence of his lordship's representations.
The 26 Geo. 3, cap. 16, gave to the governor-general and the
governors of the subordinate presidencies the power of performing, without the concurrence of a majority of council, any act
which would have been lawful with such concurrence, excepting •
the exercise of judicial or legislative authority, or the imposition
VOL. II.
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the· highest civil and military authority in Beiigal
he had personal objections, which h~ thought ren. dered it inexpedient that they should be members
of a government of which he was to be the head.
The views of Lord Macartney on these points having
been communicated to the ministers of the Crown,
he was invited to an interview with Mr. Pitt and
Mr. Dundas. No important difference appears to
have existed on, the points which had been pr~
viously discussed with the chairman and deputy
chairman of the Company, but a difficulty arose
from Lord Macartney intimating that it would be
necessary, for his own reputation and the benefit of
the public service, that he should receive some distinguished mark of the favour of the Crown, and
that he had hoped that Mr. Pitt had been prepared
to anticipate the expression of his desire for au
English peerage.* This desire the minister was not
willing to gratify ; and thi·ee days after the conference, Lord Cornwallis was appointed governorgeneral of Bengal. This nobleman had some years
before been referred to by name in the House of
Commons, as eminently fitted 'for the situation. t

..

of any tax or duty. The act by which this power was nrst given
has been repealed, but the power has been continued by subsequent enactments and still exists.
* Lord Macartney being an Irish peer.
t By Mr. Dundas, to whose influence, as president of the Board
of Commissioners, the appointment may be attributed. Lord Macartney appeared no more on the neld of Indian politics, but his proceedings as governor of Madras led to his being engaged in a duel
• in this country with General Stuart, whom he had forcibly removed
from the command of the ar~y and sent home und~r arrest. The
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Lord Cornwallis found· in the administration of
the Bengal go\'ernment 1ni.lch that required imn1ediate correction. Hastings had· made some provision for the maintenance. of the public peace, and
meeting was sought by General Stuart~ and the ground of it was
an alleged misrepresentation contained in a despatch forwarded
~om Madras to the Court of Directors, and signed by Lord Macartney and the other members of the government. In that despatch it was stated that, when General Stuart was removed from
the command of the army, Sir John Burgoyne acknowledged to
~he governor that he was desired by the general to feign compliance with the wishes ~f government that he (Sir John Burgoyne)sllOuld accept the command, but added, that he disdained such a
course, and therefore gave notice that he should obey General
Stuart's orders. Sir John Burgoyne subsequently denied having
made any such statement as to General Stuart ; and several persons present at the conversations between the governor and Sir
:John Burgoyne affirmed that they had not heard it. Lord Macartney insisted that it had been made, and referred to Sir George
Staunton as remembering it. Captain Cole, an officer in the
King's service, also testified that he had heard Sir John Burgoyne
make a simUar statement in another place. It is neither easy nm'
important to determine on the balance of evidence ; if numbers
were to decide, the verdict must pass against Lord Macartney.
At the hostile meeting to which the dispute led, his lordship was
wounded in the shoulder. General Stuart not thinking (as is to
be presumed) the wound suffiCiently severe to soothe his injured
'reelings, expressed much anxiety that his lordship should endeavour to fire another pistol, and Lord Macartney, according to the
statement of the seconds, intimated that it would give him pleasure to gratify the general ; but the seconds would not permit it,
and the affair thereupon terminated. It was believed that General
Stuart meditated renewing the dispute at a future ti~e, but furthei:.. proceedings were stopped by a !>pecial injunction from the
sovereign.
This was not the only business. of the like character in which
Lord Macartney was engaged. ln India, he had been involved in
a dispute with Mr. Sadleir, a member of the government, and the
senior of the three commissioners· employed in negotiating the
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for the management of the revenue, but corruption
and abuse pervaded every department of the state.
Some of the existing evils Hastings had perhaps
little inclination to correct. As an instance, may be
mentioned, the prevailing practice of gratifying followers and dependents by lucrative agencies, which
was a mode of purchasing friends and supporters too ·
convenient to Qe ~espised by a man who needed all
the strength which he could enlist in his service to
stem the current of opposition which not unfre,quently set against him in India, and shield him
from the dangers which he was conscious awaited
him at home. When no such motives interposed,
the evils, which were allowed to increas~ and multiply, derived impunity, not from the disinclination of
Hastings to correct them, but from his want of
power or of opportunity. Pliwed, during a great
part of his career as governor-general, in conflict
with his colleagues, engaged in vast and wide-spread
military operations requiring constant thought and
giving rise to.constant anxiety, it is rather surprising
that he should have .found time to do any thing for
the improvement of the internal administration of

..

treaty with Tippoo Sultan. Mr. Sadleir, it was alleged, had given
• his consent to a particular act of the government-he denied it,
and the governor, whose command of temper on this occasion
does not appear entitled to much praise, repelled Mr. Sadleir's
assertion by the strongest expression in which an imputation of
falsehood can be conveyed. A challenge from the insulted party
was the consequence ; and in the meeting which followed, Lord
Macartney w.as slightly wounded in the left side. To a duel
under such circumstances, the observations which have been made
on that between Hastings and Francis strictly apply.
.

.

'
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the country, than that he should not have done mote
or better. The government of Lord Cormtallis was
not free from the distractions of war, but in one
respect his position had a decided advantage over
that of Hastings. The unavoidable difficulties of
administering the affairs of the country were not
aggravated by the infusion of faction. In combating
with the evils, which circumstances had allowed to
attain a gigantic stature, he feared no unreasonable
opposition either at the council board or at home.
The earlier years, of his administration being undisturbed by war, opportunity was found for considering
such changes as appeared to be necessary in the administrative system of the country. Whether or not
these were in every instance judiciously effected, has
been matter of debate. Some notice will be taken
of the more important of t~em before the history
of the government of Lord Cornwallis is brought to
a close.
Among the external relations of the Company's
government, those subsisting with Oude soon. claimed
Lord Cornwallis's attention. The ever unsatisfactory state of that unhappy country was certain, indeed, of furnishing subject of appeal to a new governor-general. ,Lord Cornwallis made some mo-;
difications in the existing ·arrangements, but declined to comply with the Vizier's request for the
withdrawal of part of the English force stationed
for the protection of his dominions. The relation
now established between the two states was that
which has since been so widely extended-a sub-
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XIV~ sidiary ailiance; and its nature is thus described·
by the governor-general :-" We undertake the defence of his country ; and, in return, he agrees to
defray the real expenses incurred by an engagement of so much value to himself. The internal
administration of his affairs is left to his exdusive
management."
With Nizam Ali there were some differences to
be adjusted, a:rtd these not unattended by difficulties. Basalat J ung, the brother of the · Nizam,
-who, it will be recollected, had a life interest in
Guntoor, one of the Northern Circars, was dead, but
,Gun to or had not been surrendered to the English:.
to whom the reversion belonged, though possession
had been demanded. It remained for Lord Cornwallis to repeat and enforce the demand. An agent
of the British government was accordingly dispatched
to the court of the Nizam ; and that his mission
might want no auxiliary to success, a military force
"'as put in ·motion in the direction of the circar
claimed: Nizam Ali made little opposition to the
demand for its transfer, and this part of the negotiation was brought to a conclusion· with· greater ease
than was expected. But so long as the circar had
~been withheld from the English, after the event
which gave them a claim to possession, they had
neglected to pay the Nizam's peshcush, or tribute,
while he, for the _same period; had received the
revenues of Guntoor. To settle these accounts,
one of the ministers of the Nizam proceeded to
·Calcutta. Besides the ostensible motiv-e .for his
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journey, there was another-the desire of concluding such engagements with the English as should secure their aid, in case the Nizam should be attacked
either by Tippoo Sultan or the Mahrattas. He
had not long before been engaged, in conjunction
with the Mahrattas, in war with Tippoo Sultan,* but
had little cause to be proud of his success. Peace
had been restored, and Nizam Ali proposed . an indissoluble union between the Sultan and himself.
The answer of Tiloo was favourable, but he required that the co . ection should be cemented by
intermarriage between the families. The pride of
Nizam Ali recoiled from this proposal, and thus the
effect of his overture for a political alliance tended
to alienate mther than unite the two great Mahometan powers of the south of India. Instead of
conciliating the friendship of Tippoo, he felt that he
had increased the enmity of that potentate. His
increased danger added to his ardo~r for an English
alliance, but the manacles which bound· the hands
of Lord Cornwallis seemed to preclude him from
compliance. The English in India had been involved in some unjust wars, and with that headlong
wilfulness with which popular opinion tends to rush
to extremes, the English parliament and the English pe~-ple seem to have concluded that every wa;

* Had Hastings remained in India with the power to give effect
to his wishes, the English would probably have been a party to this
confederacy. Pacific policy was, however, the fashion of the day,
and Lord Cornwallis took extraordinary pains· to make known
that the.,government would enter into no such connection .
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wag€!1! by Europeans in India must be unjust. Par.:
liamentary speeches, parliamentary resolutions, and
parliamentary reports, denounced the pursuit of conquest, and thus far no objection can be taken to the
views which they embodied. But when those who
thus cheaply earned popular applause proceeded to
deprive Indian statesmen of the power of effectually
serving. their country and maintaining the security
of its depend8llcies, they manifested either a ~otal
ignorance of the position of t~e British nation in
India, or a culpable disregard <h 'its interests. By
an Act of Parliament, passed not long before the
departure of Lord Cornwallis for his government,*
after reciting that "to. pursue schemes of conquest
and extension of dominion in India are measures
repugnant to the wish, the honour, and policy of
this nation," it was declared that it should :riot be
lawful for the governor-general and council, without
the express command and authority of the Court of
Directors or the. Secret Committee, t~ declare war,
. or commence hostilities, or enter into treaty for
making war, or guaranteeing the possessions of any
country powers or chiefs, except in cases where
hostilities should actually have been commenced, or
preparations made for their commencement against
the British nation in India, or some power or state
whose territories the Company were bound to
defend. This enactme~t seemed to. preclude the
gratification of Nizam Ali by any . new engagements, and what were those actually subsisting
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Mr. Pitt's India Act.
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between the two states it was by no means an easy
task to determine. In 1768 the English government had concluded a treaty with Nizam Ali, in
which they accepted from that prince the dewanny
of part of Hyder Al~'s dominions, subject t~ their
conquest, and the payment of a certain amount of
tribute.* But in the following year they had negotiated with Hyder Ali as the lawful master of the
territories which he governed, and in that character
had concluded a treaty with him ;t and fifteen years
afterwards they had, in like manner, recognized the
claims of Hyder Ali's son, Tippoo Sultan.t Did
these engagements with the successive rulers of
Mysore nullify their former agreement with Nizam
Ali, which acknowledged his right to dispose of
Hyder Ali's dominions, and accepted a free gift of
them 1 Lord Cornwallis decided that they did notthat the treaty of 1768 was yet in force. What
then became of the arrangements with Hyder Ali
and Tippoo Sultan ? The English might abandon
their own claims to the dewanny,.but they could not
abandon those of Nizam Ali to the sovereignty, if
any claim he had. The difficulty was attempted to
be met by a declaration that circumstances had
totally precluded the execution of the article relat:..
ing to the dewanny, and a promise that if' it should
happen that the Company, with the Nizam's assistance, should gain possession of the country, the
claims of that prince should be respected, as well as

*

See vol. i. page 554.
t See vol. i. page 573.
t See page 290.
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the right of the Mahrattas to clwut; for this the
British government, by the treaty of 1768, under"'
took to pay, although the Mahrattas were n.;> parties
to the treaty. The governor-general thus recognized
'the co temporary operation of two treaties, to both of
which the Company was a party; one acknowledging the right of Tippoo Sultan to certain territories, the other transferring those territories to the
English.
This was not all. By the treaty with the Nizam,
the English were bound to furnish that prince with
a· certain· amount of militm·y force. An explanation
of this article was afforded by' the governor-general,
in which it was declared that the stipulated assistance should be granted whenever the Niza111 might
apply for it ; · but it was not to be employed against
any powers in alliance with the Company. To guard against mistake, these favoured allies were named,
and the list comprehended every power of any importance in the south of India except one-the ex.,;
ception was Tippoo Sultan. The views of that restless and unprincipled tyrant afforded just ground for
apprehension, but the governor-general was · precluded by Act of Parliament from entering into any
treaty which should place the British government
. ]n a cond!tion to contend with him effectually. An
evasion was therefore resorted to. It was thought
desirable to conciliate the Nizam, and secure his
co-operation as an ally; and to attain this object, an
old treaty, portions of which had been virtually
rescinded by the treaties made by the English with
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Hyder Ali and Tippoo, was declared still to be in
full operation, and a letter was written to the Nizam, confirming and explaining it. This letter, it
was explicitly declared, was to be equally binding
as a treaty. If it had been an ·object to devise
means to · embarrass the British government in
India, to divest it of the power of defending the
Company's possessions, or compel a recourse to piti-'
ful subterfuges to avert their loss, no means more
efficient could have been found than the ill-considered ~nd absurd enactment by which the governor-general was required to defer preparation
for war till preparation would probably be- vain. In
addressing the 1·esident at Poona, a few months aftet
the transmission of his letter to the Nizam, Lord Cornwallis said, " Some considerable advantages have no
· doubt been experienced by the system of neutrality
which the legislature required of the governments of
this country, but it has, at the same time, been
attended with the unavoidable inconvenience of our
being constantly exposed to the necessity of corn'mencing a war without having previously secured
the assistance of efficient allies." In reference to
the conduct of Lord Cornwalli~ on this occasion;
Colonel· Wflks remarks, that " it is highly instructive to observe a statesman, justly extolled for mo~
derate and pacific dispositions, thus indirectly violating a law enacted for the enforcement of these
virtues, by entering into a very intelligible offensive
alliance, which;, although the effective revival of the
abrogated conditions of an old treaty, was certainly
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neither a · declaration of war, nor that · technical
instrument named a treaty for makh1g war, executed subsequently to the prohibiting Act of Parliament."* " The desire, indeed, of not offending
against the letter of the Act of Parliament," says
Sir John Malcolm, "would appear, on this occasion,
to have led to a trespass on its spirit by the revival
of· an offensive alliance against Tippoo Sultan, for
such the treaty of 1768 undoubtedly was." " There
is no person," he subsequently observes, "acquainted
with the nature of the times in which this engage;;.
ment"-the engagement with the Nizam-"·was
formed, but must be sensible that every measure
of precautionary policy was then necessary on the
part of the British government to counteract and
frustrate the ambitious designs of Tippoo Sultan ;
but what has been stated will shew that the liteml ·
construction of the restrictions of the Act of Parliament had, upon this occasion, the effect of making
the governor-general pursue a course which was
perhaps. not only questionable in point of faith, but
which must have been more offensive to Tippoo
Sultan, and more calculated to produce a war with
that prince than a~ avowed contract of a defensive
engagement, framed for the express and legitimate
purpose of limiting his inordinate ambition."t Such
were some of the effects of legislating for India, in
a spirit which could discern nothing but the lust

* Sketches, vol. iii. page 38.
t Sketch of the Political History of India, ed. 1811, pages
66, 68, 69.
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of conquest in Englishmen, nothing but justice,
moderation, and patient endurance in the pative
princes of India.
The exception of Tippoo Sultan from the number of princes against whom the English battalions
furnished to the Nizam were not to act, marked the
point from which the governor-general apprehended
danger. The course of events proved that the apprehension was not groundless. By the treaty of
1784, the peace concluded with Tippoo Sultan was
to extend, not to the English alone, but to their
allies ; and among these the Rajah of Travancore
was specially named. Tippoo Sultan, however, meditated the conquest or dismemberment of Travancore ; and, to save appearances, made repeated at.;.
tempts to attain his purpose. through tlte instrumen"tality of others. He had endeavoured to prevail on
the Zamorin of Calicut to invade Travancore, hi
prosecution of some antiquated claims ; and would
probably have succeeded, had he not offended the
' Hindoo prince by his furious zeal for making com-:pulsory proselytes to the Mahometan faith. He
next sought the assistance of the Rajah of Cochin,
whom he instigated to reclaim th~ territory on which
the lines of Travancore were formed. These lines
had been constructed principally upon a strip of
land ceded many years before by the Rajah of Cochin
to tlie Rajah of Travancore, in co~pensation for
assistance rendered by the latter prince in resisting.
an invasion ·of the territories of the former J:>y the
Zamorin of Calicut. ·Alarmed by the intelligence of
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the' hostile views of Tippoo Sultan, the Rajah of TraYancore applied to the government .of Madras·· for
assistance; and Sir Archibald Campbell, who had
succeeded Lord Macartney as the head of that presidency, promptly granted it. He at the same time
addressed a representation to Tippoo Sultan, warning
him that any act of aggression upon Travanc6re
would be regarded by the English government as a
'violation of the treaty of 1784, and equivalent to a
declaration of war against that government. To
this Tippoo responded by professing a desire to main-·
tain relations of amity with the' English state.· ~is
acts, however, did not correspond with. his profes..r
sions ; for a few months afterwards he comme?ced
hi's march in the direction of Travancore, .with a
force of about thirty-five thousand men.
· On . an estuary at one exti·emity of the 'lines of- ~
Travancore were situate two forts belonging to the
Dutch, named Cranganore and Ayacottah. . On the .
approach of Tippoo, the Dutch, under the provisions
of a treaty of long standing, called upon the Rajah •
of Travancore to assist them in 'the defence of these
· places. With this requisition he was ready to com- 1
ply; but Mr. Hollond, who by the departure of Sir .
Archibald Campbell had become acting governor of
'Madras, informed the rajah that the English oattalions could not be permitted to be employed, except '
upon such parts of the line of defence cas actually
belonged to Travancore. To overcome this difficulty,
the ·rajah resumed a negotiation, which had been
commenced some time before, fo'r the .p·urchase of
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the two forts from the Dutch, and a bargain was
concluded. Against this transfer Tippoo Sultan
remonstrated ; alleging that th~ Dutch had no right
to sell the forts, inasmuch as they were but tributaries to the Raj3:h of Cochin, who was himself the
tributary of Tippoo, and that consequently they had
assumed the right of alienating part of the possessions of Mysore. Mr. Hollond appears to have
yielded a very willing ear to the representations of
Tippoo Sultan ; he condemned the purchase, and·
encouraged the Sultan to expect that the places
would be restored. The assertions of the M ysorean
prince were, however, monstrous falsehoods. The
Dutch had originally obtained the disputed possessions by conquest from the Portuguese ; they had.
held them for more than a century; they had never
lj_Jaid tribute to the Rajah of Cochin, or acknowledged his superiority; and the dependence of that
prfuce upon Mysore, so far from preceding the acquisitions of the Dutch, had its origin in ti1e conquest of Hyder Ali, and had not continued more
than twelve years. The right of the Dutch to sell,
it was reported and believed, had also been recognized by the man who now impugned. it. Tippoo
Sultan, it was alleged, had offered to become a purchaser; and had the Rajah of Travancore delayed
the completion of the treaty, his enemy, it was probable, would in this way have possessed himself of
increased means for his destruction.
Tippoo found various other grounds of complaint,
which were the subject of long m}d ft:uitless discussion.
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The English government proposed the appointment \
of commissioners for the investigation of the points of dispute; but Tippoo Sultan had resolved to submit the questio~ to a different and more decisive
arbitration. He had. for some time been gradually
approaching the lines, 'part of which formed the principal subject of dispute. On the night of the 28th
A. D. 1789. of December, 1789, he marched to attack them, and
gained a considerable extent of ~·ampart. The Travancore troops retreated before him; but his leading corps having suffered severely, an attempt was
made to relieve it by another. Before this movement was completed, the fire of a party of about
twenty men, posted under a thick cover, fell heavily
on the corps about to be relieved, and killed the
.-~:c;F·' · commanding officer. ·The whole were immediately
thrown into inextricable disorder, and rushing wildl~
back upon the corps advancing to their relief, threw
them also into confusion.
Panic now became general; and the living torrent was borne on to a ditch, over which some of
the fugitives leaped, while others. were forced into
it by the resistless masses which pressed on them
froin behind. The bodies of these formed a road,
over which their comrades passed, and thus miserably did numbers of Tippoo's troops perish. The
Sultan was thrown down in the struggle-the bearers of his palanquin trampled 'to death-· himself
rescued .from the same fate 'only by the vigorous
exertions of some active and faithful followers,
and this not until he had received injuries from
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the effects of which.lie occasionally suffered till his CHAP;
death .
. Contemplating the probability of war, Lord Cornwallis had instructed the Madras .government. to be
was -disregarded;
prepared for it. The .instruction
.
.
.
and even after the attack oh the lines of Travancore,
the same course was pursued, with alleged reference
to economy. The ·value of this motive was· duly appn3ciated by Lord Cornwallis. R&erring to it at a
period when the govei'nor guilty o~his inexplicable
folly had no longer the power of doing good or harm,
he said, " So far am I from giving credit to the late
go_vernment for economy in not making the necessary preparations for war, according to the positive
orders of the supreme govemment, after having
received the most gl'oss insults that could be offered
•to· any nation, I think it very pos~ibl~ that every
cash* of that ill-'judged saving may cost to the Com- .
pany a crore of rupee·s." An~ther distinguished
authority, Sir Thomas Munro, then a subaltern in
the Madras army and a very young man, but manifesting the germs of that talent and judgment which
subsequently raised him to rank and power, passed
a similar sentence upon the ill-judged parsimony of
the Madras government. ·In a private letter written
at this period, he says, " It will require some time
to assemble an army able to face the enemy, and
before such an army•can be put in motion Tippoo
may be in actual .P<?SSession of Travancore and: all

* A Madras copper coin of inconsiderable value.
VOL. II.
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the southern countries. · We have' detived but littl~
benefit from experience and misfortune. The year
1790 now sees us as unprepared as th~ year 1780
did for war.~' " We shalL commence the . war/' he
subsequently observes, " under the:. disadvantage
of a want of magazines; for we have none at present
but at Madras.· Since the conclusion' of tlm ·late
war we have acteq as· if we had •beeii.' to enjoy a per·
petual peace. . ~,he distresses mid difficulties which
we then encount~red front the ·want of ~them· has
not ·cured Us Of the narrow policy of preferring
pr~sent small saving to a.certain though future' great
·and essential advantage." The same miserable policy
which had disgraced the Madras gove1;nment .before
'.the attack of. Tippoo on the lines of Travancore,
'Continued. to be pursued after that event.. Towards
Tippo6 they· maintained a friendly, and 'even obse:C
·quious deportment; and, instead·of making any en.;.
ueavour to' .remedy the evils resulting from their
pilst errors, they vigorously contested: the propriety of
·the .views entertained' in' Bei1gal;. and defended the
right of Tippoo: to restrain· the sale of the Dut-ch fortresses. Lord Oornwallis was about proceed himself
to assume the· administratio~ ·of. the government of
Madras, but the supercession of Mr. Hollond ·by tpe
arriv!tl of General Medows,. recently appointed governor, led to the postponement of his visit.
The British govern~ent must rtow.be regardedas
at war.with Tippoo Sultan. The actual. commencement of hostilities relieved them from the difficulty
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imposed 'on them by' the law, which, though it forbade the government to prepai·e for war; did not
proceed so far in absurdity as to restrain' them from
seeking· the means of carrying it on when· actually
commenced. The ridiculous pretence of upholding
the engagements concluded with Nizam·Ali in 1768
wa.S now dropped, and a new treaty of offensive and
defensive a1liance concluded with him. A similar
treaty was made 'vith the Peishwa. The· accession
of both powers to the alliance was accelerated by the
expectation of recovering from Tippoo the possessions of which... they had been deprived by hiniself
and his father.
Before these arrangements were completed, a
British ·army, under the command of tlie governor

•
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'\_of ~adr~, Genera~ Med~ws, ~f about fifte~~-. th~u;.
-- sand· men, formed mto s1x brigades, was assembled
on the plains of Trichinopoly. There, on the· 24th
of May, it was 'joined by the governor, who, on
the 26th, marched in the direction of Caroor, the
nearest frontier post of the enemy. General Me:.
dows, somB time before, had addressed a formal
letter to Tippoo Sultan, announcing his arrival and
assumption of the office of governor· of Madras.
The answer of the Mysorean prince was not received
until the general was on his march.· Its tone was
greatly subdued in comparison with that of the Sultan's communications with 'Mr. Hollond. In answer
to the proposal of the latter for appointing commissioners to settle the matters in dispute with 1·egard
to Travanc01·e, Tippoo had declared that he had him2n2
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self ascertained the facts, and that there was ·no need
of commissioners ; but, he added, that, ne,xertheless:
if· Mr. Holloild wished it, he might send· commis~ione:rs "to the presence." It was now ·the· lot of
Tippoo to .make a similar offer to the English governor. In his letter to General Medows, after cori~
gratulating that officer on his arrival and ·appointmentto the government, he remarked with a tone of
concern, that,'" notwithstanding the bonds of f~iend.:.
ship" were " firmly established, in consequence· 'of
the intervention in certain necessary and impor.:.
·tant concerns, and the representations, contrary to
the fact, of certain short-sighted persons to" the
governor, they )lad" caused an army to be assembled
·on both sides. As this event is improper," continued
the Sultan, " among those .who are mutually at
friendship, I therefore wish, in order to clear- it up---and to have certain important matters represented,
to send· to you a person of dignity, together with
some other persons, that the vakeel of' the circar,
having arrived with you, may explain the whole circumstances to you, and that the dust which has
obscured your upright mind may be removed:" The
answer of General Medows was ·short and decisive.
Its purport was, that the English, equally incapable
·of offering an insult and of submitting· to one, ~ad
.always looked upon war as declared ·from the mo·ment of the attack upon their ally, the Rajah. of
-Travancme, and upon that ·issue the dispute now
rested. · The Sultan received the ·answer of the
governor at Coinibatqre, and as soon as it reached
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him, he retired with his main army to his. capital,
Seringapatam.* He had provoked war without
being prepared to meet it.· He had calculated
·on passing ~he lines of Travancore with ease, and
then overrunning the country. After his unexpected
failure, the obsequiousness of the · government of
Madras had led him to believe that he was still an
object of dread, and his tone rose proportionately in
self-confidence and haughtiness. The assembling of
the English army, and the decisive conduct of General Medows, shewed him that the new governor
was ready to assert with the sword the rights of his
country and those of its allies ; and Tippoo Sultan,
having tried to gain some advantage by procrastination, acknowledged his weakness by a retreat, which
left a· large tract of country almost undefended. All
,--this was highly characteristic of Tippoo Sultan. His
father, Hyder Ali, was master of his passions, and
.to this cause his success is ·mainly to be ascribed.
Tip.poo, on the contrary, was the slave of his passions. Intoxicated with pride, he seems, on many
·occasions, to have thought that he had only to will
in order to obtain. Reverses produced on him their
usual bitter effects, but unaccompanied by any portion of that wholesome change of spirit which; in
'better natures, they have a tendency to. effect. Un·affected by misfortune, except during its actual
pressure, Tippoo Sultan recovered from it only to

.* The pride or caprice of Tippoo had led him not only to abandon but to destroy Mysore, the ~cient capital of the criuntry
bearing the same nam().;
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xiv.launch into fresh extravagances, and thus prepare
for himself fresh disappointment and humiliation. ·
The B:ritish army advanced to Caroo:r, which was
abandoned on their approach. From the defects of
the commissariat department .their progress ·to this
place was slow ; but they met with no annoyance,
except from the desultory attacks of parties- of the
enemy's horse, and fron1 the weather. Their coutse
lay over arid plains, under the operation of a powerful wind raising clouds of dust which obscured the
face of day, and which being inhaled with every act
of respiration, laid the foundation of serious· disease.
From this cause, on the a:rrival of the arniy at Caroor, no less than twelve hundred men we:re placed
in hospital there.
The capture of Caroor was followed by that of
Aravacourchy, a weak place, which offered no re::.:--.
sistance beyond the discharge of two ·guns on the
approach of the British advanced guard. The killadar, on being summoned to surrender, earnestly
requested permission to save his credit with the
Sultan by a few more discharges, kindly promising
that' no damage shou]d arise to the British party.*
Notwithstanding this pledge,· and the danger in
which the killadar's honour was placed, his request
was refused, and the English took possession of
Aravacourchy without any further resistance, either
real or pretended. The surrender· of Darapor~m,
another weak place, followed. Here a depot was
formed; a number of sick were left in hospital, and

*
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some heavy stores and camp equipage deposited, to CliAP. XIV.
enable the army to· move with as little in?umbrance
as possible. A brigade was left for their protection;
and the army marched to Coimbatore, where they
arrived on the 21st of July.
A. D. 1790.
From this place an advanced force, under Colonel
Stuart, was detached to attack Palligaut ; · but the
route taken was nearly 'impracticable from the effects of heavy rains, and Colonel Stuart fell back
without effecting his object. An attack on Dindigul, conducted . by the same officer, was more fortunate. Against this place batteries were· opened
on the 20th of August, and by the evening of the
21st, a breach, though a very indifferent on'e, was
effected. Imperfect as it was, Colonel Stuart re;.
solved on risking an immediate assault-a determination taken with reference to the remaining stock
of ammunition. The continuance of the firing for
two hours longer would have consumed all the shot
of the English, and a fresh supply could not have
been obtained in less than a week. The assault was
made with great gallantry, and repelled by the kil.;.
ladar at the head of his men with equal vigour and
spirit. The English were foiled, and. compelled to
retire ; but at this moment, gr~atly to their surprise, a white flag was displayed on the breach, and
an offer was made to. surrender, on condition of
security to persons and private property. This was
the more extraordinary, as the killadai. had met
an invitation to surrender on favourable terms by
threatening, if any si:milar message were .subse-
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quently sent, that he would blow the .messenger
from a c::n:iwn. The change in h~s resolution is
attributed to his having been abandoned by part of .
his garrison.* It was fortunate for th~ English that
neither the killadar nor his men were aware of the.
cause which led to the premature assault.
On 'his return to Coimbatore, Colonel Stuart was
·again dispatched to attack' Palligaut, but with augmen.te'd means, and by a more practicable route.
Batteries were opened at ·daylight on the 21st of
September. In less than two hours the fort was
silenced,. and by the evening practicable breach
was· effected. But the necessity for an assault was
spared. Some Eng~ish officers, engaged .in recon-:-.
·noitring, observed a defenceless part of the works,.
·of which possession was immediately taken; and 'on
the following morning the. place capitulated on conditions, one of which was protection· against the ,
fury of the Nairs, who had joined Colonel Stuart,
and were serving in the siege. These were natives
.9f: Malabar, on whose countrymen Tippoo · Sultan
·had· exer~ised great cruelties. It was apprehended
that they 'Would rejoice in an opportunity' of taking
revenge on the troops of. their oppressor, and' it
-required :'some effort to restrain them.
Eroad. had previously surrendered to an E11glish .
detachment under Colonel Oldham. The greater
part of .the. troops employed in this service subsequently ! joined a corps commanded by Colonel
Floyd, · W.hose general operations were confined to
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the south of the river Bahvany. By a detachment ·CHAP. x1v.
from that corps Sattimurigul was taken, with little
trouble and no loss. Sattimungul is. but a few
miles distant from the foot of the pass of Gugehutty. Through that· pass Tippoo· Sultan and his
army began early in September to O.escend. Ru- A. D. 1790.
mours of his approach were soon afloat, which
appear at first to have i·eceived little credit; but
their accuracy being confirmed' by testimony · that
could scarcely be doubted, Colonel Floyd forwarded
. the intelligence to General Medows, ·and accompanied th~ communication by a suggestion that the
advanced corps of the army should fall back upon
head-quarte;rs. 'Either from the report of Tippoo's
. descent being disbelieved, or from some other cause,
· the suggestjon was rejected, and Colonel Floyd
~-was ordered to maintain: his position. On the thir·teenth of September, a large body of the enemy's
army passed the .fonl of Poongar; and the British
picquets, which had been sent out to patrol, were
driven in by Tippoo's force. A regiment of horse,
which had been dispatched to support them, was
su!rounded, and compelled to take post among some
.enclosures till relieved by the rest of the British
cavalry. The English now became the assailants;
several. hundred of the enemy were put to the
sword ; and, the field being completely cleared, the
victors returned to camp. They had scarcely dismounted, when the enemy's columns were discovered advancing in great force. The line was
instantly formed, and a cannonade commenced on
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xrv. both sides, which lasted throughout the- day:;* At
sunset_ the enemy drew off their artillery, which left Colonel Floyd opportunity to deliberate. on his fu- ·
ture course.
:· .
Tippoo had withdrawn his army to a position
about six mHes from the place of action ; ·but from
the inaptitude of a native force to execute move-:ments by night, and from the fall of torrents of rain;
which had not extended to the British position,
a large part of the troops had failed to firrd- their
places in the line, and great disorder prevailed.
·Colqnel Floyd was not aware of these circumstances,
or he might have been tempted to renew the conflict,
and by taking the enemy unprepared he, niight
probably have defeated them. As it was; he had
re~ourse to a council of war, and the opinion of the
majority being in· favour of retreat, preparations-..
were made for withdrawing the garrison: from Sat. timtmgul, and proceeding to join General Medows.
Some reprehensible delay took place in evacuating
the fort, t and the retreat was thus retarded. When

*. This

cannonade gave occasion for one o{ those graceful ex-

pre~sions of fidelity,' of which so many instances have occurred

among the native troops. Colonel Floyd, in passing along a part
of the line which had suffered most severely, expressed to the
native officers his regret at the loss sustained .. The ~ns~er was" We liave eaten the Company's salt; our lives are at their disposal, and God forbid that we should mind a few casualties."
Such is the language of the native troops ; and its sincerity has
been constantly attested by evidence far more convincing than
· · ··
professions;
-t Sir Thomas-Munro says that the officer in command was
drunk.-Gleig's Life of :(\([unro,vol. i. p1lge 97.
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it commenced, the infantry. proceeded in one co- CHAP. XIV.
lumn, the cavalry in another, .and the baggage in
a third : but the nature of the country soon compelled a change, and the whole was formed into a
single column, the cavalry leading.
On hearing of the march of the British force,
Tippoo ordered his troops to be put in motion for
._
immediate pursuit; but the order was obeyed with
little promptness, and the day was considerably
advanced before the progress of the English was
seriously interrupted. The cavalry were two or
three miles in advance of the infantry, against
whom the whole force of Tippoo was directed.
The firing brought them back to the succour of
their companions, and by a fortunate mistake, similar to that which once disappointed Hyder Ali of
~-:--the success which seemed within his grasp,* the son
of that conqueror was ,now induced to desist from
an attack in which he had greatly the advantage in
point of numbers. A troop of cavalry was mistaken
for the personal guard of General Medows1 and
a report of .his arrival spreading rapidly through
the British ranks, was received with enthusiastic
cheers, with the cause of which the enemy were not
long in becoming acquainted. The Sultan, giving
credit to the report, which reached him just at the
moment when he had received intelligence of the
death of Burkar~oo-deen, a favourite relative, and one
of his bravest officers~ drew off his army, and left
the corps of Colonel Floyd at liberty to pursue its
~

*· See vol. _i. page 562.
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march unmolested. On the 16th of September
junction was effected with the army under 'General
Medows, which was soon afterwards further rein~
forced by the arrival of Colonel Stuart's division
after the capture of Palligaut.
The obje'ct of General Medo.ws was to bring
Tippoo to a general action. The ·Sultan· was most
anxious· to avoid this, and for several weeks he
evaded the endeavours of the English commanaer.
During this period Tippoo repossessed himself not
only of Sattimungul, but of Eroad and Daraporam.
At· length, alarmed by the progress of an English
army itt' Bramahal, he dispatched thither the greater
part of his force, the residue being left to watch
the· motions of General Medows. The army whose
'operations drew Tippoo's attention to Bramahal was
distinguished by the name· of the central army, mid
had originally been commanded by Colonel Kelly.
:The death of that officer had transferred the command to Colonel Maxwell, who found himself at
the head of ·nine thousand five hundred nien. He
entered Brainahal on the 24th October, and early
·iil November he fixed his head-quarters near· Caveripatam, The appearance of considerable bodies of
·light cavalry soon' indicated the approach · of the
,Sultan's army,· and by the middle of the month it
:appeared in full force. In the meantime General
·Medows had marched to form a junction· with
Colonel Maxwell ; · and his . purpose was effected
.about three days after Tippoo's appearance: The
remainde~ of the campaig~ was occupied in marches,
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occasionally varied by: skirmishes of no importance, .CH~XIV.
the detail of which would be tedious without being
instructive. Some overtures for neg<;>tiation proceeded from Tippoo ; but they were made without
sincerity, and ended in nothing. Lord Cornwallis
had determined to assume the cominand of the
British army, on the alleged ground that his presence
in the scene of action would be to the native alli~s a
pledge of sincerity and of confident hope of success
against the common enemy.
In the conduct of the· war up to this period, little
of military skill had been displayed, and little advan~
tage gained to the cause of the allies. General
Medows arrived with his anny at Velout, eighteell;
miles from Madras, on the 27th January, and on A.D.l791.
the 29th Lord Cornw:allis assunied the command.
On the 5th February he comm~nced his march from
Velout, and on the 11th 'the army was concentrated
near Vellore. Tippoo Sultan had been engaged in ne-'
gotiating with the French governor at Pondicherry
for assistance ; but on receiving intelligence of the
march of the British army, he moved rapidly to the
defence of the passes into his territories. By a series
of judicious feints, the Sultan was deceived as to the
point at which it was intended to penetrate, and ·a
large British force, completely equipped and provisioned, was thus enabled to gain the table-land of
Mysore without firing a shot.
The first object of the English general was the
reduction of Bangalore. The pettah, or town, which
was· of considerable extent, lay to the north of the
fort, and this was the primary object ofattack. It
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had several gates, one of which being selected for
assault; the requisite preparations were niade, the
field. artillery and six . battery guns being· placed
under Colonel Moorhouse, a highly distinguished
officer. The first barrier was gallantly carried, and it
was expected that the application of ·a field-piece
would, soon force the gate. This was found ineffectual,
and some eighteen-pounders were brought up, which
slowly performed the desired ·work. In the mean:time a vigorous fire of musketry and rockets from
the turrets galled the English troops ; it was borne,
howeyer, with· the greatest steadiness : the shattered
fragments of the gate were torn away after each
discharge.; and an opening, though a small one,
being at length made, an English lieutenant; who is
represented as being of very diminutive size and
stature,* w~s raised on the shoulders' of some grena;..
diers, and passed throrigli. General Medows; who
was present, called on the. troops to "support the
· little ge~tleman ;" they responded to the call, and
the place was carried.
· Tippoo Sultan; who with his army 'was in the im:..
mediate neighbourhood; was· alike astonished and
irritated at this result, and orders were given to the
killadar .of the fort to recover possession of the' ;pettab at all risks. They were obeyed with great spirit
and gallliritry, and the streets of the town were,
for a lengthened period, the· scene -of a determined arid' doubtful conflict: So ·long· a8 it was
main.tained by firing, little advantage· was gairied
ori·either side;. It was finally decided•.-by the bay.:
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onet, with which the Mysoreans· were driven from CHAP. XIV.
every post, and compelled to seek refuge in the fort,
with a loss of two thousand in killed and wounded:
The·loss of the English was not. great; but among
the killed was Colonel Moorhouse, who fell at the
gate.· He had risen from the 1;anks ; " but nature,''
says Colonel Wilks, " had made him a gentleman-· ·
uneducated, he had· made himself a man· of scie~ice;
a career ofuninterrlipted distinction had commanded
general respect, and his ~amiable character universal
attachment." · His memory was honmired by a public funeral and a monument erected at· the expense
•
of the Compa:ny in the church ·of Madras:
·
The capture of the pettah was fcillo~ed · by preparations for Dbtaining possession of'the fort. Bat. teries were erected, a breach made, and, on the night
.--.of the 20th of March, a storming party .advanced in A. D. 1791.
silence to the attack. They had n;tade some pro"gress before the' garrison took the alarm; but the
i·esistanc!:l offered to the assailants, though late; was
fierce and powerful. The killadar, Bahadar Khah,
·a distinguished soldier, in whom the pressure' of
seventy years had not quenched the fire of military
ardour, nor seriously diminished his personal ability
to obey its suggestions, was in a moment at the
head of his men. But his courage was unavailing.
The assailants established themselves on. ·the ramparts, and, after a contest of an hour, the fort of
Bangalore passed from the hands of Tippoo Sultan
into those of the English. The loss on the part of
the garrison was severe ; more than a thousand of the
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bodies Of their fallen enemies vvere ·comlnitted to
the grave by the victors, Among the slain waf3 the
brave killadar; who having in vain endeavo·ured to ·.
· collect a party to make one niore stand, fell swo~d
in hand, without a single supporter near him; It
was thought that Tippoo might d·esire to retrieve
from the hands of strangers and enemies the remains· of o_ne who had served him so faithfully, and
an intimation that they would not be withheld was
conveyed to him; but either the merits of Bahadar Khan were obliterated by his ill~fortune, or
Tippoo really entertained the feeling which his an. swer is s"aid to have exp~essed-that the ldlladar
could be ~b'uried nowhere with greater propriety
than in the neighbourhood of the place in defence
of which he had fallen. By the English authorities
all the respect that could be shewn to the dead was'manifested ; a]J.d the body of the veteran ·soldier
was attended to its final resting-place by the most
distinguished members of the Mussulman part of
the British army.
· The English we"re ·· now fixed hi the heart of
Tippoo· Sultan's dominions; but' before pursufng
further the campaign under Lord Cornwallis, it will
be convenient to notice the operations of other
armies up to the period when the governor-general
obtained possession of Bangalore.
When General Medows marched in the dir.ection
of Madras, Colonel Hartley was left with a force,
consisting of one regiment of Europeans and two
battalions of sepoys, with some field artillery, to act
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against a body of the Sultan's troops, amounting~ at
the lowest estimate, to six thousand, . left under the·
command of an officer named Hussein Ali. This
officer, disdaining the cautious policy of his master,
took up a strong position near Cali cut, and resolved,
if challenged, to abide the result of a regular action.
He was not disappointed, except in the result
of the engagement : he was attacked and utterly
defeated, with the loss of . a thousand killed and
wounded ; the general himself and nine ~undred
men were made prisoners on the field, and the flying
remnant of the army qeing hotly pursued, fifteen
hundred more laid down their arms.
A few days before this action, General Abercromby, the governor of Bombay, arrived with a respectable force at Tellicherry, advanced to Cananore,
··which surrendered unconditionally, and in a very
short .time occupied the whole of the province of
Malabar, where the name and authority of the Sultan were odious beyond the power of description.
The army of Nizam Ali began to assemble in the
neighbourhood of Hyderabad ~bout the time that
General Medows took the field. It was joined by
a detachment of English sepoys and a company of
European artillery, and, after considerable delay,
marched to lay siege to Copool. This was a protracted and tedious operation. The situation of
.Copool is upon a lofty and precipitous rock. The
cannon employed against it were disabled by a
·Week's firing, and the efforts of the besiegers were
suspended for a long interval, until a new battering
VOL. II.
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train could be collected from various points. They
were resumed, but with little prospect of a speedy
termination, till the alarm caused by the unexpected
news of the fall of Bangalore led to a surrender,
after a resistance of several months. Bahandur
Bundur? a fort about three miles to the northward
of Copool, in a like manner yielded to the good
fortune of the allies.
With the Mahrattas, as with Nizam Ali, an English detachment was destined to act. It consisted
of two battalions of sepoys and three companies of
artillery, two native and one European. It was
dispatched from .Bombay, and proceeded in boats
up the river J aigur as far as navigable. The period
of debarkation was the very height of the monsoon.
The ascent of the Ghauts was performed under
the most discouraging difficulties; but by persever...- --·
·ance they were surmounted. At Coompta the detachment joined the Mahratta army, consisting of
twenty thousand horse and ten thousand foot, under
the cominand of Purseram Bhow. The first blow was
to be struck against Darwar; and the whole Mah. ratta army, with the English detachment, nioved to
the attack of this place, which they' reached 'by very
slow marches. The Mahratta forces were of little
use in the ponduct of a siege, and the means of
reduction were found inadequate. Application for
reinforcements was made to Bombay, and a regiment of European infantry, a battalion of sepoys,
and a considerable' number of European artillerym·en, were dispatched, under the command of
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Colonel Frederick. An. assault prematurely made CHAP.
ended in repulse ; and shortly afterwards Colonel
Frederick died from the effects, as it ·was believed,
of disappointment. The siege continued to be languidly prosecuted, till the fall of Bangalore became
known ; an event which produced at Darwar the
same effect as at Copool-an offer to surrender.
The garrison were permitted to march out with
. their arms and ammunition, and with colours flying;
but four days after their departure their camp was
attacked and plundered by the Mahrattas, many of
the party killed, and the commander, covered with
wounds, sent as a prisoner to a Mahratta fort.
Such an exploit would be perfectly in accordance
with the Mahratta character if undertaken solely
with a view to plunder; but it was alleged, and it is
·believed not without ground, that the commander
had provoked the attack by a virtual brea:ch of the
conditions of the capitulation. One of these conditions was, that the guns and stores were to become
prize to the captors. The guns and stores were accordingly left by the retiring garrison; but it was
said that the powder had been wilfully rendered
useless by damping, and the other stores destroyed
to the extent which the time and means of the commander allowed.*
The surrender of Darwar was followed by that of
the strong fort· of Khooshgul, eleven miles distant,
*Colonel Wilks says that this was admitted by a Mysorean
officer with whom he had conversed, who affirmed that he had
been personally engaged in the destruction of the stores.
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and by the early possession of every place north of
the Toombuddra.
Lotd Cornwallis marched from Bangalore ·o'n the
22nd March, and a few days afterwards unexpectedly
encountered the army of the Sultan. Tippoo's only
anxiety was to ,escape from· a situation in which he
might be compelled to fight, and with some difficulty
he effected his object. The army of Lord Cornwallis was now strengthened, or at least numerically
increased, by the junction of about ten thousand of
Nizam Ali's horse.* To effect this junction was

* Colonel Wilks gives a curious account of these mounted
warriors; he says, " They were rated at fifteen thousand, and
really amounted to ten thousand men, well momi.ted on horses in excellent condition, and to those who had never before had an opportunity of observing an Indian army, their first appearance' was novel
and interesting. It is probable that no national or private collection
of ancient arms in Europe contains any weapon or article of personal ·
equipment which might not be traced in this motley crowd ; the
Parthian bow and arrow, the iron club of Scythia, sabres of every
age and nation, lances of every length and description, and matchlocks of every form; metallic helmets of every pattem, simple
defences of the head, a steel bar descending diagonally as a pro- •
tection to the fa~e, defences of bars, scales or chain~ work descending behind or on the shoulders, cuirasses, suits of armour. or
detached pieces for the arm, complete coats of mail in chain-work,
shields, bucklers, and quilted jackets, ·~abre-proof.. The ostentatious display of these antique novelties was equaliy curious in its
way. Theofree and equal use of two sword-arms, the precise and
perfect command of a balanced spear eighteen feet long, of the
club whic~ was to shiver an iron helmet, of the arrow discharged
in flight; but, above all, the total absence of every symptom of
order, or obedience, or command, excepting groups collecting
round their respective flags ; every individual an independent
warrior, self-impelled, affecting to be the champion whose single
arm was to achieve victory; scampering among each other in
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one objeet of the governor-general's march; another
was to meet a valuable convoy, with a reinforcement
wild confusion; the whole exhibition presenting to the mind an
imagery scarcely more allied to previous impressions of reality
there than the ·fictions of an Eastern tale or the picturesque
disorder of a dramatic 'scene."-Sketches, vol. iii. pp. 135, 136.
A similar but less minute description of these troopers is given in
Mackenzie's Sketches of the War with Tippoo Sultan, vol. ii. p.
57. Of the value of the accession of strength which their junction afforied, Colonel Wilks giv~s the following account:-"The
impossibility of relying on such a body for the execution of any
combinecl movement was sufficiently obvious; but the most
moderate expectations looked to an enlargement of the limits of
• observation, the relief of the regular cavalry from the duties of
the light troop, and an extended command over the resources of
the cour.try to be traversed. Two thousand of the most Relect
were attached to the reserve under Colonel" Floyd, and placed
under the immediate management of Brigade Major Dales, in the
hope that his skill, and <!onciliation, and example, might render
_them efficient. Fifteen days were sufficient to shew the total disappc:~::~ent of the most meagre hopes. The enemy practised
upon them on every successive day some enterprise or stratagem,
always successful.. They soon· shewed themselves unequal to
the protection of their own foragers on ordinary occasions, and
after the lapse of a few days they never stirred beyond the
English picquets, consuming forage and grain, and augmenting
distress of every kind, without the slightest return of even appa' rent utility. Their prowess was indeed exhibited at an early
period in plundering the villages to which Lord Cornwallis had
granted protection; but when it was understood that his lordship disclaimed such proceedings, but could ~ot control them,
the villagers undertook their own defence, and the march would
produce exhibitions of attack and defence, in which the wishes of
the army were uniformly adverse to their allies, and an English
safeguard would frequently appear protecting their enemies
against their friends. The contemptible state of this cavalry
may in some degree have arisen from the effeminacy and decline
which marked the general character of the government to which
they belonged ; but its more immediate causes were referred tQ
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of between four and five thousand men, under Lieutenant Colonel Oldham. These were met at Venitataghery, and both objects of the movement having
been attained, Lord Cornwallis returned to Bangalore, where he arrived on the 28th of April.
Notwithstanding the success which had thus far
attended the British arms, the governor-general was
not in a condition to prosecute the war with vigour.
He was especially distressed by a deficiency of the
means of transport for provisions, camp equipage,
ordp.ance, and stores ; and this deficiency might have
appeared to justify some cessation of active exertion.
The love of enterprise scarcely entered into his
character;
yet, while placed. in circumstances which
'
seemed to excuse inactivity, he resolved on a step
which, with reference to his position, may be regarded as a bold one: it was to march at once upon'
Tippoo's capital, Seringapatam. One obvious motive for this decision was a desire to bring the war
to a speedy termination ; but there was another, not
without weight--:--the apprehension of a rupture with
France, froni which country Tippoo might then expeCt to derive assistance, which would render the
a commander (Tedjewu!lt Singh, a Hindoo) of no respectability
or military pretension, who was said to have risen to command by
court intrigue, and was deemed better qualified to render his
master a good commercial account of the profits of the subsidy
than a splendid report of military glory. His second in command,
Assud Ali, and the ostensible military leader, had some reputation
for that precarious valour which depends on interested motives, or
animal excitement or depression, but, like his principal, was incapable of command, venal, rapacious, and unfaithful to his trust."
-lbid. page 136 to 138.
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difficulties of the contest far greater than those with
which the governor-general had now to contend.
To make the best use of the limited means of
transport possessed by the British army, all superfluous equipage was to be left in Bangalore. The officers were requested to reduce their claims for accommodation to the lowest practicable degree, as well
as to assist the public service by any means which
they could command ; and they cheerfully sacrificed
their own convenience to the demands of the state.
On the 4th of May the army was put in motion. It
advanced by a circuitous route, interrupted by jungles, rivers, and ravines. From these causes the
inadequate supply of cattle for transport became
still further reduced. Numbers died from exhaustion, and large quantities of stores were destroyed
·because they could not be carried forward. With
the usual policy of Hyder Ali and his son, the c~mn
try traversed by the invaders had been divested of
all power of affording relief to their necessities.
Conflagration had done its work-the grain not burnt
had been buried ; and not an inhabitant remained
through the expanded waste to recount the story of
its devastation, or guide the steps of those who now
traversed its blighted fields. Their march seemed
to be over a country where some great convulsion
of nature had at once swept away every human
being, and every thing by which human life could be
supported. At length, at a stone fort, called Malavelly, some grain was found ; but the quantity lost
on the march was so great that even this opportune
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and happy discovery did. not <"preclude the neces- sity -of reducing the daily issue of r!ce to one-half of
the usual allowance. Thus, strur _;ling with difficulties and amid the terrors of fami~ .e, the British army
reached Arikera, about nine miles east of Seringa1791. patam, on the 13th of May.
· Its approach was regarded by Tippoo with no
common apprehension. From the moment of the
fall of Bangalore, the attack upon which place
he had regarded as mad and hopeless, he became
alarmed for the safety of his capital. Under the
first impulse of fear, he had ordered the removal to
Chittledroog of his treasure, his harem, and the
families of his officers, whom he retained in pledge
for the fidelity of those to whom they belonged ; but
by .the advice of his mother, who exercised a powerful influence over him, and who represented that
such a proceeding, being imputed to despondency,
would have a bad effect on the minds of his troops
and subjects; he abandoned his intention. The parent to whom he was indebted for this service rendered him another. Tippoo had given personal
offence to the family of the Nizam. In the hope of
detaching that · prince from the confederacy, the
mother of the Sultan wrote to him, imploring his • ·
forgiveness of an act which she attributed 'to the
intoxication of youthful pride, and which she declared the Sultan deeply regretted.
But though Tippoo allowed himself to be dissuaded from one manifestation of fear, he gave way
to· others, which distinctly shewed the state of his
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mind. His hatred of the English had been gratified CHAP. XIV.
by causing the walls of the houses in the principal ·
streets of Seringapatam to be decorated with caricatures of the people whom he abhorred, of enormous size, and, in some instances, of disgusting
character. These were now by royal command obliterated, and the walls of Seringapatam no longer.
spoke the Sultan's contempt and aversion for his
European enemies.
The capital of Mysore contained other proofs of
Tippoo's feelings towards the English, and these too
were to disappear. The enfranchisement of prisoners
under the treaty of 1784 had even at this time not
been perfectly carried out, and among the victims
of the Sultan's perfidy were twenty English youths,
who, having received the same kind of education
which is given to the dancing girls of the East, were
destined to delight the ear and eye of their enslaver
by the graces of song and gesture. To relieve himself from the inconvenience to be apprehended from
these witnesses to his treachery, assassination offered
the easiest and most effectual means; consequently,
according to the moral code of Tippoo, the best.
The youths were murdered, and the COl;u"se of
crime was followed up by the secret murder of
other prisoners, who like them had been unlawfully
detained.
Such were the results of the alarm produced by
the fall of Bangalore, and the anticipation of an
attack upon Seringapatam. An English army was
now within a few miles of the capital, and the
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anxiety of 'l'ippoo increased with the apparently increasing danger. He had hitherto cautiously avoided
a general action, and he defended this course by
reference to the example of his father, who had
gained little or no advantage -from general actions,
but whose chief success arose from striking at de.tachments. Stimulated partly by his fears and partly
by the representations of his officers, which were
aided, it is said, by the remonstrances of the women
of his hai:em, who expatiated on the discredit of suf~
fering his capital to be menaced without an effort
to repel those by whom it was threatened, he now
resolved to depart from 'the policy which he h'ad
hitherto steadily pursued.
On the arrival of the English army at Arikera, a
considerable body of the enemy was visible. at the
distance of about six miles in front. This force was
drawn up with its right to the river Cav~ry, and its
left to a rugged hill a shor~ distance from the bank.
It was at first supposed to be only a large detachmi:mt sent to observe the motions of the British
army, and Lord Cornwallis proceeded to take measure.s for ascertaining the best point for crossing the
river, with a view to a junction with General Abercromby, who, with the Bombay army, was posted
at Peripatam, about forty miles westward of Seringapatam, and whose co:-operation was deemed ·Iieces..
I
sary to the reduction of. the latter place. The English general, however, soon learned that though only
a small part of the enemy's army could be seen, the
whole was encamped between his position and Se-
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ringapatam; its right protected by the Cavery, its
left by a chain of hills, with a deep swampy ravine,
the passage of which was defended by batteries
running along the whole of the front. The distance
between the river and the hills nowhere· exceeded a
mile and a half, and within c"'annon-shot of Tippoo's
line was not more than a mile. The difficulties in
attacking an enemy in such a position were obviously great ; but the result of such; information as
could be obtained of the country seemed to shew that
it would be practicable to cross a ridge on the right of
the English army from the high road to Seringapatam,
where they were encamped, to another road leading
to the same place ; and Lord Cornwallis thereupon
resolved to attempt by a night march to turn the
enemy's left flank, and by gaining his rear before daylight; cut off the retreat of his main body to the capitaL To effect this object, six European regiments,
twelve battalions "of native infantry, with three fieldpieces, one European and three native regiments of
cavalry, were ordered to be in readiness to march at
eleven o'clock on the night of the 13th May, leav, ing their picquets and camp guards behind, and their
tents standing. Nizam Ali's cavalry were to follow
in the mo~ning; but the order was not to be com.;
municated till the moment of moving, lest the plan
should be frustrated by treachery.
The ground occupied by the British artny was
intersected by ruined villages, inclosures, and deep
ravines, and from this cause much time was lost in
forming the troops in the prescribed order of march.
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Beforetheymovedaterrificstorm-arose, and t.hemarch
was performed under a deluge of rain, accompanied
by thunder and lightning of the most awful character. Exhausted by fatigue, scared by the lightning, ·
and benumbed by the chilling effects of the rain, the
cattle could scarcely be made to move ; and the night,
except when temporarily irradiated by the vivid flashes,
b~ing impenetrably dark, several regiments lost their
way, and portions of the British force were moving
in almost every variety of direction : repeated halts
thus became necessary. On one of them, Lord
Cornwallis found himself with no more than one
company and one gun. A staff-officer, who made
the discovery that the general had thus outmarched
the greater part of his force, or had beco~e, in
some other way, separated from them, attempted to
find the columJ?- by tracing, with the aid of the
lightning, the marks of the gun-carriage wheels ; but
the tracks, though so recently made, had been completely obliterated by the unceasing torrents of
rain, and he narrowly.escaped riding into the enemy's
encampments.
The dawn of day removed one of the difficulties .
which had retarde.d the progress of the British
force ; but it destroyed the hope· of executing the
original plan, which required the cover of night :
still, as the most arduous part of the march had been
accomplished, Lord Cornwallis determined to persevere, and to endeavour to force Tippoo to action on
ground believed to be less advantageous to him than
.that which he had chosen. _ .The Sultan did .not
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decline the. challenge. The approach of the English CHAP.
was unobserved till they had begun to· descend the
heights on the eastward of the ravine. Their first
object was to gain possession of a hill commanding
the left of .the enemy. This was perceived by·
Tippoo, and he made arrangements for defeating it,
which have deservedly received the approbation of
eminent military authorities.* He dispatched a
considerable body of cavalry and infantry, with
eight guns, to seize the hill towards which the views
of the English were directed, and sent out some
cavalry to hover on the right of the English, and
take advantage of any opportunity to charge-thus
impeding their progress, and giving to his troops
advancing to the hill time to take possession of it.
Tippoo also very promptly changed his front to the.
left, covering one flank by a steep hill previously in
his rear, and the other by a ravine which had run
along his former front.
From the nature of the ground, the weak state
of the cattle, and the annoyances of the enemy's
horse, the passage of the British infantry to the same
side of the ravine with the enemy was slow. It was
at length accomplished, and the requisite disposition
for action made. Opposite to the enemy's main
body, nine battalions were posted in a first line
under General Medows and Colonel Stuart, and
four in a second line under Colonel Harris, while
five- battalions, under Colonel Maxwell, were destined for an attack upon the enemy's corps 'on the

* Colonel Wilks and Sir Thomas Munro.
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xrv. hill. This attack might have been made at an
earlier period, but it was judiciously postponed till
the ot~er parts.of the disposition were complete, in
order to deter Tippoo from making any attempt on
the flank or rear of the troops moving forward to
drive his detachment from the hill.
With the attack on that detachment the action
commenced. On the approach of Colonel Maxwell
the enemy's eight guns were drawn off. .The infantry
kept their ground, and maintained a heavy, though
ill-directed, fire of musketry. Colonel Maxwell had
no guns, but he had made provision for covering
both his flanks against cavalry. Thus unencumbered
and· unapprehensive of iliterruption, he advanced
with a rapidity and impetuosity which speedily broke
the line of the enemy's infantry, and even overtook ·
some of the guns on the opposite descent of the hill.
The infantry made a struggle to defend them, but ,
in vain; the possession of the guns followed the
possession of the hill. The rapid success of Colonel
Maxwell on the hill was the signal for the advance
of the ·two lines below against the main body of the
enemy. The battle now became general along the
entire front. The enemy's cavalry, who had greatly ·
annoyed the· British army while advancing to take
up their ground, made no stand after they were
formed in line of battle; the fire of Tippoo's artillery even began to· relax. His infantry behaved in
a manner far surpassing any expectation that had
been formed of them ; but the near approach of the
~first line of the British army caused them to waver.
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Colonel Maxwell had been ordered, after carrying CHAP.
the hill, to leave there only a .sufficient force to retain possession, and with the remainde! of his corps
to advance and possess himself ,of. the hills which
covered the left flank of the main ·army of the
enemy. He was rapidly performing this duty, when
Colonel Floyd, with the British cavalry, who had
been kept out of the range- of the enemy's shot,
ready to take advantage of any oppm·tunity that
might occur for their. services, charged the rear•guard of the enemy's retreating infantry, and nearly
destroyed them. Their progress was checked-by a
,I •
larger body of infantry, which. rallied and {,...de a
stand on a space of broken ground extremely·dis-advantageous for cavalry. Colonel Floyd accordingly prepared to withdraw his men from a position
where they could not act effectively ; but at this
moment the cavalry of Nizam Ali, whic~ had followed the English cavalry, th-rew themselves in an
unwieldy mass in front of the left wing of the
British army, the advance of which they impeded,
while from the. nature of the ground they could
prove of no service had they been disposed to perform -any. For some time they could neither be
brought to adv~nce no1· recede; "and thus," said the
governor-general, "an invaluable though short·space
of time was lost, which enabled the enemy to.avail
themselves of the vicinity of the batteries upon the
) island, and by retreating to their protection in the
1 ·utmost confusion, to save their army from entire
· destruction." -
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Lprd Cornw~llis; while CO~P.laining of this extraordinary "cc;mduct;. charitably. gives the actors
·
f'
the praise of·:.": good intei1tions." Colonel Wilks
takes a less favQui·able
view. "It is asserted," he
-..... ""' ...
says, "by m~nY.: 'offi9!lrs jn the•Mysorean army, that
.this :impediment was 'designed ; that a horseman,
with a particu!ar bidge from Assud Ali, was seen
at this moment to deliver a message to Tippoo, who
was in the rear anxiously urging the escape of his
guns, of which ~any had been actually abandoned,
but were recovered during this delay, and one only
fell into the hands of the English in this branch of
the attack ; and th~t another. messenger attended
Tippoo on the same night. The author has since
perused the active and treacherous correspondence
with the enemy in this campaign, not on1y of Assud)
Ali, a person notoriously worthless, but of other
officers of fairer fame in the same service, whose
•
names it might be injurious to the English inte1·ests
in India to disclose at the present period."*
Adverting to the good conduct of Tippoo's infantry
on this occasion, Sir Thomas Munro says:-" They
stood the fire Of musketry till our troops were within ..
a few yards of them; they defended every point; they
rallied wherever the ground was favourable; and when
at last driven from the field, they retreated without
confusion. All this change of behaviour," he adds, .
II
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*Written in the year 1817. See Sketches, vol.iii. page 152.
Colonel Wilks had been political resident at Mysore, and enjoyed.
. unusual opportunities of investigating the secret history of that
1 country.
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" was, however, less owing })erh:ap:'dp ~?e iplprove- CiiAP. XIV.
ment of their~ discipline thf1n· to:otpe.r e~uses-the
stl·ength of the gi·9und;.w\1ic?( b~iilg fyll of rocks
and ravines, afforded them ;eyety~h~re shelter, and
made it difficult to follow them; a11cl.their proximity
...
to the island, the battei·ies of .~hi~h\covered them
from pursuit."* Lord c&rnwalljs attributes the
good behaviour of Tippoo's.infantry to his presence
and exertions among them : w~atever the cause,
it is evident that the difficulty of putting them to
flight was greater than had been anticipated. But
the task had been performed- victory sat upon
the banners of the British army; yet the 'fruits of
victory were to be a~andoned-the object for which
so much fatigue, so much loss, and so many perils
bad been incurred, was to be renounced ; the prize,
for which so many public and private sacrifices had
been made, was within sight, but it ~as not to be
grasped.
In great distress for provisions, and with intolerable labom• to the troops from the want of cattle,
the British army by two marches reached Caniambaddy, the ford at that place being regarded as an
eligible spot for crossing the river; and there, on the
20th of May, exactly a week after his arrival at Ari- A. D. 1791.
kera, Lord Cornwallis determined to relinquish, for a
time at least, all attempts against Seringapatam~ and
to retrace his steps to Bangalore. On the 21st, orders
were dispatched to General Abercromby to return
.to Malabar ; on the 22nd the whole of the bat-

* Gleig's Life of Sir Thomas M1fnro, vol. i. page ll8.
VOL. II.
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tering train .and heavy equipments of the, army were
destroyed ; and on the 26th the governor-general.
commenced his re~rograde march.
Neither party in the war had at this time much
cause for exultation. Tippoo had discarded his
us~al caution-had vent~red on a general action and
had been defeated, the bitteriiess of defeat being
aggravated by its having occurTed within sight of his
capital. The Eng~ish commander had provoked a
battle in which he had been victorious ; but with
reference to the object for which the enterprise had
been u~dertaken and the battle fought, he was
beaten. "As a mere evidence of superiority," says
Colonel Wilks, " the victory was complete, and had
there been no movement of the cavalry, would probably have been very decisive. But the observation
of Sir Eyre Coote, on a parallel occasion, was applied by an old officer to the present : ' I would
gladly exchange all these trophies and the reputation of victory for a few days' rice !"* " We gained
nothing by the victory," says Sir Thomas Munro,
" but the liberty of looking at the island,"f-a privilege scarcely worth the price that had been paid
for it.
The British army commenced its retreat, and
before the conclusion of the first day's march, a large
body' of horse made their appearance on the left of
the principal column, near its rear. This was not a
point from which an attack had been apprehended ;

* Sketches,

vol. iii. page 152.

t Life, vol. i. page 119. '
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but from knowing the rapidity wi~h ·which the
cavalry of Tippoo moved in all directions, no doubt
was entertained that the approaching horsemen
belonged to his army, and that they would immediately fall on the stores and baggage. Colonel
Stuart, who commanded in the rear, instantly prepared to resist the attack; and the British had
begun to fire, when one of the horsemen rode towards a staff-officer who was giving some orders,
and shouting that he was a Mahratta, entreated that
the firing might cease. Similar communications
were made at the head of the column, and the
British commander found himself suddenly reinforced by two Mahratta armies, one under Hurry
Punt, commander-in-chief, the other 4under Purseram Bhow, who, after the fall of Darwar, had
marched towards Seringapatam to join the English
army. A British detachment accompanied the army
of Purseram Bhow. The Mabrattas were believed
to have been not less than a hundred and fifty miles
distant from the army which they so suddenly
joined. Above a hundred messengers had been
sent forward to announce its approach, but every
one of them had been intercepted by the light
troops of Tippoo.
Had the junction of the Mahrattas taken place
somewhat earlier, some he~vy sacrifices made by the
British army might have been averted. As it was,
their accession was most welcome. They brought
a supply of bullocks, large stores of all necesSaJ..:y articles of consumption, and of some which
2F2
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were not strietly to be regarded as necessary.* The
march of the confederates was slow, in order to
afford opportunity for the arrival of large convoys
of provisions and plunder coming up in the Mahratta
rear. On .the 18th of June the army was within
three miles of Hooliordroog, a fort established on a

*

Lieutenant Moor (author of a Narrative of the Operations of
Captain Little's Detachment) and Colonel Wilks draw lively
pictures of .the bazaars of the Mahratta camp. The former commences by saying, " all vocations are se·en proceeding with· as
much earnestness on the part of their professors, as in a wellregulated city in time of peace, which it more resembles than a
market moving with a mob, bearing the name of an army, in the
centre of an enemy's country." Colonel Wilks's description,
which corresponds substantially with that of Lieutenant Moor, is
subjoi·ned. " The bazaar of a Mahratta camp presents an exhibition of no ordinary character, and to their famished visitors,
exhibited a picture of the spqils of the ·east and the industry of
the west. From a web of English broadcloth to a Birmingham
pen-knife; from the shawls of Cashmere to the second-hand
garment of a Hindoo ; from diamonds of the first water to the
silver ear-ring of a poor plundered village maiden; from oxen,
sheep, and poultry, to the dried salt fish of Concan; almost
every thing was seen that could be presented by the best bazaars
of the richest towns : but, above all, ' the tables of the moneychangers,' overspread with the coins of every country of the ·
East, in the open air and public street of the camp, gave evidence of an extent of mercantile activity utterly inconceivable in
any camp excepting that of systematic plunderers by wholesale
and retail. Every variety of trade appeared to be exercised with
a large competition and considerable diligence, and among them one
apparently. the least adapted to a wandering life-the trade of a
tanner-was practised with eminent success. A circular hole dug
in the earth, a raw hide adapted to it at the bottom and sides,
and secured above with a series of skewers run through its edges
into the earth, formed the tan-pit: on marching days the tan-pit
with its contents, in the shape of a bag, formed OJ;J.e side of a load
for a horse or bullock, and the liquid preparation was either
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small rock, of great strength. At the foot of the
rock was a town, which being occupied without
difficulty, the killadar smrende1·ed the fort on a
promise of security to private property, and of
special protection against the Mahrattas. The in. habitants, who had taken refuge in the fort, proceeded in the direction of Madoor, under the care
of an English escort, the commander of which had
orders to accompany the travellers the entire distance to Madoor if required. All, however, appeared
quiet, and not a single Mahratta was visible on the
route. Fear was thus dispelled, and when about
half the march was accomplished, the leader of the
retiring party intimated to the English officer that,
as there was no reason to apprehend danger, it
would be unnecessary to subject the escort to
further trouble. It accordingly returned, but was
no sooner at a sufficient distance to permit the
manifestation of Mahratta enterprise, than the
freebooting allies of the British, in conformity
with established custom, fell upon the unfortunate
fugitives, and plundered them of every thing they
possessed.
Hooliordroog contained many state prisoners,
and there the captors found new evidence of the
emptied or preserved, according to tha length or expected repetition of the march. The best tanning material (catechu, a vegetable preparation long known in Europe by tl1e strange name of
terra japonica) is equally accessible and portable; and the English
officers obtained from these ambulatory tan-pits what their own
Indian capitals could not then produce, except as European imports-excellent sword belts."-Sketches, vol. iii. pp. 158, 159.
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Sultan's cruelty. " Among a number of captives,"
says an historian of the period, "that were bound
in chains of various constru'ction at Hooliordroog,
several, who had their ancles fastened asunder by
a heavy iron bar of about eighteen inches in length,
had from habit acquired a straddling amble, which,
when liberated, they could not for a length of time
alter or amend; some, from having been closely
pinioned, could move neither arm ; others had acquired a stoop, from which they were unable to
stand erect: in short, as most of them had been
confined in this wretched state for a period .of about
ten years, there were few indeed who had not lost
the power of some limb or other."*
Hooliordroog was dismantled, and the army proceeded on its course. Oostradroog was summoned
to surrender, but the killadar sent a refusal, and it
was not thought prudent to enforce the demand
by arms. Savandroog was reconnoitred, but ap- .
peared so formidable, that even the ceremony of a
·summons was in this instance waived. The army·
reached Bangalore on the lith June. Before the
arrival at that place a plan of future proceedings
had been arranged. The continued co-operation of
the Mahrattas it was necessary to purchase by a loan
of nearly a hundred and fifty thousand pounds, the
means of making the advance being secured by
stopping the commercial investment of dollars in
transit from England to China. To the English
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* Mackenzie's Sketches of the War with Tippoo Sultan, vol.
ii: page 1:15.
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the campaign had been a cause of heavy loss. The CHAP.
Mahrattas, on the contrary, had, by the assiduous
use of their usual practices, been greatly enriched,
both individually and nationally. Yet the latter
thought it fit that the ~nglish should pay for their
continued services against a common enemy, and the
governor-general did not feel himself in a situation to
refuse.· This important preliminary being arranged,
Purseram Bhow, with his army and a detachment
of Bombay troops, proceeded by Sera: to commence
a series of operations in the north-west. The
greater part of the Nizam's cavalry, under Assud
Ali, were to operate to the north-east. The army
of Lord Cornwallis was to be interposed between the
enemy and the Company's territories, as well for the
protection of the latter, as for the convenience of
bringing forward supplies, for reducing such of the
intermediate fortresses as might be necessary, and
for establishing a chain of tenable posts from Madras
to Seringapatam, by which the transit of supplies
might be facilitated when the army should be
called to assemble before the enemy's capital.
The first movement of Lord Cornwallis was in a
south-eastern direction to Oossore. On his approach
the garrison evacuated and blew up the fort. A
train had been laid for the magazine, intended to
explode after the entry of the English troops ; but
by a happy accident it did not take effect. Here
again the perfidy and cruelty of Tippoo were brought
conspicuously to notice. Three Englishmen had
been confined in Oossore; one of whom, named
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Hamilton, having given up all hopes of recovering
his freedom, had reconciled his mind to the circumstances in which he was placed, and apparently contemplated Oossore as his final abode. As in other
instances, the fall of Bangalore had led to the
murder of these unhappy men, whose graves were
now pointed out to their indignant countrymen.
From Oossore the English army moved in the
direction of the Policode and Ryaccotah passes, and
took possession of various forts, some of them without resistance. Ryaccotah was not so easily obtained : it was defended by successive ranges of
works, and garrisoned by eight hundred men ; and
so confident was the killadar in the strength of his
works and his garrison, that he not only rejected
the summons to surrender, but fired on the flag that
brought it. The task of reducing this place fell to
a brigade under Major Gowdie, who sent a detachment of about three hundred and fifty men, with
guns, to attack the pettah. The gate was soon
blown open ; but the garrison, aided by the inhabitants, kept up a brisk fire on the assailants from the
upper and central works. Major Gowdie led the
succeeding attacks in person, and carried several
successive gates, but did not venture to attempt the
.summit. On the appearance of the main body of
the army, however, the place surrendered.
The capture of other forts of inferior importance
demands no especial notice; but the attack on Nundedroog is entitled to some attention. This fort
·was situated on a granite rock of tremendous height,
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and no labour had been spared to add to its strength.
Major Gowdie, who had reduced many of the minor
forts, found his means inadequate to an attack upon
Nundedroog. Reinforcements were obtained, and
the guns having with incredible labour been carried
pm·t of the way up the hill, batteries were constructed, and began to fire with visible effect. The
fire was vigorously returned from the fort; but
at the end of twenty-one. days two breaches were
effected by the besiegers-one in the exterior rampart, the other in an outwork. Lord Cornwallis
now advanced his army within a few miles of the
place, and orders were given for a night assault.
It took place soon after midnight of the 19th of
October, and was made simultaneously by two parties upon the two breaches. The enemy were prepared to receive the assailants with a heavy fire of
musketry and rockets; but more injury was inflicted
by stones of immense size and weight rolled down
upon those who were ascending. The resistance, however, was not lo~g protracted; and Nundedroog was
added to the acquisitions of the British army under
Lord Cornwallis. Before the attack was made, a
portion of the garrison were clamorous for surrender ;
and on its taking place, some descended the wall by
ladders of ropes, and escaped through the jungles ;
others, abandoning their posts, fled for shelter to
the principal pagoda, where they were subsequently
made prisoners. The commanding officer was in despair. His name was Luft Ali Beg; he was a man
of high rank, and had stood well in the esteem of
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xiv. Hyder Ali. At the battle of Arnee he had been
ordered to make a charge with a large and se~ect
body of cavalry on the rear of the English, with a
view to facilitate the retreat of Hyder Ali's artillery. He attempted to execute his orders, but was
checked by the active and well.;.directed fire of
the horse artillery of the English, which his troops
refused to face. The wrath of the capricious barbarian whom Luft Ali Beg served was extreme ;
and his unfortunate servant was committed to the
custody of another Mahometan officer, with instructions to inflict upon him severe corporal punishment, .the marks of which were to be exhibited to
two brahmin witnesses, in proof that the Sultan's
orders were carried into effect. The ingenuity of
Luft Ali Beg and his gaoler contrived to evade the
•.actual execution of the sentence by the use of a
caustic, which produced the appearance necessary to
satisfy the witnesses, without subjecting the sufferer
to any serious inconvenience; and as under an
Eastern despotism such incidents are soon forgotten,
Luft Ali Beg, after a time, became again an important personage in the court and camp of the Mysorean sovereign~ By Tippoo he was associated with
three other of his servants in an embassy to Constantinople, which was to have proceeded from
thence to Paris ; but the ambassadors never got
beyond the former city, where their reception was
cold and unsatisfactory ; and after an absence of
nearly five years they returned, without any result
but the expenditure of about twenty lacs of rupees,
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the loss by contagious disease of several hundreds of CHAP.
their followers, and the contribution to the state
papers of Mysore of a journal of vast extent. To
his former failings, Luft Ali Beg had now added that
of having suffered one of the strongest and most
important places in his master's dominions to fall
into the hands of the English.
The reduction of N undedrqog was followed by
the dispatch of a detachment under Colonel Maxwell into Baramahal, to counteract the depredations
in progress there by a force under Bakir Saib, son of
the gallant killadar of Darwar, slain in the capture
of that place. The business assigned to this force
was to devastate the whole country, so as to inca. pacitate it from contributing to the supplies of the
English army, and its chief post was at a mud fort
named Penagra. The fort was speedily taken, and
Bakir Saib withdrew from the country which he had
been sent to ravage. Colonel Maxwell then proceeded towards Kistnaghery, with the intention of
destroying the pettah, so as to leave the enemy's
predatory parties no cover there. Possession of the
pettah was soon gained ; and an opportunity seeming
to offer for a successful attack upon the upper fort,
the attempt was made and failed. The British
detachment sustained considerable loss, but retired
in good order, after setting fire to the pettah.
In Coimbatore, the defence of the fort bearing
the same name with the province, and of Palagaut,
with their 1·eciprocal communications, had been entrusted to Major Cuppage. That officer deeming
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Coimbatore incapable of sustaining a siege, removed
the heavy guns, ammunition, and stores to Palagaut.
Lieutenant Chalmers, who was left at Coimbatore,
on examining the guns which had been cast aside
as unserviceable, found three which stood proof. By
collecting i:md joining wheels and fragments of carriages which lay scattered about the fort, he found
the means of mounting them.. With these and a
few swivels, a quantity of damaged powder, and five
hundred shot, obtained from Major Cuppage, he
hoped to make a stand f01· a few days, in the event
of the fort being attacked.
The apprehension of attack was soon converted
into certainty. The place was invested by a forctp
of two thousand infantry, a considerable body of
cavalry, eight guns, and a number of irregular
troops. The garrison consisted of a hundred and
twenty topasses,* or natives, partially of Portuguese
origin, and about two hundred Travancoreans, half
of whom ran away when they found a siege was expected, while those who remained wer~ extremely
insubordinate.
The enemy pitched on the north-west of the
pettah, and summoned the place to surrender,
under pain of death to every person within it, not
excepting women and children. The summons was
disregarded; it was repeated after the expiration of
two days without effect. On the third day a battery
was completed, and the fort was Ol1ce more summoned, but with an offer of favourable terms. The

* Literally,

wearers of hats.
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offer was rejected, and in the evening the besiegers CHA.::_XIV.
began to fire from the battery. The shot did con-·
siderable damage• to the works, which it gave the
garrison abundant employment to repair. Another
battery was completed on the following day, and a
vigorous fire of guns and rockets was maintained.
A third battery was soon in a forward state. In
the meantime Lieutenant Chalmers had prepared
several casks, filled with combustibles, which were
placed on the ramparts, to be used against the enemy
should they attempt an escalade, which, from their
preparation of ladders, seemed to be intended. The
enemy prepared a fourth battery, and the besieged
opened three mines. As the danger increased, the
mines were loaded and the gates blocked up with
earth and stones. The store of shot beginning to
fail, the hammermen were actively employed in
making iron slugs to supply the deficiency of balls. •
The works of the besiegers continued to be carried
on till they were advanced within fifty yards of the
ditch : and as it was known that large reinforcements were proceeding to their assistance, a general
att~ck was now hourly expected.
At this time the
store of ammunition within the fort was nearly
exhausted ; the wounded, who were numerous, were
without medical assistance, and the Travancoreans
who remained were clamorous for surrender. Still
the gallant commander, who was nobly supported
by a young French officer named De la Combe, in
the service of the Rajah of Travancore, refused to
succumb.
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Two months within two days had passed before
·the enemy ventured on a general assault. They
advanced with great steadiness, planted their ladders, and mounted the parapet at five distinct
places. The first struggle took place at a point
defended by De la Combe, whose personal gallantry communicated its influence to those whom ,
he commanded, and prepared for the assailants a
fierce resistance. The enemy had avoided the mines,
and resort to the 'combustible barrels was delayed
till not only was the ditch filled by the assailants,
but numbers of them were actually on the ramparts, fighting hand to hand with the besieged. De
la Combe would have been overpowered had not
a timely reinforcement been sent to his relief; and
Lieutenant Chalmers, who was personally engaged
in defending the weake~t point of the works, was·
in danger of a similar fate. At a moment when
successful resistance seemed scarcely longer practicable, one of the barrels being thrown amongst a
crowded. mass of the enemy exploded, and the fortune. of the day was turned. The besiegers gave
way, and as party after party retired from the
ramparts, their discomfiture was increased by hurling down on them vast pieces of rock. The conflict
lasted two hours, and the number of the enemy's
dead left on the ramparts and within the ditch exceeded the entire strength of the garrison by whom
they had been so bravely nilpulsed.
It was not fitting that such men should be abandoned; and though a due regard to the safety of
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Palagaut prevented Major Cuppage from doing much CHAP.
for their relief, he afforded some assistance, and with
the aid of some revenue troops under the direction
of Mr. Macleod, a gallant and enterprising civil servant, the enemy were driven from the pettah which
they had continued to occupy, and chased to the
Bewany, a distance of about twenty miles, with the
loss of a large quantity of their stores. To add to
the permanent strength of the garrison, a company
of sepoys, commanded by Lieutenant Nash, was
ordered in, and by some further additions it was
increased to about seven hundred men.
Scarcely had Lieutenant Chalmers time to repair
the breaches in the works and make other dispositions for defence, before the enemy reappeared. The
force now arrayed against Coimbatore consisted of
eight thousand regular infantry, with fourteen guns,
four mortars, and a large body of irregulars and
horse. It was commanded by Kummer-oo-Deen .
. The enemy took possession of the pettah without
opposition, erected batteries, and opened approaches,
under the cover of a. heavy fire, which the besieged
were able to return very inadequately. But the
spirits of the garrison were cheered by intelligenc~
that Major Cuppage was advancing with three battalions of Company's sepoys, two of Travancoreans,
and six field-pieces, to compel the enemy to raise
the siege. To divert this force from its object, and
probably at the same time to strike a serious blow
at the efficiency of an important portion of the
English force, Kummer-oo-deen, leaving a strong
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body in the trenches, marched with the remainder
of his force a distance of about ten· miles, to the
vicinity of a pass where the woods of Arivally ter-~ _
minate and the plain commences. A large convoy
of oxen, intended for the western army, was assembled at Palagaut, and Kummer.-oo.:Deen made a
demonstration of getting into Major Cuppage's rear,
for the purpose of occupying the pass. This would
have enabled him to cut off the passage of the
convoy, and by the force of numbers to embarrass
Major Cuppage's return to Palagaut. That officer
accordingly fell back, and the occupation of the
pass was decided by a severe action, in which Major
Cuppage was victorious. He immediately returned
to Palagaut, while Kummer-oo-Deen proceeded to
resume the siege of Coimbatore, relieved from thefear of interruption.
The fate of that place was now sealed. All hope of
relief was cut off, the ammunition, from the first, bad,
was nearly expended, a wide breach had- been made
perfectly practicable, and the sap had been carried
to the covered way. Lieutenants Chalmers and
Nash were both wounded in one day; and the most
determined of the gallant defenders of this miserable
fort saw the necessity of surrender. Negotiations
for this purpose were commenced, and soon brought
to a conclusion, the enemy being ·quite ready to
grant the besieged favourable terms. The place was ,
first invested on the 13th of June; one hundred and
forty-three days afterwards, on the 3rd of Nove:mber,
the conquerors took possession of it. In reference
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to its strength or importanc~, Coimbatore has little CHAP.
ciaim to occupy a large space in the history of the
" with Tippoo Sultan; but the gallantry with
war
which it ;was defended has removed the siege from
the ljst of ordinary occurrences.
It was a condition of the capitulation that the
garrison should be permitted to march to Palagaut;
but, after the' actual surrender of the place, it was
preteudeq that this condition could not be acted
upon without the Sultan's r~tification. The sequel
of this tale of perfidy need scarcely be told. Afte1·
a detention of thirteen days at Coimbatore, the pri- soners were- marched to Seringapatam, where they
were subjected to the cruelties and indignities which
were the ordinary lot of those who fell into the
hands of the barbaria~ Tippoo Sultan. Comment
upon a fact of such frequent occurrence would be
alike tedious and vain.
While these events were in progress, the attention of Lord Cornwallis had been constantly directed to the establishmen~ of such means for the transmission of supplies as might prevent the necessity of abandoning the meditated attack upon
Seringapatam from the cause that led to the relinquishment of the former. One of the most serious
impediments to success was the possession by
the enemy of the strong fortress of Savandroog,
situated about eighteen miles west of Bangalore.
It consisted of an enormous mass of granite, of
greater height than Nundedroog~~ rising from a base
eight miles m circumference, and separated by a
VOL. II.
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chasm, at the distance of about two-thirds of its
total elevation, into two citadels, each independent
of the other. It had not long before been reconnoitred, and was deemed unassailable ; but the capture of some other hill forts, and more especially
of Nundedroog, had tended to diminish the reverence of English officers for the reputed impregnability of Indian fortresses ; and it was determined
to test the claims of Savandroog in this respect.
The conduct of the ~iege was entrusted to Colocnel Stuart, and the force assigned to him, in addi·
tion to a powerful artillery, consisted of two European and thtee native regiments. The remainder
of the army was disposed so as _to watch every
avenue from Seringapatam by which the operations
of the siege could be disturbed. On the lOth of
December Colonel Stuart pitched llis camp within
three miles of the north side of the ro'ck, the point
from which the chief engineer, after reconnoitering, proposed to carry on the attack. The first
operation was one of va;;t labour and difficulty-it
was to cut a gun road from the encampment to the
foot of the mountain, over rocky precipices, and
through a thick forest of bamboos, and when made,
to drag the guns over it. A noxious and pestilential atmosphere added to the dangers of the· besiegers, and Tippoo, on hearing of the attempt, is
reported to have _congt;atulated his officers on the
infatuation of the English in engaging in an enterprise that could not fail to terminate in defeat and
disgrace. According to the Sultan's belief, one
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half of the Europeans employed were destined to .CHAP. XIV.
die of sickness,* the other half to be killed in the
attack. Not daunted by this royal prediction, tlie
besiegers, on the 17th December, opened two bat- A. D. 1791.
teries, one at a thousand yards, the other at seven
hundred yards' distance, by which the defences of
the wall were much damaged; but the effect was
scarcely equal to the expectations which had been
formed. The wall was built with stones of immense
size, those of the lower tier being riveted to the rock
by iron bolts. On the 19th another battery was
erected, which it was found necessary to advance
to within two hundred and fifty yards of the wall.
In the course of that and the succeeding day a practicable breach was effected, and orders were given to
storm on the following morning.
The bamboo forest, which had been a source of
difficulty in the construction of the gun-road, was
found of some service in the close approaches of the
attack. Under its cover, and that of crevices and
rugged parts of the rock, a lodgement was made for
.the troops within twenty yards of the breach. The
storming party, commanded by Lieutenant Colonel
Nesbitt, was directed to four different attacks, and
parties were detached round the mountain, to draw
the attention of the enemy from the main object,
and prevent their escape, should any attempt for
that purpose be made .

•
* Major Dirom states that the place ·.,is said to

have derived
its name of Savandroog, or the rock .M death, from its fatal
t;limate."
-·
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The hour fixed for the assault was eleven o'clock,
and it was to commence on the discharge of two guns
from the batteries. At the appointed hour the expected signal was given, and the party advanced to
the storm, while the band of one o,f the English
'regiments pealed forth the inspiring air of B?·itons
strike !tome. A large body of the enemy had been
observed running down from the western hill, for
the defence of the breach, which was a little below
the eastern hill, but on the appearance of the Eng""
glish they were seized with panic and fled. The
eastern hill was completely carried, without meeting
.or even overtaking the enemy.
.
The attack on the western hill was thought to be a
Work of greater difficulty, and Captain Monson,, to
whom it was entrusted, was instructed either to ad·vance or not, as circumstances might render expedient.
The officer in command of the citadel having witnessed
the abandonment of the eastern hill and the ascent
of the English party, made a sally for the purpose
of taking them in flank, when he was unexpectedly
. met among the rocks by the party of Captain Monson. He retreated with precipitation, followed with
great vigour by the· English. An attempt was made .
to shut the first gate against the pursuers, but the
man who was performing the duty was killed by a
shot fired from some distance by a sergeant of the
71st regiment. The English then rushed in, and
entering every succeeding harrier with the ene~y,
were soon in posse~.ion of the top of the mountain.
Thus, in less than an hour, and in open day, the stu-
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pendous fortress of Savandroog was carried by storm,
and the boast of its impregnab.ility for ever silenced;
The English had·. not ·a· man killed; and only one
wounded.·
The next place attempted was that which was
next to Savandroog in· strength and importance:
Ootradroog had some time before been summoned;
and the answer of the killadar was, that he would
not surrender his post till the English had -taken
Seringapatam. It was supposed that the fall of
Savandroog might have made him less scrupulous;
and a flag of truce was dispatched, offering liberal
terms. The staff officer who accompanied it was
beckoned from the fort to advance ; he complied
with the invitation, and when within sixty yards of
the gate, a fire of musketry was opened on him and
the non-commissioned officer who bore the flag, but
from which, happily, both escaped unhurt. On the
following day the fort was attacked in a manner for
which the governqr was not prepared. A number of field-pieces were run down to appointed stations, and under cover of their fire an escalade
commenced.
The side of the rock assaulted rose at an angle Of
about thirty-five degrees, and was defended by seven
ramparts !'ising above each other, including ·that. of
the pettah, which was first stormed. The orders
given to the artillery officers were, as fast as one
wall should be carried, to point the guns, over the
heads of the assailants, against the next wall in suc·cession, for the purpose of keeping down the fire of
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the garrison. The pettah was carried so rapidly as
to astonish the killadar, and induce him to demand
a parley. It was gr~nted ; but it soon becoming
apparent, from the movements of the garrison above,
that the only object was to gain time for· preparing more efficiently for defence, the assault recommenced, and wall after wall was carried, till the
assailants reached the summit. Some of the gateways were forced by the pioneers, but most of the
ramparts were carried by escalade. The astonishment and confusion of the enemy were so great, that
their fire, though heavy, was for the most part thrown
. away,· and as soon as a single European was sei:m
above any of the walls they fled precipitately. The
killadar was made prisoner, and many of the garri. son killed. Many more, terrified at the sight of the
European bayonets, precipitated themselves from the
rock-thus blindly rushing on one mode of death in
their anxiety to escape another. The terror of the
garrison had commenced before the actual danger.
On the appearance of the detachment before the
place they had mutinied, and four hundred men had
deserted in the night. To the prevalence of fear
the English were unquestiomibly indebted for the
ease with which they obtained possession of this for-'
tress. " Although," says Major Dironi, "such was
the steepness and narrowness of some parts of the
road in the ascent, that a few resolute men might
have defended the place against an army, it was only
at the last gateway that they attempted any resist,
ance, and that only by firing a few musket-shot, by
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which two soldiers were wounded."* The total
number of wounded in the English detachment was
very small, and, like Savandroog, Ootradroog was
carried without the loss of a single life. Some other
forts of inferior importance were taken with little
trouble.
The army of the Nizam had long been engag~d
in besieging Goorumconda, but ·with a very indifferent prospect of bringing their operations to a successful ending. The Nizam's artillery was unable
to breach the lower fort, and to supply their deficiency some guns were dispatched by Lord Cornwallis after the fall of Nundedroog. Still nothing
was effected till Captain Read, who commanded the
English detachment serving with the Nizam's army,
rendered weary and indignant by the clumsy, proceedings which he had been compelled to witness,
offered, if entrusted with the exclusive management
of the attack, to put the Niz~m's officers in possession
of the lower fort, which comro.anded the only access
to the hill, and having effected this service, to leave
them to conduct the further operations in their own
way. The offer was accepted; and Captain Read
having constructed a battery of two twenty-six and
two eighteen-pounders, within four hundred yards
of the wall, in two days after it commenced firing
bad effected a practicable breach.
The night of the 7th of November was fixed on
for the attack ; and the small party of artillerymen,
who were the only European troops with the de-

* Major Dirom~.s Narrative,

page 75.
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:nv. tachment, volunteered
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to quit their guns and lead
the assault. Measures having been taken to divert
the attentiori'of the enemy, the assailan~s advanced,
and. with little opposition mounted the breach.
Having cleared the obstacles by which their progress was impeded, they advanced along the rampart
till they met a body of the enemy, who made a stand
at the second bastion. The artillerymen charged
them, and they instantly gave way. No further
resistance was offered, and the greater part of the
garrison took refuge in the upper fort. The lower
fort was delivered to the charge of Nizam Ali's
troops, but they were not destined to retain undisturbed possession of it. A large reinforcement, soon
after the captu:e, arrived from Hyderabad, under
the command of the minister, Moosheer.:.oo-Moolk,.
who, on his departure with the main body of his
forces and the English detachment to take part in
the operations of Lord,Cornwallis, left the charge
pf the lower fort to an officer of some reputation,
known by the name of Hafiz J ee. In December,
the eldest son of Tippoo Sultan appeared before
Goorumconda, with an army amounting to about
twelve thousand horse ·and foot. Their approach
was quite unlooked for ; and Hafiz, supposing the
party to c~msist but of a few plunderers, mounted
an elephant and went out to reconnoitre, accompanied by only a few horsemen. He was speedily
surrounded; and descending from his .elephant,
was about to mount a horse and endeavour to force
his way back, when he was made . prisoner. The
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troops who issued from the fort in small parties CHAP.
were destroyed in detail, and panic seizing the rest,
the Te"cent acquisition was precipitately evacuated
with considerable loss. Hafiz J ee was an object of
peculiar hatred to Tippoo. He had been employed
on an embassy from the Nizam to the Sultan, by
whom he had been treated 'Yith that disrespect which
the despot of Mysore was in the habit of exhibiting
to the accredited servants of other states. He had •
afterwards, in his capacity of minister of the Nizam,
been associated with the refusal of that prince to
connect his family with that of Tippoo by the tie of
marriage, and this offence had never been forgiven.
Aly Reza, the man through whom the rejected pro.:
posal of matrimonial alliance had been made, was.
now with the army before Goorumconda, and in
his hands rested the fate of Hafiz J ee. The prisoner had soon the means of judging of the spirit
in which he was regarded by those int9 whose power
his imprudence had thrown him. He was plun:.. •
dered of every thing about his person, even to the
last article of clothing; and, but for the charity of
some one who bestowed on him an old quilt, he
would have been left altogether destitute of covering. In this forlorn condition he was visited by his
old antagonist, Aly Reza, who reproached him with
his conduct respecting the proffered marriage. Hafiz
answered, that he and Aly Reza were then serving
their respective masters, and that the day was past.
The remembrance of it was, however, not past. The
victim was in · the power of a prince who never

..
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forgot an injury-in the presence of one of. his
minions ready to perform any act which he believed
would be gTatifying to his master, and who in this
•
instance was influenced by feelings of personal
hatred. Hafiz was carried to a concealed situation,
fitted for the execution of dark and bloody deeds,
and there murdered wit~ circumstances of extreme
barbarity, Aly Reza feasting his eyes with the
vengeance inflicted on his opponent~ The success
of the attack upon Goorumconda was further signalized by the murder of a Fre~ch officer in the
service of _the Nizam; and thus the triumph of
Tippoo's army was celebrated by acts of treachery
and cruelty, which Tippoo himself need not have
disdained to superintend.* The advantage, whatever it might be, resulting from these murders, was
nearly all that Tippoo gained by the recapture of
the lower fort of Goorumconda, which was, speedily
restored to the Nizam by the English detachment.
The Mahratta army under Purseram Bhow, with
a British detachment under Captain Little, had, on
leaving Lord Cornwallis, proceeded to attack a fort
named Dooradroog. The Mahratta general had
anticipated that it would surrender without opposition ; but, after repeated attempts, its reductio~1
was found impracticable, and the army continued
its march towards Chittledroog. That place was

* The folly of Hafiz Jee subjected him, in spite of the unfortunate consequences to· himself, to a suspicion of having entered
into· treasonable connection with the enemy. There appears,
however, no groundfor charging him with <tny thing beyond extreme indiscretion~

.
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reconnoitred, but deemed too strong for attack. CHAP. XIV.
Purseram Bhow entertained some hope of buying
over the killadar; but either that officer's honesty, or
•
the fact that his family were detained in Seringapatam as hostages for his fidelity, forbade the conclusion of a bargain. Purseram Bhow consoled himself for the disappointment by plundering when.;
ever opportunity presented. The illness, real or
pretended, of the Mahratta general, delayed for a
time the progress of the army; but on the 18th of
December they arrived near Hooly Onor~, a fort A. D. 1791.
which Captain Little immediately proceeded to reconnoitre. It was thought that it might be attacked
with a prospect of success. The pettah was gaill.ed
with little difficulty, and thence some guns opened
on the fort, at a distance ·of a hundred and fifty
yards. A breach having been effected, the fort was
stormed with success, and without the loss of a man,
on the same day which, with similar immunity from
loss, transferred the important fortress ofSavandroog
into the possession of th ~ English. The garrison
was reported to be a th1msand. strong, but Lieutenant Moor, who was on~ of Captain Little's detachment, concludes that they did not exceed half
that number. Assuming their. strength at this
reduced estimate, that '>fficer, however, makes a
remark, the truth of which is in no degree invali~
dated by the colloquial simplicity with which ·it is
conveyed, that "they ouLht to have been ashamed
o.f tl1emselves for making s9 pitiful a defence."li' It

* Lieutenant Moor.'.s Narrative, page 146.
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xiv. was the intention of the stormers not to allow any
of the Mahratta looties* to enter the place; ;but the
news of jts capture was soon carried to their camp,
an9. though the gates were shut, the· ladders removed from the breach, and every precaution taken
to ·exclude access, these marauders found means to
penetrate, and, like noxious and destructive insects,
to spread themselves over the place. They set fire to
the houses, and the work of devastation and plunder
soon became general. Seeing no other chance of
securing any thing, the English" commander permitted his people to ·disperse and plunder also. But
this was soon stopped by the arrival of orders from
the Mahratta general for the English party to quit·
the place, and as they were placed under his control, the orders could, not be disobeyed. The
English troops, who had won the prize, · were thus
deprived of all participation in it, while the Mahrattas, who had not contributed in even the slightest
degree to the fall of the fort, were left to gratify, without restraint, their insatiable appetite for plunder:
Purseram Bhow, however, indulged in the luxury
or'a speculative admiration of virtue, though he left
the practice to others. A family of some note in
the town had received the protection of an officer
of the English detachment ; but though their o"vn
safety· was thus provided for, they were deeply dis..,
tressed by the loss of a youthful daughter, who, . in
the confusion, had been separated from her parents.
Through the exertions of the ·officer by whom they

*

Plunderers.
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had been protected, the girl was found and restored CHAP. XIV.
to her relatives. These circumstances reached the
ears of Purseram Bhow, who, says Lieuten_ant
Moor, ;~mentioned them ·in full durbar, in a manner highly honourable to himself and the British
character;" further, he recommended the example
to the imitation of his own servants, and there can
be little doubt that the recommendation was received with a degree of respect equal to the sincerity
with which it was given.
After the fall of Hooly Onore, the ~ab_ratta army
and . Captain Little's detachment proceeded in a
south-western direction towards Simoga. Tippoo
bad strengthened his provincial troops in Bednore by
the addition of a division
under his relation
Reza
.
.
Saib, and that officer was thus enabled to take the
field with a force of eight tbo~sand men and ten guns.
This force was posted in the jungle, with the intention of making an attack on the rear of the confederates, as soon as they should be engaged in the
siege of Simoga, simultaneously with a sortie to be
made from the fort. This being known, it became
an object of importance to dislodge them previously.
The position of Reza Saib was strong; his right
rested on the river, his front was covered by a
deep ravine, and his left by jungle, deemed inipenetl·able there, but which .became somewhat lighter
at a distance.
The force destined to the attack upon Reza Saib
. was composed of about a thousand English sepoys, .
with four guns and five hundred Mahratta infantry.
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Three thousand Mahratta horse were posted near 'the
place of attack, but from the nature of the ground
they could be oflittle use. The enemy's position being
strongest in front, it was thought expedient to detach
parties to attack them on the right and left ; but
the main attack, led by Captain Little, was directed
to the centre. On the part of the English, the contest was maintained, under great disadvantages, with
distinguished spirit. The Mahratta infantry sometimes charged when they saw the enemy appearing
to give way, but they were invariably beaten back,
and their disorderly return increased the difficulties
with which the British officers had to contend. At
length the enemy, being driven from their posts on
the left, and three of their guns taken, began to
retreat ; and Captain Little, collecting all the force
that could be mustered, set forward in pursuit. There
was bP.t one road through the jungle, and before five
miles had been traversed, the English commander
came up with the enemy's remaining guns, seven in
number, which he captured; but so far from relaxing
in the pursuit, he continued it through the whole of
the following day, and the result was the entire dispersion of the corps of Reza Saib. The departure of
Captain Little and his troops left the enemy's camp
to the care of the Mahmttas ; and here- those warriors, who shrunk from the fire of retreating men,
found a field precisely adapted to their genius. The
amount of plunder was enormous, and such a quantity of arms fell into the hands of the captors, that
in the bazaar good muskets were offered for sale ,at
~
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two rupees each. By some accounts, the force of CHA:P·
Re'.za Saib is stat~d at ten thousand infantry and a
thousand horse, and the lowest estimate 'fixes the
number of infantry at seven thousand. This, posted
in a most advantageous position, was defeated by
about a thousand English sepoys, for the Mahratta
r troops cannot be regarded as having contributed any
thing to the success of the day; they were rather an
incumbrance than a support. By military writers
this action has been regarded as one of the most
brilliant of the war.*
The army of Reza Saib being dispersed, Captain
Little prepared to prosecute the siege of Simoga.
A battery of five guns, after a day's firing, effected a
practicable breach. All was ready for the storm,
when an offer of capitulation upon terms was made
and accepted. The commander of the fort duly appreciated the value of .Mahratta faith, for it was
thought necessary to stipulate, not only that private
property should be respected, but that the inhabitants should be considered under the protection of
the British, who were to guarantee the treaty and
take possession of the fort. These conditions were to
continue in effect only until ~he English detachment
retired from the vicinity. On its march to the
southward, the custody of the fort was transferred
to the Mahrattas ; and also the charge of some prisoners of rank, who, within the English camp, had
been treated with marked attention and kindness,

* Such is the opinion expressed by Major Dirom and Colonel
Wilks.
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and been totally exempted from restraint. , A·'
short time after the change, ,the~e prisoners were . '
seen by som~ officers who had known. them in the ·~
English camp: -their condition was wretched. They
had been plundered of every thing valuable, and",.
receiving neither m?ney nor subsistence, they had':
been compelled to sell their clothes !o procur~)
the means of sustaining life. Some officers of jnfe- \
rior rank were in one respect better treated - ·,
th~y received an allowance, but to counterba]anc~~.
this advantage they were kept in irons. Such is
Mahratta faith and Mahratta humanity.
Purseram Bhow was to have joined Lord CornwaH.is with all dispatch before Seringapatam. Instead of this, he preferred a plundering expedition
into Bednore ; but being alarmed by the approach
of a force sent against him by Tippoo, under ~he
command of Kummer-oo-Deen, who
had retaken
.,.
.
Samoga, he determined to perform his engagem~nt
.with the British governor-general,'. since no advantage seemed likely to accrue from taking any other '
course.
.
It is now necessary to return to the. British arm§
. under Lord Cornwallis, which was at Ootradroog;
awaiting the coming up of some artillery, some,
stores, and a battering train, as well as the expected
junction of the ·army of the Nizam. These objects
being accomplished, the combined. army com1p.enced
A. D. 1792. its march, and on the 5th of February Lord Cornwallis was once more in sight of Seringapatmn,
and of Tippoo's army encamped under its wall.s.
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·.On both sides of the river, opposite to the island CHAP. XIV.
of Seringapatam, a large space is enclosed by a
bound hedge, which marks the limits of the capital,
and affords a place of refuge ·from the incursions
of cavalry". On the north side, •the enclosure was
occupied by Tippoo's army. Within it were seve'~'al redoubts, one of which, erected on a commanding eminence, was a post of great strength. There
were other works calculated to shield his. troops
from attack, or facilitate retreat in case of necessity,
and his front line was defended by a hP.ndred pieces
of heavy cannon. In the fort and island which
formed his second line there were not fewer than
three hundred pieces of cannon. Reconnaissance
having been made, Lord Cornwallis determined to
attack the enemy on the night of the 6th February, A. D. 1792.
an event quite unexpected by Tippoo, and the apparenfbtemerity_ of which, seeing that it was to be
performed by infantry alone, without guJ!S, filled
the allies with astonishment. The attack was made
in three columns. Between ten and eleven o'clock
the central column on its advance encountered the
enemy's grand guard, a body of cavalry, who were
approaching with rockets to disturb the English
camp, which annoyance they had practised on the
preceding night. The horsemen immediately galloped off to their lines, leaving the bearers of the
rockets to harass the column and endeavour to
impede its march. Many rockets were thrown, but
they had little effect beyond that of announcing to
the enemy the approach of the British column. The
VOL. II.
2H
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front division, on being discovered, pushed briskly
forward, reached the hedge, and entered the enemy's lines about a quarter of an hour after their
approach became known.
The left column, when the rocketing commenced,
was ascmiding the Carigaut Hill, an eminence on the
' the termination of
right of the enemy's camp, near
the bound hedge. The hill is steep, and of great
height ; it commands one of the fords and the eastern
part of the island, and protected. the right wing of
the Sultan!s camp. This post, was justly regarded
as of great importance, and propottionate care had
been taken to strengthen it; it was defended by .
a double breast-work. in front .of a stone redoubt,
but the work was not entirely completed : a considerable body of infantry,- but without -artillery,
·was stationed upon it. The Carigaut Hill termi·nates the range o:ver which Colonel M.axwell had
chased a corps of the enemy at the battle in the
month of May preceding. The. same officer now
commande.d the column directed to this point, and
··the uprks were scaled by the flank compa:p.ies of the
72nd, the regiment by which the hill was stormed
on the former occasion.
The right column, under General Medows, was to
·attack the left of the enemy's position. From some
mistake, it was led to a more distant point than was
intended, and was consequently later in reaching the
hedge than the central column ; but about half-past
eleven this column also entered the enclosure, and
proceeded to attack a redoubt wHhin the enemy's.
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lines, but not included in the course of operations CHAP.
contemplated by Lord Cornwallis, and which, after a
severe conflict, was carried. It was intended that the
right column should advance to meet the central
column, and then a\vait further orders. General
Medows, accordingly, having left a sufficient force for
the defence of the captured post, proceeded to move
in a direetion which he expected to bring him to
the spot marked out for him ; but the occurrence
of rice swamps compelled him to make a larger
circuit than had been anticipated, and thus the track
of the central column was missed. No firing being
heard, it was conceived that all was past, and that;
whether the other columns h;1d gained a victory or
sustained a defeat, it was too late to render them
any assistance.
The central column, the advance of which has
already been noticed, was subdivided into three
parts. The front subdivision, after forcing the
enemy's line, was to pass into the island with the
fugitives. Orders were issued to the captains of
the leading companies not to suffer themselves to
be delayed in the camp, but to push with all possible expedition to the great ford near the northeast angle of the fort. Each captain was held
responsible for his own company ; as success was
more dependent upon the celerity than solidity of
the movement. The second, or central subdivision,
. after clearing the right of the camp, was to follow
into the island. The third, in the rear, formed a
reserve under Lord Cornwallis, who took up a posi-
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tion where he might support the other parts of the
column, and wait the co-operation of the right and
,}eft divisions under G~neral Medows and.·Colonel
Maxwell.
The front subdivision, having forced. the bound
l:iedge under a heavy but ill-directed fire of. cannon
and musketry, advanced steadily, the enemy receding
before them. The leading companies pushed for
the river, passing the Sultan's tent, which appeared .
to have been: abandoned with much precipitation.*
The advanced companies, partly from the ·badness
of the ground, partly from the nature of the duty
which they had to execute, were soon separated
I
into two bodies. The first that reached the river
crossed under the very walls of the fort without
opposition; and "had it not been found," says Major
Dirom, " that the east gate of Seringapatam was
shut and the bridge drawn up, that ,night might have
put: an end to the war; as Captain Lindsay pushed
into the sortie (the entrance which leads through
the glacis into the fort), in hope of entering the
gates with the fugitives."t This .party proceeded
along the glacis through an extensive bazaar, destroying numbers of the enemy, and dispersing ·several

*

Many things of value were scattered about in confusion, and
among other articles was found a set of mathematical instruments
of London manufacture. Tippoo affected, and to a certain extent
acquired, the reputation of a man of science. His library contained a translation of Euclid, and several other works on geometry ; but Colonel Wilks estimates his mathematical attain~ents
at a very low rate.

t Narrative, page 154.
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bodies Of horse; they then took post, .pl:!rt at a
bridge over a canal running nearly across the island,
part at a redoubt commanding the southern ford.
The second body crossed by·the same ford which
their companions had passed a few minutes before.
Their passage was considerably impeded by the rush
of the enemy towards the island, but no attempt was
made at resistance. On reaching the opposite bank,
they turned to the left, and advanced for about a mile
to the western gate of the pettah. It was shut, but
was soon forced open ; the troops stationed for its
defence having, on the first alarm, rushed out to
man the lines and batteries on the river. The firing
from these lines and batteries informed the British
party that the right of the enemy's camp had been
penetrated, and it was concluded that the assailants were probably attempting to force their passage
into the island. Three parties were detached to aid
the operation, by taking .the batteries in reverse,
while Colonel Knox, who commanded this portion
of the advanced companies, having taken possession
of the street which led to the batteries, remained at
the gateway with about thirty men, either to support any of the parties who might receive a check,
or to resist any attempt by the enemy to recover
possession of the pettah. But the enemy were too
much confounded even to maintain what was still in
their possession. The lines and batteries, which were
all.open to the rear, were abandoned, and those by
whom they should have been defended, dispersed in
confusion. From one of the terrified fugitives who
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was made p1isoner, Colonel Knox received information that some Europeans were confined :in a house
at n_o great distance ; and to this circumstance
twenty-seven miser~ble, half-starved. men, some of
whom had passed years of captivity in heavy irons,
owed their release.
Seven battalions of Europeans and three of sepoys
passed the river at a period subsequent to the passage
of _the two parties whose course .has been detailed,
and by another ford, which brought them to the
Sultan's garden; they forced the gate and entered.
Captain Hunter, who commanded this party, was
not aware that any other troops had passed into the
isla~d·; he therefore took post, resolve'd to wait for
intelligence or orders to direct his movements. He
r~mained for two hours without learning any thing.
The dawn of morning was not far distant, and after
daylight he knew that his post would not be tenable;
he perceived,· also, a body of the enemy on the
·opposite bank, with two field-pieces, which he appr~he~ded they intended to open on his party. This
decided his course ; and quitting the garden, he
rushed with his·men into the river, which he passed
under a heavy fire, attacked the party 'with the guns
'before they had time to unlimber them, and thence
·made his way through the camp to the reserve
under Lord Cornwallis.
The second subdivision of the central column
p~ssed to the left, as intended, for the purpose of
breaking the right wingof the enemy's·army. On
approaching the Sultan's redoubt its progress was
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OJ)posed by a large body of horse. They were l'e- CHAP. XIV.
ceived by a volley, delivered with great steadiness
and precision; and when the smoke cleared away,
the horse were seen at a distance scattered over
the field. The Sultan's redoubt was found abandoned ; and this being occupied by a party detaehed
for the purpose, the remainder moved on to cooperate with the column under Colonel Maxwell.
The rear division of the central column, which was
under the immediate command of. Lord Cornwallis,
was formed near the Sultan's redoubt, and there
it waited in anxious expectation of being. joined
by General Medows. He came not ; but, at a
moment whel). a reinforcement was most desirable,
the troops under Captain Hunter, who had just
.recrossed the river from the Sultan's garden, made
their , appearance. They had scarcely time to replace their ammunition (their cartridges .having
been damaged by the water), before a large body
of troops, forming part of Tippoo's centre and left,
having recovered from their panic, advanced to attack
the force under Lord Cornwallis. · The attack was
vigorously made and bravely resisted. The fire of
the enemy was well returned, and on a nearer approach, they were met and driven back by the bayonet. Their numbers, however, were overwhelmjug; and, in the confidence that from this cause
victory must finally be theirs, they repeatedly renewed the attack, and were as often repulsed. The
danger to which the small force with the governorgeneral was exposed increased his anxiety for the
arrival of the ·aid which he had so long expected;
~
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and he is reported to have said, ''If General Me.;.;·
dows be above ground, this will bring him." General
Medows was above ground, but he did not arrive in
time to render any service to the commander-inchief. The repe~ition of the enemy's attacks continued for'nearly two hours, when they finally with-.
drew. To secure his troops from being suiTounded,
Lord Cornwallis then moved to the Carigaut Hill,
at the foot of which he was met by the division of
General Medows.
The progress of the left column remains to be
noticefi. After gaining the Carigaut Hill, and occupying the ·works upon it, this column continued
its course towards the enemy's camp, under a·galling fire from a party sheltered by a tank. Passing
through the camp, it was met by the central portion of Lord Cornwallis's division, under Colonel
Stuart. It was now desired to find a convenient
spot to pass the river.. A small party crossed at a
point wbere the water reached to the necks of the
men, and where-they were exposed to a heavy fire
from the lines and batteries on the island. . Their
ammunition was unavoidably damped in the passage,
and when they gained the opposite bank they were
without a single cartridge fit for use. Happily they
were not in immediate necessity, for at this moment
the enemy were driven from the lines and batteries
· by the parties dispatched by Captain Knox from the
pettah. A more practicable part of the· river having been· discovered, the remainder .of ·the column
passed· over, and a junction: was effected with the
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detached companies from Lord Cornwallis's division CHAP. XIV.
which had crossed at an earlier period. The morning of the 7th of February thus found within the A. D. 1792.
pettah of Seringapatani' the left column and part
of the central column of the British force, which
had moved on the preceding night ; the right column, and the remainder of the centre, being on the
Carigaut Hill.
It is natural to inquire, where was the Sultan
while his camp was traversed by a hostile force ?
He had just finished his evening meal when the
alarm reached him : he hastily rose and mounted,
but .waited the arrival of accurate intelligence. as
to the nature of the attack, before taking any
measures to repel it.
·
The first precise information was receiv~d from a
mass of fugitives, who, mshing from the bayonets of
the English, announced to the astonished Sultan that
his centre had been penetrated. The terror of the
informants but too well attested the truth of their
report ; of which, moreover, the Sultan was soon
assured by the evidence of his own senses. In the
pale moonlight he perceived a lengthened column
of the English army passing through the heart of
his camp, and making their way to the main ford,
the possession of which would cut off his ~etreat.
There was not a moment to be lost; and Tippoo,
depa1·ting with all practicable speed, had just time
to clear the head of the English column, many of
his attendants. being killed by the advanced company. Tippoo gained the ford, passed it, and
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making directly for the east gate of. the city, was
once more in safety within the walls of his capital.
It will be recollected that Captain Lindsay made a
push to enter this gate, but found it shut. When
Captain Lindsay appeared before the gate, only a
few minutes could have elapsed from the entrance of
the Sultan.·
Next in importance to the danger to which he
was personally exposed, Tippoo in all probability
estimated that in which a large amount of treasure
A.D. 1792. was placed.
The 6th of February was the day for
issuing pay to the troops. The required amount
had been counted out to each buckshee,* but the
issue to the men was not to take place till the following day; and in the meantime the respective
sums remained in the custody of the treasurer, in
bags bearing his own seal and that of the buckshee
to whom they belonged. On the first alarm of an
attack, the treasurer began to load his charge upon
camels with all possible dispatch. Musket-balls
1.
soon began to pass around him, and by one of them
he was severely wounded. He continued, however,
to proceed with his work, and completed it. The
camels were loaded,. and driven across the ford, intermingled with the British troops and the flying
.servants of Tippoo. They reached the bank in
· safety; and the undaunted treasurer, conducting his
caravan for a considerable distance along the glacis,
entered the city by the Mysore gate, and had the
satisfaction of depositing his charge in security,
without the loss of a single mpee.
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The spirit of this courageous and persevering man
was not shared bi all the followers of the Sultan.
As is usual, · when misfortune overtakes an eastern army, a great number of the troops deserted.
They passed away in crowds, and the reports of the
morning after the attack presented a total of twentythree thousand killed, wounded, and missing-the
last class contributing in by far the largest proportion to swell the amount. The treasurer, who bad
so perseveringly protected his master's chest, recommended the proclamation of a further issue of
pay, as a probable mode of bringing the fugitives
· back. The suggestion shewed a perfect acquaiiltance with the character of his countrymen, but the
plan was not successful. Fear was more powerful
than cupidity, and very few of the wanderers returned. While the native followers of Tippoo were
thus deserting him by multitudes, a number of Europeans, principally Frenchmen, who had long served
him and his father, took the opportunity of quitting a service of which they were weary. Among
them was a man named Blevette, whose departure
was a serious loss to the Sultan, as he possessed
considerable skill in fortification, and had actually
constructed the redoubts the credit of which was
claimed and enjoyed by Tippoo.
Discouraging as were the circumstances under
which Tippoo had to renew the contest, be could
not decline it. As the day advanced, the guns of
the fort opened on such of the British troops as were
·within their ~·ange, and pm·tions of the scattered
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remains of the enemy's force began to re.:.assemble.
Colonel Stuart, who, as the senior office·r, .had assumed the command of all the British. troops on
the island, had taken advantage of the •daylight to
remove to a position better adapted than ,that which
he had occupied during the night, for keeping up, a·
communication with· the force which remained .with
Lord Cornwallis. He had scarcely effected this
change, when his men were fired upon by a body of
the enemy's infantry, which had advaneed under
cover of some old houses and walls. The British
troops were in a considerable degree sheltered, but
part of their ammunition having been damaged in
passing the river, and much of the remainder. ex..:
pended during the night, they returned the fire· but
faintly, till the arrival of a supply. of ammunition
and a reinforcement of men, which Lord Cornwallis
dispatched to their assistance. The enemy then
drew off.
,This attack was no sooner repulsed than the attentioil of the English on the island was directed to
the Sultan's redoubt, which the enemy were now
making the most determined efforts to regain. The
party within it consisted of somewhat less than a
hundred Europeans and about fifty sepoys, commanded by Captain Sibbald, of the 71st regiment.
In defence of the redoubt, the first object was to
shut up the gorge, which was open towards the fort.
An attempt to effect this was made by throwing across
some broken litters and the carriage of a gun. This
being perceived from the fort, three guns immedi-
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ately opened from thence upon the gorge, and two CHAP. xrv,
field-pieces were sent to some adjacent rocks, the fire
of which was directed to the same point. By these
means the inefficient barrier was soon shattered into
splinters, and considerable injury done to the works.
The gorge being clear, the enemy, about ten o'clock,
advanced to assault. They were beaten back, but
with considerable loss ; and soon after they had retired, a cannon-shot deprived the party in the redoubt of their commander, Captain Sibbald. Major
Skelly, one of Lord Cornwallis's aide-de-camps, who
had been dispatched to this spot on some special
duty, now took the command, but found the probability of protracting the defence greatly diminished
by the prospect of an approaching want of ammunition. While meditating the best means of husbanding the small stock that remained, Major Skelly
was informed that two loaded bullocks had ~andered
into the ditch, and that it was supposed they were
part of those which had been appointed for the
carriage of spare ammunition. The conjecture was
right. The animals were soon released of their
lading; and these stray bullocks, with their unsightly
burdens, "were," says Major Dirom, "more precious
to the major and his party at this juncture, than if
they had been loaded with the richest jewels in
Tippoo's treasury."
,
Scarcely bad the men filled their cartridge-boxes
from this unlooked-for supply, when a fre·sh attempt
was made on the redoubt. The Sultan had been
greatly disappointed by the ill success of the former
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attack; and had passionately demanded if he had no
faithful servants to retrieve his honour. There was
·little alacrity in responding to the Sultan's call; but,
after some hesitation, a body of cavalry was found
to volunteer their services, in fulfilment of the wishes
of their prince. About one .o'clock they advanced
towards the redoubt in compact order, two thousand
strong. At first it appeared as though they intended to charge at once into the gorge ; but they
suddenly stopped, just beyond musket-shot, and
four hundred of them dismounting, rushed impetuously forward, to force the entrance with their
sabres. The gorge had been necessarily kept clear
during the continuance of the cannonade ; but when
it ceased, by reason of the approach of the assailants, the garrison formed across the opening, while
the portion of the parapet which bore on the enemy
was als? fully manned. Their fire was. coolly reserved till it could be given with effect, and by the
. first discharge the leading part of the column was
completely brought down. Recovering from the
momentary hesitation caused by the fall of their
comrades, those behind again began to advance;
but the steady and rapid fire of -the garrison threw
them into confusion, and, regardless of the Sultan's appeal and their answer to it, they fled to
their horses and soon disappeared, their retreat
'being covered by the firing from the fort and the
~

rock~;J.

After the repose of an hour the garrison were
threatened by another attack. It was led by the Sui-
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tan's European corps,.commanded by M. Vigie. This
corps had been engaged in part of the operations of
the preceding night, and being brought into a situa-'
tion of some danger, it broke, and officers and men
alike sought safety in disorderly flight. Their object
was facilitated by the uniform of the corps being red;
and M. Vigie himself rode quietly through one of
the British columns, no one interrupting him, in
consequence of his being mistaken for a British
officer. The behaviour of this corps at the redoubt
did not tend to obliterate the disgrace of their pre.,.
vious flight. The garrison were prepared for a conflict far more severe than those which they had
already sustained ; but the expectations founded on
the supposed superiority of this corps to the native
troops were not realized. M. Vigie -and his men
advanced but a little way from the rocks, when two
or three of the foremost falling, the rest came to a
stand, fell into great disorder, and went off.
No further attempt was made on the redoubt;
and never was relief more welcome than that
afforded to the garrison by the cessation of the
enemy's attacks. The day had been oppressively
sultry, and within the narrow limits which bounded
the efforts of the garrison two officers and nineteen
privates lay dead ; while three officers and twentytwo privates, miserably wounded, were passionately
imploring water, which their companions had not to
bestow, there . not being within the place a single
drop. Thus surrounded within by death and suffering,
exposed without to the attacks of a vast army sup-
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ported by the guns of a well-appointed fort, did this
gallant band maintain, not their post only, but their
own honour and that of the country which they
served. Great were their labours and their difficulties, but brilliant and unfading is the glory by
which tl. . ey were compensated.
So long as the enemy's attention had been directed
to the redoubt, no attempt had been made upon any
other of •the British posts. But about five o'clock
two heavy columns entered the pettah, and driving
before them some followers of the British camp who
had dispersed in search of plunder, advanced in the
direction of the lines of Colonel Stuart, throwing
rockets as they proceeded. A detachment being
sent to meet them, they retired for a short distance;
but their numbers were greater than had been anticipated, and the officer commanding the British detachment applied for further assistance. A reinforcement being obtained, the work of clearing the
pettah of the presence of the enemy was not of long
duration. They were rapidly driven from street
to street, and finally forced to retire altogether.
A prisoner taken in the course of the conflict reported that Tippoo had convened his principal
officers, and exhorted them to make a: bold effort to
drive the English from the island, and recover tlie
tomb of Hyder Ali ; that the chiefs had thereupon
placed their turbans on the ground, and sworn to
succeed or perish in the attempt. The attack, the
prisoner added, was to be made that night, and the
march of the assailants was to be directed along the
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bank of the northern branch of the river to turn: the .cHAP.. XIV.
right flank of the British line, and to cut off the
communication with the· caf!lP· The acc?unt was
so circumstantial that it appeared deserving of credit-at least, it would have been jmprude~t to disregard it. Arrangements were accordingly, made for
effectually repelling an attack, should any~be made ..
The force in possession of the pettah was strengthened by the addition of four field-pieces to their
means of defence, and the troops lay on their arms
throughout the night. It passed, however, without
alarm ; and the morning shewed the whole of the
redoubts north of the river abandoned. · The English camp was thereupon advanced as near to the
bound hedge as was practicable,.picquets were sent
into the deserted redoubts, and a chain of posts com- .
pleted along the north and east faces of the fort, i}~,
converting the enemy's fortified ~amp and works
into lines of countervallation for the attack of his
capital. " The proud city of Seringapatam," says
Major Dirom, "which we could scarcely discern from
our first ground, was now in forty-eight ho;urs strongly
and closely invested on its two principal sides; the
enemy's army broken and dispirited; ours in perfect
order, and highly animated by their success."- '
Preparations for a siege were commenced without
delay. A little to the eastward of. the pettah was
a garden of great extent, containing the tomb of
Hyder Ali and a new palace erected by Tippoo.'*
•

* This was not the garden where Captain Hunter took post on
the night of the 6th of February, which lay to the we~tward of
VOL. II.
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It was filled with magnificent trees, now .destined
to .fall beneath the axes of the English pioneers,
and to be employed il} operations directed against
the last retreat of the man to wh9m their spreading
branches had formerly afforded shade, and their
fruits refreshment. Throughout the 8th of February,
while. the English were actively engag~d in preparing for the ·meditated blow against the citadel,
Tippoo shewed no symptom of energy, beyond wasting a large quantity of ammunition in a fruitless
cannonade directed to the island, to the redoubts,
·to every scattered English party, and sometimes to
.their head-quarters: but the distance on all sides·
was considerable; and the pleasure of maintaining
a continuous noise, and darkening the atmosphere
by masses of smoke, was the only advantage derived
from the exercise. In the evening he resolved to
renew his attempt at negotiation. No intercourse
of a pacific character had taken place for more than
a month, and to the last overture from the. enemy
Lord Cornwallis had indignantly answered, that
when the prisoners taken at Coimbatore, and unjustly detained in breach of the capitulation, should
be sent back, he would in concert with the allies
make arrangements for the commencement of negotiation. Two of these prisoners Tippoo now determined to employ as instruments of a new appeal to
the governor-general. Lieutenants Chalmers and
Nash were unexpectedly summoned to an audience
the pettah, and was of much smaller dimensions than that mentioned in the text.
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of the Sultan, and on their attendance were in- CHAP.
formed that they were about to be released.* After
communicating this welcome intelligence, Tippoo
inquired if the former officer were not related to
Lord Cornwallis? Receiving an answer in the negative, he then asked if he were not an officer of
high rank? Lieutenant Chalmers having disclaimed
this supposed ground of influence with the British
commander-in-chief, Tippoo next inquired whether
the emancipated prisoner, on his return, would have
any personal intercourse with the governor-general?
and having learned that he expected to be admitted
to an interview, the Sultan requested that be would
take charge of letters making overtures of peace,
and lend his aid towards attaining the object. The
charge was accompanied by a pr~sent to the officer'
receiving it of two shawls and five hundred rupees,
and a promise that the baggage of both himself and
~is companion should be sent after them. Lieutenant Chalmers .undertook
to gratify the Sultan's
<>
wishes by the delivery of the letters ; but at the
same time warned him, that beyond this it might
not be in his power to promote his views.
In the communication thus transmitted, Tippoo,
with his habitual disregard of truth, asserted that the
terms of the capitulation at Coimbatore had been
miSI·epresented-that Kummer-oo-Deen did not en-

* The topasses and part of the sepoys taken at Coimbatore
having been confined in the pettah, had previously obtained their
liberty through the success of the British army- in that quarter.
2I2
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gage· positively for the liberty of the garrison, but
OJ?-lY promised to recommend it. The counterpart
of the articles of capitulation, signed and sealed by
Kummer-oo-Deen, had been retained by Lieutenant
Chalmers ; and had he been able to produce this
with the letters of which he was the bearer, the
veracity of Tippoo would have required no further
illustration.. But the Sultan was too tender of his
reputation to expose it to such ha'Zard ; and before
the English officer was permitted to depart, he
was forcibly dispossessed of the document which.
would have furnished so unseasonable a commentary
on the letters. Lieutenant Chalmers, however, was
able to speak to its contents, and to the manner in
.
which it had passed out of his keeping; but notwithstanding this-notwitlistm:~ding that the demand
· for the surrender of the prisoners taken at Coimbatore had been but i)artially complied with, Lord
Cornwallis, with that degree of moderation which
verges on weakness, if it do not actually pass the
lhie of separation, yielded to the Sultan's request,
arid con·sented to admit his vakeels to confer with
those of the allied army.
Coincident with the pacific mission to the English
camp of Lieutenants Chalmers and Nash, Tippoo
was preparing another of a very different character.
His object was the death of the English commander-·
in-chief; and on an expedition directed to this purpose, a select body of horse moved on the same day
on which the two British officers were released, and

.
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crossed the river at Arikery. The movement. was CHAP.
observed, but no particular importance was attached
to it. The following day was employed by the detached party of the enemy in collecting information.
On the third day their advanced guard interposed
itself between the camp of Nizam Ali and that of
the English, not unobserved, but without exciting
suspicion, the intmders being mistaken for a party
of Nizam Ali's horse. So similar were they to that
body in appearance, that they were allowed, without
interruption, to advance to the British park of artillery. Arrived there, they carelessly asked of some
natives in attendance on the guns, which was the
tent of the burra Saib-the principal commander.
Even yet no suspicion was excited, but·the question
was misapprehended. . The inquiry was supposed to
apply to· the tent of Colonel Duff, the commandant
of the artillery, which was, without hesitation, pointed
out. The horsemen then suddenly drew their swords .
and galloped towards the tent which they supposed
to be that of Lord Cornwallis, cutting down the few
persons whom they met .on their way ; bl1t before
they reached the tent towards which they were
furiously riding, their ardour received a check. On
the alarm of their approach, a small body of sepoys
turned out, whose fire soon changed the course of
the horsemen, and sent' them towards the· hills in
flight, at the sam.e headlong speed with which they
were previously mshing to the tent of Colonel Duft~
Although, from the mistake that had occurred, Lord
Cornwallis had been in no danger, this attempt was
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justly thought to call for some additional precautions
· for securing the safety of his person.*
While the army of Lord Cornwallis was engaged
in preparing for the siege of Seringapatam, it was
joined by that of General Abercromby. That officer,
on the former retreat of the. governor-general from
before Tippoo's capital, had, in conformity with his
orders, withdrawn his army to Malabar. He had
himself proceeded to Bombay, where his duties as
governor required his presence ; but returning to
Telicherry after a short absence, with .a new battering train, a supply of ammunition and stores, and a
.body of recruits, the army of Bombay thereupon
quitted its cantonments and re-assembled at Cananore. Its subsequent march lying through a
•
mountainous country, the tr~nsport of the artillery
stores was attended with great difficulty; hut it
A. D. 1792.
had been surmounted, when, late in January, General Abercromby received orders from Lord Cornwallis to leave his battering train and advance. with

CHAP. XIV.
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An attempt against the person of Lord Cornwallis ~had been
made by three horsemen near Bangalore, but it was the mad result of intoxication. The attack mentioned in the text was premeditated with great care, and though it has been said that on
this occasion too the horsemen were under the influence of bang,
· the assertion 'is discredited by Colonel Wilks. That officer speaks
of this and the former attack as attempts at assassination. Major
Dirom, in speaking of the later attack, uses the same term. But
this view of the transaction appears unwarranted. Assassination
was with Tippoo an ordinary instrument of effecting his purposes ;
but an attack by a body of armed men upon the person of the
general of a hostile army, made with no ordinary boldness and
involving great personal danger, seems not to deserve to be stigmatized as an attempt at assassination.
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his field artillery only. The heavy guns and stores
were accordingly sent back to t~e top _of a ghaut
which the army had just descended, and there placed
in batteries er~cted for the defence of the pass. On
the lith of February General Abercromby crossed
the Cauvery about thirty miles above Seringapatam,
and after meeting with some annoyance from the
enemy's cavalry, who took part of his baggage, joined
Lord Cornwallis on _the 16th.
The vakeels of Tippoo had arrived, in accordance
with the permission given by Lord Gornwallis, and
the process of negotiation was carried on simultaneously with the most vigorous preparation on one
side for the prosecution of the siege-on the other,
for the defence' of Seriiigapatam. The fort was of
a triangular figure, covered by branches of the river
on its two largest sides. The, third side, which was
towards the island, was covered by strong outworks.
Two broad and massy ramparts, the second at a considerable distance within the first, and both having
good flank defences, a deep ditch with draw-bridges,
and various advantages derived from the skill of Tippoo's European servants in the modern principles· of
fortification, enhanced the difficulty of approach on
this side. Notwithstanding these circumstances, it
was, in the first instance, selected as the point for
the main attack, and the ground of the choice appears to have been an expectation that, as there were
no impediments but those· of art to encounter, the
superiority of the 1;3ritish troops and artillery would
secure success. More careful observation- led to
•
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the adoption of: a. different plan, the change beirig
accelerated by intelligeiwe . and suggestions from
Tippoo's European servants-who we~e now quite as
ready to exercise their skill and knowledge for his
destruction as they had previously been assiduous in
using them for his defence-and it was resolved to
make the principal attack across the river against
the ·north side of the fort. The curtain there was
perceptibly weak, and by extending close to the
· bank of the river, left no room for outworks. The
flank defences· were few, and of little value...::...the
ditch excavated from the rock was stated to be
inconsiderable, and was moreover dry. The stone
glacis built into the river was in two places imperfect. The walls, it was concluded, m{ght be trenched
to the foundations, and the probable effect would be
the filling up the greater part of the ditch. The
main objection was the intervention of the river;
but this was not thought sufficient to counterbalance
· the advantages of the plan.
The works constructed by the English advanced
~.ith great rapidity and great secrecy. When their
· design became fully visible, Tippoo, despairing of
_success in the endeavour to repel the invaders by
·. the fire of the fort, attempted to distress them by
turning the water from a large canal by which the
English camp was principally supplied. The attempt
was discovered in time to prevent its completion,
and the small damage which had been done to the
bank of the canal was speedily. repaired. On the
1792. 22nd of February, General Abercromby advanced
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his posts for the purpose of aiding in the operations CHAP. xiv.
of the siege. On the same day Tippoo made a new
effort to drive the English posts to a greater distanc.e
from his capital, but was defeated. Through two
succeeding days the besiegers · steadily proceeded
with their' preparations; in four days more it was
expected that two breaching batteries, one of twenty,
the other of twelve guns, would be ready to open,
together with. an enfilading battery of at least ten
pieces. These were to be aS'sisted by a cross fire from
the island, but more especially from the redoubt formerly called the Sultan's, but which had most properly received from the English the name of Sibald's
redoubt, in honour of the brave officer who fell while
commanding the gallant band who so nobly defended
it. Colonel Duff had his park fully provided andarranged. Even furnaces had been prepared for
heating shot, and from the combustible nature of the
materials of which many of the buildings within the
fort were composed, it was anticipated that the fire
of the batteries would not long be opened before the
place against which it was directed would be wrapt in '
flames. To add to the embarrassments of the ~nemy,
Purseram Bhow, with the Mahratta army oand Captain Little's brigade of English sepoys; was now approaching, as was Major Cuppage, with a force from
Coinibatore. While the allied armies were thus concentrating their force around Tippoo's capital, they
were exempted from the ·difficulty which' bad formerly driven Lord Cornwallis from before Seringapatam when victory seemed to be within his reach ;
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the supply of provisions was abundant. ,Such was
the condition of the armies of the allies-numerous,
well appointed and well supplied, the thunder of
their cannon was about to be poured upon a fort,
the last hope of the enemy, within which sate the
prince whose aggressions had brought to his gates as
a foe the head of the English government of India,
bound by the most imperative instructions to preserve peace if practicable, and disposed by his O"\V'll
wishes to maintain the same course. On the head
of the man who had so 'wantonly protracted the
calamities of war was the storm now approaching
about to burst. The English army almost looked
upon themselves as in possession of Seringapata~
A. D. 1792. when. on the 24th of February, or~ers were sent to
•the trenches that the working s~ould be discontinued, and all hostile demonstrations cease. The
orders were received with that feeling which accompanies the hearing of any sudden and inexplicable
communication. It was at first supposed that there
must have been some mistake-but it was soon ascei·tained that this belief had no foundation. The
orders became intelligible when it was known that,
after several days' conference between the agents of
the respective governments, those of the allies had delivered their ultimatum-that the conditions therein.
laid down had been assented to by the Sultan, and
the preliminaries signed. The discussion had been
brought to a conclusion ·on the 22nd, and the demands of the allies forthwith submitted to Tippoo.
They were embodie~ in ·five articles to the following
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effect :-First, that one-half of the dominions of CHAP.
which Tippoo was in possession before the war
should be ceded to the allies from the countries adjacent to theirs ; secondly, that. Tippoo should pay
three crores and thirty lacs of rupees, one-half im~
mediately, and the remainder by three instalments,
at intervals not exceeding four months eaeh. Six
m·ores had been originally demanded ; but the Sultan's vakeels detJ.ied the ability of their master to
pay more than the sum finally agreed upon, and
offered to confirm their denial by the solemnity of
an oath. After the tender of such a proof of their
veracity, who could disbelieve them? Lord Corn-:-wallis, it would seem, did not. The third article
stipulated that ·an prisoners taken by the four
powers-the English, the Nizam, the Mahrattas, •
and Tippoo-from the time of Hyder Ali, should be
restored ; the fourth, that two of Tippoo's sons
should be given as hostages for the due performance of the treaty _; and the fifth provided that
when the hostages should arrive in the camp with
the articles of the treaty, ~nder the seal of the Sultan, a counterpart should be sent from the three
powers, hostilities should ·entirely cease, and the
terms of a treaty of alliance and perpetual friendship should be agreed upon.
On reading these articles, Tippoo assembled his
principal officers in the great mosque, and having
laid before them the Koran, adjured them by its
contents to answer sincerely the question he was
about to pro1lose to them. Having read the arti-
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cles, he said, " You have heard th,e conditiQns of
peace-you have now to hear and answer my question. Shall it be peace or war?" The assemblage
· thus appealed to were loud and unanimous in professions of devotion to their sovereign, and of their
. readiness to lay down their lives in defence of his
person and capital ; but they were equally· unanimous in declaring-softening, ·however, the· repul. sive truth so as to render it not quite unfit to reach
the ears of an oriental despot, but still without
· disguising it-that the troops were altogether dispirited, and that no confidence could be placed in
them. The reed to which the fast sinking hopes
of Tippoo clung was now broken. The men who
never before had ventured to intrude upon theroyal
ear ally unwelcome sound, now dared .to speak that
which· was true in preference to that which was
' agreeable. The extremity of danger had made
them sincere, and for once their master had received
. counsel that was above suspicion. He felt that it
· could not be disregarded. The articles were signed
and dispatched to Lord Cornwallis, but indulgence
was solicited with regard to that which stipulated
for the . transmission of ·the preliininaries ·by the
youths who were to be detained as hostages. They
were not thus transmitted ; a short dehiy was asked
to allow ·of due preparation for the departure of the
princes, and the governor-general, with a very. laud:..
able feeling, granted it.
The liberality of Lord Cornwallis was not met
. with any indication of a similar nature on the part
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of the enemy. Even the stipulation for the immediate cessation of hostilities, to which· the Sultan's
seal had been affixed, was disregarded. Immediately on receiving the preliminaries, Lord Cornwallis
had issued those orders for the cessation of all warlike operations, which excited in his army so much
surprise, not unaccompanied by something of despondency and something of indignation. It was pot
without difficulty that the men could be restrained
.
from proceeding with the works which they had
anticipated were to put them in possession of Serin-.
gapatam; and enable them to effect the triumphant
deliverance of those victims of Tippoo's tyranny and
perfidy who still remained within his power. But
discipline prevailed-the wishes of the army were
yielded to the demands of duty, and all offensive
operations ceased. Not such was the conduct of
Tippoo and his garrison. For several hours the fire
of cannon from the fort, and of musketry from the
advanced parties of the enemy, was kept up more
vigorously than before ; a British officer and several
men were wounded in consequence of this audacious
contempt of an engagement so recently concluded.
Most just would the retribution have been, had
the governor-general revoked his former orders,
recommenced the construction of his abandoned
works, and prosecuted the siege to the point when
the possession of Tippoo's capital should have been
deeided by the comparative valour or the comparative numbers of those· who assailed and. those who
defended it. .Lord Cornwallis,. however, contented
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himself with a series of messages, the earlier of
which produced no effect. It may be doubted whether the latter were more efficacious than those
which preceded them, or whether the discontinuance
of the firing is not attributable to the influence of
that caprice to which Tippoo was accustomed to
s:urrender himself; but from some cause the firing
came to an end, and the irritation which it occasioned in the minds of the British troops, who
found themselves placed on unequal terms with the
enemy, subsided. On this instance of the Sultan's
folly and perfidy the' observations of Major Dirom
deserve notice, from their justness and force. " This
extraordinary conduct in the enemy," says he, "was
supposed in camp to arise from a mistake in the
vakeels not having acquainted their master that
hostilities must cease : but the Sultan could not be
ignorant of the articles he had signed and sealed
the preceding ·night; nor was this any great testimony of the sincerity of his wishes to terminate the
war. Indeed, his conduct could bear no other construction than an insolent and revengeful bravado,
to fire upon us when he could with impunity, and
to impose upon the ignorant part of his own ~ub
jects and our allies, and leave their minds impressed
with an idea that his superior fire (for we had
opened no guns upon the fort) and his resolute defence had been the means of his obtaining peace."*
· On the 26th of February, the fourth article of the
preliminaries was carried into effect by the departure

* Major Dirom's Narrative, page 222.
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of the hostage princes from Seringapatam to the
British camp. The elder of the princes was about
.ten years of age ; his brother two years younger.
Each was mounted on an elephant richly caparisoned, and their dresses glittered with numerous and valuable jewels. They were attended by
the Mysorean vakeels who had conducted the negotiation ; several messengers mounted on camels,
and seven standard-bearers, carrying small green
flags suspended from rockets, preceded the princes ;
a hundred pikemeu, with spears inlaid with silver,
immediately followed them; and a guard of two
hundred sepoys with a party of horse brought up the
rear. Great crowds were collected to witness the
scene, whether actuated by the desire of behoiding an
imposing spectacle, or by some higher motive. The
Sultan himself was on the rampart above the gateway through which his sons passed. They departed
under a salute from the fort; and as they approached
the British camp, twenty-one discharges from its
park of artillery greeted their coming, while the part
of the British line which they passed was turned out
to receive them. On arriving at the tents prepared
·for their reception, they were met by the governorgeneral's agent Sir John Kenaway, and the vakeels
of the Nizam and the Mahratta state. The governor-general had proposed to meet them here ; but at
the express desire of Tippoo this mark of attention
was omitted, and it was arranged that they should
proceed to the British head-quarters. The proces-
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sion ·accordingly advanced, with. the addition. which
. ·it _had received from the accession of the diplomatic
agents of the allies and their attendants, and Was.
met by Lord Corn~allis, accompanieq. by his staff
and .some of the chief officers of the army, at th~
door of his lordship's principal tent. On the princes
. alighting, the governor-general embraced .them; and
1 ,then extending to each one of his han_ds, led them
., in,to the. tent and seated them by his side. The .
, duty, ofTippoo's head vakeel, who had been. placed
. in :charg~ of the boys, was now at an end ; and he
signalized its conclusion by a graceful appeal to the
. ft:elings of Lord Cornwallis. . " These children," said
1 he, "were. this morning the. sons of the Sultan, my
m?-ster ; their situation is now, changed, and they·
must look up to your lordship as their father." The
. governor-general made an appropriate reply, assuring
the vakeel, and the princes themselves, that all pos-1sible care would be taken for the protection"of their
..p~r~OJ?S and the promotion of their happiness. The
promise was religiously fulfilled;. and the transfer
of the paternal character. announced by the vakeel
. "ceased," says Colonel Wilks, "to be an. Oriental
image, if determined by the test of paternal atten~ '
tionA." A strong interest for the captive yout~s was ·
indeed prevalent throughout the British army; \a 1
feeling which, with regard to, the younger, was, increased by the affecting circumstance of his p1other
having recently died from fright, occasioned by ·,~he
•
attack on Tippoo's lines. So fully w~ the Sultan
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contented with the reception of his sons, that he CHAP.
ordered a royal salute to be· fired in 'testimony ofliis
satisfaction.
In partial payment of the sum stipulated by the
preliminaries, a crore of rupees was forwarded by
Tippoo to the British camp. The vakeels continued
to meet for the arrangeii1ent or-the definitive treaty;
but their progress was embarrassed by the usual
arts of Indian negotiators. The cessions to be made
by Tippoo we~e to be determined with reference to
revenue ; but the Sultan's vakeels pretended that
the revenue accounts of many- districts were lost,
and· proposed to supply their place ·by statements
which 1 as might be expected, invariably over-rated
the resources of the provinces to be surrendered,
and under.:rated those which were to be retained by
their master. The vakeels of the Nizam and the
Mahrattas produc~d counter-statements, which in
all probability were not less unfairly exaggerated or
· diminished than those of Tippoo. This was not the
only source of difference. The value of the Sultan's
coins was fixed by public regulation; and it ·was
•not unreasonable to expect that, in the paym~nts
to be made by that prince to the confederates, this
valuation should be followed. Tippoo's vakeels,
however, affirmed that it was applicable only to the
receipt of money into .the treasury ; and that when
issued from thence, it was always at a rate much
more favourable to the sovereign. This was probably true; but the allies were not readily to be
persuaded to receive payment at the rate at which
VOL. JI.
2K
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the Sultan had been accustomed to ·liquidate the
debts due from him to his subjects. A m~d?le course
was at l~ngth adopted : . the vak~ei.s .of the allies
agreed to divide the difference in their respective
modes of estimating the value of the coil}S,. and thus
to allow to the Sultan one-half the advantage which
.
.
-'
'·
he obtained in dealing with th?se who could not
resist him. · A similar compromise was eff~cted with·
regard to the estimated value of the different pro-: ·
vinces constituting his dominions, .and the labours
of the negotiators seemed in a fair way ?f coming
to a speedy conclusion.
But a new difficulty arose. Among the cessions
demanded on behalf ·of the allies was Coorg:, a ·
mountainous country of considerable extent, but
yielding only a very moderate tribute. The people
of Coorg were Hindoos, and in their habits not vm:y
dissimilar fr;om the Nairs of Malabar. · They were
warlike, and averse to foreign dominion. They had,
however, been subdued by Hyder Ali; and though
frequent insurrections had taken place, they were
speedily suppressed, and the country continued to
be .an appendage to the throne of Mysore. The
Rajah, when a youth, had been imprisoned by
Tippoo ; but effecting his escape, he succeeded in
collecting round him a band of followers, by whose
assistance he was enabled to assert his authority,
and gradually to dispossess the foreign population
which, in conformity with a.frequent practice of the
house of Hyder Ali, had be~n settled in the country. Not satisfied v;rith this measure of success, he
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retaliated on his enemy by levying contributions on
the territory adjoining his own frontier, and by
these predatory excursions he retrieved the resources
of a country exhausted by the oppression of foreign
conquerors. On the commencement .of hostilities
between the English and Tippoo, he gave passage
to the army of General Abercromby ,through his
dominions, and greatly facilitated their- operations
by the supply of provisions, the communication of
intelligence, and the extension of every species of
aid which he could command.* He had therefore
"' In supplying the' necessities of his protectors, the Rajah
never declined either trouble or danger. An application was
made to him for a supply of gun-bullocks. He answered, that
the bullocks of Coorg were quite unfit for the purpose.· This
answer was not the effect of coldness to the cause of his -friends,
nor of any desire to evade the request made- to him. It was in
-strict accordance with fact; and the Rajah immediately under•
took a most hazardous expedition into Mysore to obtain for the
English a supply of beasts adapted to their wants from the stock
of their common enemy, the Sultan. He succeeded; and subsequently made other irruptions with the same object, and with
similar success. His character was altogether extraordinary, and
was marked by a degree of romantic generosity of rare occurrence
anywhere, and most rare among the generally corrupt, effeminate, and perfidious race of Eastern princes. At the time of
General Abercromby's passage through Coorg in 1791, the Mysoreans had been dispossessed of every fort which they had occupied, except Mercara, which was closely invested by the Coorgs,
and expected to surrender within a very short period. rntelligence, however, was received of tl;le approach of a convoy of
provisions, escorted by a considerable body of troops; but this
force was attacked and defeated by the Rajal1, and being ultimately surrounded, was left without the possibility ·of escape .
. The immediate surrender of Mercara was consequently anticipated by th<> English general, who was greatly surprised to learn,
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a strong claim to the protection of the British government, which could only effectively be exerted by
the transfer of his tributary dependence from Tippoo to· the power whose interests the qoorg. Rajah
had so zealously promoted. Were he given up to
the discretion of the Sultan of Mysore, no question
could exist as to the use which would be made of
the liberty. The honour of the British government
seemed, therefore, involved in the assertion of the
.
.
\

·-~

from the intelligence which next reached him, that the convoy
had been allowed to enter l\4ercara, and the escort to return in
safety. The obvious conclusion was, that such an arrangement
could only be the result of treachery, and that the Rajah was
leagued with Tippoo against those with whom he had hitherto
been acting. But his condu.ct merited more favourable interpretation ; and such an explanation of it was given as satisfied
~he English authorities of his sincerity, however they might ais-·
approve of his acts. The commander of the escort had, during
the Rajah's imprisonment, shewn him some aCts of kindness;
and he had established a still higher claim upon his gratitude, by
preserving the honour of one of his sisters, and restoring her to
the· protection of her brother. · The indulgence shewn by the
prince was in acknowledgment of these favours. Even the killadar of Mercara, in compliment to the officer in. charge of the
convoy, was permitted for a time to remain. free from molestation.
With the aid of the ~nglish army the place might have been
reduced immediately; but the Rajah declined to receive it. Still,
Mercara was not to remain in the hands of, the enemy. An understanding was established with the killadar, who was enjoined to ·
consume all his provisions as fast as was practicable with a decent '
regard to appearances. This being accomplished, h~ was ,permitted to capitulate on term~ ; · and the romantic Rajah. no.t only
gave the officer and his garrison safe conduct to Seringapatam,
but presented them with a liberal donation of money. The wall!!
of Mercara were then razed to the ground. Eastern romance
scarcely presents any thing more extraordinary ~han these inci~
~ents of Eastern history.'

a
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demand for the tran~fer of Coorg;. but on the other CHAP. XIV.
hand, as that country was not properly adjacent to
the territories of ~ny of the allied powers, the demand was not in strict accordance with the terms
of the preli~inaries.*
The rage of Tippoo, on learning the demand
made on behalf of the English, was unbounded.
'~ To which of the English possessions," he asked,
" is Coorg adjacent? Why do they not ask for the
key of Seringapatam ?" To these passionate inquiries he added a declaration, that his enemies
knew that he would sooner have died in the breach
than consent to the cession, and that they dared not
bring it forward till they had treacherously obtained
possession of his children and treasure. · It is certain that the possession of Coorg was most important to the English, as enabling them to hold
Tippoo in check. For this reason, as well ;:ts in
regard to the just claims of the. Rajah upon their
protection, it is ·deeply to be lamented that the'
preliminaries were not so fram~d ·as to allow of
the demand for its surrender without giving the
Sultan even a colourable pretence fo1· complaining
of bad faith. The importance of Coorg, and the
services of the· Rajah, could scarcely have been .
overlooked when the preliminaries were drawn.
If such were the fact, the case was one of most

* The article relating to the cession of territory ran thus : " One-half of the dominions of which Tippoo Sultan was in possession before the war to be ceded to the allies, from the countries
adjacent, according to their situation." '
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reprehensible negligence. But the more probable
opinion seems to be, .that from ·the weak .anxiety
of the governor-general for -peace, it was judged
expedient to frame the preliminaries in such a manner .as to keep out of sight any point likely to be
peculiarly startling or disagreeable to the Sultan's.
(eelings. The result was, that the English were
ultimately compelled either to assert a claim i~1
which their right was, to say the least, suspicious,
.or to abandon· a meritorious supporter to the mercy
.of the tyrant of Mysore.
In this choice of evils, the governor-general made
his election in favour of that which perhaps was,
on the whole, the less. He refused to recede from
the demand, ordered some guns which had been
E;ent away to be brought back to the island and
redoubts, and preparations recommenced for prosecuting the siege. Tippoo, with equal vigour,
began to prepare for defence. Indeed he had
sca~cely, if at all, discontinued the work.
For
some time after the cessation of all active labours
on the part of the English, the stir of preparation
was observable within the fort. This, being contrary to the rules of an armistice and the custoni of
war, no less than to the conduct of the besiegers,
was made the subject of remonstrance. Tippoo, in
a to~e of insolence thinly disguised under an appearance of extreme humility, answered, that Lord
Cornwallis must have been misinformed; but for
his lordship's satisfaction, if he desired, one of the
bastions should be thrown down, that he might see
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into the fort. The unexpected demand of the CHAP.
Coorg country furnished the Sultan with a sufficient
excuse for pursuing his operation~ without disguise,
and he lost no time in availing· himself of the opportunity.
• The ability of the English to carry on the siege
. was greatly impaired by the delay which had taken
· place. The greater part of the materials collected
for the purpose had become unfit for· use, and fresh
supplies could be obtained only from a considerable
distance an,d with considerable labour. The trenches
had suffered much injury, and required repair-·and
worse than all, the army, especially the ·Em·opean
pa1't of it, by confinement to a fixed spot in an unhealthy situation during the inost unhealthy season,
had become greatly enfeebled by the encroachments
'of disease.. So rapidly was sickness extending, that
there was some reason to fear that by the time
the necessary preparations ·for assault were completed, the requisite number of men for .making
the attempt, with a fair probability of success,
would not remain effective. In other quarters
there was ground for apprehension. Differences
existed between the Nizam and the Mahratta allies
of the British, and but little reliance could be
placed on the fidelity of either, while Scindia was
in motion with views believed to be not friendly to
British interests. Thus circumstanced, every hour
of delay diminished the strength of the British
army and increased its danger, while it enabled
I
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Tippoo to add something to the difficulties with
which it had to contend. To gain ti.me by protracted negotiation was obviously the -interest of the
enemy, while to the English it was important to
bring the point in dispute at .once to a close. With
a view to expediting such a result, on the return ~f •
the vakeels with the report of Tippoo's refusal to
assent _to the surrender of Coorg, the two hostage
princes were apprized that they must prepare to
move the next morning towards Corom.andel, and
their Mysorean guards were disarmed and placed
under restraint. The youths, who were much- affected. by the intimation, were, in accordance with it,
conducted to the rear of the army, but were there
permitted to halt a:nd await the result of a further
attempt on the part of Tippoo's vakeels to induce
their master, as they said, " to hear reason." These
officers were desired to intimate that unless the signature of the Sultan were affixed without delay
to a definitive treaty, based on the arrangements
concluded between them and the . vakeels of the
allies, hostilities would be immediately resumed.
Purseram Bhow had now arrived,_ and, according to
Mahratta custom, felt little disposition to respect any
suspension of arms which interfered with the ac.:. '
quisition ·of plunder. His horsemen set vigorously
to ·work, and carried' off a number of camels· and
cattle belonging to the enemy. Against this b1;each
of the armistice Tippoo remonstrated, but: it- perhaps had some effect in influencing his final deter-
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mination. After various excuses, th~ vakeels, on CHAP. XIV.
the 18th of March, once more appeared with the A.D. Y792.
trea.ty duly ratified in triplicate, and on the following day it was formally presented to Lord Cornwallis by the captive sons of the Sultan.
. The effect of this treaty was to bring the frontier
o( the Mahrattas to the river Toombuddra, which
..
was their boundary about thirteen years before ; to
restore to Nizam Ali his territories north of that
river, and the possession of Kurpa on its. south ;
while the English obtained Malabar, Coorg, Dindigul,
and Biramahal, all of them cessions of considerable
importance iri adding to the strength and compactness of the Company's territories.
Still there is reason to lament that Tippoo Sultan
should have been granted terms so · favourable.
They were not such as might have been expected
from the language held by Lord Cornwallis pre- ,
viously to the negotiation. He had declared that
to allow Tippoo to retain even a considerable· por,..
tion of his power and possessions at the conclusion
of the war, would only, instead of real peace, give us
an armed truce, and that he would immediately reject
any proposal of that nature; yet Lord Cornwallis.
left Tippoo in possession of a very considerable portion of his former power and possessions. The governor-geiit:)ral, however, qualified the declaration •
above referred to by adding, that if such concessions
were offered as would put it out of the enemy's
power to disturb the peace of India in future, he
would suffer no p1·ospects, however brilliant, to post ..
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pone the conclusion of a general peace.* Lord
. Cornwallis, therefore, did not meditate the total
annihilation of Tippoo's power; but only such reduction of it as would deprive bini of the ability to
do mischief. Did he effect this ? Did he insist on
such terms· as put it out of. Tippoo's power to ·disturb the peace of India ? In the progress of this
narrative it will be seen that he did not. Perhaps
no more jnjudicious course could have been taken
than· that pursued by Lord Cornwallis.
The humiliation and loss to which the Sultan was
subjected would naturally influence his previous
feelings of enmity, and be was left with the means
,of gratifying those feelings. Whether Lord Corn- .
wallis was swayed by deference to the prevailing
prejudices in England, in opposition to the dictates
of his own judgment, or whether he participated in
those prejudices, cannot be distinctly known. But
whatever the motive, his choice was unfortunate.
In defending it, he asserted that it would· be more
beneficial to the public interest than the capture of
Seringapatam, and that it would render the final
settlement with the allies more easy. The latter
position it ,is difficult to understand. The former
seems to confirm a report to which Sir Thomas
Mumo adyerts, that Lord Cornwallis actually felt
disinclined to effect the capture of Seringapatam,
and had frequently exclaimed, " What shall I do
with this place?" Sir Thomas Munro's comment
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* These views were expressed by Lord ·Cornwallis in his correspondence with the government of Madras.
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on this is replete w'ith good·sense:· "·I would have CH~xiv.
said, ' Keep it, as the best· barrier you can have to
your own countries.'"* The advice would have
been sound, but it would then have been rejected,
because not in accordance with the fashionable doctrine of moderation ; a doctrine not only sanctioned
by the suffrage of public opinion, but solemnly incorporated into the provisions of the law. The
necessity which Lord Cornwallis had felt for deviating to a certain extent from the course of policy laid
down for him, may well be supposed to have in
•
some degree alarmed the champions of the popular
creed. But the shock was transient, and it was, with
an extent of faith worthy of a better object, still
· believed that the British government in India could
maintain itself exactly in the position in which it
then existed, without either gaining or losing an inch
of territory or an atom, of power. " The Indian
government in England," says Sir John Malcolm,
" had seen (perhaps wi~h regret) that events which
they had no power of controlling had forced Lord
Cornwallis to an actual departure from that ·purposed system of forbearance and neutrality which
they had believed practicable, and which they had so
earnestly recommended to his attention; and that,

* Life, vol. i. page 131. Sir Thomas Munro adds some remark!<, not less true than lively. " Every thing now is done
by moderation and conciliation. At this rate, we shall be all
Quakers in twenty years more. I am still of the old doctrine,
that the best method of making all princes keep the peace, not
excepting even Tippoo, is to make it dangerous for them to disturb your quiet."
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xrv. in opposition to those views which they p.aq :taken of
their interests, theit~ teri·itories had bee.n greatly· increased and their political relations much~~~tended
during his administration. The admission of that
necess'ity which forced Lord Cornwallis .into a.:.course
of measures so contrary to their w1shes·and policy,,
does not appear to have been followed by a coridusion that the same causes might again produce the
same effect ; and a general impression would appear
at this period to have been received, .in England,.
that the exertions of that nobleman had placed the
•
affairs of the Company on the true footing of security and strength which had been so long desired,
and that nothing was requisite but mild, moderate,
and conciliatory councils in the local authorities~ to
secure the lasting tranquillity and prosperity of the
British posse~sions in India."*
In judging of the proceedings of Lord Cornwallis,
due allowance should undoubtedly be made for the
influence, of the delusive state of feeling with regard
to Indian affairs which was all but universal in England, and for the desire which the governor-general ·
may be supposed to have entertained to offer to··
that feeling as little offence, as possible. But one
of the preliminary articles was so shamelessly and
scandalously evaded, that no consideration of expediency ought to have been permitted to restrain the.'
British government from expressing its indignation,
and, if necessary, compelling by force the due execu-

. * Sketch. of the Political History of India, ed. 1811, ·pages
133, 134.
.
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tion of the provision thus atrociously violated. It
was provided that all prisoners from the time of
Hyder Ali should be set at liberty. Tippoo had
carried off a great number of pris'oners from Coromandel, whom he had detained in violation of the
treaty qf 1784, and who, notwithstanding the conclusion of the subsequent treaty, were unable to regain their liberty except by stealth. These persons·
fled "in considerable numbers, and were received by
the English, but in a manner which seemed as though
they, were ashamed of performing this duty;* and
no means were adopted to ascertain how many of
these unhappy persons still remained within the tyrant's power. Some inquiry was made respecting the
officers and soldiers taken during the war; but with
regard even to them the English authorities appear
to have been satisfied with whatever explanation it
pleased the vakeels of Tippoo to give, although there
was strong ground for suspecting that in several instances the missing parties had fallen victims to the

* "The shameless infraction of the treaty of 1784, with regard
to the inhabitants of Coromandel; had been daily and constantly
evinced during· the whole period subsequent to the 6th of February.
In consequence of confidential communication from these unhappy
captives, Colonel Stuart had latterly appointed the southern redoubt for their resort by night; and it was an interesting spectacle at the dawn of every mor~ing to see its whole circumference
surrounded with men, women, and children, with their cattle and
effects, who were passed over to the island· before broad daylight,
and fo~warded by Lord Cornwallis's orders by the first escort, and
with such aid as they required; and, notwithstanding the mortality which had thinned their numbers, many thousands were in
this manner restored to their native homes."-Wilks's Historical
Sketches, vol. iii. pp. 249, 250.
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Sultan's vengeance. Some of the followers of tii~
English camp who had been made prisoners returned
after a time, each mutilated of a hand. These unfortunate men were shewn to the ·vakeels, who said;
that they had been caught plundering, and that the
barbarous punishment inflicted on them' was .without
the Sultan's knowledge. The ignorance of the Sultan was indeed always pleaded to exonerate him .
from responsibility for the cruelties exm~cised ·under·
his authority. He, it was said, did not sanction
them, and could not inquire into ali the details of
his government.* With such ready apologies_ as
these the governor-general was content~
If, however, Lord Cornwallis. failed in some points
in which the national honour was materially concerned, he manifested great personal disinterestedness, by relinquishing for the benefit of the army
his share of booty. The example was followed by
Ge1teral Medows; who, though he had proved himself unfit for the exercise of an independent command of importance, appears to have merited the
character of a brave soldier and a generous ma1i.'!

*

Major Dirom's Narrative, pages 235, 236.
That he was free from professional jealousy, and little influenced by either ambition or avarjce, is proved by the terms in
which he spoke of Lord Cornwallis, whose presence superseded
him in the chief command, and by the fact of his having' declined
to succeed that nobleman on his retiring from the government of
Bengal. The following passage from his letter to the Co~rt of
Directors, on receiving this honourable offer, may attest his
frankness, gallantry, candour, and moderation. " Though the
elements, more faithful allies to Tippoo than either the Nizam's
troops or the Mahrattas to us, have obliged us to defer the siege

t
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As soon as the arrangements between the belli- CHAP. XIV.
gerents could be regarded
•. as finally concluded, Lord
Cornwallis became anxious to remove his arn~y with
all practicable speed from the pestilential spot which
was rapidly consuming its strength. The governor.:.
general arrived.at Madras late j~ May, and in Bengal in July following. After hi~ departure· from A. D. 1792.
Seringapatam, Tippoo a.ssembled the chiefs of his
army and the heads of departments, .a~d 'infornierl
them, that the contribution of. three cr~res and
thirty lacs, by which he had purchased the absence
of the invaders, must be prov:ided for at the joint cost
o{himself, the army, and tlie people at large.* His
'

of Seringapatam, I still flatter myself it is only postponed, and
not put off farther than from June to January; when, if he does
not make a peace, which I take to be so much the interest of all
parties, the loEs of his capital, I hope and•expect, will be soon
followed by the loss of his kingdom. Lord Cornwallis, who sees
every thing, who does every thing, and who is every thing, will,
I hope, have the peace in ~uch forwardness by January, as to
enable me to go home with propriety, while he stays another year
to complete the great and arduous undertaking he so happily began, has so nobly continued, and I have no doubt will so perfectly
conclude, to his own honour and your satisfaction. But· should
things take another turn, and there should not be peace, though
I beg leave to decline going to Bengal after January 1792, I
never quit this country till I have co~manded the storming-party
at Seringapatam, or until the war is over. When, after. the
handsome and independent fortune I shall have made in your
service (I should guess about forty thousand pounds, but I will
tell you the uttermost farthing the moment I know it), entirely
by proper saving from your liberal appointments, if you shall
think 'the labourer worthy of his hire,' I' shall be most amply
compensated."
* Colonel Wilks's Sketches, vol. iii. page 255.
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.oWn share·was,',.iri the. ex~;cise. of his 'royal grace
·-aiJ.d ..benig~ity, fi~e~·at <?J?.e cror~ and ten lacs-one~hi~~ ·of the ..!=ll1tire imount.. >sixty lacs we~·e to be
fu~:hi;~ed~
by_ith~
:·ar~y.·
Js·· a."nuzerana or gift-a
It
'
•. • ..
...
~ •
~
.do~a.ti:on -'be~t~w~q',as'fr~<tly.,and;with the same degree ~f g<iou-wi!J· ~~rwas ~ fo~ei:ly ·,in. England the
" bi:n'ie;V.~l~~~.~;::- .~? $ailed, it} aid :the sovereign's
necessftie~icfT4~.. F~~aining·one· ctore and sixty lacs
•
•"
• ..
.•
•
! , ..
.•
wer~ to'lie;provided •by:·the civil officers:and the inha..,
•t..J:.,
_ '
,.. ...
. bi!ants s-enerally:· ,The rriode•of distributing this last
share· of: the 'burden was left ,to the heads of the
ci~il· O.epartment~, who • prudently endeavoured to
relie~e themselves
as f~r·as possible from its pres....
sure.. The accounts, however, were made up with
all the strictness whi~h 'was due to public decorum,
and to the characters of the responsi_ble parties who
exercised contr~tover them. Each civil officer was
debitea with the sum which in fairness he might ..be
called upon to pay, and a corresponding entry of the _
discharge of the c]aiih ~as m~de with due precision.
Sultan condescended
to examine those
.Had·:·the
.
.
~:t;ecor~s, he must have been delig~ted, not only by
the accuracy with which they were made up, but
by the severe exactness maint~ined by those who
. prepared them; in regard to their own contributions.
But •the books were false \vitnesses, and those by
whom. they were compiled paid nothing. Their
shares were paid by an extra levy upon. the inha~itants of each qistrict beyond the amounCof the
nominal assessment. There was one inconvenience
attending this ingenious operation. The great men,
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with whom it origi~ated, could not;coriceal th~ pro-: CHAP. XIV~
cess from their officia:l.inferiors';:.the latter were-not
to be pe~suaded _th'at thqse .abo.ve' them..possess~d any
~
.. .
. . " .. ' ... ..
'
exclusive cla:im to the ex~rCise~of frap.d a.:nd· extor:.
~
t.
"'
~·
tion-and it follo:wed. that;.'tof~ecur.e iYlpuni~y to
themselves, the,higher: offi~~rf wel:e ~biiged.~o pon:.
nive at conduct: ~imil~r.to 'their.o\~:q·in."ever:Y pirson
engaged· in the ~collection. ·It!-is~·not'·
·aJ.ffi~ult 'to
"1
."\ ... , •
conceive what was the.· situationrof :a' country '·thus.
plundered at the discretion ·of ev,er'y r~veri'!le o~cei; .
from the chi~f who· stbod in the ,royal presence, 'to
the lowest runner who conveyed to the mis.erable
inhabitants the un~elcom~ ~rder to deiiver·theil•.cherished hoards. Under such a system, it is obviol).sly
impossible to ascertain how much was extorted from
the suffering people ; but it was generally b~Iieved
th~t the sum far efecee1ed the who1e .amo-qnt ;which,.
according to the allotmei1t made by the Sultan, they
were called upon to pay. Yet, at the end of several
~
years, a balance of sixty lacs .still stood on the J?~oks
of the treasury against the country. Torture"in its.
most horrible forms was resorted to; but from utter
destitution even torture could ~xtort nothing ; and
that obstinate determination, which in the East so
often accompanies and fortifies the love of money,
.
not unfrequently defieu the in~iction. Such. are
the ordh1ary incidents of native govm·nments; and
it must be remembe~;ed, that o( s~cli governments,
that of Tippoo waso by no means the worst. With
regard to the fulfilmep.t of the pecuniary engagements of that prince with the allies, it will be
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x1v. sufficient: .without entering into details, to state,
that at the end of about two years its progress permitted the resto!·ation of the two hostage princes
to their father. They were accompanied by Captain Doveton ; and Tippoo, in the exercise of that
hatred to the English which long indulgence had
rendered almost uncontrollable, hesitated whether
he should admit the British officer to his presence.
The question was submitted f~n·. the opinion of his
councillors. They represented that the Sultan's
refusal ~ight excite suspicion, and that the Englishman might be amused with professions of friendship,
while " whatever was in the heart might remain
there." This sage and honest advice the Sultan
followed. Captain Doveton was received with great
courtesy, and personally surrendered his charge to
the Sultan. Tippoo exhibi~ed· no emotion on recovering from captivity two persons who might be
•
supposed so dear to him. His reception of them
was far less warm and affectionate than that which
they had met from Lord Cornwallis on being placed
under his care.
The war with Tippoo was the great event of Lord
Cornwallis's administration ; and nothing of a similar
nature occu.rred to deserve notice, except the capture of the French settlements in the year following
that which had terminated the disputes with Mysore.
The French revolution had lighted up the flames of
war throughout Europe, and England had embarked
in the struggle to chain the demon, whose avowed
object was the ·destruction of all existing thrones,
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institutions, and forms of government; . The attention of the British governments in India was thus
directed to the reduction of' the . possessions of
France in that country, and they fell almost without an effort to maintain them. Lord Cornwallis
hastened from Bengal to undertake the command
of an expedition against Pondicherry ; but no such
difficulties or labours as were encountered by Sir
Eyre Coote fell to the lot of the English when
again the capital of the French possessions in India
was summoned to surrender. No protracted siegeno formidable array of lines and batteries were required. Before the arrival of the governor-general
the place had yielded to a British force under Celonel Braithwaite. This event took place in August,
1793. The reduction of the minor French settlements was effected with equal .ease and celerity;
and again, as had happened thirty-two years before,
not a staff throughout the wide expanse of India
was surmounted by the French flag ; nor did a
French soldier remain in the country, except as the
servant of some native prince or the prisoner of the
British government.
It now remains only to advert to the changes
effected by Lord Cornwallis in the internal administration of the territories subject to the presidency
of Bengal. It will be recollected that the dew~nny
or administration of the revenue and·financial departments of the state had been bestowed on the EastIndia Company by the Mogul, and that the power
had been formally assumed, although th.e condition
2L2
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o.n which it was granted was n~t implicitly observed.
·From the weakness of the native government~; the
Nizamut, or remaining powers of the state, passed
at first covertly, and afterwards ostensibly, into the
hands of the English, who thus became the sole rulers
of a very extensive and eminently ill-governed territory. In all native states abuse is the rule, not the
exception; and Bengal, under its later nabobs, might
be taken aK a type of the worst ordered. During
the period of transition, when the old authority was
rapidly falling into decay, and gathering round it
the· ordinary concomitants of weakness, contempt,
and opposition, while that which was supplanting it
had as yet neither the physical power nor the moral
respect which are the growth of time-when no one
precisely knew with whom any particular portion of
authority resided, nor in what manner the rights and
duties of government were apportioned between the.
tottering, sinking musnud of an indolent,. effeminate,
_powerless prince, and the council chamber of the
stranger merchants 'Yhom the course of events had so
wonderfully associated with the destinies of Hindostan-when all was unsettled, indefinable, and precarious, the native policy, which prescribes that each
man should secure to himself as large a portion as he
can of the objects of human desire, without regard to
the means employed or the personal claims of others,
received an extraordinary measure of accelera~ion
and strength. The state of the country with regard
to the two great branches of administration, revenue
and law, was briefly but comprehensively described
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in two short passages of a letter addressed, during
an early period of Hastings's administration, by the
president and council of Bengal to the Court of
Directors. With regard to revenue, it was observed
that "the Nazims exacted what ther could from
the zemindars and great· farmers of the revenue;
whom they left at liberty to plunder all below,
reserving to themselves the prerogative of plunder~
ing them in their turn when they were supposed to
have enriched themselves with the spoils of the·
country." On the morality of this it is unnecessary
to say a word; the misery engendered by it stands
not in need of illustration ; but the infatuation
with which avarice sought to gratify its insatiate
appetite by plundering all within its range, though
sure that nothing could be retained-that equal
avarice, armed with greater power, would compel a
full surrender of the fruits of rapine, might afford
opportunity for instructive remark were there place
for it. All grades of revenue officers engaged in
the work of plunder with an l}Vidity which seemed
to imply a conviction that they were working for
their own benefit ; yet none but the highest were
able to keep what th<;Jy gained. Such is the power
of a passion which appears to d~fy not more the
restraints of justice than the dictates of common
sense-such is _a picture of society in an Indian
state, where the exercise of extortion is unhrE)rsal,
but the enjoyment of its profits confined to a select
and powerful few-where the plunderer of to-day is
the victim of to-morrow-where the minor oppres-
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sor plies his craft but to enrich his more dignified
brethren, and endures a life of anxiety and guilt
without recompense or alleviation.
With respect to the administration of justice;
the situation of Bengal at the period alluded to
was not less wretched than with regard to the collection of the revenue. The government reported
that " the regular course was everywhere suspended ;
but every man exercised it who had the power of
compelling others to submit to his decisions." What
it was that, in such a state of society, every man who
. had power dispensed to his neighbours, may readily
be imagined. It will not be suspected that it was
either justice or law. The administrator in this
case, like the revenue officer, had no object but to
promote his own interest. " Decisions," like other
commodities, were marketable, and, in conformity
with the custom of trade, were sold to the best
bidder. Where any exception occurred, the volunteer administrator of what was called justice was
actuated by personal motives of favour or revenge.
These enormous abuses were tolerated too long; but
at length a movement was made for their suppression, and, under the authority of instructions from
home, Hastings exerted himself vigorously to introduce improvement. A board of revenue was esta-:'
blished at the capital ; European collectors, with
native assistants, were appointed in the provinces;*

* European officers, called supervisors, had, for several years,
been stationed in the provinces ; but their principal employment
had been to collect information, of which the government was
greatly in need.
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and certain members of the council were deputed
to make circuits for the purpose of carrying the new
arrangements into execution. In the judicial department, two principal courts, called the Sudder Dewanny Ada;wlut and the Sudder Nizamut Adawlut,
were created, and civil and criminal courts of inferior jurisdiction were established throughout the
provinces. Various changes took place subsequently,
sonie of them at a very early period; but these it
would be impossible even· to mention without extending the notice of these transactions to an inconvenient length. One of the most important measures of Hastings's government was the effecting a
revenue settlement for five years. Some excellent
rules were at the same time propounded-it would
be too much to say that they were enforced. Nuzzars, or free gifts, as they were called, were prohibited, and revenue officers were forbidden to hold
farms. At the expiration of the five years the
practice of annual settlement was again resorted to,
and continued till the time of Lord Cornwallis.
That nobleman, soon after undertaking the office
of governor-general, was furnished with copious instructions. from the Court of Directors on the internal management of the country committed to his
care. These instructions were marked by a decided
leaning towards the class of functionaries called
zemindars, the precise nature of whose connection
with the land and the people has afforded subject
for much dispute. The court censured the employment of farmers and· persons having no permanent
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interest in the land in place of the zemindars ; adverted to great ~efalcations which had taken place ;
and expressed their: opinion that the most practicable method of avoiding such occurrences in future would be, to introduce a permanen~ settlement
of the revenue on reasonable principles, such settlements to be made, in all practicable i~1stances, with
the zemindar; and in cases where he might be incapable of the trust, with a relation or agent of the
zemindar, in preference to a farmer. But though
it was proposed that the assessment should be ultimately fixed in perpetuity, it was determined that
at first the settlement should be made for a term of
years only ; and in order that the views of the court
might be carried into effect with precision, it was
recoJmended th~t inquiry should be made into the
right~ and privileges of the zemindars and other landholders under the institutions of the Mogul or Hindoo governments, and the services they were bound
to perform. The crowning measure of endowing any
plan of settlement with perpetuity was reserved to
the court. These instructions were issued in consequence of a clause in an act of parliament passed a
few years before,* by which the Court of Directors
were required to give orders for redressing the
wrongs of " rajahs, zemindars, polygars, talookdars,
and other native landholders." It is not unworthy
of remark that the act only prescribes the establishment of permanent rules, for the regulation of tributes, rents, and services; but by the mode in which

* 24 Geo. 3, c~p: 25.
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the requisition was carried out in Bengal, the actual
amount of tribute or rent assessed upon the land
was permanently and unalterably fixed. This was
obviously more than the act demanded.*.

*

The section of the act referred to runs thus :-"And whereas
complaints have prevailed that divers rajahs, zemindars, polygars,
talookdars, and other native landholders within the British territories in India, have been unjustly deprived of, or compelled to
abandon or relinquish, their respective lands, jurisdictions, rights,
and privileges, or that the tributes, rents, or services, required to
be by them paid or performed," for their respective possessions, to
the said United Company, are become ~grievous and oppressive;
and whereas the principles of justice, and the honour of this
country, require that such complaints should be forthwith inquired into and fully investigated, and, if founded in truth, effectually redressed : be it therefore enacted, that the Court of Directors of the said United Company shall, and they are hereby accordingly required forthwith to take the said matters into their
serious consideration, and to adopt, take, anti pursue, such methods for inquiring into the causes, foundation, and truth, of the
said complaints, and for obtaining a full and perfect knowledge
of the same, and of all circumstances relating thereto, as the said
Court of Directors shall think best adapted for that purpose, and
thereupon, according to the circumstances of the respective cases
of the said rajahs, zemindars, polygars, talookdars, and other
native landholders, to give orders and instructions to the several
governments and pr~sidencies in India, for effectually redressing,
in such manner as shall be consistent with justice and the laws
and customs of the country, all injuries and wrongs which the
said rajahs, zemindars, polygars, talookdars, and other native
landholders, may have sustained unjustly in ~he manner aforesaid, and for settling and establishing, upon principles of moderation and justice, according to the laws and constitution of India,
the permanent rules by which their respective tributes, rents, and
services, shall be in future rendered and paid to the said United
Company, by the said rajahs, zemindars, polygars, talookdars, and
other native landholders." The language of this section of the
act indicates a striking want of acquaintance with the state of
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If the home government construed somewhat
liberally the intentions of the legislature, their
governor-general was not slow in imitating their
example in his method of dealing with his instructions. A settlement for ten years was made, preparatory to the irrevocable step which was to deprive the government for ever of any future claim
upon the land. In the meantime some inquiry was
instituted, in obedience to the commands of the
court, ·into the rights and duties of the zemindars ;
but a very slight examination was sufficient to satisfy
the governor-general. At the threshold of the inquiry lay the question-to whom did the property
of the soil belong? On this point different opinions
have ever been maintained, and all of them with
some degree of. plausibility. By some it has been
held that in India the land has always been regarded
as the property of the sovereign ; by others, that in
most parts of the country the persons called zemindars are the rightful proprietors ; while by a third
party it has been contended, that the great majority
of cultivators have a permanent interest in the soil,
and that the zemindar was only the officer through
whom in :rp.any cases the claims of government were
settled. These theoretical differences of opinion
have given rise to others of a practical character,
India. The fules by which the claims of the Company upon
the land were to be regulated are directed to be framed not only
with regard to moderation and justice, but with respect to the
laws and constitution of India. What law of India was referred
to ? What meaning could be attached to the words " constitution of India ?"
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as to the parties to be recognized by government
in levying its claims upon the land-whether a
settlement should be effected with a person called a
zemindar, who is respon~ible for the whole assessment upon a given district, generally of considerable
extent ; with an .association of persons occupying
lands within a particular locality, termed a village,
the inhabitants of which are connected by peculiar
institutions ; or with the individual cultivators,
known in the· language of the country by the name
of ryots. These three modes of settlement are respectively described as the zemindary, the village,
and the ryotwar systems ; and the presumed advantages of each have been maintained with great zeal.·
But no difference on this point embarrassed the
government of f..ord Corn'!allis. All the influential
servants of the presidency appear to have agreed
with the governor-general in the preference expressed by the home authorities for the zemindary
system of settlement. On the right in the soil, the
same unanimity did not prevail ; but the governorgeneral cut short all inquiry"' by determining, certainly with great precipitancy, to recognize the right
as residing exclusively in the zemindars. He not only
affirmed his belief that it actually belonged to them,
but declared that if it did not, it would be necessary
to confer it upon them, or upon some other persons ;
as nothing, in his judgment, would be more pernicious than to regard the right as appertaining to
the state. Lord Cornwallis either entirely overlooked, or chose to appear ignorant of, the possibility
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of other rights existing in connection with the land
besides those of .the government and the zemindar.
Mr. Shore,* an able civil servant, recommended
caution and· further inquiry; but the governorgeneral seemed to think that his duty was not to
inquire, but to act. The sanction of the home
authorities for declaring perpetual the decennial settlement which had recently been made was asked
and obtained; and on the 22nd of March, 1793,
the assessments made under that settlement were
authoritatively proclaimed to be fixed for ever.
in India the great source of government revenue
is, and ever has been, the land. If the state possess au exclusive property in the soil, it may obviously demand all that a landlord may claim under
other circumstances, provided a necessity for levy•
ing so much exists. A landlord may justifiably take
as rent the full annual value of an estate, after
deducting the e~peuses of cultivation and the ordi·nary profit upon his tenant's capital ; the state, however, having no demand for money except for the
public service, ought to take no more than may be
necessary for this purpose; but, if necessary, it may
(if the only party having a right in the land) take a
landlord's share. There is nothing extravagant in
regarding the state as the original proprietor of the
soil-in some countries all the land is avowedly
held under the crown-but it is certain that in
India there are numerous rights connected with
the land, of very ancient standing, and deserving of

* Afterwards Lord Teignmouth.
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all respect. These rights, however, do not interfere with the right of the state, whatever it may
be ; and the latter must from necessity remain
indefinite. A portion of the produce of the land,
or a money payment of a certain amount in place
of it, is assigned to defray the charges of the state.
Supposing it to be insufficient, what is to be done?
Is the country to be overrun by a foreign enemy,
or subjected to any other calamity, because the
ordinary funds of the state are exhausted, and no
power exists of levying more ? Such a positio~ is
an absurdity. The necessity of the state must be
paramount to every other consideration. Its right is
illimitable-it rides over all other rights. For the legislature of a country to set bounds to its own power
.of levying taxes, however great may be the necessity
for them, would be to decree that on the occurrence
of any extraordinary circumstances of difficulty or
danger the state should be dissolved. Various proportions of the produce of the land have been referred
to as the share of the sovereign under the Mahometan
and Hind~o laws ; but no one can suppose that the
conduct of princes of either creed was ever governed
by these rules. There can be no doubt that they took
what they chose, and in the majority of instances all
that they could obtain. The English government
was probably the first that ever practically imposed a
limit on its demands, and undoubtedly the only one
that ever declared that such limit should under no
circumstances be exceeded. Whatever opinion may
be entertained on the propriety of such a limitation,
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it is certain that the permanent settlement of Lord
Cornwallis was concluded under the influence of an
extraordinary degree of ignorance. Little was known
of the tenure by which the lands were held ; little of
the various rights connected with them ; little of
their value or their capability of improvement. ~he
effects were in many cases such as might have reasonably been expected, though widely different from
those which Lord Cornwallis contemplated.
The provinces permanently settled have undoubtedly prospered : being among the richest and most
fertile portions of the British dominions in India,
it must be a perverse system of government indeed
which could materially check their prosperity ;
but a vast mass of inconvenience and suffering
is directly traceable to the haste with which
the important measure of a permanent settlement
was carried out. The rights of hereditary cultivators were sacrificed: From the default of the
zemindars, from their incompetence, and from other
causes, the office often became vested in the hands
of persons whose character or position in society
commanded no respect, and who used it only as an
instrument of extortion. Lawsuits in consequence
of these circumstances abounded, and the privations
_?,nd penalties which follow in· the train of litiga~ion were frightfully multiplied.*

*

The evils arising out of the permanent settlement have been
noticed by several able and well-informed writers. The late
Marquis of Hastings, in an elaborate minute recorded by him as
'
\
governor-general, and which will be found in the Revenue Ap-
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Changes affecting minor branches of the revenue
were made by Lord Cornwallis, but the land so far
pendix to the Report of the Committee of the House of Commons,
1832, says :-" Among the questions connected with the operation of our system of revenue on the body of the people, there is
a point which has been so strongly and so frequently forced upon
me that I cannot refrain from laying my sentiments upon the
subject before your honourable board. The situation of the village proprietors in large estates, in farms and jaghires, is such as
to call loudly for the support of some legislative provision. This
is a question which has not merely reference to the upper provinces ; for within the circle of the perpetual settlement, the
situation of .this unfortunate class is yet· more desperate ; and
though their cries for redress may have been stifled in many
districts by their perceiving that uniform indisposition to attempt
relieving them, which results from the difficulty of the operation,
their sufferings have not, on that account, been less acute."
After adverting to numerous instances, his lordship proceeds-'" The cause of this is to be traced to the incorrectness of the
principle assumed at the time of the perpetual settlement, when
those with whom government entered into engagements were declared the sole proprietors of the soil. The under proprietors were
considered to have no rights except such as might be conferred
by pottah [lease], and there was no security for their obtaining
these on reasonable terms, except an obviously empty injunction
on the zemindar amicably to adjust and consolidate the amount
of his claims. It is well known (and even if it were questionable,
the practice of the provinces which have more lately fallen under
our dominion would set the doubt at rest), that the cultivating
zemindars [proprietary ryotsJ were, by a custom more ancient
than all law, entitled to a certain share of the produce of their
lands ; and that the rest, whether collected by pergunnah zemindars or by the officers of government, was collected as the huk
[tax or fee] of the circar. This indefeasible right of the cultivating
proprietors to a fixed share was annihilated by our directing th~t ·
pottahs should be executed for a money payment, in which all the
claims of the zemindars should be consolidated. The under pro·
prietor was thus left to the mercy of the zemindar, to whose demands
there were no prescribed limits. The zemindar offered a pottah on
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transc,ends in importance all othe:r:·sources ilicome, :
that·a particular reference to those of infe~:ior value
his own terms. If the under proprietor refused it he .yas ejected,
'· · -and the courts supported the ejectment. If. the under proprietor
conceived .that he could contest at law the procedure, a regUlar suit,
· ::·:Under,all the disadvantages to which he is known to be exposed,
. ·. ,. ·· was his only resource ; but when, after years of anxiety and of
-: •· .expense, the case was at last brought to a hearing, he lost· his
' . : ~ction; becau~e it was proved that the pottah was offered ana refu,sed, and there was no "criterion to which he could refer as a
meails of proving that the rate was exorbitant. The framers of the
perpetual settlement declared their incompetency to 'fix any criterion for the adjustment of these disputes. The declaration stands
~~corded in our legislative code, and to the present day the omis• sion has not been supplied. The consequence of the omission in
the first instance was a perp~tual litigation between the zemin':·dars and 'the under proprietors, the former offering pottahs' on
.. their own terms, the latter not having forgotten that they possessed rights independent of all pottahs, and refusing demands
they conceived unconscionable. When, at last, the revenue of
government was affected by the confusion which ensued, without
inquiring into the root of the evil, the legislature contented itself
with arming those,who were under engagements with the government with additional,powers, so as to enable them to realize their
demands in the first instance whether right. or wrong; a procedure which unavoidably led to extreme and grievous oppression.
*
* * *
* It has been urged, however, that
though the rights of the former cultivating proprietors have been
suffered by the regulations to pass away sub silentio, still as the
zemindar and his tenants have reciprocal wants, their mutual
necessities must drive them to an amicable adjustment. The
reciprocity is not, however, so clear. The zemindar certainly
cannot do without tenants; but he wants them upon his own
terms, and he knows that if he can get rid of the hereditary pro- ~·
prietors who claim a right to terms independent of what he may
vouchsafe to give, he will obtain the means of substituting men of
his own ; and such is the redundancy of the cultivating class,
that there will never be a difficulty of .procuring ryots to engage
on terms only just sufficient to e~!ure bare maintenance to the
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may be .spared. · Some notice, however, is de .. .cHAP. XIV.
ma,nded of· the. new machinery c:r.eated for ;Q;is~
engager. If it were the intention of our reg.ulatil'!ns to deprive
every .class but the large proprietors who engaged -with ;go:vetnment of any .share in the profits of tli~ land, that effect.has ,been.
fully accomplished in Bengal. No compensation -can ·xww ·be'·.
made for the injustice done to ·those who used to enjoy ·:a share :of.·
these profits under the law of the empire, and under institutions .
an tenor to all record, for the transfer of :t:heir preper:ty ·to th~
rajahs."
.
:Colonel Galloway, writing upon this subject, ;says: •: I have
already given Lord C.or.nwallill credit for his benevolent intentions,
yet it must be admitted there appears throughout the .whole of
his lordship~s measures a precipitancy and :a w.ant 9£ ,rega,rd for
ancient rights not easy to be accounted for. 'This is evident in
most of his :minutes. I select the following paxagra;ph from ithat
of the 18th of September, J 7B9. 'Although, howev'er, I anl ·:
not only of opinion that the zemindars have the best ri.ght, :but
from being ipersuaded that nothing could be so ruinous to the
public interest .as that :the. land should b.e retained as ·th,e
property .of :government [ne;v.er dreaming of the .claim .of the
people], I am also ·convinced •that, failing the claim of right .of
the zemindars, it would be necessary .for the public good .to grant
a right of:property in the :soil to them, or ·to'.p.ersons of other description. I thin:k it unnecessary to enter .into a~y discussion .of
the grounds upon which their right a,ppears to be founded.' .An
avowal such as this was evidently 'beyo11d the power of the :governur~general. It was -eyidently contrar.y to the law-enacted.by
.the 1Parliament of England. He was not to grant :rights, :but t.o
co11jirm ;them, and to :protect :th.e people in ;their rights -existing.
It can therefote only •be interpreted. as .a ,pro.of that his lordship
did.not intend that .his ·benevolence .should be restrained. T.he
measures adopted at that period have more the a,ppearanae .of
·those of .a :good and well-meaning :person, accidenJ;ally.place.d;at
, the ·head .of :a new nation, ·.passing :his firs.t acts_ rdf legislation,
than,of one charged with 1the go'llernment·-of •a people·the,very
slaves of .method, ohule, of habit, and of:their institutions.; whose
very:foibles, even absurdities, deserved consideration, .becau!le-to'
, them .they are neither foibles :nor ab!luri:litiell, b_ut matters .of
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pensjng ·civil' and criminal justice. One of the
most decided changes was· the severance ·of judicial

importance. How then it so happened that. their most sacred, most
valuable rights should have been thus held as nothing, is indeed
difficult to conceive. It was a blameable neglect of the interests
of the people. .The.ve'ry first point to be inquired i~to was the
claim to the soil, the right of property in which was to be confirmed, not granted. Mr. Grant argued in favour of the right of
, government; Mr. Shore, that of the zemindar; Lord Cornwallis
despises all right, and fairly avows~ that he thinks it unnecessary
to enter into the discussion of the right to the soil.' But the
very first resolution of government framed by his lordship bound
him to make this inquiry; for it says, ' resolved, that a new settlement "'oe made· with the actual proprietors of the soil,' &c.
Now the Act of Parliament of 1784 completely recognizes the
right of posse~sion by the people according to the law of India,
and that their tribute and rents should be fixed agreeably to that
law. Before this final limitation of the revenue was made, however, it might well be supposed that those who did thus most rashly
act, had by the most painfill examination, research, and investi· gation, discovered data sufficient to enable .them to .make a fair
se~l~ment for a limited time. No such thing! Mr. Shore indeed urges this in the strongest terms. He says in his minute
of June, 1789, 'We require first a knowledge of the rents paid by
the ryots compared with the produce ; 2nd, of the collections of
the zemindars, and of their payments to government ; 3rd, detailed
·accounts of the alienated lands, shewing the quantity, the grantor,
grantee, da:tes of grants, the occupant, to see how far .resumption can take place. All the material part ·of this information is
wanting' ! ! ! The information they possessed was not .sufficient
to warrant them in settling the bazaar duties of a village. Our
knowledge of India was much too limited then, it is :so now, to
furnish data for an act so important. They knew notthe.resources of the country. They.even disc!J.rded'the documents that
were pressed upon them by the head record-keeper, at the time, Mr.
Grant, who had taken great pains to e1thibit the.sources and the
amount of revenue levied by our predecessory governments of the
provinces. They did not even know to· whom the lands or property belonged."-Observations on the Law, .and Constitution,
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authority from that ,cmi.nected :with the rev.enug.
The power heretofore. e~ercised by z~niindars wa~
and present Governme~t of India, by Lieutenant Colonel Galloway,
2nd edit. 1832, pages 175 to 177. ·.
Sir Edward Colebrook (an advocate for a permanent settlement),
in a minute recorded on the Bengal Consultations, in July, 1820,
says: "The errors of the permanent settlement in Bengal were twofold : first, in the sacrifice of what may be denominated the yeomanry, by merging all village rights, whether of property or of oc- •
cupancy, in the all-devouring recognition of the zemindar's perma·
nent property in the soil; and secondly, in the sacrifice of the
peasantry by one sweeping enactment, which left the zemindar
to make his settlement with them on such terms as he might
choose to require. Government inde.ed reserved to ~itself the
power of legislating in favour of the tenants, but no such regulation has ever taken place; on the contrary, every subsequent
enactment has been founded· on the declared object of strengthening the zemindar's hands."
Sir Chaxles Metcalf, in a minute, 7th November, 1830, makes
the following remarks:-" The Bengal permanent settlement
was, in fact, the transfer of the landowners from the power of the
government to the power of perpetual farmers, who, havi~g no
~ight in the soil themselves, or whatever right they may"'have
had, if they had any, have been practically enabled by that s~ttle"
ment, against its professed design, to destroy or impair the ~ights
of alllandowD,ers and landholders included within the large districts consigned to those farmers respectively."
The ability and information possessed by those from whom the
above opinions are quoted command for them respectful attention ;
but such opinions have not been restricted to individuals-they
have been held and expressed by the two authorities to whoip.
the legislature has committed the administration of the government of India. In a letter addressed, in 1817, to the Chairman
and Deputy Chairman of the East-India Company, by Mr. Canning, then President of the Board of Commissioners, the following
four results are stated as points upon which an agreement had
been established between the court and the board, after long
correspondence and discussion:-" 1st. That the system of 1793,
though originating in the most enlightened views and the mo~t
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taken away, and 'the European C'Ol[ectors. were also
tleprived of their judicial charact€H'. For the ·ad~
benevolent motives; and though haying produced considerable
good, has nevertheless been attended in the course of its opera•
tion with no small portion of evil to the people for whose happiness it was intended. 2nd. That the saine views and motives
which dictated the original introduction of the permanent settlement twenty-five years ago, would not, 'a:fter the experience
which has been had of it, justify the immediate introduction of
the same system into provinces for which a system of revenue
administration has ·yet t{) be settled. 3rd. That the creation
of ·a'n artificial class of intermediate proprietors between the
government and the cultivators of the soil, where a class of
intennediate proprietors -does not exist in the native institutions
of the •'country, would be highly inexpedient. 4th. That no conClusive step ought to be taken towar!ls a final settlement of
the yet unsettled provinces until it shall have been examined,
and, if possible, ascertained by diligent research and comparison
of collected testimonies, a:s well as by accurate survey of the lands
to be settled, how far the principles of a system which would
bring the government into immediate <;on tact with the great body
·of the people can be practicably. and usefully applied to them."
·Quotations bearing witness to the mass of abuse and wrong
inherent in the permanent ·settlement of 1793 "might be greatly
multiplied, but the above may be deemed sufficient to support the
assertions :in the text. The difficulty of ascertaifiing the various
rights connected with the land appears to have been the·cause
which deterred Lord Cornwallis from undertaking the task.
He felt that it must be a work of time, and his desire to create
what he b~lieved would be an independent hiilded aristocracy
·wa~ 'too powei:fulto brook delay. He preferred the sacrifice df
right to the mortification of suffering a favoiirite project to -sleep.
The difficulty of ascertairiing the-rights of:parties, the probability
that they vary in different districts, and the readiness of the ·principal zemindars -to usurp the rights of their inferiors, are pointed
·out in part of the examination of Henry St.' George Tucker, Esq.,
before the Committee of the-House 'of Commons, 1832. ln·an·swer to a question, whether an)' detailed inquiry had been made
·in 1793, into the rights and ·properties of hereditary'cultivat<irs'?
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ministration of civil ju~tice the governpr-genera~
and memb~rs of cou~c~l we:r.e to form o~e chief
Mr. Tucker said...,.'! If it be intended ~o ask wh,~t~e~ th~r~ WjlS 11:
general classification of rig.\lts, ~ith,er qnder the per~~e11t sett1~-.
ment or by the regulations gf 1793, I ~hould say that no s~ch
classification W\lS attempted ; for- my belief is, that the peasantry
were upon a differe~t footing in different provillces, and tha~
it woul4 have been extremely difficult tq have ascertained
precisely the rights of all parties, under usage or other.
wise. With r-espect to Bengal proper, ·we have a timid and
feeble peasantry, and I should very much 4oubt whether this
peasantry ever obtained what may qe p~ed rights of pro.
perty in the land. When we ascend to tl:le western provinces~
beginning' with Behar and Benares, we ~nd a different f!J.Ce of
men, a bolder and more sturdy peasantry, men who may have
acquired some rights in the land : in point of fact, the malic mo~
cuddums and village zemindars of Behar, Benar~s, and the w~ster11
provinces, have, I be:tieve, rights ; and in regard. to Benare~. I
should say that those rights are recog~ized by the !egulations of
1795. 1'he zemindar of l}enares for so'!le time opposed t]le
:recognition of the rights of the village zemindars ~ that province when the permanent settlement was first undertaken by t!l<:
late Mr~ Duncan ; bu~ he, the rajah, afterward~ waived his ob~
jection, and the settleme~t was finally made, with 1lis concurrence,
with the village zemindars. In the ceded and conquered provinces, where I was employed 'for a short period, and where I w~
deputed in 1807 for the purpose of for!lling a permanent settlement, one of my great difficulties arose from the unce~ainty
which appeared to me to exist with respect to landed tenure~
in that country. The superior landholder is there designated
talookdar, and there were at the same time under him village
zemindars, who appeared to me to have certain rights in the land,
although tl~e revenue was paid generally through the talookdar o~
principal landholder." So strong was the ccmvicticm of Mr.
Tucker of the danger of sacrificing both private rights and public
interests by a hasty and premature settleme;nt to be made once
and .for ever, that although himself a distinguished advocate
of the principle of a permanent settleme~t, he, together with
his colleague holdiJJ.g the same opinion, felt bound to repre-
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_court, called the Court of Budder Dewanny Adawlut,
which '\vas to hear ·appeals and cotitrol the exercise
~en.t to the government that it would not be expedient then to
carry into effect the object which the commissioners had been
deputed to accomplish. These representations were received
inuch in the spirit in which the suggestions of Mr. Shore were
received by Lord Cornwallis. The government was well disposed
to repeat the· error of that nobleman, after a degree of experience
which deprived thein of all claim to benefit by the only excuse
which can be offered for its first comrniE>-sion ; but, happily, they
'vere overrcled from horne.
The source of the misconception which prevailed with regard
to the rights attached to the land was that which has produced
~o much error and so much mischief in other parts of the world
as well as in India-the confounding words with things, and the
regarding uniformity of name as indicative of uniformity of character or office. This frequent' mistake is noticed in a dispatch
addressed by the Court of Directors to the government of Bengal,
·2nd January, 1829, in reference to some transactions in the
western provinces. The court observe:-" In England there are
names which carry with them the idea of certain definite rights,
inore especially in the land. The terms freeholder, copyholder,
leaseholder, denote persons to whom an ascertained amount of
rights belongs ; and are terms which may in general be safely
taken ·as evidence of such rights. Zemindar, mocuddum, malguzar, and. other names, wer~ found by our servants attached to
parties in India having rights in the soil; and· they applied to
'them the same sort of construction as that to which 'they were
·accustomed in regard to the names in England which do denote
certain determinate rights in the land. The consequences were
'very unhappy. Wherever they found parties bearing any of the
above-mentioned n~mes, they supposed them to be owners of a
'certain fixed amount of rights; and when they were· called 'upon
to make an award, they too frequently made it in conformity' With
this anticipation: that is, they assumed those same names, zemindar,
·:mocuddum, and so on, as being in themselves· conclusive eviden'ce
of the existence of certain rights, without seeking any further evidence on the subject, or making the proper im·estigation of the
'c·ase; andin that manner frequently awarded rights to parties which
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of the power of the inferior courts. · No appeal
could be made tO the Court of Sudder Dewanny
did not belong to them, while they necessarily by the same act took
away from others the rights which were truly theirs. Among these
prepossessions of the English functionaries none seem to have
more frequently led them into errors than their free conceptions
with regard to the parties who engage with government for
the revenue payable from any portion of the land. In England,
it generally happens that he who holds· land immediately of the
sovereign, and between whom and the sovereign there is no in·
termediate holder, has the full property in the land; and where
there are other parties who have an interest in the same land, it is
an interest held of the first party, and dependant upon his. The
collectors and judges under our governments in India seem at
first to have very generally proceeded upon a similar idea with
respect to the party whom they
found f.in the established practice
.
of engaging with. government for the assessment of the lands,
whether of a village or any greater extent;' that is, they regarded
him as proprietor of the lands in their own sense .of the word
proprietor, and the interest of all the other inhabitants as included
in his all-comprehending interest, and dependant upon it."
It is, perhap$, the general opinion, that we are slow in intro.
ducing improvement into our Indian possessions. But the truth
is, that in the introduction of what has been called, and was
meant to be, improvement, we have often been too precipitate.
Some observations of Sir Thomas Munro, in a minute recorded
on the consultations of the government of Madras, 31st December,
1824, are on this subject entirely in point. He says-" We are
now masters of a very extensive empire, and we should endeavour
to secure and improve it by a good internal administration. Our
experience is too short to judge what rules are best calculated for
this purpose. It is only within the last thirty years that we have
here begun to acquire any practical knowledge; .a longer period
must probably elapse before we can ascertain what is best. Such
a period is as nothing in.the existence of a people; but we act as
if this were as limited as th~ life of an individual. We proceed,
in a country of which we know little or nothing, as if we knew
every thing, and as if every thing must be done now and nothing
could be done hereafter. We feel our ignorance of Indian revenue, and the difficulties arising from it; and instead• of seeldng
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to remedy it by acquiring more knowledge, we endeavour to get
rid of the difficulty by precipitately making permanent settlements, which relieve us from the troublesome task of minute or
·accurate· investigation, and which are better adapted to perpetuate
our ignorance than to protect the people. We must not he led
away by fanciful theories founded on European models, which will
ine'tritably end in disappointment. We must not too hastily declare any rights permanent, lest we give to one class what belongs
to another. We must proceed patiently; and as our knowledge
o£ the manners and customs of the people and the nature and
resources of the country increases, frame gradually from the existing institutions such a system as may advance the prosperity of
the country- and be satisfactory to the people. The knowledge
most necessary for this end is that of the landed property and its
assessment ; for the land is not only the great source of the public
revenue, but on its fair and moderate assessment depend the comfort and happiness of the people.
* * * * * *
Our great error in this country, during a long course of years,
has been too much precipitation in attempting to better the condition of the people, with hardly any knowledge of the means by
which it was to be accomplished, and indeed without seeming to
think that any other than good intentions were necessary. It is
a dangerous system of government, in a country of which our
knowledge is very imperfect, to be constantly urged by the desire
of settling every thing permanently; to do every thing in a hurry,
and in consequence wrong; and, in our zeal for permanency, to
put the remedy out of our reach. The ruling vice of our government is innovation; and its innovation has been so little guided
by a knowledge of the people, that though made after what was
thought by us to be mature discussion, must appear to them
as little better than the result of mere caprice. We have,
in our anxiety to make every thing as English as possible, in a
country which resembles England in nothing, attempted to create
at once throughout extensive provinces a kind of landed property
which has never existed in them ; and in the pursuit of this object we have relinquished the rights which the sovereign always
possessed in the soil; and we have in many cases deprived the
real owners, the occupant ryots, of their proprietary rights, and
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this were called provincial courts. Like that above CRAP.
them, they were courts of revision and appeal with relation to ~he eourts below ; but. they were also, to a
certain extent,-courts of primary jurisdiction. In each
of these courts were to be three judges, chosen from
among the covenanted servants of the Company.
They were empowered to try, in the first instance,
.such suits as should be. transmitted to them for the
purpose by government or the Court of Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut, and to order their decision in
such cases to be executed by the judges of the zillah
or city courts; to receive original suits or complaints
which any judge of the zillah or city courts ·had.
refused or neglected to entertain or proceed with,
and to cause such judge to hear and. determine such
case; to receive petitions respecting matters depending in the courts below, and give directions
therein to the judges 'in such courts ; to receive any
charges which might be preferred against the zillah
or city judges for corruption, and forward them to
the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, as well as to
report to that court on any negligence or misconduct of such judges. They were also to hear appeals
from the zillah courts if preferred within three
months from the passing of the decree appealed
against,:or after that period, for sufficient reason.
Wpenever it should appear to a provincial court
bestowed them on zemindars and other imaginary landlords.
Changes like these can never effect a permanent settlement in
any country ; they are rather calculated to unsettle whatever was
before deemed permanent."
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xrv. that a suit had not been sufficiently investigated
in the zillah court, they might either take such further evidence as they might deem necessary, and
give judgment thereon, or remit the suit back to
the zillah court with instructions. The decisions
of the provincial courts were to be final for sums
not exceeding one thousand rupees.
The next class of judicial establishments consisted
ofthe zillah (or district) and city civil courts. Over
each of these a European judge presided. He was
assisted by a register, also a European covenanted
servant, and in some cases by an assistant similarly
qualified. As all questions relating to succession,
inheritance, marriage, caste, and all usages and in. stitutions of the like character, were to be decided by.
the Mahometan law with respect to Mahometans, and
by the Hindoo law with regard to Hindoos, each comt
was provided with a native officer of each persua-·
sion, presumed to be w:ell versed in the principles of
law as expounded in their respective creeds ; these
persons acting as assessors to the judge, who received their written • opinions, and regulated his
judgment accordingly. The pleadings were directed
to be in writing, and to consist of, first, a plaint ; secondly, an answer ; thirdly, a reply; and fourthly,
a rejoinder. If any thing. material to the suit
had been omitted, either in the plaint or answer,
one supplemental pleading of each kind, but no
more, was to be admitted. The pleadings might be
written, at the option of the parties, either in Persian, Bengalee, or Hindoostanee. The pleadings
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. being complet~d, the courts were to proceed to hear
evidence, either written or oral, and the latter was
to be reduced to writing in one of the languages
previously mentioned. The decree followed, and
this it was provided should contain the name of
every witness examined, the title of every paper
read, and a statement of the amount or value of the
property in dispute. Th~se courts were empowered
to take cognizance of all suits and complaints re.:
specting the succession or right to real or personal
property, land, rents, revenues, debts, accounts, contracts, marriage, caste, claims to damages for injuries, and generally all suits of a civil nature, if the
property sought to be recovered, or the defendant
against whom the suit was brought, were actually
within the limits of the court's jurisdiction. Those
limits were the same with the boundaries of the zillah
or city in which the courts might be ·established.
The power of these courts ~xtended to all persons
not British subjects, in the sense in which those
words were then legally applied. European subjects
of the King of Great Britain were consequently exempted; but it was provided that none excei)ting
officers of the King's or the Company's army, or civil
servants of the Company, should reside within the
jurisdiction of any zillah or city court, at a greater
distance than ten miles from Calcutta, without executing a bond rendering themselves amenable to the
court for sums not exceeding five hundred rupees.
European officers of the government, as well as native
officers, were also . declared amenable to the courts
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for acts done in their official capacity in breach of
the regulations or laws enacted by the local govern~
ment. Those regulations formed the code by which
the decisions of the courts were to be guided, save in
cases where the native law was permitted to operate.
Where no specific rule might exist for their guidance, the judges were directed to act according to
equity, justice, and good conscience. An appeal lay
to the proviucjal courts in all suits without excep-,
tion.
To relieve the zillah and city courtf? from part of
the business supposed, from the inferior value of the
matter in dispute, to be of inferior importance, th~
registers of those courts were empowered to hear
ahd decide causes in which the amou11t or. value of
the thing at issll:e did not exceed two hundred ru..,
pees, liberty of appeal to the court to which the
register was attached being in all cases reserved.*
Still further to relieve the zillah and city courts,
as .well as in the expect~tion, which in other countries
bas been so often held out and so seldom realized,
of bringing substantial justice to every man's door?
inferior judicatures were constituted, called courts of
native commissioners. These commissioners were
to exercise their functions in three different cha..,
racters : as aumeens, or referees ; as salis, or arbi tra..,
tors ; and as moonsi:ffs, or judges exercising original
jurisdiction. Their authority was restricted to suits

* It will be recollected that the constitution and powers of the
courts are described as they were established by Lord Cornwallis.
They were soori subjected to modification.
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in which the value of the thing in litigation 'did not
exceed fifty rupees. They were to be nominated
by the judges of the zillah :and city courts, and
to be approved by the Court o'f Su.dde:r Dewanny
Adawlut. To the lattei· court a:Ion~ was given the
power of removing them. The native commissioners
were to be sworn to the administration of their
duties, and to be liable to prosecution for con·uption, or for ~0ppressive and unwarranted acts of authority-an important provision in a country where
judgment had been so long bought and sold. In
their character of referees, the native commissioners
were to try such causes as might b'e remitted to
their!- by the zillah courts, proceeding in. the manner prescribed for the ·conduct of suits in those
courts. As arbitrators, th~y might decide disputes
not brought before the cour't, provided the parties
executed bonds, engaging to abide by t~e ·decision
of the commissioners, and to ·make the award ·a
decree of court. In no case were these ·commissioners to have the power ·cif e:n:forc'ing their own
decrees. Monthly reports ·of causes decided, such
reports being accompanied by 'all original ·documents, were to be made to the zillah ·court to which
the commissioner was immediately subject, alid 'tbat
·court was to enforce the decision Teported, if mit
appealed against within thirty days ; (the .powe:r ·of
appeal being subject to no other 1li:tnitation.
In addition to the establishment of courts of
various grades, and the distribution of business
amoi1g them, it was attempted to improve the ·cha-
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racter of the vakeels or agents who•might be em7
ployed in them. Previously, all that a suitor did
·not perform in his own person was committed either
to some .servant or dependent, or to men who were
ready to transa,.ct any business for any person who
would employ them, but who were not recognized
by the ,courts, nor subject to any regulations. In
the former case, the suitor was represented, and his
interests maintained, by persons for the most part
entirely ignorant of law of any description. In the
latter, the amount of the advocate's knowledge
seldom extended beyond a· slight acquaintance with
"the ordinary forms of proceeding, and a familiarity
with all the arts of chicane. It was .proposed, therefore, to introduce a better class of vakeels, by ensuring
the possession of some measure of qualification for
the office which they undertook, and by subjecting
them to due control. The appointment of these
officers was vested in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
They were to be selected from the students in the
M:;thometan college at Calcutta and the Hindoo
college at Benares. If these establishments were
unable to supply the requisite number, any native~
.of good character and competent ability might b~
appointed. They· were to be sworn to· th.e due
discharge of thei_r duties, and to be remunerate~
according to a regulated table of fees. A small
retaining fee was to be paid on the engagement of
the vakeel ; his subsequent emoluments were deferred till the termil'mtion of ·the suit, when he was
to receive a commission on the amount involved,
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varying from ftve ·per cent., upon the sinaller sums, CHAP.
to one-half per cent., upon those of larger amount~
They were liable to suspension by the court in
which they. practised for promoting or enrouraging
litigious suits, for fraud, or for gross misbehaviour Of
any kind. The suspension was to be reported to
the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, by whom
the vakeel might be either deprived of his privilege
.or fined.
Such were the main provisions for the adminis:..
tration of civil justice. In one respect the task of
legislating for the exercise of criminal judicature was
less embarrassed by difficulty. There was little -or
no conflict of laws, criminal proceedings having been
almost universally conducted on the principles of the
law of Mahomet. The Koran was necessarily the
chief authority; the sayings of the Prophet, stored up
in the memory of his followers and handed down by
tradition-perhaps occasionally invented to answer
existing emergencies-supplied some of the deficiences of the Koran, which were neither few -nor
unimportant ; the opinions and judgments of learned
Mahometans, cotemporaries with the Prophet, and
who enjoyed the benefit of personal communication
with him, formed another resource ; and lastly, came
reports of decided cases by judges of later date, who
had ventured to exercise their own judgment where
that of their predecessors afforded no guide. The
law thus obtained was not of the best description,
and its administration, it is unnecessary to say, was
corrupt and venal. J:Iastings endeavoured to .cor-
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rect some-of the evils
. .which .existed t>oth in -the taw
atr<l the j~~ges, by subj~cting both ~o the~~ontrol
of the British government. For eighteen m~mths be
personally ex~rcised this- control, but at t~e end of
th;tt pe#ot'!, the numerous demands upon . his tiine
and attention ren.dered it im:practicable to :continue
the' labour which 'he had imposed on himself, and
the, duty of rwatcliing and· superintending the administration of criminal justice once more passed
-ii~to Mahometa:n hands. Some years afterwards,
the principa.:l European officers in the revenue and
.(ciW'il ;@~pmiments were invested. with ;a pe>rtion ·0f
.. :nua:gisuerial·au.thority, but the greater and mOTe important _porti0n ·of the duties connected with the
restraint and .punishment of crime was vested in the
Naib Nazim ·and ·his subordina:te offi·cers. No furth~r
.wlteration was .made till Lord ·Cornwallis submitted
~o his :council ;prop0sa:ls .fm :amending ?oth the law
;and tthe ·courts ·by which it was administered. The
-alterations :pro.Jimsed in the law were :three :-F-iTst,
· fthat the_ ·criminality of homicide shou:ld the gu:dged !Of
not by the -w:eapon •or means used, ;but by :the intention -ofthe slayer, mowever disco;verable. .By this, :a
·xariety of (c:u:rious ;and •mischievous ·cl.istincti0ns cwe;ue
·.got Tid of. 'irhe ·second proposal was, t!hat ~the ·heirs ·
·of ;a murdered .person should _not ·he ~permitted -to
p1·event the ,punishment of ,the :murder.er-a.p:nivilege which :the Mahometan law :allowed. 'The third
.suggested :the .abolition -of tbe ba;Tharous punis~ment
'0fmmtilation, which;the light of.Meccaa1so tolerated,
and th~ ,substitution in ;its .Jll!lce of imprisenment,
,
~
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hard labour, orepecuni~ry fine. , Christian and Euro- CHAP. ·XIV.
pean feelings were thus bl!ought"to the improvement
-.of the ·code of Mahomet i~ ·various imp~~tant parti~
.
.'
culars. The_ proposals of the governor-gener::I were
adopted and embodied in regul?-tions, which, how'
-·
\
ever, manifested a ~ingular tenderness .towards the
law which they were designed to improve. The
authority of that law was still r~cognized-the
nat_ive officer still expounded its decree for the in- •
formation of the European judge ; but the latter .
was forbidden, in certain cases, to act UJ>On . the
opinion thus given. If the law of Mahomet prescribed mutilation·· of person for any. offence, th~ •
officer declared that such was the will of the Prophet ; •
but the punishment.was not inflicted .. It was commuted for a term of imprisonment, varying according
to the degree of severity mailitained by the law which
was thus superseded. The threatened mulct of two
limbs subjected the convict' to double the term of
imprisonment incurred by him whom the law of
Mahomet would have deprived· but of one. . Again, ·
in cases where the heir of a murdered person refused
to prosecute, the native law officer -was to be called
upon to state what would have been the decree of
the law had the heir been of sterner mind, and then
the same sentence was to be passed as though the
right to prosecute had not been waived. Further,
the rules of evidence, according to the Mahometan
law, were not altogether such as the British government approved. It did not, however, venture to
interfere with the integrity of the holy code-.the
VOL. II.
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rules were left to be still solemnly•enunciated by
the native adviser of the court; but where the evidence of a witness was impugned by reason of his
religion, the officer was called upon to say what would
have been the decree of the law had this defect not
existed -which being done, sentence was to be
passed precisely as though it did not exist.
To put in motion this remarkable combination of
Mahometan and ·European law, the means resorted
to were nearly the same as those employed for civil
proceedings. The governor-general and council
· formed a high court ·of revision and control, called
the Sudder Nizamut Adawlut ; the provincial courts
were constituted courts of cir.cuit within their respective localities, throughout which they were to make
two gaol deliveries in each year; the zillah and city
judges were to be magistrates exercising the usual
authority of the office, both in regard to preliminary
proceedings in criminal cases of importance and in
the cognizance and punishment of petty offences.
Zemindars, and persons of similar condition, had
formerly been responsible for the peace of the country, and whatever of police authority existed was
exercised by them. From these. duties they were
now relieved. Each zillah was divided into police
jurisdictions, superintended by a darogah, a native
officer, who was empowered to receive charges of
criminal offences, and to remit the accused to a magistr[!.te, taking security for the appearance of the
prosecutors and witnesses. The darogah was also
authorized to apprehend vagrants and suspicion~ per-
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sons. The vinage watchmen were declared subject
to the orders of this functionary, and were required
to give him all the assistance and information which
they could afford. ·
The above sketch of the judjcial arrangements of
Lord Cornwallis may appear to possess little either
of interest or instruction; ·but some notice of them
was called for, first, because they were the earliest
arrangements which could aspire to any higher character than that of temporary expedients ; and,
secondly, because it is upon the improvement of the
internal government of the country that the reputation of Lord Cornwallis has, in a great degree, been
rested. The effects of the important revenue change
effected under his administration have been briefly
noticed; the judicial changes could scarcely aggravate
the evils previously existing, but they had perhaps little effect in abating them. The amount of power was
altogether upequal to the labour to be performedthe number ofEuropeanfunctionaries wa~ too smallin many cases their acquaintance with Indian character too limited to allow of their doing much good,
while the native agents were often, it is to be feared,
too corrupt to effect any thing but evil. If it were an
object of the change in the mode of administering
civil justice to increase litigation, the plan certainly
succeeded. Suits multiplied, till those who shoul~
have decided them looked at the files of their
courts in despair, convinced that the life of man
was insufficient to clear off the overwhelming
mass of arrears. Parties who felt aggrieved, and
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who saw themselves partially exclude~ from redress
by law, sought it in a more summary manner, and
breaches of the peace from this cause were frequent. It would be unjust to· charge the whole
of these evils upon t~e judicial plans of Lord Cornwallis. In a country which had long been without any settled or well-ordered judicial tribunals,
wrongs would multiJ5ly, causes of complaint abound.
If in connection with this consideration reference
be had to the love of litigation which forms so prominent a part of the native character, it will be seen
that the governor-general had no easy task to perform.
His great error appears to have been that he did not
duly appreciate the difficulty of that which he undertook to effect. Like most Indian reformers, he
expected to do at once that which required a long
series of years, and like most Indian reformers also,
he evinced an unwise and unwarrantable ·disregard
of native institutions. His police arrangements
were thoug~t to be inferior to those '\vhich they superseded, and in spite of all the provision made either
. for the punishment or the prevention of offences,
crime c<mtinued to flourish with a luxuriance which
shewed at once how deeply it had struck its roots
in the soil, and how inadequate were the means
provided by the governor-general for its eradication.
Year after year some change was made in .the system
established· by Lord Cornwallis ; ·,experiment succeeded experiment, each tending to confirm: a truth
~f which European innovators have so often been
forgetful, ·that it is impossible by a stroke of the
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pen to change the character of a people, or to ren.:. CHAP. :XIV.
der either useful or popular, institutions not framed
with due regard to national habits and peculiarities.
Lord Cornwallis" did not return to Bengal after
his visit to Madras, undertaken with a view of
reducing the French settlements on the coast of
Coromandel. He quitted India in .August,· 1793, A. D. 1793.
and was succeeded as governor-general by Sir J phn
Shore, a civil servant of the Company, who had
been a member· of council at Bengal, and who, it
will be remembered, when the. permanent settlement was in' contemplation; had offered some suggestions for securing the rights. of the inferior landholders, which Lord Cornwallis had . disregarded.
Sir J obn Shore was not a man of brilliant abilities,
but be enjoyed, and justly, a high degree of the
confidence of those whom he served. His reputation for knowledge in matters of Indian revenue
was great, and his upright and honourable character
universally admitted.
. The attention of the new governor-general was ·
soon directed to the circumstances and position. of
the two powers in concert with whom his predecessor bad undertaken the reduction of Mysore.
By the treaty concluded by the three powers-the
English, the Nizam, and the Mabrattas-previously
to the commencement of the war with Tippoo, it
was provided, that if after the conclusion of peace
with that prince he should molest or attack either
of the contracting parties, the others should join to
punish him ; but the mode and conditions of effect-
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ing this object were left for future settlement. On
the termination of the war, Lord Cornwallis had
· proposed the reduction of this conditional stipulation into a formal treaty of guarantee ; but he was
desirous of clogging the engagement with a condition which would without doubt have left either
party at liberty to evade the performance of the
treq,ty, and without much danger of incurring the
imputation of bad faith. If one of the allies were
attacked, the others were not to be bound to render
assistance until they were convinced that justice was
on their side, and that all measures of conciliation
were fruitless ; and, as no one can estimate the degree of conviction which operates on the mind of
another, it must be obvious that such a treaty would
have been to all practical purposes .a nullity. If the
allies of the party attacked thought it their interest
to assist their neighbour, they would assist him, and
this might be relied upon without any treaty. If
their interests inclined them to take another course,
· they could de~y the justice of the cause of their
ally, and refuse to aid him. Still Lord Cornwallis
must not be too hastily blamed for insisting upon
an article which would have had the effect of neutralizing the engagement into which it was introduced. One of the parties with whom he had to
deal was the Mahratta state, and Mahratta notions
of right and wrong are endowed with such convenient flexibility, t~at it is quite impossible to estimate, with any approach
to accuracy,
whither a
\
.
positive engagement to defend them may lead. The
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• some demands for chout, both on CHAP.
Mahrattas had
Tippoo and the Nizam, which they did not mean to
abandon ; and the proposal of Lord Cornwallis was
met by counter proposals-the Mahratta chiefs being
anxious to obtain the assistance of the British to
carry out their own views, but averse to any alliance
which should impose upon them a necessity for
peace and moderation. These proposals were distasteful alike to the Nizam and the British government, and the latter, after some protracted disetission, desisted from pressing the execution of any
treaty whatever. The Nizam did not share in the
reluctance of the Mahrattas to execute the proposed
treaty ; his interests and his wishes disposed him to
seek British protection, however vague the conditions on which it was to be rendered. He represented that the fail~re of one of three parties to fulfil its engagements afforded no justification to the
other two for the violation of theirs, and he urged
the conclusion of the projected treaty before the departure of Lord Cornwallis from India, but in vain.
That nobleman left the relations of the British government in this respect in a most unsatisfactory
state, and Sir John Shore had to contend with difficulties from which his predecessor seems to have been
glad to escape.
The long-impending storm at length burst. The
Mahi·attas attacked the Nizam. According to existing engagements, the British were not required to
take arms in this case ; both parties were their
allies, and though generally bound to assist either
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against Tippoo, they were under no• obligation to
assist one against the other. But Tippoo was about
to join the Mahrattas, and the Nizam had therefore,
to all appearance, a claim to call for the assistance
of liis British allies, · He did call for it, but without
success. Sir John Shore on this occasion, while he
evinced no extraordinary aptitude for the government of a great state, displayed a talent for casuistry
which, if he had devoted himself to the legal profession, must have obtained for him a high reputation
in the science of special pleading. He determined,
that the alliance being tripartite, the secession of
one party put an end to all · obligations which it
imposed upon:. the remaining two. . He· accordingly
resolved to surrender the Nizam to the· combined
power of the treacherous Mahrattas, with whom
fidelity is a word destitute of meaning, and of
Tippoo, infuriated by recent degradation, and burning for revenge on those who had aided in subjecting him to it. The result, in one respect, was less
disastrous than might have been.anticipated. Tippoo
was too much occupied at home to render active
assistance to the Mahrattas ; but the latter were
sufficiently strong without his aid to reduce the
Nizam to purchase peace o~.,.!gnominious terms.
Such was the policy of Sir John Shore-a man
distinguished by many excellent qualities, but altogether out of his place in society as governor-general
of the British possessions in India. He maintained
an insecure and .unstable peace, and the price paid
for the equivocal advantage was the honour of the
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country which 'he represented. " It may appear difficult," says Sir J oh~ Malcolm, " to fix the nature or
extent of the exertions which a state would be warranted in making upon any occasion to maintain its
reputation and character, because those are-qualities
of which the precise value can never be ascertained;
but the history of every nation in the universe sufficiently proves that they have always been most
cherished by states which were rising or in the
zenith of their power, and only neglected by those
which were in their decline or on the eve of dissolution. If this rule be just with regard to states in
general, how much more must it ,apply to that extraordinary empire which the British nation has
founded in the East! For ·there can be no doubt
that empire is held solely by opinion ; or, in other
words, by that. respect _and awe with which the
comparative sup~riority of our knowledge, justice,
and system of rule have inspired the inhabitants of
our own territories ; and that confidence in our
truth, reliance on our faith, and dread of our arms,
which is impressed on every nation in India."*
The Nizam was greatly incensed by the conduct
of the British government ; and, on his return
to Hyderabad, he intimated _a desire to dispense
with the services of two English battalions, which
he subsidized, and which, being -precluded from
taking any part in the war with the Mahrattas, had
been employed, while it continued, in maintaining
the internal tranquillity of the Nizam's dominions.

* Sketch of the Political History of India, pp. 168, 169.
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The effects of the ultra-pacific policy of the governor-general now began to appear. The English corps,
at the request of the Nizam, was withdrawn, and
that prince, with a view to supply their place, immediately applied himself to increase and improve a
large body of regular infantry, which constituted the
main strength of his army, and was commanded by
French officers. His attachment to the French was
naturally strengthened by the hostile feelings 'engendered by the defection of his English ally, and
the influence of the former power was aided by constant and exaggerated statements of the wondm-ful
progress of the French arms in Europe. The British
resident endeavoured to impress the Nizam with
~ sense of the inexpediency of the course which
he was pursuing, but without effect. What effect,
indeed, could have been .expected from such representations under ·such circumstances? The governor-general himself addressed the Nizam, but to no
better purpose ; and Sir John Shore now found that
the result of his policy had been to hand over the
Nizam, his power al!d resources, from the ~nglish
to the nation with which, in Europe, they were
waging war of unpamlleled difficulty. Whatever
may be the faults of the French people, it is certain
that indifference to the power and glory of their
country is not among them. M. Raymond, who 9ommanded the force which has been referred to, was indefatigable in labouring to increase the infhience of
the French in the Deccan. His battalions carried the
colours of the republic one and indivisible, and the

a
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cap of liberty graced
their buttons. A detachment
was moved to Kurpa, near the British frontiers, and
through the agency of its officers a mutiny was excited in a battalion of sepoys on the Madras establishment. A correspondence was opened with the
French prisoners at Pondicherry, and no probable
means neglected of once more establishing the
French interest in India on the ruins of that of the
English. All appearances boded ill for the latter
power, and a crisis was obviously approaching when
even the argumentative dexterity of the governorgeneral might be useless. It was averted by the
occurrence of an event, unexpected alike by the Nizam, by the party which had foolishly lost his friendship, and by that which had succeeded them in possession of it. This was a rebellion excited by Ali
J ah, the Nizam's son. The alarm this occasioned led
not only to the recal of the detachment from Kurpa
to be employed in suppressing the rebellion, but to
an earnest appeal for the co-operation of the English
governmm~t for the same object. The governorgeneral· did not now hesitate. Assistance was
promptly dispatched, but before it reached the scene
of action M. Raymond had put down the rebellion
and taken prisoner its author. Ali J ah released his
father from all further app~ehension on his account,
by taking poison.
The judicious improvement of the opportunity
afforded for manifesting a regard to the interests of
the Nizam was not without effect, and the English
influence at the court ofHyderabad might have been

'
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greatly strengthened, had not Sir John Shore been
rendered insensible to every other consideration by
his fear of offending the Mahrattas. Some English
•
adventurers were encouraged to enter the Nizam's
service, in the hope that they might· be useful in
counteracting the views of ~he French ; but the
scheme· entirely failed, and the British government derived from this project little of either credit
or advantage.
The progress of events, however, continued to be
rather beneficial to the interests of the Nizam, and
not unfavourable to those of the English. The
Peishwa, in whose name several chiefs had so long
carried on their own plans of personal advantage and
aggrandizement, terminated his life by an act of selfdestruction. A series of intrigues followed, in the
course of which the Nizam had an-opportunity of rel..
commending himself to several of the parties engaged; and, in consequence, his principal minister,
. who had been given up as a hostage for the performance of some of the disgraceful conditions of the
late peace, was set at liberty, and some territorial
cessions extorted from the Nizam were relinquished.
The passions and divisions of the Mahratta· chieftains
thus interposed. in favou~ of the Nizam, whom his
British ally would have left to be crushed by the
powerful and unprincipled confederacy to which
they belonged.
The year 1795 was marked by the death of the
A. D. 1795.
notorious Mahomet Ali, and the question· how the
affairs of his ill-governed dominions should in future
CHAP. XIV.
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be administeretl, gave rise to a sharp dispute between CHAP.
the government of Madras, at the 1?-ead of which
was Lord Hobart, and the controlling government of
Bengal. Lord Hobart, without previous communication with the governor-general, proposed to the
successor of Mahomet Ali the cession of certain territories, with a view partly to the security of the .
Company's claims, and partly to the relief of the
country from the frightful mass of oppression and
abuse. to which, under Mahomet Ali, it had· been
subjected. The views of the government of Bengal
went further. They were desirous of obtaining the
cession of the whole of the Nabob's territories.
Thus far the object of the two governments differed
only as to degree. But Lord Hobart was disposed
to employ some degree of force to effect his object,
while. the government of Bengal were determined
to ·carry it by negotiation, or not at all. The
details of the dispute would now possess iittle interest. It may suffice to say, that the Nabob resolutely refused to comply, and compliance was not
enforced. The prevailing abuses, therefore, not only
continued but increased. It was indeed impossible
for such a sy"stem to be stationary. If not abolished,
it would inevitably grow and extend itself. Every
form of rapine and extortion, every device by which
usury could heap interest upon interest, every
cruelty by which avarice could. realize its golden
' hopes was practised, till the ·wretched inhabitants
might almost have rejoiced in the irruption of a
powerful enemy, and hailed as a deliverer any in-
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vader who would have relieved them from the weak,
perfidious, an4 profligate government by which they
were borne down. The Nabob asserted that he was
unable to yield that which the British government
demanded-that the host of natives and Europeans
who benefited by the continuance of abuse were
too strong for him. This, it will be obvious, was
an: idle excuse. Although he could have effected
nothing· without the aid of the British government,
he might w.ith their support have relieved his do- ·'
minions from their oppressors ; but he disliked the
mode by.which relief was to be obtained, and would
-not purchase protection for his subjects at the cost
of gratifying the British government, which he hated.
It was natural, indeed, that he should be reluctant
to dispossess himself of power; but sovereignty in
his hands was but a name-power he had none. The
usurers of Madras were masters alike of him and his
subjects,' and heavily did the yoke press both on
prince and people.
The same year which produced this abortive attempt to rescue some of the most valuable districts
of the Carnatic from the ruthless grasp of those by
whom they were desolated was signalized by the
reduction of the Dutch settlements in India and the
Indian seas-Ceylon, Malacca, Banda, Amboyna,
Cochin. All except the last yielded after very slight
resistance.
~t has been seen that the policy of Sir John
Shore was essentially quiescent. But besides the
attack of the Dutch settlements, the necessity for
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which was imposed upon the Indian government by CHAP. x1v.
the alliance of Holland with the revol}ltionary rulers
of France, two events occurred in the northern parts
of India which compelled the governor-general to
depart from his ordinary plan of suffering affairs to
take their own course. The first of them was the
death of Fyzoolla Khan, the persevering Rohilla
chief, whose resistance had wearied the Vizier into
the confirmation of his jaghire, but whom Hastings
engaged in concert wit~ that prince to dispossess of
his territories, although it subsequently appeared
that he had no intention of carrying his engagement
into effect.* Mahomed Ali, the eldest son of Fyzoolla Khan, claimed to succeed his father, and his
claim was enforced by the Vizier, as well as recognized by the principal persons in the province. His
younger brother, Gholam Mahomed, however, an
ambitious and unprincipled man, .raised a rebellion, made Mahomed Ali prisoner, and after a time
murdered him. On these events becoming known
to the governor-general, he felt, as might have been
expected, that the honour of the British government required the intervention of their· arms to
suppress the rebellion raised by Gholam Mahomed,
and avenge the treacherous murder of his brother.
But the just indignation of Sir John Shore took a turn
which, with reference to his mild and amiable character, was truly wonderful. He determined to punish,
not only the usurper, but the entire family w~ich
the culprit had disgraced and injured-·the innocent

* See page 319, et seq.
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with.the.gU.il~y-by ~o~fisc~ting the j~ghire granted

-

- to. Fyioolla Khan, and transferring the districts of
-~hich it· c~msisted to .the direct gover.nment 'of the
Vizier._ _The j~stice of such a· proceeding it would
... .
'be difficult t~ vindicate., and it would ·be not less
.vaili to attempt its defence· ~n the ground of humanity. The d~minions. ad:ministere~ by Fyzoolla
_Khan were· in a state ·of prosperity, broadly and
strongly contrasting with the condition of the ill.· governed and miserable territories of tJle Vizier, to
'whose wretched sway the governor-general proposed
to compiit them. Tqe promptitude of S~r Robert
Abercro~by~ the officer commandip_g the British force
in Oude, prevented .the full execution of this notable
plan.· Before. the arrival of instructions from Calcutta, he had marched with part of the army of the
Vizier against the rebel chief. A battle was fought,
in which the usurper ~'as defeated. The _Vizier
benefited by the acquisition of considerable treasure ; but a jaghire .was gTanted to the infant son of
_the chief who had been so basely murdered. The
rebel fratricide- escaped with impunity.
The ~ther event which roused the governor-general to action was connected also with the affairs of
A. D. 1797. Oude. In 1797 the Vizier Azoff-al-Dowlah died.
He was succeeded by his reputed ·son, Vizier Ali,
"'whose title, though -impugned by the voice of rumour, was recognized by the British government.
Th~ grounds on which this recognition was afforded
were the acknowledgment of Vizier Ali as his son
by Azoff-al-Dowlah, an acknowledgment corrobo-
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rated by vari<fus acts and d~clar~tions, and b,elieved CHAP. XIV.
to be•valid a~cording to the. ~alioJ¥~ia~ _ la~ ; the_
acquiescence o( th~ pegum; and the·~pparent gerte~al'
consent of the inhabitants of Lucknow: ··:A ~epo~t
hostile ~o the claims of :Vizier, Ali 'had ~de~d
reached the governor-general, and in the same minute from which the above. r(;)a~ons a;e quoted*-in
the same paragraph in whi~h they -appeared, and in ·
the very next sent~nce to that in which they are enunciated, Sir John 'shore speaks of its being the ",popu-·
lar belief" t that the birth of Vizier Ali was· spurious.
It is not e~sy to reconcile the facts of the popular
belief being against his claim, and the governorgeneral being aware that such-was the case, with
the apparent gene~al consent of the 'inhabitants ·of
Lucknow in his favou~, alleged in the preceding
sentence, in justificat~on o_f his recognition.
Notwithstanding the for~e ascribed by the governor-general to phe reasons in favour of the claim of
Vizier Ali, he was not at ease ; and he left Calcutta
to proceed to Oude, not, as he says, with any view
to an alteration of the succession, but under the
impression of a possibility " that the repugnance of
the inhabitants of Oude to 'the ·title of Vizier Ali
might be such as to force upon" him "the further
consideration of it." At Cawnpore he was met by
the minister of Oude, Hussein Reza Khan; and
here, that which had been anticipated occurred.
.
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* Recorded 13th January, 1798.
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t In t~e succeeding paragraph the governor-general refers to
it as " the universal belief and assertion."
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consideration of the new Viz~r's title was
"forced" upon the attention of Sir ;fohn Shore, the
minister declaring, without reserve~ that the~e was
but one opinion on the subject, that opinion being
that the reigning prince and all his reputed brothers .
were spurious ; and that Saadut Ali, the brother of
tl~e deceased Vizier, was the lawful successor to the
musnud.
' ·
•.
The minister, who had been instrumental in elevating Vizier Ali to a place which. he now affirmed
belonged to another, endeavoured to excuse his
conduct by .reference to the same ~ircumstances
which the go~ernor-general pleaded in justifica~ion
of his own.' Saadut Ali, according to thf.l report ·of
this functionary, had but few hearty supporters, his
extreme parsimony,having rendered him unpopular,
while the profuseness of Vizier Ali had conciliated
the soldiery, who were far more readily influenced
by the liberal dispensation of pay an? gratuities than
by any regard to the lawful claims of inheritance.
Other information corroborated the report· of the
.minister as to the Vizier Ali's want of title, and the
·\'governor-general resolved to prosecute inquiry, as
far as was practicable without exciting susp!cion, as
to the birth of the reigning Vizier, and· his bro.
' .
.
thers or reputed brothers, as well as mto the popular belief on the· subject. The result of his investigation as to the formei· .point went to establish
· the following facts":-that the deceased prince was
the father of two sons only, both of whom had died
in inf~ncy ;-that he had been in the habit of pur-
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chasing childr'en and their mQthers, and that 'the CHAP.
childr~n thus acguired were, in various instances,.
acknowledged by him, and brought up as .his own·;
-that the mother of the reigning prince 'Yas a·
menial serv~nt .of the lowest description, employed
in the house of one of the Vizier's officers, at the
monthly wages of fo~r r_upees ;-that she was ti?.e
parent of three sons, of whom the eldest was
purchased by the Vizier for five hundred rupees,
and received the name of Mahomed Ameer; the
second, less for.tunate, became a menial servant ;
while the third shared, 'and.ev~n, surpassed;
. the good
fortune of· his elder brother, being 'in like manner
purchased by Azoff-al:..Dowlah for five hundred
rupees, endowed with the name of Vizier Ali, acknowledged by the prince as hi.s son, and heir to
his dignity, and finally rai~ed to the throne. It appeared that t~e younger ·begum, the wife of Azoffal-Dowlah, had ~nvariably refused to see Vizier A.li;
-that having been reqliested by the Vizier to honour
the nuptials of his heir, by allowing him to be introduced to her on the occasion, she had declined with
civility ; but at the same tinie declared to the officer':
who delivered the message, that she would not disgrace the. dignity of her family by aqm~tting such. a
person as Vizier Ali into her presence. All circumstances seem to have combined to discredit the
claim of Vizier Ali except one - the eld~r begum, the mother of the decease.d prim~e, supported ·
the person thus denounced as an unjust pretender to the throne. This, however, cannot be re-
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xrv. garded as conclusive, or even strong ~vidence in his
favour. In the impure atmosphere of an eastern
court, regard to family honour is often sacrifieed
to personal motives.
The effect produced on the mind of the governorgeneral by the evidence which he was able to collect, is thus stated by himself:-" The result of the
whole, in my opinion, is this,-.that Vizier Ali, and
all the 1·eputed sons of the deceased Nabob, a1·e undoubtedly spurious. The impressions which I received on this subject .since my inquiries commenced
are very different from those which I entertained in
Calcutta. The parentage of Vizier Ali, as many
of the persons to whom I have appealed observe, is
not considered as any matter of delicacy in Lucknow. A supposition that he is the son of Azoffal-Dowlah would have been treated with ridicule
excepting by the partizans of the Nabob (Vizier Ali),
or those who benefit by his follies and extravaganee;
and I could add many anecdotes to prove that Vizier
Ali has often, previous to · the death of Azoff-alDowlah, been reproached as the son of a Frausb,
and that the Nabob frequently alluded to his base
origin. His elevation to the musnud was a matter of
surprise to persons of all ranks, and was even spoken
of with contempt by the native troops at Cawnpore."
After adverting to certain motives for declining to
enter into the investigation at an earlier period, Sir
John Shore continues :-" Feeling in all its force
the impression of the popular belief of the spu• tious birth of Vizier Ali, and aware of all the conse- -
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quences to ou't political reputation .and justice which CHAP.
might result from the acknowledgment of him as the
successor of Azoff-al-Dowlah, I still was not authorized to make them the grounds of rejecting him, in opposition to th~ acknowledgment and declaration of his
presumed father ; whilst I felt equal repugnance to
fix obloquy on the reputation of the deceased ~abob
by an inquiry dictated by general mmours only. It
is now no longer dubious that the repugnance to the
admission of Vizier Ali's succession, after an interval
of reflection, w;ts general ; that the acknowledgnient
of it· by the Company excited surprise and disappointment ; that it was esteemed both disgraceful
and unjust, and that nothing but the support of the
begum and of the Company would have suppressed
the expression of that repugnance. That may now
exist in a less degree, but the disgrace attached to
our decision still remains. I conclude with repeating, that the prevailing opinion of the spurious birth
of Vizier Ali was not a partial r~mour originating in
enmity or interest at his accession ; that it has ever
invariably and universally prevailed, in opposition
to the acknowledgment of him as his son by the
Nabob, Azoff-al-Dowlah, which never obtained credit with a single human being; and that the truth
of it is now established by the clear, positive, and circumstantial evidence of Zehseen Ali Khan,* which
carries with it the fullest conviction of its truth, as
well from his character as from his situation, which

* The person in whose house the mother of Vizier Ali was
menial, and where he was born.
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enabled him, and him only, to have a p~sonal knowledge of the circumstan?es which he has . detailed.
In his house Vizier Ali was born, and he paid the
purchase-money for him to his mother. That evidence so clear was to be obtained was not indeed
(":.
within the probability of expectation."*
Few unbiassed persons, after an examination of the
evidence, will arrive at a conclusion different from
that of the governor-general; yet it cannot but excite surprise · that, with a resident at the court of
Lucknow whose duty it was to watch and to report
to the government which he represented every thing
of the slightest public importance, the general disbelief of the claim of the recognized son of the sovereign
to the inheritance for which he was destined should
have been either unknown or disregarded by the
British government. The latter, however, appears
to have been the fact. Before the death of Azo:ff-alDowlah, the witness, on whose evidence Sir J ohu
Shore relied au~ acted, had communicated to the resident, part at least, of the facts which he· afterwards
opened more fully to the governor-general. Strange
does it appear that they excited no greater degree of
attention-·that no particular investiga,tiou of them
then took place-that all inquiry into the conflicting
claims of candidates for the succession was postponed
till it was necessary to decide at once between them ;
when, as was certainly far from improbable, the question was improperly determined. It argues little for
the activity of the resident, or of the governor-general,

.

* Minute, 13th January,

1798.
.
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that such s~uld have been the fact. One or both CHAP. XIV.
must have deserved great blame. The most probable solution of the difficulty is, that Sir John Shore's
almost invincible habit of leaving affairs to settle
themselves led him to acquiesce in the recognition of
a title which he could not but feel to be questionable, and this view is not inconsistent with his own
language. The consideration of the question was
at length, as he says, forced upon' him ; he took it
up upon. compulsion, but he investigated it with an
earnel'\t desire to discover the truth, and his decision
was a sound and an honest one.
The elder begum, though she had supported Vizier
Ali, had given offence by dissuading him from certain acts of indecorum and extravagance·: and in
return for the good advice expended on him, the
Vizier recommended her withdrawal to Fyzabad.
The English government, however, had found it expedient to intimate to the begum that her interference in public affairs might be dispensed with; and
this communication tended to allay her resentment towards the Vizier and turn it on the English.
Her chief adviser was a rich and powerful frequenter
of the court .of Lucknow, named Almas, who had
long be~n regarded as a determined enemy to the
influence of the British government. Almas, however, suddenly sought an interview with the ·native
minister, whose. communications had led to the inquiries instituted by Sir John Shore, and fell in
with what he was satisfied was the course of the
prevailing curreiit, by making heavy complaints of
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Vizier Ali, whom he designated in. terms the most
opprobrious. He spoke of the baseness of the
Vizier's birth, and the· profligacy of his character;
declared that the begum entirely disapproved of his
cmiduct, and that it, was the earnest wish, both of
her and himself, that the reigning prince should be
depose~.) and his place supplied· by one of two brothers of the late sovereign, whom he named, to the
exclusion not only of all the reputed sons of Azoff-alDowlah, but also of Saadut Ali, the undoubted heir
to the throne, if the children of the late Vizier were
spurious. The minister recommended him to open
his views to the governor-general, and to him he
held language similar to that which he had previously employed. He subsequently repeated it in
the presence of the officer in command of the British force in Oude ; and these communications were
important in preparing the way for that which was
to follow, as they enabled the English authorities
to obtain a distinct admission of Vizier Ali's defectiv:e title from the party most likely to defend it, in
opposition to that of the rightful claimant. True it
was that the begum and Almas supported other candidates, and not Saadut Ali, but the claim of Vizier
Ali was abandoned by all capabie of rende~ing efficient aid in upholding it. The strange succession
of intrigues which had followed the death of Azoffal-Dowlah are thus recounted by Sir J olm Shore:
-" The prec~ding detail furnishes a history which
has.been rarely paralleled. Vizier Ali, without any
title in the public estimation, was elevated to the
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musnud by the selection of the begum, -and act
of the resident and minister. He was confirmed
upon it by the acknowledgment of his title by the
Company, and their declaration _to support it. Without that acknowledgment ,and support he would
have been opposed by Almas, whose influence over
the begum would have gained her consent to his
deposition. The declarations of Almas on his departure from Lucknow were equiyalent to a renunciation of allegiance to the Vizier Ali, and his measures
were so suspicious as to excite general alarm. Vizier
Ali immediately began to act in opposition to the
influence and interests of the Company, and the interference of the begum in the administmtion of
affairs produced disorder. The begum and Vizier
Ali were not then united. She censured and condemned his conduct ; he felt sore under her control,
and urged her departure to Fyzabad. An intimation
to the begum to withdraw her interference united
them, and under their union the most violent and
insulting measures to the Company were adopted.
The begum, from whatever motives, now disclaims
Vizier Ali, as illegitimate* and unqualified; and
proposed to depose the person of her choice, and
.•
transfer the succession to the sons of Shoojah-adDowlah. The proposition is brought forward by
Almas, who joins in it." This extraordinary succession of incidents gives occasion to a very character-

* This is not strictly correct : it was not alleged that Vizier
Ali was illegitimate. It was denied that he was the son of Azoffal-Dowla.h at all.
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istic remark on th.e part of the gov!!rnor-general :
" If," says he, " the interests of the Company and
humanity, the reputation of the Company for honour and justice, did not oppose the measure, my own
·feelings would have induced me to withdraw from
a scene of so much embarrassment." He could not
withdraw, but his mind appears to have been greatly
divided as to the course which he should take.
'
He seriously entertained the thought of continuing
Vizier Ali on the throne, and endeavouring to control
him through the begum. As a temptation to adopt
this course, the begum had offered to make an ad. clition to the annual subsidy. Such a plan would
have given to her and her ally, Almas, all that they
wished; but no one can believe that it would have
been beneficial to the interests of the British government. Another mode which 9ccurred to the mind of
the governor-general was, to place the administration
of the affairs of Oude directly under the control of
the Company's government. But this, he observed
could only continue during the minority of Vizier
Ali (who was seventeen years of age), and he deemed
such a plan open to weighty objections. With much
hesitation, he chose the right course.; and as his conduct was the result of deep and anxious consideration,
the reasoning by which he was finally determined is
deserving of notice. " The preceding statement of
facts and information," said he, "suggested questions
of very serious embarrassment. The course of my
investigation into the birth of Vizier Ali ·had weakened or subverted all the grounds upon which our

'·
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acknowledgment of his title had been made : the
acknowledgment of him as his son by the late Nabob-his birth in the harem *-the force of the Mahometan law in favour of that acknowledgmentthe apparent satisfaction of the inhabitants at Lucknow at his elevation, and the decision of the elder
begum in his favour. It proved, that if the succession
to the musnud of Oude had been suspended during
the first interval of surprise and confusion attending·
the sudden death of the Nabob Azoff-al-Dowla:h,
and if an appeal had been made to the unbiassed
voice of the people as ajury, their verdict would have
pronounced Vizier Ali, and all the sons of th~ late Nabob, spurious-destitute of any title to the musnud;
and that the sons of Shoojah-ad-Dowlah had an undeniable right to it. The evidence of Zehseen established to my entire conviction the justice and truth
of the public sentiment; and I had the mortification to learn that the reputation of the C<?mpany
had suffered by an act which, in the opinion of all
reputable people, had been no less disgraceful than
unjust. It was impossible to silence these impressions by arguing that the government had not directly interfered in deciding upon the succession,
since, in the opinion of all, Vizier Ali's elevation
was considered an act of the English government;
and it is certain that, without their acknowledgment
and support, he could not have maintained his situa-

* Sir John Shore should have said his alleged birth in the
harem. Vizier Ali ~as not born in the harem, but in the house
of Zehseen Ali Khan.
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tion. On the other hand, it might be ar~ued, that the
state of the case was now altered ; that the Nabob
having been acknowledged, and thatacknowledgment
confirmed, the question was no longer open to decision ; that the discredit of the act had been incurred,
and that the reputation of the Company would not
now be restored by an act which, in the first instance,
would have promoted it ; that the public were in
some degree reconciled to the succession of Vizier
Ali, who had gained many partizans."
The objection above noticed is combated by the
governor-general, after reference to precedent, by
arguing, " that our acknowledgment of Vizier Ali in
the. first instance had been extorted by the urgency
of the case, and that the more deliberate confirmation
of it was made upon presumption which could not be
set aside upon the evidence or information before
us ;-that the public sense of Vizier Ali's want of all
title to the musnud had undergone no revolution,
nor ever could ;-that there is not a man living who
ever believed him to be the son of Azoff-al-Dowlah, or to have a shadow of right to .the musnud ;
on the contrary, that in Lucknow he is generally
known to be the son of a Fraush; and if his future '
character should prove as abandoned as it promises
to be, the disgrace attending his elevation to the
musnud would be perpetuated ;-that although many
were now reconciled to his title from various . motives-the support of the Company, his liberali.ty,
influence, interest, or indifference-that men of the
most respectability, who were not biassed by such
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motives, had•not changed their sentiments upon it."
The governor-general thus continues:-" The investiture of Vizier Ali, in the words of Abdul Lateef, was
doubtless considered by all men of respectability as an
act of injustice to the immediate descendants of Shoojah-ad-Dowlah, as the rightful heirs; and no one gave
the Company credit for acting from motives of supposed justice, but all ascribed their acknowledgment
of Vizier Ali. to the political expectation of establishing a more easy and effective influence in. Oude
than they otherwise could. If so, with a certainty
that the sentiments of Abdul Lateef were general, with evidence that they are well founded, the
political reputation of the Company can only be
restored by the establishment of a family in the
musnud which in the universal opinion has an exclusive right to it. Wherever that opinion extends,
the justice and reputation of the Company must be
affected by confirming the succession of an empire
to the son of a Fraush. If Saadut Ali has a right
to the musnud, upon what grounds can we defend
the denial of it? Whilst the presumption was in
favour of Vizier Ali, we determined to maintain his
title, not only against Saadut Ali, but against all
opposition. That presumption is done away, and
the right o~ Saadut Ali, as the representative of
the family of Shoojah-ad-Dowlah, stands undeniable by justice and universal opinion. It may be
argued that they are not bound to run the risk
of hostilities in support of it ; and the argument
would be unanswerable if we could withdraw from
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all interference in the question, or if out interference
did not amount to a denial of his right. The begum
and Almas, by their admission that Vizier Ali has
no title to the musnud, and by their proposition to
invest Mirza Jungly,* on whatever principle it may
be founded, have precluded themselves from all ·
right of opposition to the claims of Saadut Ali. I
do I).ot _mean to assert that they will not oppose his
claim against the support of the English; but having
admitted the superior right of Shooja:h-ad-Dowlah's
sons, their opposition to the representative of that
family would prove a total dereliction of all regard
to right and principle on their parts, and a determination to maintain their own interests against an
opposition. On the other hand, as every act of injustice is the parent of more, we must not overlook
the future possible consequences of denying that
right to Saadut Ali, to which, in the opinion of all,
his title stands good. We are so implicated in our
connection with Oude, that we cannot withdraw
from it, and w~ are so situated in it, that without a
decisive influence in its administration we cannot
have any security. The consequences of such a situation might be fatal if the government of the country
were secretly hostile to us, and such, in my judgment, would be the situation of the Company under
the administration of Vizier Ali, admitting that we
could extort from him,. Allahabad, a pecuniary compensation, and an annual addition to the subsidy;
he niust be put un.der restrictions, the begum must

* A younger brother of Saadut Ali.
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be compelled. to relinquish all interference in the
administration, and the power of Almas niust be
reduced ; without this, which would be equivalent to
taking the administration of government into our
own hands, all attempts to improve the administration of the country and render the situation of the
Company secure would be fruitless." After adverting to the difficulty of finding proper instruments
for effecting this, the governor-general adds :-" The
restrictions which must be imposed upon Vizier
Ali would never be borne by him, but under a
secret determination to embrace the first opportunity of shaking them off."
The above remarks contain much that admits of
'
far wider application than the events which called
them forth, and it is principally for this reason that
they have been quoted at length. They contain an
unanswerable justification of the course which the
governor-general ultimately determined to pursuegranting the facts on which it was based, which indeed scarcely admitted of doubt. It is only to be
lamented: that these facts were not ascertained at an
earlier period. After the series of arguments which
, have been quoted, Sir John Shore briefly adverted
to some personal objections to his acting against
Vizier Ali, grounded on their being on apparently
amicable terms, and on the governor-general's dislike to all deception. It is impossible not to be
struck with the delicacy of sentiment which these
objections display, and equally impossible not to admire the determination with which they were van-
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quished by a sense of public duty. · ~1 t~e feelings
and inclinations of Sir John Shore, but this one,
disposed him to acquiesce in the existing state of.
things, but he did not yield to their influence.·
Saad.ut Ali was restored to his right through the
agency of the British government, and the usurper
compelled to withdraw to a private station, with an
allowance for his support, proportioned, not to his
natural place among men, but to that which he had
for a time so strangely occup!ed. By the treaty
which determined the relations of. the_-::-new Vizier
and the English, the annual .subsidy was fixed at
seventy-six lacs, and the fort of Allahabad surrendered to the latter power. The English force in Oude
was to be ordinarily kept up to ten thousand, and
if it at any time exceeded thirteen thousand, the
Vizier was to pay fqr the number in excess; while, if
it were allowed to fall below eight .thousand, a proportionate dP~uction was to be made. Twelve lacs
were to be / id to the English as compensation for
the expensfl{f placing. Saadut Ali on the throne,
and he was restrained from holding communication
with any foreign state, employing any Europeans, or
permitting any to settle in his dominions without the
consent of his British ally. ··
Sir John Shore's administration presents nothing
further for report. He was elevated to an Irish
:peerage by the title of Lord Teignmouth, and
quitted India in March, 1798.
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